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ABSTRACT 
 
The Poetry of Interpretation: 






“The Poetry of Interpretation” writes a pre-history of the twentieth-century phenomenon of close 
reading by interpreting the devotional poetry of the English Renaissance in the context of the 
period’s exegetical literatures. The chapters explore a range of hermeneutic methods that allowed 
preachers and commentators, writing in the wake of the Reformation’s turn to the “literal sense” 
of scripture, to grapple with and clarify the bible’s “darke texts.” I argue that early modern 
religious poets—principally Anne Lock, John Donne, George Herbert, William Alabaster, and 
John Milton—absorbed these same methods into their compositional practices, merging the arts 
of poesis and exegesis. Consistently skeptical about the very project they undertake, however, 
these poets became not just practitioners but theorists of interpretive method. Situated at the 
intersection of religious history, hermeneutics, and poetics, this study develops a new 
understanding of lyric’s formal operations while intimating an alternative history of the 
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NOTE ON TEXTS 
 
In quoting from early printed editions of Renaissance texts in English, I have silently modernized 
i/j and u/v, but have otherwise retained original spelling and punctuation. Except where 
otherwise noted, my citations of early modern books are to the facsimiles collected at Early 







 There is a curious moment in C. A. Patrides’s introduction to his edition of John Donne’s 
Complete English Poems (1991) that seems at once to necessitate and to obliquely comprehend 
the argument of this dissertation. It appears during Patrides’s discussion of poetic conceit, the 
notoriously heterogeneous intellectual collision that arguably constitutes Donne’s most important 
innovation in the history of poetry.1 Donne, we are told, was daring to construct outrageous 
conceits, in part because to do so was to resist early modernity’s normative poetic regime. 
“Aspiring writers” in the Renaissance, writes Patrides, were “warned that conceits [...] ‘are not to 
be taken from things altogether different.’” Donne achieves poetic notoriety, then, by “leap[ing] 
over the decorous” norms that dictated what should and what should not be conjoined by the 
procedures of metaphor: his literary success in this account depends on his thrilling resistance to 
a kind of prissy, classicist writerly decorum.2 
 The authority that Patrides cites for this rule about “conceits,” however, is not, as one 
might expect, one of the sixteenth century’s many guides for writing poetry. This warning 
against constructing analogies out of “things altogether different” comes, in fact, from a work of 
homiletics: The Christian Synagogue (1623), a manual of preaching and scriptural interpretation 
by the Scottish minister John Weemes.3 Weemes, like so many of his contemporary preachers, 
																																																						
1 I am alluding, of course, to Samuel Johnson’s complaint, in his “Life of Cowley,” that 
in metaphysical poetry “the most heterogeneous ideas are yoked by violence together,” and that 
the poet’s wit consists in the discovery of “occult resemblances in things apparently unlike.” The 
Works of Samuel Johnson, vol. 21, The Lives of the Poets, ed. John H. Middendorf (New Haven, 
CT: Yale University Press, 2010), 26.  
2 John Donne, The Complete English Poems, ed. C. A. Patrides (New York: Everyman’s 
Library, 1991), 22. 
 3 John Weemes [Weemse], The Christian Synagogue (London, 1623). Weemes’s work 
was popular: the English Short Title Catalogue counts six editions of The Christian Synagogue 
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wrote from a position of intense concern about the misinterpretation of the Bible. Quoting an oft-
cited passage from the Second Epistle of Peter, he writes in The Christian Synagogue: “Unstable 
soules wrest the Scripture: [wrest], It is a word borrowed from torturers, when they put an 
innocent man upon the rack, and makes [sic] him to speak the thing he never meant: so these 
wrest a sense out of the Scriptures, which the holy Ghost never meant.”4 This idea of “wresting” 
the meaning of scripture, of making it say something it did not intend, later becomes a part of 
Weemes’s critique of immoderate analogy: “Comparisons,” he writes, “must not be wrested 
further then the scope of the Comparison requires.”5 When interpreting scripture, Weemes 
insists, it is permissible to compare passages, or to liken divine ideas to secular ones, but only if 
the analogy does not appear forced. What Patrides casts as a caution against an excessive way of 
writing, that is, is in fact a technique for a certain kind of reading, of interpretation. This brief 
moment of contextual occlusion erases the vast and complex textual field of early modern 
homiletics, reducing it to a convenient double for the decidedly less culturally significant genre 
of metaphysical poetry. In taking Weemes’s piece of advice out of its homiletic context, Patrides 
drastically reinvents its discursive purpose. 
 Let this small slip—an instance of critical malpractice committed, to be fair, for the broad 
and benevolent purposes of introduction—stand as an emblem for criticism’s failure to 
																																																						
between 1623 and 1636, and it was included in two further editions of Weemes’s collected works 
published in the 1630s. 
4 Weemes, Christian Synagogue, 30. Weemes cites the authority of 1 Peter 4, but seems 
rather to be alluding to an oft-cited passage at 2 Peter 3:16. Weemes errs, too, in his quotation of 
the New Testament’s Greek (or it has been mistransmitted to him): his word for “wrest” is 
ςρέβλοσι, which appears to be a misspelling of Peter’s στρεβλοῦσιν. See The Greek New 
Testament According to the Majority Text, ed. Zane C. Hodges and Arthur L. Farstad (Nashville, 
TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1982), 704. 
5 Weemes, Christian Synagogue, 282.  
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comprehend the early modern relationship between poetry and preaching.6 Patrides’s citation of 
Weemes blurs the distinction between composition and interpretation: searching in the didactic 
literature for a sign of the radicalism of Donne’s writing practice, he alights instead upon a 
regime for ensuring the orthodoxy of reading.7 When scholarship has considered early modern 
preaching practice in relation to the period’s literary production, I would like to suggest, it 
commits a similar negligence, reading sermons merely as glosses of, or more elaborated 
imitations of, the devotional poems to which they relate. In such readings, the sermon’s primary 
discursive function—that is, the interpretation of a scriptural text—vanishes, and the sermon 
serves the literary critic merely as a container of information uncomplicated by the compression 
and ambiguity that distinguish poetry as such.  
But let me give Patrides more credit: his citation of Weemes’s radically inappropriate 
text, coyly exposed in the footnote that points his reader to The Christian Synagogue, may itself 
be construed as a canny but unelaborated conceit through which he indicates the profound 
connection between poetics and homiletics in Donne’s poetry and in his moment. After all, 
																																																						
 6 As I discuss in greater detail below, the relationship between homiletics, scriptural 
interpretation, and literature has often been incidental to critical readings of Renaissance texts, 
especially to readings of Donne, who left behind more than 160 sermons in addition to his small 
but hugely influential body of devotional verse. But few full-length works have explored the 
complex relationship between preaching and literature in this period; and those that have, like 
Bryan Crockett’s The Play of Paradox: Stage and Sermon in Renaissance England 
(Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), have tended to concentrate on the 
sermon’s performative, rather than its interpretive, actions. 
 7 One reason this substitution may have seemed necessary to Patrides, I suspect, is that in 
1623—the year of The Christian Synagogue’s first printing—Donne’s poetry was not yet 
inspiring the critical vitriol of those readers who found it extravagantly inscrutable. Wanting to 
expose how poets in Donne’s age were trained to write, rather than how they were read in the 
later critiques of Drummond, Dryden, and Johnson, Patrides defers to a genre of text that, while 
situated in a completely different area of discursive production, nevertheless seems to say the 
right thing. On the early strain of critics of the metaphysical school, see, e.g., Colin Burrow, ed., 
Metaphysical Poetry (London: Penguin Classics, 2006), xix–xxv. 
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Donne’s poetic conceits and the homiletic “similitudes” to which Weemes refers (and to which 
this dissertation dedicates a chapter) are both species of metaphor, the figure in which an object 
of our attention (a tenor) is attached to some similar-yet-different comparator (a vehicle). For 
Donne, especially the metaphorically adventurous Donne of the Songs and Sonnets, the tenor is 
usually whatever erotic vexation has fallen under his gaze: sex, the couple, beauty, virginity; but 
for Weemes, the tenor is always a text, the text of scripture, which a “similitude,” by invoking 
some familiar and comfortable analogue, will help to explain. Indeed, many of Weemes’s 
contemporaries believed that an aptly chosen similitude was the surest way to clarify a dense or 
difficult biblical text: “When one expoundeth an hard place,” writes one of them, “there is 
nothing that maketh it sooner to bee understood then a similitude.”8 
Consider, for example, the problem of Genesis 6:6, when the Christian God observes the 
wickedness of humans and regrets having created them: “then it repe[n]ted the Lord, that he had 
made man in the earth, and he was sorie in his heart.”9 (After this comes the flood.) This verse 
was the source of no insignificant consternation to early modern English preachers, because it 
seems to say quite plainly that God—whom doctrine taught was eternal, perfect, constant—can 
change his mind.10 The Devonshire preacher John Barlow, in a sermon to which I will later 
																																																						
8 Pierre Gérard, A Preparation to the Most Holie Ministerie, trans. Nicholas Becket 
(London, 1598), 199. 
9 This is the Geneva translation: The Bible and Holy Scriptures Conteyned in the Olde 
and Newe Testament (Geneva, 1560), fol. 3v. One can hear, in the strangely impersonal 
formulation of this translation (“it repe[n]ted the Lord”), the translator’s attempt to keep God’s 
mind steady. It did not have to be so: Tyndale’s earlier translation has the much more 
straightforward “he repented. that he had made man upon the earth” (Tyndale’s Old Testament, 
trans. William Tyndale, ed. David Daniell [New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992], 21); the 
modern New Revised Standard translation similarly tells us that “the LORD was sorry that he had 
made humankind” (The New Oxford Annotated Bible, 4th ed., ed. Michael D. Coogan [Oxford 
University Press, 2010], 19). 
10 Augustine of Hippo was an important early exponent of the theological principle of 
divine immutability, and his ideas on the subject were current in the Protestant doctrine of the 
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return, explained this scriptural crux to his assembled congregants by invoking a “similitude”—a 
homiletic conceit: 
[T]he change is not in God, but in respect of the object about which hee is exercised; for 
one cause without alteration in it selfe may produce divers effects in that regard. For 
example: The Sunne hath but one simple act of shining; yet, doe wee not see that it doth 
unite clay and straw, dissolve ice into water? makes the flowers smell sweetly, and a dead 
corpse to stinke lothsomly? the hot fier to be colder, and the cold water hotter? and will it 
not helpe to cure one man by his heate, yet therewith kill another? Where is the cause? in 
the severall objects, and their divers dispositions, and constitutions; and not in the Sunnes 
act of shining, which is but one and the same.11 
Interpreting scripture, as Barlow’s densely imagistic prose may suggest, is hardly different at all 
from writing a poem: reading and writing alike are a matter of coming up with a series of clever 
“comparisons.” Patrides’s offhand identification of poetic conceit with homiletic interpretation 
may, then, survive scrutiny after all. Read in this light, his analogy of the metaphorical functions 
of both poetry and preaching passes the very test it describes: those two seemingly distinct arts 
are not, finally, “things altogether different.” 
 Patrides’s identification of poetic conceit with preacherly “comparison” may serve to 
remind us of the peculiar exegetical conditions generated by the object of all of this readerly 
																																																						
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. As Roland J. Teske has noted, the emergence of this 
principle in Augustine’s thought stems largely from his reactions to contemporary Neoplatonism 
and Manichaeism, and has been considered by some scholars as a “philosophical accretion that is 
not at all essential to the Judaeo-Christian concept of God.” The doctrine’s extrinsic quality, 
then, would explain its seeming incompatibility with some passages of scripture, as well as the 
interpretive pressures exegetes felt to resolve it. See Roland J. Teske, “Divine Immutability in 
Augustine,” in To Know God and the Soul: Essays on the Thought of St. Augustine (Washington, 
D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 2008), 131–51 (quotation at 132). 
11 John Barlow, The Good Man’s Refuge in Affliction (London, 1618), 14. 
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attention: the Christian Bible. Newly available to the clergy and the laity alike in its vernacular, 
printed forms, the Reformation Bible, with its obscure parables and countless “darke places,” 
demanded interpretation. “[N]o man doubteth,” wrote the preacher William Fulke in 1579, “that 
there be some hard and darke places in the Scriptures.”12 But the Bible was not composed of 
uninterrupted obscurity: indeed, for every “hard place” there was some metaphor or trope that 
clarified, through a familiar image or idea, what the scripture was trying to say.13 Preachers and 
commentators on the Bible’s texts took this autointerpretive figuration as a license to apply their 
own additional interpretive tropes to scripture’s “darke texts”: as the preacher Nehemiah Rogers 
wrote, “Now in that Christ himselfe doth teach them here by parables, we learne: That it is 
lawfull for Gods Ministers, not only nakedly and barely to deliver the truth, but with the helps of 
invention, and Art to use similitudes, comparisons, proverbes, parables, for the further 
illustrating and urging of the same.”14 The tropological activity of poetry and the exegetical 
activity of preaching, in Rogers’s account, become analogical exercises of the rhetorical arts, 
with this small but crucial difference: while poesis can apply the laws of rhetoric to any subject 
																																																						
12 Fulke, who was also the master of Pembroke College, Cambridge (immediately 
preceding Lancelot Andrewes in this role), reminds us of this commonplace in the course of a 
more complex refutation of a “Popish” antagonist: “M. Heskins taketh great paines in those 
Chapters, to prove that which no man doubteth of, that there be some hard and darke places in 
the Scriptures, and yet it followeth not, but that the Scriptures are a light unto our steppes, & a 
lanterne unto our feete, & the worde of the Lord giveth wisedome unto the simple.” D. Heskins, 
D. Sanders, and M. Rastel, accounted (among their faction) three pillers and Arch patrarches of 
the Popish Synagogue... (London, 1579), 14. On Fulke’s career, see Richard Bauckham, “Fulke, 
William (1536/7–1589), theologian and college head,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography 
(Oxford University Press, 2004). 
 13 This conviction, which I explore at length throughout this dissertation, derives in part 
from an interpretation of the gospels, in which Christ’s parables seemed—to some—to be 
explanatory mechanisms. As I discuss in Chapter 3, however, the gospels are inconsistent on the 
question of whether parables—and therefore tropes more broadly—work to facilitate or to hinder 
understanding. On this question see especially Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy: On the 
Interpretation of Narrative (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979). 
14 Nehemiah Rogers, The True Convert (London, 1620), 12. 
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or discourse it chooses, exegesis—interpretation—practices those same techniques exclusively 
on a prior text. 
 A long hermeneutic tradition has theorized the interrelation—the mutual inextricability—
of the acts of rhetoric and exegesis.15 In this dissertation I hope to contribute a new chapter to 
this history: in the post-Reformation period of English literature, I argue, devotional poets 
attempted the peculiar experiment of turning the lyric poem into an interpretive genre. Drawing 
on their intimate familiarity with the preaching arts, a sequence of poets that included Anne 
Lock, John Donne, George Herbert, William Alabaster, and John Milton adapted the exegetical 
procedures of the pulpit into a poetics, a compositional mode in which scriptural texts were 
subjected to the reconfigurative forces of interpretive method. Revising standard accounts of the 
Bible-centered early modern “Protestant poetic,” my readings suggest that devotional poets after 
the English Reformation encountered scriptural texts in their poems through the mediating 
formations of preacherly interpretation, and that their poems became exegetical laboratories in 
which given texts were transformed, expanded, polished, and pulled apart. Such poems fulfill the 
perhaps inadvertent promise of Patrides’s introduction to Donne: examples at once of self-
expression and textual application, of affective struggle and intellectual exercise, of technical 
mastery and theoretical irresolution, they merge the arts of poesis and exegesis. In creating these 
																																																						
15 The best recounting of this history that I have seen is Kathy Eden, Hermeneutics and 
the Rhetorical Tradition: Chapters in the Ancient Legacy and Its Humanist Reception (New 
Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1997). My argument draws from Eden’s account of the 
“relation between rhetoric and hermeneutics” in the classical and Renaissance humanist 
traditions (4); as she usefully reminds us in the book’s opening pages, moreover, the interrelation 
of rhetoric and hermeneutics has also been the subject of more recent theorizations, including the 




performances of lyric exegesis, I conclude, early modern devotional poets became their culture’s 
subtlest theorists of interpretation. 
* 
 A stanza from a poem by Donne will set the stage for the interpretive procedures that 
occupy the following pages. In the final lines of his “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse” 
(ca. 1623), Donne invites his readers to understand the poem they have been reading as 
something like a sermon: 
 So, in his purple wrapp’d receive mee Lord, 
  By these his thornes give me his other Crowne; 
 And as to others soules I preach’d thy word, 
  Be this my Text, my Sermon to mine owne, 
 Therfore that he may raise the Lord throws down.16 
The poem in its closing moments proposes a series of generic self-redefinitions: it is now a 
“Text” and a “Sermon,” that is—from the preachers’ jargon—both a passage of scripture and the 
oration that expounds it for an audience.17 As I will argue in more detail, this phrase—“my Text, 
my Sermon”—knowingly conflates these two crucially distinct homiletic objects. One of his 
moment’s most beloved preachers, Donne cannot be confusing the technical uses of Text and 
Sermon; his lines, rather, point to the metonymic (not to say mimetic) relationship between the 
																																																						
 16 John Donne, The Divine Poems, 2nd ed., ed. Helen Gardner (Oxford University Press, 
1959), 50. 
17 The finest commentator on this poem’s series of generic shifts is still Barbara Kiefer 
Lewalski: see her Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric (Princeton 
University Press, 1979), 280–82. Lewalski’s account, however, pays little attention to the 
question of what it would entail, generically, discursively, or interpretively speaking, for a poem 
to also be a sermon. Indeed, she almost immediately collapses the genre of “sermon” into that of 
“meditation,” thereby ignoring the specifically textual object of Donne’s interpretive attention. 
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textual object and its interpretation. The poems I read in this study—which together constitute 
my title’s “Poetry of Interpretation”—repeat this conflation: each one is a performance of lyric 
interpretation (a “sermon” to one’s own) and a “text” in its own right whose hermeneutic 
pressures mimic those of the scriptural texts they reconfigure. 
 Donne’s “Hymne,” as I argue in Chapter 2, proceeds according to the exegetical 
principles of “chopology,” in which scriptural texts are disarticulated into pieces. Let a brief 
example from the Elizabethan preacher Thomas Playfere illustrate the logophilic and exegetical 
possibilities of this method: 
Weep not for me, but weepe for your selves. In which sentence wee may observe, as many 
wordes, so manie parts. Eyght words, eyght parts. The first, Weep not: the second, But 
weepe: the third, Weep not, but weepe: the fourth, For mee: the fift, For your selves: the 
sixt, For me, for your selves: the seaventh, Weepe not for me: the eyght, But weepe for 
your selves.18 
As this exuberant passage suggests, cutting, folding, and refolding a text can produce a 
multiplicity of new approaches to its meaning. One can discover this “crumbling” method at 
work in the conclusion of Donne’s poem, where the scriptural precedents of the poem’s 
optimistic message are disarticulated and re-shaped into its final, pseudo-scriptural line. But it is 
also available as a hermeneutic throughout the poem’s polysemous body, for it is a poem—like 
so many of Donne’s—that responds with remarkable copiousness to that hermeneutic activity 
that Peter McCullough calls “close exegesis.”19 The poem, in renaming itself a “Text,” invites its 
own chopping up—its “crumbling”—into smaller linguistic units, which can then serve as the 
																																																						
18 Thomas Playfere, The Meane in Mourning (London, 1596), 3–4. 
 19 McCullough’s phrase is really “close exegetical preaching,” used to describe Lancelot 
Andrewes’s preaching style: Andrewes, Selected Sermons, xli. 
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foundations for further discussions that reread the poem formally, typologically, or historically. 
(In the reading of the poem I stage in Chapter 2, for instance, the word “purple” alone structures 
an analysis of the whole poem’s narrative.) Donne’s invitation to read poems homiletically may 
be confined to this single text, but “The Poetry of Interpretation” redirects that invitation onto a 
much larger body of poetic works, reading their performances of exegesis as carefully directed, if 
usually implicit, invitations to further such performances. The poets of Donne’s age do not just 
perform reading in their poems: they also, in their performances of interpretation, teach us how 
to read them. 
There will be significant time in what follows, therefore, dedicated to that somewhat 
fusty practice of close reading. I mean to re-coin close reading’s currency by doubling the 
purchase such a practice has on the process of interpreting poetry: in each chapter, I first explore 
close reading as a topic, finding in the homiletic and hermeneutic literatures of the post-
Reformation period examples of, say, scriptural texts being pulled apart word-for-word, being 
folded and re-folded, being carefully re-phrased, becoming re-expressed as formulaic analogies; 
I then perform close reading by applying the methodological principles exposed by the former 
practice to poetic texts that seem to invite them. The premise that underwrites this critical 
practice is that these poems, having been written in an intellectual culture saturated with the 
discourse of exegetical method, encode such methods within their formal compositions, and that 
they therefore invite close exegesis in accordance with the methods by which they were 
composed. The suggestion—and it is usually only implicit in these poems—is that the same 
exegetical methods that are referred to in the poems might also be profitably used on the poems 
themselves, if only to unfold what I call the poem’s hermeneutic plot—the shape and narrative of 
its transformations of scriptural texts. 
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My critical method, then, develops a contextually derived close-reading practice not very 
distant from the historical formalism of the so-called “new formalism.”20 But while “activist” 
new formalism, as Marjorie Levinson argues, typically reads form as a barometer of ideology, 
my study—though not uninterested in the ideological contours of reading practice—contends 
that in the exegetical lyric we bear witness to the transference of close reading, and therefore of a 
kind of formalism, from one type of discourse (performed exegesis in an ecclesiastical context) 
to another (the devotional lyric). “The Poetry of Interpretation” thus presents a kind of limit-case 
for the new formalist wedding of aesthetic form to ideological patterning. In post-Reformation 
England, exegetical style was only partially and always ambiguously coupled to ideological 
forces like theology and denomination. So it is that the Catholic converts William Alabaster and 
Thomas Lodge, the Protestant convert Donne, and the culturally (if not theologically) Puritan 
Milton can all occupy the same chapter of this study, for they all experiment with the shared 
materials of a popular religious culture, and they all explore how that culture’s interpretive 
methods can be transformed into a procedure for writing poetry. As a determinant both of literary 
form and of the hermeneutic practice that responds to it, preacherly exegesis cuts across early 
modernity’s rapidly proliferating and ossifying ideological boundaries. 
* 
 In redirecting our contextual attention toward early modern interpretive method, this 
dissertation seeks to resolve an old but persistent tension in the criticism of the Renaissance 
devotional lyric, a tension embodied in the seminal and contrasting studies of Louis L. Martz and 
																																																						
20 On this “movement,” see Marjorie Levinson, “What Is New Formalism?,” PMLA 122.2 
(March 2007): 558–69. 
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Barbara Kiefer Lewalski.21 Martz inaugurated the modern tradition of reading the devotional 
lyric historically in The Poetry of Meditation, the 1954 monograph whose title has inspired my 
own, where he posited Jesuit meditation—especially as embodied in Ignatius of Loyola’s 
Spiritual Exercises—as the literary model for the lyrics of Robert Southwell, John Donne, and 
George Herbert.22 In his account of the “meditative school” of English poetry, Martz placed the 
devotional lyric in a context that was decidedly counter-Reformative, continental, and nostalgic 
for a rich devotional life (and aesthetic) that had been, in Martz’s words, “shattered by the rapid 
upheavals and bitter controversies of the sixteenth century’s middle years” (7). Martz’s 
meditative lyric is also, importantly, a methodical lyric: the exercise of meditation consisted of a 
“method [...] that developed a regular sequence of beginning, middle, and end,” and these 
discrete stages are legible, Martz argues, in a wide body of poetry written by English Protestants 
and recusants alike (27). The satisfactions of devotional method become, in this reading, an 
																																																						
21 It is de rigueur for new studies of the devotional lyric—and my own work is no 
exception—to begin by recalling the two schools inaugurated by Martz and Lewalski and to 
proceed by arguing that the author’s new argument exceeds or avoids those categories. While 
many such studies do convincingly complicate the poles set up by these early critics, their 
continued presence in such monographs underscores, I think, the powerful claims their 
arguments still make on readers of the devotional lyric. See, for instance, Molly Murray, The 
Poetics of Conversion in Early Modern English Literature: Verse and Change from Donne to 
Dryden (Cambridge University Press, 2009), 4–5; Kimberly Johnson, Made Flesh: Sacrament 
and Poetics in Post-Reformation England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2014), 4; and David Marno, Death Be Not Proud: The Art of Holy Attention (University of 
Chicago Press, 2016), 28–32. 
22 Louis L. Martz, The Poetry of Meditation: A Study in English Religious Literature of 
the Seventeenth Century, rev. ed. (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1962). 
Further citations of this text appear in parentheses. David Marno has recently argued that Martz’s 
book confirms and historicizes an earlier—New Critical—reading of John Donne’s poetry as a 
set of “exercises in sincerity”; he writes: “It was not until Louis Martz’s Poetry of Meditation 
appeared in 1954 that the New Critical interest in Donne’s poems as exercises was put in a 
historical perspective. [...] [For Martz,] what these [New Critical] views referred to were not 
aesthetic standards of poetry as such, but historically specific poetic strategies grounded in the 
devotional concerns of the post-Reformation era.” Marno, Death Be Not Proud, 29. 
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answer to the “deep inner need” left by the iconoclasm and anti-ceremonialism of English 
Protestantism (7). 
 Martz’s counter-Reformational reading of the English devotional lyric was parried 
twenty-five years later in Barbara Lewalski’s Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century 
Religious Lyric (1979).23 Against Martz’s model of a devotional tradition that is nostalgic, 
continental, and Catholic, Lewalski proposes that “the primary poetic influences upon the major 
devotional poets of the [seventeenth] century [...] are contemporary, English, and Protestant” (5). 
Lewalski’s rebuttal placed the religious lyric in the literary context of scripture: the primary 
religious force that shaped the devotional lyric, rather than the genre of Jesuit meditation, was 
Protestantism’s “overwhelming emphasis on the written word as the embodiment of divine truth” 
(6). Yet although Lewalski includes “biblical commentaries, rhetorical handbooks,” and 
“manuals on meditation and preaching” among the materials that constituted and defined early 
modern scripturalism, her theory of the poetic refashioning of the Bible and its ancillary genres is 
largely mimetic: “The Bible affords [the Christian Poet] a literary model,” she writes, “which he 
can imitate in such literary matters as genre, language, and symbolism” (5, 7). Itself a poetic text, 
replete with psalms, love poems, and wisdom literature written in Hebrew verse, the Bible in 
Lewalski’s reading is the object of both desire and mimesis for the religious writers of the 
seventeenth century. 
 In the four decades since Lewalski’s book was first printed, innumerable new readings of 
the early modern devotional lyric have refined, extrapolated, and challenged these two originary 
claims about the contextual and denominational sources of the seventeenth-century efflorescence 
of religious verse. Richard Strier, more than any other critic, has sharpened our comprehension 
																																																						
23 Lewalski, Protestant Poetics. Further citations of this text appear in parentheses. 
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of the theological ambivalences and specificities of Donne and Herbert’s poems, discovering the 
theologies, themselves derived from readings of scripture, that live at the heart of the devotional 
lyric.24 Ramie Targoff, on the other hand, turns to the Elizabethan Book of Common Prayer (a 
reservoir and manipulator of scriptural texts), finding in it a model for the lyric as an act of 
“public devotion.”25 Prayer in a more private sense is central, too, to David Marno’s recent work; 
in Death Be Not Proud he discerns in prayer the cognitive process through which the poet—
more often than not Donne—cultivates an attitude of “holy attention,” a state of mental 
receptivity into which revelation may enter. But scripture remains central to Marno’s encounter 
with the lyric, for he is always asking, in one way or another, how a “poem’s reiteration of a 
religious thought differ[s] from the thought as it was given” in the Bible.26 Each of these brilliant 
rereadings of the devotional lyric retains, I think, a potent sense of the ineradicable rightness of 
both Martz’s and Lewalski’s fundamental claims, once they are stripped of their denominational 
fervor: namely, that the devotional lyric is at once a container of scriptural truth and a kind of 
methodical exercise, a process in which we observe the poet’s mind working through some 
personal or theological conundrum.  
 “The Poetry of Interpretation” contends that the lyric’s devotional procedures were also 
exegetical, that they concerned problems of interpretation. In doing so, it aims to reunite 
scripture and method in the criticism of the early modern devotional lyric under the banner of 
close reading. In pursuing this argument, I revive method as a feature—indeed, the signal 
																																																						
24 Richard Strier, Love Known: Theology and Experience in Herbert’s Poetry (University 
of Chicago Press, 1983); Strier, “John Donne Awry and Squint: The ‘Holy Sonnets,’ 1608–
1610,” Modern Philology 86.4 (May 1989): 357–84. 
25 Ramie Targoff, Common Prayer: The Language of Public Devotion in Early Modern 
England (University of Chicago Press, 2001). 
26 Marno, Death Be Not Proud, 2. 
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feature—of early modern scripturalism. No scholar, of course, has been so naïve as to think that 
the Bible arrived in Protestant England unmediated: such mediations, including commentaries, 
sermons, and marginal glosses, have always been understood as central to Protestantism’s 
popularization and recentralization of scripture within European Christian culture.27 And yet 
criticism of the devotional lyric has seldom paid attention to the vast array of interpretive 
methods by which early modern exegetes transformed and expounded the texts of scripture: the 
relationship between scripture and lyric has remained, since Lewalski’s intervention, largely a 
mimetic one.28 But the lyric’s allusions to and transformations of scriptural texts, I argue, can be 
read as adaptations of the exegetical methods of the sermon. The professional preachers of early 
modern England usually had to preach on several different scriptural passages in any given 
week; in order to handle the sheer volume of exegesis involved in this project, they developed a 
variety of methods, based on the principles of classical rhetoric, that could quickly turn short 
texts of scripture into hour-long orations. Given that these rhetorical procedures are also, at root, 
																																																						
27 One of the most potent accounts of the centrality of biblical scholarship and 
interpretation to English Renaissance culture is Debora Kuller Shuger, The Renaissance Bible: 
Scholarship, Sacrifice, and Subjectivity (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1994). 
28 Studies of the scripturalism of early modern verse that have followed on Lewalski’s 
have often reinforced her mimetic model of textual relations. Chana Bloch’s Spelling the Word: 
George Herbert and the Bible (Berkeley: University of California Press), for instance, 
foregrounds Herbert’s “allusions to the Bible” (2); although Bloch does rightly “proceed from 
obvious parallels and close imitations of biblical materials to more inventive transmutations” (6), 
she does not pursue an overarching theory of how Herbert effects such “transmutations.” 
Recently, however, other critics have turned to exegetical method in their interpretations of a 
number of writers whose poetry—although profoundly religious—seems more distant from the 
specificities of scripture than Herbert’s and his fellow devotional poets’. I have in mind, for 
instance, Margaret Christian, Spenserian allegory and Elizabethan biblical exegesis: A context 
for The Faerie Queene (Manchester University Press, 2016); and Thomas Fulton and Kristen 
Poole, eds., The Bible on the Shakespearean Stage: Cultures of Interpretation in Reformation 
England (Cambridge University Press, 2018). 
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the fundamental tropological building-blocks of poetics, poetry itself becomes a paradoxically 
appropriate venue for the performance and theorization of scriptural reading. 
 This study thus proposes a new cultural and discursive context for the flourishing of the 
devotional lyric in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries: the art of interpretation, especially as 
it was developed and practiced on a near-constant basis in the early modern pulpit. At nearly 
every interpretive turn in the pages that follow, I will consult some precept in a preaching 
manual, or a clever tropological twist in a sermon, in order to demonstrate both the literary 
intricacies and the wide proliferation of close exegetical reading, and to show how it was 
interpolated into the genre of devotional lyric. This approach has been enabled and informed by a 
relatively recent vogue for the sermon and preaching culture within the historiography of the 
early modern period, a movement we might think of as a “homiletic turn” within the discipline’s 
broader “religious turn.”29 Twenty years ago, most of the existing scholarship on the early 
modern sermon was old, whiggish, self-effacing, and incorrigibly condescending toward the 
more elaborate styles of preaching practice.30 In his 1998 monograph Sermons at Court, 
however, Peter E. McCullough re-centered preaching in his account of the courtly culture of 
Elizabethan and Jacobean England.31 The monographs, edited collections, articles, and editions 
																																																						
29 The notion of a “religious turn” in early modern historiography and criticism has been 
complicated and contested by a number of scholars. See especially Ken Jackson and Arthur F. 
Marotti, “The Turn to Religion in Early Modern English Studies,” Criticism 46.1 (Winter 2004): 
167–90; and, for a more recent reappraisal, Jonathan Baldo and Isabel Karremann, “A world of 
difference: religion, literary form, and the negotiation of conflict in early modern England,” in 
Forms of faith: Literary form and religious conflict in early modern England, ed. Jonathan Baldo 
and Isabel Karremann (Manchester University Press, 2017), 1–17. 
30 The classic treatment is W. Frasier Mitchell, English Pulpit Oratory from Andrewes to 
Tillotson: A Study of its Literary Aspects (London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 
1932); see also George Williamson, The Senecan Amble: a study in prose form from Bacon to 
Collier (University of Chicago Press, 1951). 
31 Peter E. McCullough, Sermons at Court: Politics and religion in Elizabethan and 
Jacobean preaching (Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
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that followed in the wake of McCullough’s book have continued to explore various aspects of 
preaching’s immense importance to the culture of the English Reformation.32 And yet the array 
of interpretive strategies that these works have sometimes incidentally exposed have not yet been 
incorporated into literary criticism’s understanding of how reading and writing functioned in the 
post-Reformation period: as McCullough observes, “it is one of the disciplinary blind spots of a 
profession ostensibly committed to understanding texts and how they were interpreted that the 
vast body of sermon literature has not been more fully explored as paradigms of how a culture 
[...] interpreted texts.”33 
“The Poetry of Interpretation” responds to McCullough’s provocation; in the pages that 
follow, I demonstrate that the close interpretation of scriptural texts, as it was practiced and 
theorized in the pulpit, is the main procedural and theoretical activity of an important subset of 
early modern devotional lyrics. As a contribution to the study of the early modern sermon, 
moreover, this study underscores McCullough’s attention to the sophistication and 
																																																						
32 These include Lori Anne Ferrell, Government by Polemic: James I and the King’s 
Preachers (Stanford University Press, 1998); Susan Wabuda, Preaching During the English 
Reformation (Cambridge University Press, 2002); Jeanne Shami, John Donne and Conformity in 
Crisis in the Late Jacobean Pulpit (D. S. Brewer, 2003); Arnold Hunt, The Art of Hearing: 
English Preachers and their Audiences, 1590–1640 (Cambridge University Press, 2010); and 
Mary Morrissey, Politics and the Paul’s Cross Sermons, 1558–1642 (Oxford University Press, 
2011). In addition to these important monographs are two edited collections, The English sermon 
revised: Religion, literature and history 1600–1750, ed. Lori Anne Ferrell and Peter McCullough 
(Manchester University Press, 2000); and The Oxford Handbook of the Early Modern Sermon, 
ed. Hugh Adlington, Peter McCullough, and Emma Rhatigan (Oxford University Press, 2011). A 
great many articles have been published as a part of this homiletic turn, of which I would single 
out as particularly influential Mary Morrissey, “Interdisciplinarity and the Study of Early 
Modern Sermons,” The Historical Journal 42.4 (December 1999): 1111–1123. Most important 
among editions are Lancelot Andrewes, Selected Sermons and Lectures, ed. Peter McCullough 
(Oxford University Press, 2005); and the ongoing Oxford Edition of the Sermons of John Donne, 
gen. ed. Peter McCullough (Oxford University Press, 2013–). 
33 This astute observation appears in yet another footnote in the introduction to a modern 
critical edition: Andrewes, Selected Sermons, xxxivn. 
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multifariousness of homiletic exegesis. In much criticism of the devotional lyric, sermons have 
served merely as glosses, prose texts in which a poem’s complex idea or compressed image is 
elaborated more clearly and at greater length; in such cases, sermons are useful to criticism only 
insofar as they contain the same content as poems but express it more perspicuously.34 By 
contrast, “The Poetry of Interpretation” turns its attention not to what sermons contain but to how 
they function as sophisticated acts of interpretation. My readings of the homiletic literature, I 
hope, will serve not just as the context in which I elaborate a new interpretation of devotional 
poetry, but also as a demonstration of the literary complexity and interest of the early modern 
sermon in its own right. 
* 
As the obvious generic differences between poem and sermon might suggest, however, a 
number of persistent problems accompany the conscription of Renaissance homiletic practice 
into the devotional lyric. The first of these, and perhaps the most fundamental, is the problem of 
scale: the lyric, especially that fourteen-line emblem of balanced compression, the sonnet, is 
quite simply too small—if not also too delicate, too crystalline—to admit the dilatory, 
																																																						
34 A representative example of this habit may be found in Jonathan Goldberg, “Donne’s 
Journey East: Aspects of a Seventeenth-Century Trope,” Studies in Philology 68.4 (October 
1971):  470–83. In the midst of his reading of Donne’s “Hymne to God my God, in my 
Sicknesse,” Goldberg quotes a sermon of Donne’s to illustrate a point made in the poem, but 
doesn’t take care to mention that he is quoting a sermon or that he is moving from one kind of 
text to another; the sermon serves merely as an unmediated and unconstrained expression of 
Donne’s thought (480–81). Unsurprisingly, scholars who take the early modern sermon as their 
primary object have long been aware of this implicit hierarchy within literary studies: as Mary 
Hobbs comments in her introduction to Henry King’s sermons, the King scholar “Ronald 
Berman [...] regards the sermons chiefly as a source of ideas” rather than as literary texts with 
generic and methodological constraints of their own. The Sermons of Henry King (1592–1669), 
Bishop of Chichester, ed. Mary Hobbs (Cranbury, NJ: Associated University Press, 1992), 41. 
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methodical, jargon-filled, reference-crammed prose of the Protestant sermon or commentary.35 
The poets who wrote the exegetical lyrics I examine in this study felt this problem, too, and at 
both large and small scales the exegetical lyric consistently struggles to metabolize exegesis 
within its poetic body. The interpretive action of the exegetical lyric thus often involves the 
expansion or compression of other kinds of texts: the sonnets of Anne Lock and Henry Lok 
attempt to heap up the verbal matter of scriptural texts until they achieve the discursive scale of a 
sermon; Herbert’s sonnet “Prayer (I),” by contrast, shrinks the distended analogies of homiletic 
prose down into a series of cryptically miniature phrases. Both of these projects, I argue, induce 
a kind of poetic exhaustion in their authors, as Henry Lok’s sequence gradually loses steam, and 
Herbert’s sonnet concludes by abruptly throwing up its hands and insisting that “Prayer” is 
merely “something understood.”36 The attempt to achieve something like an equilibrium between 
the lyric form and the endless work of interpretation pulls both poetry and poets up short. 
A second problem, not unrelated to that of scale, is the problem of mode, or perhaps I 
should say mood: the incompatibility of the lyric’s typical performance of affective crisis with 
interpretation’s essentially intellectual bearing on its objects.37 Insofar as the lyric is a literary 
																																																						
35 A particularly egregious example of the discursive immoderation of the early modern 
sermon is Arthur Hildersham’s CLII Lectures Upon Psalme LI. Preached, At Ashby-delazouch in 
Leicester-Shire (London, 1635). Hildersham (or Hildersam) devotes more than eight hundred 
pages to this single psalm. 
 36 The English Poems of George Herbert, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 178. 
 37 It hardly seems necessary to adduce evidence that the lyric is typically an affective 
performance, but it is worth noting that the religious lyric is even more susceptible to this claim 
than the secular lyric (and no one who has read the psalms could dispute the association between 
religious poetry and heightened affect). Gardner, for instance, writes that the “almost histrionic 
note of [Donne’s] ‘Holy Sonnets’ may be attributed partly to the meditation’s deliberate 
stimulation of emotion” (Donne, The Divine Poems, xxxi). In Gardner’s view, Donne’s affective 
crises are so potent that they risk “fasify[ing]” and “overdramatiz[ing]” his “spiritual life” (xxxi). 
As Gary Kuchar has argued, however, not all such poems present a “histrionic” emotional crisis: 
religious poetry’s affective modes also include lower-key expressions, such as Donne’s “devout 
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mechanism that seeks to arrest time, to pause, to blazon, to depict a mind in relation to an object, 
then it makes a natural home for exegesis, that stalling, expansive discourse of exposition and 
explanation. As epideixis, a discourse that points and explains, the lyric is always already 
interpretive.38 Insofar, however, as the lyric is a record of emotional or affective change or 
torment, of self-analysis and -exposition, then it proves only partially hospitable to the dry, 
scholarly intonations of Christian exegesis. Nearly every poem I discuss in this dissertation, from 
Anne Lock’s anguished adoption of Calvin’s penitential themes to Milton’s stentorian 
impersonation of the prophet Ezekiel, attempts to pose some relation between exegesis and 
affect. Occasionally, as in Donne’s “Hymne to God, my God in my Sicknesse,” these achieve a 
kind of precarious accord; more often, however, as in Donne’s very different “Hymne to Christ, 
at the Authors Last Going into Germany,” this effort results in the gradual expulsion of 
exegetical method from the poem. Exegesis may have seemed a fascinating experiment for the 
lyric poet, but with remarkable consistency the poets I read seem to decide that it threatens the 
lyric’s traditionally affective purpose. 
To these patterns of renunciation, which appear in various forms throughout the 
exegetical lyrics in this study, I give a name: the hermeneutic plot. The typical exegetical lyric 
takes up, explores, and then finally rejects the hermeneutic method that underwrites its structure. 
We can see this process taking place most clearly in a poem like Donne’s “Hymne to Christ, 
																																																						
melancholy”: see Gary Kuchar, The Poetry of Religious Sorrow in Early Modern England 
(Cambridge University Press, 2008). 
 It would also be reductive, of course, to imply that sermons did not involve affective 
performances on the part of preachers and audiences alike; often they did. My focus throughout 
this dissertation, however, is on sermons’ interpretive activities: their rhetorical and philological 
explorations of scriptural texts. 
38 One recent commentary on this poetry’s (epi)deictic function is Heather Dubrow, 
Deixis in the Early Modern English Lyric: Unsettling Spatial Anchors Like “Here,” “This,” 
“Come” (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 2015). 
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Upon the Author’s Last Going into Germany,” in which—as I argue in Chapter 3—the 
interpretive similitudes that ground Donne’s poem in scripture gradually lose their connections to 
the Bible, finally renouncing even the act of reading itself. “Churches are best for Prayer, that 
have least light,” the speaker concludes, ostentatiously turning away from the well-lighted place 
where his poem had previously conducted its readings of the Bible.39 Over the course of a series 
of exegetical actions, that is, the poem dramatizes the author’s changing attitude toward a 
particular exegetical technique. By grouping individual interpretations into narratives, Donne and 
his contemporaries became not just practitioners but also implicit theorists of exegetical method. 
Rare is the instance of lyric exegesis that does not also express the poet’s attitude—usually 
ambivalence—toward the interpretive action he or she stages. 
This pattern of renunciation plays out at the larger scale, too, of literary history. From this 
study’s opening moments at the start of Elizabeth I’s reign to its conclusion in the second half of 
the seventeenth century, we can chart the decline of the exegetical lyric even as we observe its 
lasting effects on the development of devotional poetry. Take, again, Donne’s “Hymne to 
Christ,” which inspired imitations by Henry Vaughan that abandoned Donne’s reliance on the 
homiletic tradition of “similitude” even as he constructed poems made in its metaphorical after-
image. Or the case of prosopopoeia, the subject of this study’s fourth chapter, which gradually 
renounces its affiliations with scriptural interpretation as it moves from the pens of John Donne 
and William Alabaster to those of John Milton and Thomas Traherne. In later poems, I find, 
seventeenth-century readers of the exegetical lyric often reiterate earlier poems’ tropological 
formulas but leave behind their active and transformative engagements with scriptural texts. My 
final reading—of Thomas Traherne’s wonderfully strange, post-Herbertian lyrics of the late 
																																																						
39 Donne, Divine Poems, 49. 
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seventeenth century—reveals a tradition of homiletic poetics in which the intricacies of the 
prosopopoeic method he found in Donne, Alabaster, and Milton have become little more than a 
husk of images and associations. 
The newfound rhetorical sophistication of the sixteenth-century sermon, I think, as 
exemplified in the rich and dazzling prose of preachers like Lancelot Andrewes, Thomas 
Playfere, and John Donne, inspired a generation of poets to mine the homiletic literature for its 
interpretive tropes and methods. Already within the religious lyrics of the 1590s, however, and to 
a greater degree as the decades of the seventeenth century sharpened the theological and practical 
differences between competing Christian denominations and, as a result, muzzled some 
preachers’ rhetorical exuberance, the performance of exegesis within the lyric acquired the status 
of something like a failed experiment.40 Each chapter of “The Poetry of Interpretation” thus takes 
the shape of any individual poem’s renunciatory hermeneutic plot, as the chapter’s eponymous 
interpretive trope forsakes its active engagement with scripture and ossifies into mere form. 
Although this trajectory may seem tragic, these brief afterlives impute a surprising durability and 
plasticity to the strange practice of lyric exegesis. Even as poems and poets were rejecting 
interpretation as a procedure for writing verse, their formal experiments introduced new ways of 





40 The traditional story of the seventeenth-century sermon’s development is one in which 
the overexuberant “metaphysical style” predominant ca. 1600 gives way to the later “plain style” 
of the second half of the century. The classic statement of this view, W. Frasier Mitchell’s 
English Pulpit Oratory, treats this development as a successful renunciation of sophistical 
theatrics in favor of a new, elegant simplicity. See also Horton Davies, Like Angels from a Cloud: 




 The story of the exegetical lyric begins in the late 1550s, with the accession of Elizabeth I 
to the English throne and the re-establishment of a Protestant Church of England. This political 
upheaval allowed for the return to England of Protestant exiles from Geneva, a movement that 
imported into the English context new exegetical styles and, as I argue, a new kind of poetry. 
Chapter 1, “Expolition: Anne Lock and the Poetics of Marginal Increase,” introduces the 
exegetical lyric through the example of Anne Lock’s 1560 sonnet sequence A Meditation of a 
Penitent Sinner. Lock’s sonnets put exegesis on display in two crucial, and bibliographically 
determined, ways: printed at the end of her translations of John Calvin’s sermons, the Meditation 
imposes Calvinist hermeneutics upon the lyrics that make up its sequence, implicitly promoting 
the incorporation of Calvin’s preaching style into English religious and poetic practice. By 
printing the individual verses of Psalm 51 in the margin next to each of the sequence’s sonnets, 
moreover, Lock more or less invents a system for turning scriptural texts into lyric poems. In this 
mode of writing scriptural poetry, each biblical verse is expanded into its own sonnet, and each 
sonnet, then, must struggle to impose its formal shapes and requirements upon a text that may 
not be well suited to them. To accomplish this vexed transformation from scripture to sonnet, 
Lock turns to the homiletic and rhetorical procedure of expolitio, which names at once the 
expansion and “polishing” of a particular text. Through a series of tropes of verbal repetition and 
ambiguous difference, Lock tests poetry’s ability to transform scriptural texts without 
misinterpreting them. Her ambivalence toward the project of poetic interpretation, I conclude, 
induces a similar hermeneutic indecision in her reader: like the speaker of the Meditation, Lock’s 
reader finds herself unable to tell whether the sonnets diverge from or merely restate the 
scriptural texts from which the poet commences. 
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 Lock’s poetic method has the endlessly iterative potential of an algorithm: implicit in the 
conceptual and bibliographic design of the Meditation is the possibility that any verse of 
scripture might be dilated into a sonnet, and her Meditation implies the prospect of an entire 
Bible reconfigured into a lyric sequence. Lock herself—ambivalent from the start about the 
project of poetic exegesis—refuses to pursue this possibility beyond the confines of the text of 
Psalm 51, but thirty years after the publication of the Meditation, her son Henry embarked on 
just such a project in his verse paraphrase of the much longer book of Ecclesiastes. In a coda to 
Chapter 1, I show that Henry Lok’s Ecclesiastes, with its hundreds of lyric adaptations of 
scriptural verses, registers not the exuberance of poetic expansion, but rather a kind of 
interpretive fatigue. Drawing from the cynical philosophy of Ecclesiastes itself—including its 
famous argument that all labor under the sun is “vanity”—poetic exegesis in Lok’s work 
becomes a sign of the futility and exhaustion of earthly, poetic labor in the face of divinity’s 
transcendental infinitude. His work provides this study’s first example of what will become a 
recurrent phenomenon: the lyric’s final rejection of exegesis as a procedural mode. 
 In exploring the rhetorical procedure of expolition, I argue that mother and son together 
expose problems of interpretive scale: how do you make a scriptural verse longer without 
changing its fundamental meaning? and once engaged in the process of such methodical 
expansion, how are you supposed to know when to stop? Similar scalar problems haunt the 
exegetical method explored in Chapter 2, “Chopology: How the Poem Crumbles.” I invoke 
“chopology,” a term adapted from an early Reformation polemic by William Tyndale, to denote 
the homiletic method in which the close reading became, in some critics’ eyes, too close. The 
late sixteenth century witnessed the emergence of a notorious group of preachers who preferred 
to preach by “crumbling” their texts—pulling them apart, that is, and using each individual word 
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to provoke a tangential, sometimes secular disquisition. This way of preaching—now sometimes 
associated with a so-called “metaphysical” school of preachers—generated significant anxiety 
among more conservative preachers, who worried that scripture reduced to its “small parts” 
might secularize the text, or force it to yield a meaning it was not intended to contain. But “text 
crumbling” was widely popular among audiences, and it created an appealing procedural 
framework for composing devotional poetry. John Donne, arguably a chopological preacher 
himself, followed such procedures in his divine poems, using crumbled scriptural texts as 
prompts for his own secularizing digressions. In his Holy Sonnets and “Hymne to God my God, 
in my Sicknesse,” we encounter a poet who, in referring to and reconfiguring scriptural texts, 
composes his verse according to the methodological principles of chopology. George Herbert, 
one of the most influential critics of “crumbling a text,” offers a theological and logophilic 
correction of Donne’s practice: his scriptural texts, though sometimes ostentatiously chopped, 
always self-reflexively return the reader to divinity—and to the text of scripture—rather than 
pointing outward into the world of secular reference. Instead of rejecting exegesis, that is, 
Herbert’s poems both conceptually and typographically instantiate a reading practice that 
confines chopology’s dispersive energies within the poet’s sacred discourse. 
 In Chapter 3, however, secular reference is recuperated by the rhetorical figure of 
“similitude,” a sententious saying of the form “as [X], so [Y].” Such analogies saturated the 
interpretive practice of early modern preachers, who often turned to the secular world—
especially the discourse of natural science—in order to explain obscure or difficult scriptural 
texts. “Similitude: ‘Multiplied Visions’ and the Experience of Homiletic Verse” tracks these 
similitudes from the sermons in which they first appeared, into the commonplace books that 
reprinted thousands of such sententiae, and finally into the poems of Donne and Herbert. Both 
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poets, I argue, compress commonplace similitudes into their lyric poems (including Donne’s 
“Hymne to Christ, at the Authors last going into Germany” and Herbert’s “Prayer (I)”), installing 
into their poems small but complex references to homiletic commonplaces and, finally, to 
scriptural texts. In the context of devotional verse, these similitudes function both to anchor the 
poem’s text to specific scriptural moments and to impose a kind of hermeneutic challenge upon 
the reader, who must locate obscure references and untangle convoluted metaphorical logic in 
order to fully comprehend the similitude’s—and the poem’s—meaning. 
In creating these hermeneutic challenges, I suggest, both preaching and poetry become 
belated analogues of the scriptural—and specifically Christic—practice of parable, a narrative 
genre whose final purpose might either be to instruct or to obstruct. (The gospels, as Frank 
Kermode has argued, are notoriously inconsistent on the question of whether or not parables are 
intended to induce understanding in their audiences.)41 My parabolic reading of similitudes 
suggests that devotional poetry—like the “metaphysical” poetry of which it is a subgenre—
sometimes commences with the desire to baffle the reader; yet in Donne and Herbert’s poems 
similitude is finally renounced as a method for interacting with scriptural texts. Through this 
renunciation, I conclude, devotional poets open a window onto a different interpretive ideal, one 
in which textual obscurities are resolved not through the mundane, if intellectually flashy, work 
of exegesis, but through the divine transcendence achieved in the reader’s ascent to heaven. 
 The first three chapters thus explore the poetic resonances of the interpretive 
phenomenon that Peter McCullough has called “close exegesis”: Lock, Donne, and Herbert all 
begin with a piece of text roughly the size of one scriptural verse and, by expanding it, breaking 
																																																						




it into even smaller segments, or reconfiguring it into an analogy, begin the process of 
interpretation. The final chapter, “Prosopopoeia: The Poem’s Split Personality,” argues that 
preachers and poets combined all of these procedures at a larger scale when they impersonated 
the speakers of scripture. In the figure of prosopopoeia—“making a person”—early modern 
exegetes perceived a divided function: at once the trope of ventriloquism, in which the poet 
adopts the voice of another speaker, and the trope of apostrophe, in which a “third” party is 
generated by the speaker’s action of address, prosopopoeia crucially blurred distinctions between 
subject and object. Homiletic prose and the poetry that drew from it, I argue, harnessed this 
indistinction in order to generate significant ambiguity in the question of who speaks the text. 
Through vocal shifts both subtle and extravagant, Donne, William Alabaster, and John Milton 
force their readers into interpretive encounters with the scriptural characters and texts they 
invoke in their poems. While Donne and Alabaster, however, admit some trepidation at the idea 
of impersonating the Bible’s characters, the bolder Milton, in St. Peter’s famous screed in 
Lycidas, adapts the biblical trope of prophecy into a poetic mode that continuously draws 
scriptural passages into the poem’s texture. By synthesizing Lycidas’s notoriously complex play 
of voices with its ceaseless habit of scriptural allusion, my reading discovers a poem that, more 
forcefully than any of the shorter works that appear in this study, stages within its lines of verse 
the dramatic power of the preacher’s interpretive actions. 
Expolition, chopology, similitude, prosopopoeia: the Greek and Latin ungainliness of 
these chapter titles points us to the ultimate source of the interpretive procedures these poets put 
on display; they descend from the exhaustive tropological lists of the classical rhetorical 
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manuals.42 Expolitio, tropology (if not exactly chopology), simile, and prosopopoeia were of 
course available concepts outside of the technical field of homiletics, which often presented itself 
merely as a Christianized version of the art of Cicero and Quintilian.43 (Indeed, Donne in one 
sermon preposterously refers to Latin oratory as “a way of Civill preaching.”)44 My account of 
early modern homiletics, however, suggests that each of these rhetorical procedures acquired 
particular nuance as a part of the Christian project of scriptural interpretation. We can impute 
these alterations to a number of causes: the higher theological and soteriological stakes of 
reading the Bible well; the additional semantic weight accorded to a text that was theoretically 
composed by an infallible holy spirit; the particular linguistic challenges of a set of texts written 
in several languages (some of them long dead), translated innumerable times, and textually 
degraded by centuries of transmission; the contrasting interpretive principle that scripture—
despite its multiple authorship and material inadequacy—was perfectly internally self-consistent; 
the not-entirely-banished medieval tradition of four-fold exegesis, which insisted on multiple, 
allegorical meanings for every part of scripture.45 When Anne Lock decides to “polish” the text 
of Psalm 51, then, the stakes are higher, and the procedure more fraught with interpretive risk, 
																																																						
42 Such manuals became, over the course of the sixteenth century, an English genre, with 
subgenres that included, of course, the ars poetica and the ars praedicandi (or ars cancionandi). 
For an exhaustive list of such manuals in the English context, see James J. Murphy, Renaissance 
Rhetoric (New York: Garland Publishing, 1981). 
43 Peter McCullough defines early modern sermons as “full-scale classical orations 
adapted through centuries of tradition to a Christian purpose”: “Donne as Preacher,” in The 
Cambridge Companion to John Donne, ed. Achsah Guibbory (Cambridge University Press, 
2006), 167. 
44 John Donne, Fifty Sermons (London, 1649), 75; also quoted in McCullough, “Donne as 
Preacher,” 168. 
45 On the persistence of “medieval allegoresis” into post-Reformation hermeneutics, see 
Shuger, The Renaissance Bible, 22–23. 
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than when Erasmus establishes his related secular process of copia.46 Little wonder that her 
rhetorical foundation is not De Copia, but rather Calvin’s sermons, which approach scripture 
with, apparently, the appropriate degree of reverence and nuance.  
My argument that devotional poetry internalizes techniques from this homiletic strain of 
oratorical practice, then, gives new shape to the long, twinned histories of poetry and rhetoric. 
The classical manuals typically make few distinctions between poetry and oratory: they share the 
same set of goals—that venerable trio of pleasing, instructing, and moving—and draw on the 
same reservoir of tropes and figures in order to accomplish them.47 “The Poetry of 
Interpretation” argues that in the century following the English Reformation, oratory and poetry 
together execute a swerve from classical oratorical models. Or rather, poetry follows oratory 
down an unexpected path. For oratory in Protestant England acquired a new imperative, 
alongside or even above those of pleasure and instruction: interpretation.48 The oratorical event 
acquired a textual occasion, the biblical “Text” (or pericope) upon which the orator preached. 
Preachers, as I have suggested, raided the classical trove of rhetorical figures in order to expound 
such texts; poets, following this new epideictic orientation, adapted those interpretive techniques 
into a variety of poetic modes. The prosopopoeia and similitude of Donne and Milton, then, are 
not quite the same as the prosopopoeia and simile of Horace and Virgil (and indeed, this shift is 
																																																						
46 I discuss the relationship between Lock’s hermeneutic methods and Erasmus’ practice 
of copia at greater length in Chapter 1. 
47 Renaissance rhetoricians longing for a Christian approbation and adaptation of that 
standard Ciceronian triplet could find one in Augustine of Hippo’s De Doctrina Christiana: see 
Augustine, On Christian Teaching, trans. R. P. H. Green (Oxford University Press, 1997), 117–
19. 
48 As Augustine, adapting classical rhetoric for a Christian purpose, writes, “the function 
of eloquence in teaching is not to make people like what was once offensive, or to make them do 
what they were loath to do, but to make clear what was hidden from them.” Augustine, On 
Christian Teaching, 117. 
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reflected lexically, as in my preference for the homiletic term similitude over the classical 
simile). If, as I suggest, the early modern devotional lyric dramatizes the rejection of interpretive 
method, it nevertheless also registers a shift in the procedures of composing verse: the poet’s 
toolkit now contains tropes irreversibly altered by their introduction into homiletics. 
* 
That is one afterlife of the exegetical lyric: a subtle transformation of the figural 
possibilities of early modern poetry, in which exegetical practice re-shapes the contours of tropes 
like simile and prosopopoeia. It has a second afterlife, too, one that I will sketch only very 
suggestively here and in the chapters that follow: a revival not in the tropologies of the minor 
devotional poems of the mid-seventeenth century, but in the methodologies of the last century’s 
literary criticism. It is no secret, of course, that the “rediscovery” of Donne and his fellow 
metaphysical poets, at the end of the nineteenth century, was a decisive moment in the 
foundation of a formal and formalist discipline of literary criticism in the twentieth.49 But even 
those critics who have recognized the importance of metaphysical poetry to the development of 
modernist regimes of close reading have undervalued the extent to which that poetry itself is a 
tissue of interpretive practice. It is possible, I suspect, to trace fairly direct lines of influence 
from early modern preaching to modernist hermeneutics. Here is one such thread: the homiletic 
practice of “similitude,” as I argue in Chapter 3, becomes infused into Herbert’s poem “Prayer 
																																																						
49 As David Marno remarks, “the story of modern, professionalized literary criticism 
begins with the rediscovery of Donne.” In a reading of John Crowe Ransom, moreover, Marno 
finds that “Donne is seen [...] as a systematic and rigorous exercise preparing the critic for the 
reading and judging of any poetry.” Like Marno, I believe of Donne’s poems that “their search 
for faith and our own close reading of the poems share the same origins”; unlike him, however, I 
would locate that “search” in the methodical interpretation of scripture rather than in “the 
subjective and existential experience of thought that Donne’s poems pursue.” Marno, Death Be 
Not Proud, 28, 33.  
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(I)”; the American poet Archibald MacLeish rewrites Herbert’s sonnet as his own “Ars Poetica”; 
Cleanth Brooks then adopts the aesthetic principles of MacLeish’s poem into his own classic 
statement of New Critical values, “The Heresy of Paraphrase.”50 Understanding interpretation’s 
theorization within and transmission through the devotional lyric can thus give us a firmer 
purchase on the origins and development of interpretive modes that have undergirded our critical 
practices for generations. If close reading no longer enjoys the privileged status in literary study 
that it once did, it is nevertheless the case that none of us can—and only few of us would want 
to—proceed without it.51 
As the status of close reading continues to be reconsidered, literary critics ought to keep 
in mind the historical and religious roots of such a practice. Recent broadsides against and 
manifestoes for formalism, critique, description, and so on, have failed, I think, to be sufficiently 
dialectical in their thinking about the history of reading practices and the debates surrounding 
them. Throughout this dissertation, I will cite early modern arguments about interpretative 
practice that sound like eerie premonitions of current debates that pit, for instance, surface 
reading against deep, distant reading against close, paranoid reading against reparative.52 These 
																																																						
50 Archibald MacLeish, New & Collected Poems, 1917–1976 (Boston, MA: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1976), 106–7; Cleanth Brooks, “The Heresy of Paraphrase,” in The Well 
Wrought Urn: Studies in the Structure of Poetry (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc., 1970), 192–214. 
51 On the minoritization of close reading, see D. A. Miller, Jane Austen, or The Secret of 
Style (Princeton University Press, 2003), 57–58. 
52 On surface reading, see Stephen Best and Sharon Marcus, “Surface Reading: An 
Introduction,” Representations 108.1 (Fall 2009): 1–21; and Heather Love, “Close but not Deep: 
Literary Ethics and the Descriptive Turn,” New Literary History 41.2 (Spring 2010): 271–91. On 
distant reading, see Franco Moretti, Distant Reading (London: Verso, 2013). Catherine 
Nicholson has suggested one way in which early modern poetry prefigures Moretti’s ideas in 
“Algorithm and Analogy: Distant Reading in 1598,” PMLA 132.3 (May 2017): 643–50. On 
paranoid and reparative reading, see Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick, “Paranoid Reading and Reparative 
Reading, or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think This Essay Is About You,” in Touching 
Feeling: Affect, Pedagogy, Performativity (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2003), 123–51. 
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modern debates, I think, represent dialectical swings in ancient arguments, and have grown at 
least in part out of a tradition of interpretive theory that began to infuse itself into literary 
practice more than four centuries ago. Correctly locating the roots of modern close reading 
within the exegetical procedures of the early modern devotional lyric should allow us a clearer 
understanding of the very project of literary criticism, and might open up new avenues for 
understanding both the history of our own discipline and the way we read now.
																																																						
For a further example of the recent critique of “the hermeneutics of suspicion,” see Rita Felski, 





EXPOLITION: ANNE LOCK AND THE POETICS OF MARGINAL INCREASE 
 
  
 In poem after poem, Anne Lock’s sonnet sequence A Meditation of a Penitent Sinner 
(1560) puts on visual display the exegetical challenge of turning scripture into poetry (see fig. 1).  
Fig. 1. The first opening of the main sequence of Lock’s Meditation. (John Calvin, Sermons of John Calvin, 
Upon the Songe that Ezechias made after he had bene sicke, trans. Anne Lock [London, 1560], Aa3v–Aa4r.) 
 
The text of Psalm 51, translated into English prose, occupies the margin of Lock’s book, broken 
according to the traditional verse divisions. Each verse is suspended next to the sonnet that 
“dilates” it, that transforms it into a poem.1 The two kinds of text are typographically 
																																																						
1 “Dilation” is the action ascribed to Lock by a several scholars: see especially Roland 
Greene, “Anne Lock’s Meditation: Invention Versus Dilation and the Founding of Puritan 
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distinguished—the Psalm verses are set in an italic font, the poems in a more traditional 
blackletter.2 This arrangement frequently comes at the expense of scripture. Look, for instance, 
at the second verse of the Psalm, beginning “And according”: this text, though brief, is split 
between two opposite corners of the opening, and three of its words have been split in the 
compositor’s effort to fit the verse within the narrow frame of the margin. Thus set—in a larger 
font than the sonnet, and confined to a much smaller area—the verse’s twenty-one syllables 
extend vertically across eleven iambic pentameter lines, as if the scriptural text were trying to 
elongate itself into the rough shape of the poem next to it. What kind of a relationship—between 
prose and poetry, between scripture and its interpretation, between marginal disruption and 
narrative progression—is implied in this arrangement? 
 In response to such a question, this chapter considers Lock’s sonnet sequence as the first 
significant example in the English literary tradition of lyric exegesis: the performance of 
scriptural interpretation in and through the formal mechanisms of the lyric poem. The 
bibliographic situation of Lock’s Meditation figures into this argument doubly, since its 
publication at the conclusion of her translations of The Sermons of John Calvin cues us to 
understand the textual transformations of the Meditation as an extension of the homiletic practice 
undertaken in the preceding texts. These sermons, I argue, provide Lock with a theoretical and 
rhetorical framework within which to expand scripture into poetry. Unlike Calvin, however, 
Lock expresses—through a series of ambiguously repetitive poetic tropes—significant anxiety 
about the hermeneutic risk inherent in the project of rewriting scriptural texts: the risk we call 
																																																						
Poetics,” in Ashgate Critical Essays on Women Writers in England, 1550–1700, Volume 3: Anne 
Lock, Isabella Whitney, and Aemilia Lanyer, ed. Micheline White (Farnham, England: Ashgate, 
2009), 23–40. 
2 On the significance of blackletter, see Steven K. Galbraith, “‘English’ Black-Letter 
Type and Spenser’s Shepheardes Calender,” Spenser Studies 23 (2008): 13–40. 
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today, in an uncannily apt phrase, the heresy of paraphrase.3 Lock interpreted scripture as she 
dilated it, I conclude, but only with a certain degree of ambivalence: drawing on the lexicon of 




 In the rhetorical tradition, expolition is an effect that combines repetition and reiteration 
with aesthetic beautification (expolitio comes from the Latin for “polishing”).4 Depending on 
whom you ask, it is either a trope or a particular way of arranging tropes. Richard Sherry’s 
definition, the earliest that I have found in English, appears in his list of figures: “Expolition is, 
when we tary still in one place, and yet seme to speake divers thinges.” For Sherry, such tarrying 
in place—speaking repeatedly on the same theme—creates the superficial effect of “ornamentes” 
or “garnish,” producing a more aesthetically pleasing text without adjusting its “matter.”5 He 
does not here entertain the idea that seeming to “speake diverse things” might entail the use of a 
variety of tropes; like the Latin Rhetorica ad Herennium, the locus classicus for expolition, 
Sherry understands the trope as “repeat[ing the idea] once again or oftener in other, equivalent 
																																																						
3 The phrase, of course, is Cleanth Brooks’s: see The Well Wrought Urn: Studies in the 
Structure of Poetry (Orlando, FL: Harcourt, Inc., 1970), 192–214. 
4 The equivalent Greek term, exergasia (“working out”), places more emphasis on the 
trope’s procedural element, its performance across a series of rewritings; expolitio, by contrast, 
emphasizes the aesthetic results of that process. 
5 Richard Sherry, A Treatise of the Figures of Grammer and Rhetorike profitable for al 
that be studious of Eloquence, and in especiall for suche as in Grammer scholes doe reade moste 
eloquente Poetes and Oratours (London, 1555), fol. lvir–lviir. The rhetorician John Smith, 
writing more than a century later in his Mysterie of Rhetorique Unveil’d (London, 1665), 208, 
copies Sherry’s definition nearly verbatim; Smith’s contribution is significant because he goes on 
to diagnose several scriptural passages with expolition. 
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terms.”6 This version of expolition, whose building block is the trope of synonymia, is therefore 
the simplest way of comprehending a technique that is conceivably as vast and as varied as 
Erasmus’ theory of copia, or rhetorical abundance.7 
 But copia, in spite of the impression one may get from reading Erasmus’ treastise on it, is 
not supposed to put its process of variation, amplification, and dilation on display; De Copia, 
Erasmus insists, is primarily intended as a pedagogical tool and primer for practicing rhetoric.8 It 
shares with more developed accounts of expolition, however, an interest in the combination of 
different tropic elaborations of the same idea. In his account of expolition in The Art of English 
Poesy (1589), George Puttenham raises rhetorical polishing from the work of a single trope to a 
name for an arrangement of tropes: 
this figure […] doth polish our speech and as it were attire it with copious and pleasant 
amplifications and much variety of sentences all running upon one point and to one 
intent, so as I doubt whether I may term it a figure, or rather a mass of many figurative 
speeches, applied to the beautifying of our tale or argument.9 
In Puttenham’s elaboration, expolition is copia put up for display: it shows off the poet’s process 
of variation and elaboration and so earns the distinction of being not just the “last” but also the 
																																																						
6 [Cicero], De Ratione Dicendi (Rhetorica ad Herennium), trans. Harry Caplan 
(Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1968), 4.54. An early Renaissance account of 
expolition, based closely on the ad Herennium (and probably the source for Sherry and 
Puttenham), is Johannes Susenbrotus, Epitome Troporum ac Schematum (London, 1562), 90–91. 
7 Erasmus provides his own definition of expolitio in Collected Works of Erasmus, vol. 
24, Literary and Educational Writings 2: De Copia / De Ratione Studii, ed. Craig R. Thompson 
(University of Toronto Press, 1978), 630–31.  
8 He writes: “I am not prescribing how one ought to write or speak, but merely indicating 
what is useful for practice, and everybody knows that in practising everything must be 
exaggerated. Besides, I am giving instructions for the young in whom Quintilian was quite 
content to see an over-exuberant style.” Complete Works, ed. Thompson, 24:299–300. 
9 George Puttenham, The Art of English Poesy: A Critical Edition, ed. Frank Wigham and 
Frank A. Rebhorn (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2007), 333. 
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“principal figure” of Puttenham’s chapter “On Ornament.” It is, as Puttenham comes very close 
to saying, the trope of troping, a meta-trope consisting of all the ways in which rhetoric might 
turn one set of words into another for the sake of “amplification,” “variety,” and above all 
“beautifying.”10 Beyond merely providing an opportunity for “beautifying” an argument, 
expolition shows the poet’s mind at work as it charts the writer’s departure from a literal idea 
into a “mass of many figurative speeches.” Its association of textual dilation or “amplification” 
with the “polishing” of an idea to the point where it becomes, as Puttenham puts it, “gorgeous” 
makes it a crucial technique for the author who wishes to write verse that is at once interpretive 
and aesthetically pleasing. The formal parameters that Lock sets for her Meditation—the 
repeated translation of a short prose text into a longer poem—necessitates a rhetorical procedure 
that makes textual dilation into an engine of poetic production. 
 In Lock’s verse, I argue, expolition becomes an interpretive procedure. Interpretation is a 
use to which this rhetorical technique is particularly well-suited: expolition is inherently 
interpretive, after all, because it states both an originary text and its tropological elaborations. A 
few tropes apart from expolition make it their business to provide a literal text prior to their 
departures—think of similes—but most depend on a literal sense that is implied rather than 
explicitly given. Expolition and interpretation, however—especially the kinds of interpretation 
we think of as getting close to a text—cannot occur without a text to work upon. In the case of 
expolition, the best-known examples of such seed-texts come from De Copia, where Erasmus 
																																																						
10 Critics have bestowed the title of “trope of tropes” on many figures, including irony 
(Harold Bloom, The Anxiety of Influence, 2nd ed. [Oxford University Press, 1997], xix), influence 
(Bloom again, in A Map of Misreading, 2nd ed. [Oxford University Press, 2003], 94), metaphor 
(Jacques Sojcher, quoted in Gérard Genette, Figures of Literary Discourse [New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1982], 115), and prosopopoeia (Paul de Man, “Autobiography as De-
Facement,” in The Rhetoric of Romanticism [New York: Columbia University Press, 1984]). For 
more on this last “trope of tropes,” see Chapter 4. 
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begins with a phrase such as “Your letter pleased me mightily” and produces dozens of 
rearrangements and restatements of the idea in his bravura displays of rhetorical ingenuity: “Your 
letter mightily pleased me; to a wonderful degree did your letter please me; [...] Your epistle 
exhilarated me intensely; [...] your brief note refreshed my sprits in no small measure,” and so 
on.11 
 The poetic texts I discuss in this chapter likewise begin with a seed text—a verse of 
scripture—before embarking on similar displays of verbal dexterity, although, as I will argue, 
their processes of excerption and quotation derive from an oratorical tradition that has been 
altered by the practices of preaching and scriptural commentary; their literary effects therefore 
acquire the much higher stakes of religious doctrine. In 1560, when Anne Lock wrote her 
Meditation of a Penitent Sinner, and still in the 1590s, when her son Henry Lok composed his 
remarkably similar verse paraphrase of the book of Ecclesiastes, such coordinations of original 
text to poetic interpretation—especially as visually represented in the layouts of their books’ 
pages—were nearly non-existent (see figs. 1 and 2 for representations of these layouts).12 But the 
practice of expanding and expounding scriptural texts was the basic gesture of preaching: in what 
follows, I argue that the stuttering tropological repetitions and elaborations that are the hallmarks 
of Lock’s penitential style are, themselves, made in the image of preaching’s expolitory 
orientation toward scriptural texts. 
* 
																																																						
11 Erasmus, Complete Works, 24:348–54. 
12 Catherine A. Carsley discusses one possible precedent for Anne Lock’s collection—a 
French, Catholic poem—in “Biblical Versification and French Religious Paraphrase in Anne 
Lock’s ‘Meditations of a Penitent Sinner’,” ANQ: A Quarterly Journal of Short Articles, Notes, 
and Reviews 24.1–2 (2011): 42–50. 
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 Although Anne Lock innovated on several fronts of exegetical poetry, she and her son 
were hardly alone in putting expolition to use in the analysis of scripture. Expolition is one of the 
many tropes that Renaissance exegetes routinely claimed to be both a feature of scriptural 
language as well as an interpretive process that might be applied to it. The German theologian 
David Chytraeus, for instance, in a work Englished by Arthur Golding in 1570, ascribes the 
figure to a passage from St. Paul’s second letter to the Corinthians. Significantly, expolition 
arises in Paul’s discussion of the relationship between Old Testament and New, expanding 
upon—or “amplifying”—the apostle’s famous declaration that “the letter killeth, but the Spirit 
giveth life”: 
7 If then the ministration of death written [with] letters & ingrave[n] in stones, was 
glorious so [that] the childre[n] of Israel colde not beholde the face of Moses for the 
glorie of his countenance [...] 
8 How shal not the ministration of the Spirit be more glorious? 
9 For if the ministerie of co[n]de[m]nation was glorious, muche more doeth the 
ministration of righteousness excede in glorie. [...] 
11 For if that which shulde be abolished, was glorious, much more shal that which 
remaineth, be glorious. (2 Corinthians 3:6–9, 11)13 
Paul, as Chytraeus comments, conducts “a comparison of the ministration of Moyses Lawe, with 
the ministerie of the Gospell, and by the figure of Rhetorike called Expolition, repeteth the 
selfsame sentence well néere foure tymes in exchaunge of woordes.”14 Here is a relatively simple 
																																																						
13 Throughout this chapter, except where otherwise noted, I cite the Geneva Bible of 
1560: The Bible and Holy Scriptures conteyned in the Olde and Newe Testament (Geneva, 1560). 
14 David Chytraeus, A Postil or orderly disposing of certeine Epistles usually red in the 
Church of God, trans. Arthur Golding (London, 1570), 315–16. Here Roman font signifies 
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instance of expolition, in which a set of key terms are repeatedly varied across several 
reiterations of the same sentence structure. The commentators of the 1599 Geneva Bible also 
mark Paul’s rhetorical gesture; “Hee amplifieth his ministerie and his fellowes,” they write, 
suggesting simultaneously that Paul is dilating his own language (“his ministerie”) and glorifying 
the gospels’ teachings (“his fellowes”) over the Old Testament’s.15 They read the figure of 
expolition—of expanding and polishing—as a metaphor (perhaps the key metaphor) for the 
teleological narrative of Christian scriptural history. 
 Paul’s epistles make excellent fodder for this kind of symbolic reading. Niels 
Hemmingsen, the Danish author of an important sixteenth-century ars praedicandi, finds 
symbolic expolition in the book of Ephesians, where “The Spirit of wisedome and revelation” is 
rephrased, successively, as “the hope of [Christ’s] calling,” “the riches of his glorious 
inheritaunce in the Saints,” and finally “the exceeding greatnes of his power towards us.” As 
Hemmingsen comments: 
The Apostle declareth to what ende (The spirit of wisedome and revelation) which he 
wisheth to the Ephesians, perteineth unto wit, & knowledge, that they might understand, 
how great that treasure of heavenlie grace is, which they obtaine in Christ. And he useth 
in this place a figure of Rhetorike, called Expolitio, both to amplifie & inlarge the thing: 
& also, that this treasure may the better be valued, (as much as may be) according to the 
price and worthinesse of the same.16 
																																																						
blackletter type and italics signify Roman type. He makes note of a further scriptural expolition 
on page 270 of this same tract. Golding, like Lock, translated Calvin’s sermons in the 1550s. 
15 The Bible, that is, the Holy Scriptures conteined in the Old and New Testament 
(Geneva, 1599), Kkk6r. 
16 Niels Hemmingsen, The Epistle of the Blessed Apostle Saint Paule, which he, in the 
time of his trouble and imprisonment, sent in writting from Rome to the Ephesians. Faithfully 
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Here again, the emphasis that expolition gives to a particular part of a text becomes a figure for 
the doctrinal importance of the text as a whole. Hemmingsen carefully notes that expolition 
accomplishes this emphasis both by making the text larger (“amplifie & inlarge”) and more 
valuable (“price and worthinesse”). The rhetoric of expolition has bled into Hemmingsen’s own 
style as well: these small hendiadic phrases reflect his desire to both dilate and beautify his 
interpretation of Paul. We will observe such a desire, and a very similar verbal texture, in the 
poetry of Anne Lock. 
 In Hemmingsen’s influential preaching manual, translated into English in 1574 as The 
Preacher, expolition becomes not just a rhetorical trope to be discovered in scripture, but an 
interpretive method that may be applied to the text of scritpture. “Expolition or dilatinge,” as he 
defines it, “is by the which an Argument propounded is confirmed and beutifyed.”17 But 
expolition goes beyond mere troping; in Hemmingsen’s account, it becomes a habit of mind that 
merges almost completely with the extemporaneous act of preaching itself:  
In this example […] yee maye see the use of expolition: whiche if I had determined to 
have handled at large, everye parte beinge dilated and multiplyed, a whole Oration even 
oute of the first Chapter of the proofe, woulde plentifullye have proceeded. […] From 
hence studious yonge men maye easelye judge, that greate profyte commeth of this 
Expolition. Wherfore they shall take a moste profitable woorke in hande, if they will 
busilye practise themselves in the handlinge of an Expolition. For from hence they shall 
obtaine suche a facultye and facilitye, that hereafter when they shall have occasion, 
																																																						
Expounded, Both For the benefite of the learned and unlearned, trans. Abraham Fleming 
(London, 1580), 36–37. 
17 Niels Hemmingsen, The Preacher, or Methode of preachinge, trans. John Horsfall 
(London, 1574), fol. 48v. 
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eyther to speake of weightye matters, or to preache the woorde of GOD, these preceptes 
of an Expolition shall come into theyr mindes, even as it were uppon a sodaine.18 
Expolition here resembles copia in its use for extemporaneous speech.19 It is the young 
preacher’s task, as it is the young scholar’s, to be able to expand and amplify a text into “a whole 
Oration” at a moment’s notice. The process of interpretation-by-expansion thus becomes a 
powerful heuristic in the preacher’s practice, the key gesture of preaching. In another influential 
ars praedicandi, the Calvinist theologian Andreas Hyperius offers a summary of Hemmingsen’s 
relation to the rhetorical tradition: “the Preacher may use all the furniture of amplyfyinge, that the 
Schole of Orators ministreth unto hym. Wherefore […] hee may mingle together […] expolition, 
definition, description, distribution, heapinge uppe of matter, encreasement.”20 In doing so, the 
preacher becomes like Paul, expanding his text in order to expound it, to beautify it, and to 
convey its necessity for his hearers’ salvation. 
 Hemmingsen and Hyperius may treat such expolitory amplifications of scriptural texts as  
an unqualified good, yet other interpreters acknowledged the dangers inherent in the 
transformations and “exchaunges” that expolition imposed upon scriptural texts. Their anxieties 
derived from a more suspicious understanding of that old and fundamental problem of poetics, 
the differentiation of form from content.21 Although many of the theoretical texts I have cited 
speak casually about saying the same thing in different ways, the refusal to differentiate form 
from content is a subversive undercurrent of much early modern hermeneutic theory. Of the 
																																																						
18 Hemmingsen, The Preacher, fol. 50r. 
19 Cf., for instance, Erasmus, Complete Works, 24:301–3. 
20 Andreas Hyperius, The Practise of preaching, otherwise called the Pathway to the 
Pulpet, trans. John Ludham (London, 1577), 37. 
21 For a broad introduction to this problem, see Jeff Dolven, “Style,” in The Princeton 




distinction between “subject-matter” and “expression,” for instance, Erasmus writes that “it 
might be thought that these two aspects are so interconnected in reality that one cannot easily 
separate one from the other, and that they interact so closely that any distinction between them 
belongs to theory rather than practice.” Erasmus, imagining copia as “a teaching procedure,” is 
happy to suspend the signifying power of “expression” in his textbook.22 But preachers—
especially those who worried deeply about “wresting” scripture from its original meaning—
could not lay aside the importance of literary form so easily. Anne Lock and Henry Lok 
negotiate the difficulty of expanding scripture without seeming to alter its meaning in two very 
different ways: Lock’s stuttering, repetitive verse calls attention to the ambivalence and partiality 
of her interpretations. Lok, drawing on the philosophy of the Book of Ecclesiastes, casts himself 
and his readers as negligible participants in a meaningless hermeneutic exercise; his expolitory 
poetic formally reflects a theology of earthly futility. 
 
Calvin’s Sermons and The Sermons of John Calvin 
 It was not, however, the importance of expolition to preaching culture at large that 
influenced Lock’s ambivalent embrace of this procedure. Her direct experience with hearing, 
reading, and translating the sermons of John Calvin, I suggest, provide the most immediate 
context for her lyric experimentation. Lock spent two years between 1557 and 1559—
encompassing the death of Mary I and the accession of Elizabeth I—among the English exiles in 
Geneva, during which time she heard Calvin preach and collected his sermons, delivered 
originally in French, on the book of Isaiah. In 1560, not long after Lock’s return to England, 
																																																						
22 Erasmus, Complete Works, 24:301. 
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John Day published in a small octavo volume her translations of The Sermons of John Calvin, to 
which were appended Lock’s Meditation of a Penitent Sinner.23 
 The Sermons of John Calvin is a work comprised almost exclusively of the kinds of 
interpretive expansions that define expolitory procedure.24 The book consists of a chain of 
textual transformations that begins with the verses from Isaiah 38 that Calvin had selected as his 
texts for the four sermons contained in the volume. Even in that choice the volume discloses the 
circular, self-confirming logic of the transformations that are to come, for this text is, as the title 
page proclaims, “THE SONGE / that Ezechias made af- / ter he had bene sicke, and / afflicted by 
the hand of / God.”25 The book’s textual journey begins not just in “songe,” but in a self-
reflective, self-pitying mode of song that predicts Lock’s eventual choice to affix a psalm to it. 
The text of this song begins, out of the book’s purview but well within the imaginative range of 
most readers, in Biblical Hebrew, and journeys through the Vulgate’s Latin and into Calvin’s 
French. Calvin performs one kind of expolition by explicating this fairly brief set of texts—
which had begun as Hebrew songs but appear in Calvin’s sermons as French prose—into much 
																																																						
23 Details of Lock’s life and brief exile can be found in Patrick Collinson, “Locke [née 
Vaughan; other married names Dering, Prowse], Anne (c. 1530–1590x1607), translator and 
religious activist,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Accessed 4 January 2019. 
https://doi.org/10.1093/ref:odnb/69054. Collinson, however, believes John Knox to be the author 
of the Meditation. 
 24 Indeed, expolition’s rhetorical background incorporates one more feature important to 
how we can read Lock’s Meditation: it understands the “working out” of expolition as occurring 
as a text or meaning moves across genres or media. The Rhetorica ad Herennium, for instance, 
notes that expolition may occur “in the words, in the delivery, and in the treatment [tractando]” 
of the dilated text. Of “the treatment,” the author offers only this elaboration: “The third kind of 
change, accomplished in the treatment, will take place if we transfer the thought into the form of 
a Dialogue or into the form of Arousal [exsuscitationem]” ([Cicero], Rhetorica ad Herennium, 
4.54–55). The rhetorician’s generic range is limited here, but his language is suggestive; he 
implies that by changing the “form” of a thought from one type of discourse to another, an 
expolitor can accomplish a further refinement of the text she begins with. 
25 The Collected Works of Anne Vaughan Lock, ed. Susan M. Felch (Tempe, AZ: 
Renaissance English Text Society, 1990), 2–3. 
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longer prose sermons; Lock adds on another mutation by translating these sermons into English, 
although she does so by cleaving, according to her own prefatory note, “so nere as I possibly 
might, to the very wordes of his text, and that in so plaine English I could expresse.”26 
 Lock thus seeks to minimize her role as a mediator of Calvin’s text—to suggest, as 
Calvin would of the relationship between his sermons and their texts, that she has added nothing 
to its meaning. This statement begins to express the anxiety about altering a text’s significance 
that will haunt Lock’s later sonnets. But the book itself refuses Lock’s self-abnegation and 
instead flaunts Lock’s translation into the English language and context: it notes, in large font on 
the title page, that the work is “Translated out of Frenche into Englishe”; moreover it stresses the 
recent English political upheavals that make possible the book’s publication in England. Next to 
an eye-catching manicule, the title page informs its reader that the book is “Newly set fourth and 
allowed, accordyng to the order appointed in the Quenes Maijesties Injunctions”; at the bottom, 
it reiterates this claim in Latin: “Cum Gratia & priuilegio Regiæ maiestatis.”27 Although Lock 
seeks to minimize her contribution to Calvin’s text, her printer John Day presents the text as 
specifically appropriate, through its mediated form, to the once-again newly Protestant England. 
 A reader of The Sermons of John Calvin might well assume that Lock’s translation of the 
sermons should be the last act of textual transformation the book had to present. But when the 
sermons end, the poetry begins. Lock’s Meditation shares with Calvin’s sermons a set of implicit 
translations: Psalm 51 in Lock’s hands moves from Hebrew poetry to Latin prose, Latin prose to 
English prose (as in the case of Calvin’s French citations of Isaiah, the translation is original).28 
																																																						
26 Lock, Collected Works, 8. Lock’s selection of Calvin’s sermons was printed in French 
two years after Lock’s English translations appeared: John Calvin, Sermons de Jehan Calvin Sur 
le Cantique que feit le bon Roy Ezechias (Geneva, 1562), 29, 32. 
27 Lock, Collected Works, 2–3. 
28 On Lock’s prose translation of Psalm 51, see Lock, Collected Works, lvi–lviii. 
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Lock’s final act of permutation is to transform this prose into a sequence of sonnets. The 
sequence’s title not only makes explicit the genres between which the text is being transformed, 
but also names the process by which that transformation occurs: 
A MEDITA 
TION OF A PENI- 
TENT SINNER: WRIT- 
TEN IN MANER OF A 
Paraphrase upon the 
51. Psalme of David.29 
According to this scheme, Lock’s sequence transforms a “psalme” into a “meditation” by means 
of “paraphrase.” A paraphrase, as Nicholas Udall helpfully sets out in his preface to Erasmus’ 
paraphrase of the New Testament, is 
a plain setting forth of a text or sentence more at large, with such circumstaunce of moe 
and other wordes, as may make the sentence open, cleare, plaine, & familiar, whiche 
otherwise should perchaunce seme bare, unfruitful harde, straunge, rough, obscure, & 
derke to be understanded of any that were either unlearned or but meanly entred.30 
Lock’s Meditation is not quite the kind of paraphrase that Udall describes here. Her poems are 
hardly “open, cleare, plaine, & familiar”; as critics have observed, they are circular, dense, 
difficult, sometimes obscure, and constitute an unfamiliar, if not unprecedented, way of 
																																																						
29 Lock, Collected Works, 62. 
30 Desiderius Erasmus, The first tome or volume of the Paraphrase of Erasmus upon the 
Newe Testamente, trans. Nicholas Udall (London, 1548), xiiiir. For more on Biblical paraphrase 
in relation to Lock, see Dierdre Serjeantson, “Anne Lock’s anonymous friend: A meditation of a 
penitent sinner and the problem of ascription,” in Enigma and Revelation in Renaissance English 
Literature: Essays Presented to Eiléan Ní Chuilleanáin, ed. Helen Cooney and Mark S. 
Sweetnam (Dublin: Four Courts Press, 2012), 62–64. 
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presenting a scriptural text.31 I propose “expolition,” in part, as a more accurate denomination 
than “paraphrase”: expolition, like paraphrase, involves expansion and restatement, but in the 
place of paraphrase’s drive toward clarity it offers rhetorical ingenuity, aesthetic beauty, and 
perhaps even poetic difficulty. Lock’s deployment of this dilatory mode seems, in fact, to level 
an implicit argument against paraphrase, or at least to depict a mind in the act of measuring its 
risks against its virtues. 
 Such virtues are represented in Lock’s volume by the texts that occupy most of its 
pages—Calvin’s sermons. Lock’s poems have not often enough been read in the context of the 
book in which they were printed; yet the pairing of poetic meditations with sermons determines, 
in many ways, both the subject of Lock’s poems and their rhetorical development.32 Susan M. 
Felch, in her edition of Lock’s works, provides an exhaustive list of stylistic similarities and 
shared vocabularies between Lock’s preface, the translations, and the sonnets, but primarily in 
the service of arguing for Lock’s authorship of the Meditation.33 Christopher Warley, 
meanwhile, offers a number of suggestive comments on the poems’ mediation of Calvin’s 
thought; he writes, for instance, that “the book is a religious work meant to reinforce and 
																																																						
31 See Greene, “Anne Lock’s Meditation,” 23–40; and Carsley, “Biblical Versification,” 
42–50. 
32 Teresa Lanpher Nugent is a notable exception; see “Anne Lock’s Poetics of Spiritual 
Abjection,” English Literary Renaissance 39.1 (Winter 2009): 11–16. 
33 Lock, Collected Works, liii–liv. The question of authorship and ascription is taken up 
recently in Serjeantson, “Anne Lock’s anonymous friend”; and even more recently in Stephen W. 
May, “Anne Lock and Thomas Norton’s Meditation of a Penitent Sinner,” Modern Philology 
114.4 (May 2017): 793–819. This is not the place to fully address the authorship question, but 
suffice it to say that I find May’s argument that Thomas Norton wrote the sequence 
unconvincing, and am happy to continue ascribing it to Lock. Although my arguments about the 
pervasiveness of exegetical culture in this period do not demand that a single person be both the 
translator of Calvin’s sermons and the author of the sonnets of the Meditation, I do think that 
Henry Lok’s patrilineal understanding of interpretive descent (see below) suggests that he 
considered the Meditation to have been his mother’s work. 
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reintroduce Calvin’s interpretive methods into a specifically English context” and that the 
“sermons constitute the bulk of the book and provide a detailed interpretive context, a process of 
authorization, within which the sonnet sequence is constructed.” More specifically, he notes, 
Lock’s “poetic of dilation [...] builds upon and expands the logic of Calvin’s sermons.”34 Yet 
Warley, concentrating on the sequence’s language of commodification, stops short of explaining 
what “the logic of Calvin’s sermons” might be, nor does he explain what kinds of homiletic 
expansion might have underpinned Calvin’s sermons or Lock’s poems. By elucidating the 
interpretive techniques of sermons and poems alike, we can better understand how Lock “builds 
upon” both Calvin’s sermons and the psalm she poeticizes. The Meditation, it turns out, is only 
ambivalently homiletic: its tortured speaker shunts between repetition, dilation, and outward 
reference in a condensed, tortured, and incomplete performance of preacherly interpretation and 
application. 
 Calvin’s preaching is a vast topic that has been amply investigated by scholars of 
Reformation history. Rather than attempting to account for his preaching practice as a whole, I 
will try to isolate those features of his homiletics that might have made an impression upon Anne 
Lock in the course of her attendance and translation of his sermons. Perhaps the most pertinent 
such feature is Calvin’s use of the homily form, rather than the thematic approach, in his 
sermons. Rather than deducing a theme or doctrine from a brief scriptural text, that is, Calvin 
																																																						
34 Christopher Warley, “‘An English box’: Calvinism and Commodities in Anne Lock’s 
A Meditation of a Penitent Sinner,” Spenser Studies 15 (2001): 219, 224. Kimberly Anne Coles 
comes closer to making good on Warley’s promise, and her work, although it focuses on the 
vagaries of Lock’s “lyric voice,” shares some of my premises about the relationship between 
sonnets and sermons; yet when she argues that this relationship negates Lock’s use of 
“rhetorical” discourse, I think that she undervalues both Lock’s impressive tropological 
technique and the homiletic tradition’s basis in classical rhetorical analysis. See “A new 
Jerusalem: Anne Lok’s ‘Meditation’ and the lyric voice,” in Religion, Reform, and Women’s 
Writing in Early Modern England (Cambridge University Press, 2008), esp. 129–30. 
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takes a somewhat longer text than most English audiences would have been used to hearing (a 
few verses, at least) and proceeds to explicate it, verse by verse, until it has been explained in its 
entirety. (In this regard, Calvin’s preaching practice closely resembles his practice of scriptural 
commentary.)35 T. H. L. Parker offers a meditation on the distinction between homily and 
thematic form in his book on Calvin’s Preaching:  
The [homily] form of this preaching is determined by the movement of the text. The 
preacher does not so much move forward from point to point as be borne onwards by the 
movement of his author’s thought. Even so, this is not a simple, uncomplicated stepping 
from clause to clause; for within each clause there is movement and counter-movement 
of one sort or another. The sermons are like rivers, moving strongly in one direction, 
alive with eddies and cross-currents, now thundering in cataracts, now a calm mirror of 
the banks and the sky; but never still, never stagnant.36 
Parker’s description becomes rather extravagant, although his metaphor for homiletic movement 
could be applied to Lock’s Meditation sonnets nearly unaltered (especially when they begin 
literally “thundering” with God’s wrath). Calvin’s sermons, rather than following the neo-
classical rhetorical structures of many early modern sermons (with their exordiums, divisios, and 
so on) achieve their form by closely extrapolating each verse of the scriptural selection; their 
progressions and voltas are thus determined by the structure of the underlying text. They are 
close readings in a pure sense, performing a sustained, detailed encounter with the text as it 
																																																						
35 These genres are also noticeably distinct; for a perceptive account of their similarities 
and differences, see Richard A. Muller, The Unaccommodated Calvin: Studies in the Foundation 
of a Theological Tradition (Oxford University Press, 2000), 141–45. 
36 T. H. L. Parker, Calvin’s Preaching (Louisville, Kentucky: Westminster/John Knox 
Press, 1992), 132. See also T. H. L. Parker, The Oracles of God: An Introduction to the 
Preaching of John Calvin (Cambridge: James Clarke and Co., 1947), 68–72. 
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proceeds, rather than imposing an argument from above and searching in the text for details to 
support it. 
 In his performance of this interpretive style, Calvin develops a vocabulary of continuity 
and addition that clearly marks the difference between this homily form and the more common 
thematic form. Unlike the thematic preacher, who organizes an argument according to its logical 
progression (and who might, therefore, rejigger the text’s wording or order to suit his purpose), 
Calvin discloses the threads and gaps that constitute scriptural style. A series of examples from 
the second sermon in Lock’s volume will illustrate: Calvin begins by noting that the beginning of 
this portion of Hezekiah’s speech is “continuynge the matter whiche yesterdaye was entreated 
of”—since Calvin, unlike most English preachers, proceeded in his sermon series 
chronologically through the books of scripture. As each new portion of scripture comes under 
Calvin’s gaze, he notes the accumulation with one stock phrase or another: “Now it foloweth,” 
“Now he addeth that,” “Now Ezech. after saith,” and so on.37 Although these phrases are meant 
to impose a sense of continuity on the segments of Calvin’s sermon, the various stylistic and 
rhetorical features of Hezekiah’s song require that he change tack rather frequently; so in the first 
portion of the sermon, confronted with Hezekiah’s “My lyfe is withdrawn, it is chuanged as a 
shepherds lodge. I have cut of my dayes as a weaver,” Calvin explicates the “similitude[s]” of 
lodge and weaver, noting that in his metaphors Hezekiah “speaketh after the custome of that 
countrey”; but in the next section Hezekiah’s fear that God will “consume” him prompts Calvin 
to meditate on a rather different subject, the “horrible […] displeasure of God.”38 The homiletic 
style that results from this practice, although it goes out of its way to mark thematic and narrative 
																																																						
37 Lock, Collected Works, 23, 25, 26, 29. 
38 Lock, Collected Works, 23, 25. 
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continuities, is prone to quick shifts in tone and topic as it expounds upon each successive 
sentence or verse of scripture. 
 Lock’s sonnet sequence follows a similar logic, an unusual logic for a set of divine 
poems. Each of her sonnets elaborates upon a single verse of Psalm 51, forming a repeated 
relationship between scripture and poem that was unprecedented in English verse.39 Critics have 
often wondered at Lock’s writing a sonnet sequence three decades before the genre was 
popularized by Sidney’s Astrophil and Stella; yet Lock’s method of successive dilation looks 
backward, to the sermons that precede it in the volume of The Sermons of John Calvin, even as it 
pre-guesses the fads of the 1590s and beyond.40 The cracks between her sonnets replace those 
seams that Calvin, as the performer of an extended oration, must construct. Her ninth sonnet, for 
example, ends with a complacent request: “Wash me, O Lord: when I am washed soe, / I shalbe 
whiter than the whitest snowe” (9.13–14). The tenth, however, commences with a disruption in 
tone and metaphor: “Long have I heard, and yet I heare the soundes / Of dredfull threates and 
thonders of the law, / Which Eccho of my gylty minde resoundes” (10.1–3).41 Although Lock’s 
sonnets lack the language of continuity that marks Calvin’s homiletic style, their verse-by-verse 
treatment of the psalm clearly registers the same “eddies and cross-currents” that result from 
treating a text serially. 
 Lock also resembles Calvin in her unusual citational practice—she does not just situate 
the psalm’s prose text next to each sonnet: the texts themselves are worded to her purpose. As 
Felch explains in her introduction to Lock’s works, “The prose version of Psalm 51 […] is 
																																																						
39 See Carsley, “Biblical Versification.” 
40 At least one critic has suggested that the mere fact of the Meditation’s being a sonnet 
sequence in 1560 is its most interesting or important facet; Warley calls it “the really remarkable 
aspect of Lok’s [sic] work,” in “‘An English box’,” 207. 
41 Line numbers in parentheses refer to the text printed in Lock, Collected Works, 64–71. 
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Lock’s own original translation of this familiar biblical passage. It is not identical to any known 
translation, although nearly every phrase finds a counterpart in one or the other English 
translation printed before 1560,” most often the Great Bible in Miles Coverdale’s translation.42 
By way of explanation, Felch notes that “sixteenth-century Protestants were remarkably cavalier 
about precise quotations, drawing freely on a variety of translations and paraphrases”; yet I 
would suggest that this translational ecumenism is less cavalier than it is strategic. Calvin’s 
citational practice provides a useful analogy, since his translations of scripture nearly always 
transform to suit his homiletic purpose over the course of a sermon—a feature of his preaching 
on clear display in Lock’s translations. Parker explains that Calvin “would embark on the 
exposition of the sentences, usually rendering them in a slightly different (sometimes very 
different) form from the head text; this partly because he was translating direct as he went along, 
partly for the sake of clarification by paraphrasing.”43 Some of Calvin’s translational 
adjustments, however, seem to stem neither from inconsistency nor clarification. From the same 
sermon in which we observed the language of continuity, for instance, we might notice that 
although Hezekiah worries that, as Calvin puts it at the head of the sermon, “from mornyng untill 
night thou shalt consume me [tu me consumeras],” when it comes time to expound upon this text 
the verb has changed: “thou shalte bringe me to naught [tu me defferas].”44 Calvin goes on to 
draw a crucial contrast between man’s “frailtie” and “the infinite power of God”; his shift in the 
text’s translation predicts his desire to approach this relationship relationally rather than 
consumptively. Calvin also performs miniature expolitions of the scriptural original during these 
rephrasings. The text that begins as “I made rekenyng to go untill morning [matin], but he hath 
																																																						
42 Lock, Collected Works, lvi–lvii. 
43 Parker, Calvin’s Preaching, 133. 
44 Lock, Collected Works, 23, 25; Calvin, Sermons de Jehan, 29, 32. 
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brused my bones as a Lion [il a brisé mos os comme un lion]” becomes, when Calvin later comes 
to it, “That [Hezekiah] made rekening untill evening [soir], and that God brake all his bones, as 
yf he were in the throte, and betwene the clawes of a Lyon [comme s’il estoit en la gueule & 
entre les pattes d’un lion].”45 Here the metaphor of consumption that became negated in the prior 
example is resurrected as the imagery of the lion’s attack; Calvin’s expolitory rephrasing has 
both expanded and enlivened the text as originally translated (it has also, mysteriously, turned 
day to night). Such an alteration might impel its reader to wonder what kind of a homiletic 
method Calvin is practicing here. Is this a “paraphrase” of the text? An interpretation of it? An 
interpellation from another source? 
 So blatant a departure from the literal surface of scripture coming from the mouth of 
Calvin might surprise us; despite noting Calvin’s “cavalier” citational practice, Felch also argues 
that Calvin was admired in England precisely for his dedication to scriptural accuracy.46 Yet 
Calvin’s exposition of this moment argues that his addition is, in fact, too small, the similitude an 
inadequate one: 
But it was nedefull that Ezechias should first know himself to be in the hands of God, as 
betwene the pawes, and in the throte of a lion, and so must it be that we come to the same 
point as I have already saide, for otherwise God cannot winne us. There is suche an 
arrogancye in us that we alwaye think our selves to be strong and mightie, and that we 
can never be beaten down but with a great thonder and lightening. And forasmuch as we 
cannot magnifie the power of God as it ought to be, we talk of it, and we think somewhat 
of it, but we do not geve unto it an infinite greatnes so as we be ravished when we think 
																																																						
45 Lock, Collected Works, 23, 29; Calvin, Sermons de Jehan, 29, 40. 
46 Lock, Collected Works, l. 
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of it, and so as it occupie all our senses in such sort as it ought. It behoveth therfore that 
our lord do (as a man wold say) transfigure him self, that is to say, make himself terrible 
more than all the lions in the world, and that he declare himselfe unto us with such a 
power that we be utterly afraid with all, even as if we espied a hundred deathes. […] Let 
us not thinke then that this similitude that is here put forth by the kyng Ezechias is 
superfluous, for we shall find the majestie of God a great deale more dreadeful than all 
the woords here conteined can expresse.47 
In the face of the “infinite greatness” that Calvin observes in God’s power, his elaboration on 
Hezekiah’s similitude seems minor indeed—to observe the “paws” and “throat” of the lion falls 
far short of understanding the wrath that is “terrible more than all the lions in the world.” 
Language itself—and, therefore, the very act of interpretation the preacher performs upon and 
with language—fails to comprehend this infinitude. By way of this exegesis, Calvin’s expolition 
becomes a sign of interpretation’s marginal increase, a figure of the bare minimum of 
interpretation that mortal language and thought can accomplish in the face of divine knowledge 
and power. 
 Calvin directly links the hermeneutic failure of his expolitory language to the devotional 
attitude of the Psalms: “It is therfore no marvel,” he concludes, “if we be then so astonished, as if 
a lion shoulde teare us in peces betwene his pawes, and break our bones with his teth, and if we 
conceive such horror when God is against us: from hence then procede al these complaints that 
we see in the Psalmes.”48 In the two sections that follow, I argue that in the translation of Psalm 
51 that Anne Lock attaches to these texts, A Meditation of a Penitent Sinner, she develops this 
																																																						
47 Lock, Collected Works, 31–32. 
48 Lock, Collected Works, 31. 
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hermeneutic ambivalence into a poetics of marginal increase, in which the “margin” alludes both 
to Calvin’s infinitely minor linguistic adjustments and to the bibliographic margin that, in Lock’s 
sequence, is the container of scripture. In the first section, I show that Lock’s tropes of repetition 
reveal the ways in which she simultaneously performs adherence to and departure from the literal 
surface of the scripture’s text. In the second, I argue that the figure of hendiadys marks such 
moments of bare elaboration on scripture’s text while also signaling expolition’s, and therefore 
interpretation’s, impotence against divine judgment. 
 
Repetition and Difference in Lock’s Meditation 
Lock’s Meditation of a Penitent Sinner has not often been subjected to the kind of 
hermeneutic expansion that she herself performs on the text of Psalm 51. Critics have preferred, 
instead, to locate Lock’s work as a node in literary history: as a founding document of “puritan 
poetics”; as the first sonnet sequence in England; as a test-case for Calvinist theology in 
England; or as the earliest English example of a verse-by-verse poetic gloss on a scriptural text.49 
This critical history implies—and occasionally says outright—that close-reading the poems in 
Lock’s Meditation would be unlikely to produce any new insights, not least because they repeat 
both themselves and the scriptural texts they draw from.50 Lock’s critics, I think, have often 
																																																						
49 See Greene, “Anne Lock’s Meditation”; Warley, “‘An English box’,” 207; Ben Burton, 
“‘The praise of that I yeld for sacrifice’: Anne Lock and the Poetics of the Eucharist,” 
Renaissance and Reformation 30.3 (Summer 2006): 89–118; and Carsley, “Biblical 
Versification.” 
50 For Roland Greene, for instance, the sonnets are “unoriginal, […] stalling, indecisive, 
circular, […] scrambled”; Felch reasons that the “movement” in Lock’s interpretive sonnets is 
“circular—reenacting a repetitive cycle of complaint, repentance, and hope” (as opposed to the 
sequence’s five introductory, non-exegetical sonnets and, implicitly, Lock’s dedicatory epistle to 
the Duchess of Suffolk, which occupies a far greater proportion of Felch’s introduction than the 
sermons or sonnets). Greene, “Anne Lock’s Meditation,” 33; Lock, Collected Works, lvi. 
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presupposed the idea that repetition comes without a difference, or that tropes like synonymia 
can produce identical meanings in different forms. I would suggest, instead, that Lock’s 
repetitions not only produce semantic difference but also hope to induce difference—in the form 
of providential mercy—in their intended hearer. Lock’s lexical and tropological repetitions and 
figure forth her interpretation of scripture, even as they present the appearance of being unable to 
advance from a single word or idea. 
A tension between repetition and difference inheres at every level of Lock’s sequence. 
Critics have consistently wondered, for instance, whether the speaker of her sonnets is the 
psalmist David or a resident of mid-sixteenth-century Europe—whether, that is, Lock 
accomplishes a translation across speaker, in her production of a “paraphrase” of Psalm 51, in 
addition to her translations across language and genre. Such a transition would fulfill the psalms’ 
promise of offering a compendium of analogues for all of the modern subject’s sins, and the 
Meditation in its opening moments seems to enact the mental process of approaching the text of 
the psalm from that belated viewpoint.51 The sequence begins with a “preface, expressing the 
passioned minde of the penitent sinner,” five sonnets that seem to introduce our speaker as a 
version of the ahistorical subjectivity of Petrarchan lyric.52 As much as they appear to prepare the 
																																																						
51 The popular Sternhold and Hopkins psalter, for instance, included among its front 
matter a lengthy “Treatise made by Athanasius the great, wherin is setforth [sic], how, and in 
what manner ye may use the Psalmes, according to theffect of the minde,” suggesting that 
readers could find a scriptural analogue for whatever state of spiritual emotion they may find 
themselves in. Thomas Sternhold et al., The Whole Booke of Psalmes collected into Englysh 
metre (London, 1562), +7v. 
52 Lock, Collected Works, 62. On Lock’s Petrarchism, see Mary Trull, “Petrarchism and 
the Gift: The Sacrifice of Praise in Anne Lock’s ‘Meditation of a Penitent Sinner,’” Religion & 
Literature 41.3 (Autumn 2009): 3–4 and 17–21. For a fuller discussion of Lock’s subject 
position, especially in relationship to biblical models, see Nugent, “Anne Lock’s Poetics of 
Spiritual Abjection,” 3–23. The strongest partisan for Lock’s originality in these prefatory 
sonnets is Kel Morin-Parsons, “‘Thus crave I mercy’: The Preface of Anne Locke,” in Other 
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reader for the poet’s act of translation by making the psalm seem utterly relevant to the author’s 
contemporary moment, however, they simultaneously recall earlier psalm paraphrases and 
translations—such as those of Thomas Wyatt, who based his introductory and interstitial verses 
primarily on the paraphrase of Aretino—that interpose contextual and narrative verse between 
the individual psalms.53 As one of Wyatt’s editors points out, “this narrative framework 
establishes the character of David as the singer of the psalms and describes his psychological and 
spiritual state as he begins and ends a psalm,” keeping the paraphrase resolutely in the biblical 
world of its original composition.54 The critical disagreement about the identity of these sonnets’ 
speaker, then, reflects their inherent semantic instability: the Meditation’s larger structure and 
poetic precedents resist the sonnet-level suggestion that the performer of its lyrics is an avatar of 
the poet herself. The speaker, instead, is an ambiguous semi-departure from the psalmist, at once 
a reiteration of David and his modern interpreter.55 Here is the sequence’s first instance of what I 
call marginal increase, although the pun on “marginal” has yet to be fully activated. Through 
																																																						
Voices, Other Views: Expanding the Canon in English Renaissance Studies, ed. Helen Ostovich, 
Mary V. Silcox, and Graham Roebuck (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1999), 271–89. 
53 For Lock’s relationship to Wyatt, see Rosalind Smith, “‘In a mirrour clere’: Anne 
Lock’s Miserere mei Deus as Admonitory Protestantism,” in Sonnets and the English Woman 
Writer, 1560–1621: The Politics of Absence (Houndmills, UK: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005), 13–
38, esp. 31–38. Thomas P. Roche is another advocate of David as the speaker of these prefatory 
sonnets; see Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sequences (New York: AMS Press, Inc., 1989), 
156–57. 
54 Thomas Wyatt, The Complete Poems, ed. R. A. Rebholz (London: Penguin Books, 
1997), 452–53. 
55 Nugent observes that this ambiguity extends all the way to the sequence’s title, which, 
she writes, “is suggestively ambiguous: is the penitent sinner the object of the meditation or the 
subject doing the meditating? Perhaps both” (7). Felch has also noticed the ambiguity of Lock’s 
speaker in these early sonnets, arguing that Lock “craft[s] a speaker who is at once particular and 
universal, a recognizable anguished penitent whose unenumerated sins could be those of 
Everywoman or Everyman,” in “‘Halff a Scrypture Woman’: Heteroglossia and Female 
Authorial Agency in Prayers by Lady Elizabeth Tyrwhit, Anne Lock, and Anne Wheathill,” in 
English Women, Religion, and Textual Production, ed. Micheline White (Farnham, England: 
Ashgate, 2011), 160–61. See also Coles, “A new Jerusalem,” 124, 136. 
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these prefatory sonnets Lock admits her characteristic anxiety toward the alteration or 
recontextualization of scripture; she refuses both to cleave exactly to the scriptural text and to 
make her departures known through any kind of stable or readily identifiable structure. 
The relationships between the prose text of the psalm and Lock’s expolitory sonnets 
redouble this hermeneutic ambivalence. In the pair of sonnets that opens Lock’s paraphrase of 
Psalm 51, for instance, a complicated economy of sin and mercy develops out of the fairly 
straightforward equivalences of the biblical verses. “Have mercie upon me (o God) after thy 
great merci. And according unto the multitude of thy mercies do away myne offences,” read the 
first two clips of marginal prose, expressing first an equality between the Christian God’s general 
quality of mercy and the very particular mercy that the speaker begs for, then a further equality 
between that personalized mercy and the speaker’s “offences.”56 In the algebra of these two 
psalm verses, mercy and offence cancel each other out. Yet Lock’s first sonnet more than doubles 
down upon the repetition of “mercie” in the psalm text: the sonnet uses the word ten times over 
the course of its fourteen lines. Lock’s speaker, indeed, recognizes the extent to which she has 
worn the word out: “Which selfe word Justice so amaseth me,” she writes, “That scarce I dare 
thy mercy sound againe” (1.8–9). Yet the speaker plows on with “mercie,” noting that “Mercie is 
thine: Let me not crye in vaine, / Thy great mercie for my great fault to have” (11–12). Here, 
again, God’s mercy is aligned with the magnitude of the speaker’s sinfulness—both equally 
“great”—yet the poem’s final couplet upends this equivalence: “Have mercie, God, pitie my 
penitence / With greater mercie than my great offence” (13–14). Lock turns the couplet, the point 
of the sonnet’s formal modulation, into a moment of mathematic increase and penitential excess: 
a request, essentially, for a remainder of mercy absent from the psalm’s text. The rhetorical 
																																																						
56 Lock, Collected Works, 64. 
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expansion necessitated by the transition from margin to main text, from prose to verse, seems to 
bleed into the thematic content of the poems: having asked for ten “mercies” over the course of 
the sonnet, Lock’s speaker can no longer beg for just enough. 
This analysis suggests that Lock is an acute reader of scripture, an exegete who reads her 
text closely in order to enact subtle and noncommittal shifts in its meaning and emphasis, and 
who—already in the sequence’s first sonnet—is reflecting on that hermeneutic process within her 
verse. This careful hermeneutic attention extends to Lock’s engagement with the Vulgate text 
behind her prose psalm (a habit she shares with many a humanist preacher).57 The marginal text 
for the third sonnet reads: “Wash me yet more from my wickednes, and clense me from my 
sinne.”58 This “yet more” represents a significant departure from Lock’s main sources, the 
Bishops’ and Geneva translations of the Psalms.59 Those texts translate the Latin word amplius as 
“thoroughly” (as in, “Washe me throughly from myne iniquitie”), reading the word as a modifier 
of degree rather than time.60 But Lock’s “yet more” is perhaps the sharper translation. As it was 
employed in classical rhetoric, amplius could mean either “again” or “moreover”; Lock’s Janus-
																																																						
57 On Lock’s use of the Vulgate text, see Susan M. Felch, “The Vulgate as Reformation 
Bible: The Sonnet Sequence of Anne Lock,” in The Bible as Book: The Reformation, ed. Orlaith 
O’Sullivan (London: British Library and Oak Knoll Press, 2000), 65–88. 
58 Lock, Collected Works, 65. 
59 In this moment Lock most closely—though not exactly—follows Coverdale’s 1540 
facing-text edition of the Psalms in Latin and English; his version of the verse reads, “Wash me 
yet more fro myne iniquyte, & clense me fro my synne.” Miles Coverdale, The Psalter or Boke 
of Psalmes both in Latyn and Englyshe (London, 1540), fol. xliiv. George Joye’s translation, 
from 1534, is even clearer about the dual temporality of amplius, rendering the line, “Nowe & 
yet agene washe me frõ my wikednes.” Dauids Psalter, diligently and faithfully trãslated by 
George Ioye (Antwerp, 1534), kiiiv. (Joye owes this intensified language to Zwingli’s 1532 Latin 
translation, which reads magis ac magis instead of amplius. See Ulrich Zwingli, Enchiridon 
Psalmorum in Opera D. Huldrychi Zuinglii, vigilantissimi Tigurinae ecclesiae antistitis [Zurich, 
1545], fol. 138r.) 
60 Bishops Bible: The holie Bible. conteynyng the olde Testament and the newe (London, 
1568), Bviiiv; Geneva: The Bible and Holy Scriptures conteyned in the Olde and Newe 
Testament (Geneva, 1560), fol. 217r. 
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faced phrase, which looks backward with “yet” and forward with “more,” registers amplius’s 
temporal and argumentative ambiguity: it could signify a reiteration or an elaboration of a prior 
point. 
This verbal ambivalence compresses the idea of marginal increase into a single word, but 
Lock’s sonnet on this text expands that ambiguity into a temporal sequence that the original, 
whether in Latin or English, merely hints at. “Oft hath thy mercie washed me before,” she writes; 
“Thou madest me cleane: but I am foule againe” (3.5–6). Here Lock clearly elaborates the 
tripartite structure of sin–repentance–forgiveness that Felch attributes to the sequence as a whole; 
she takes amplius’s sense of “again” as license to imagine a near-infinite pattern of transgression 
and redemption. But Lock also interprets the augmentation implicit in amplius in order to 
generate a sense of particular urgency in this moment of penitence: “Yet washe me Lord againe, 
and washe me more. […] Yea washe me all, for I am all uncleane, / And from my sin, Lord, 
cleanse me ones againe” (7, 13–14). Again and more: Lock offers two translations of amplius, 
rendering the speaker’s degeneracy as both a constant feature of lived experience and as reaching 
a particular climax in this moment of poetic composition. And of course, we can also read Lock’s 
translation of amplius as another signal of her interpretive relationship to the text of scripture: the 
word’s temporal ambivalence recalls the fraught relationship between reiteration and 
augmentation, between repetition and difference, that shadows the process of exegetical 
expolition.61 
Lock plays out that relationship through the tropes of repetition that pervade her sonnets. 
As I have already hinted, Lock’s repetitive language has typically been read as a poetic vice; a 
																																																						
61 My discussion of amplius has been informed by Anne Carson’s interpretation of the 
Greek particle dēute (translated by Carson “now again” or “now then”) in Eros the Bittersweet 
(Champaign and London: Dalkey Archive Press, 1998), 117–22. 
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notable critical exception comes from Teresa Lanpher Nugent, who argues that “Lock’s 
repetition subtly enacts the linguistic proliferation that the speaker in the poems promises to 
generate” (Nugent even goes so far as to assign numerological value to the number of times 
words like “sin” and “mercy” are repeated).62 Yet no critic has catalogued Lock’s quite 
deliberate combination and variation of distinct tropes of repetition; often, rather than merely 
signaling proliferation, these tropes mark moments of departure or elaboration upon the 
scriptural text even as the repetitions that constitute them seem to pledge textual fidelity. 
Lock’s thirteenth sonnet is almost a compendium of such techniques. It begins, in its 
prose text, with the form of a chiasmus: “Cast me not away from thy face, and take not thy holy 
spirit from me.” 63 The sonnet will go on to explore this shift from face to spirit in detail; but it 
begins by adopting the chiasmus form as its primary shape of thought, constructing a 
tropological rather than a thematic elaboration: 
Loe prostrate, Lorde, before thy face I lye, 
With sighes depe drawne depe sorow to express. 
O Lord of mercie, mercie do I crye: 
Dryve me not from thy face in my distresse. (8.1–4)64 
																																																						
62 Nugent, “Anne Lock’s Poetics of Spiritual Abjection,” 16. 
63 Lock, Collected Works, 68. 
64 Mary Sidney, in her translation of this psalm, also catches the importance of chiasmus, 
though in different verses: “For I, alas, acknowledging do know / My filthy fault, my faulty 
filthiness” (8–9); “My mother, lo, when I began to be, / Conceiving me, with me did sin 
conceive” (15–16). The Sidney Psalter, ed. Hannibal Hamlin et al. (Oxford University Press, 
2009), 97. Margaret Hannay has argued—with respect to the former lines—that Sidney knew 
Lock’s translation in “‘Unlock my lipps’: the Miserere mei Deus of Anne Vaughan Lok and Mary 
Sidney Herbert, Countess of Pembroke,” in Privileging Gender in Early Modern England, ed. 




The first line’s subtle chiasmus-by-alliteration (“Loe … lye”) ramps up into the full-blown 
repetitions of the next two lines, which equate the speaker’s inner pain (“depe sorow”) with her 
outward performance (“sighes depe drawne”) and her request (“mercie”) with its hearer (“Lord 
of mercie”). The quatrain’s last line returns to alliterative chiasmus (“Dryve … from … face … 
distresse”) before pivoting to a new trope of repetition: 
Thy face of mercie and of swete relefe, 
The face that fedes angels with onely sight, 
The face of comfort in extremest grefe. (5–7). 
Having first addressed the verse’s rhetorical form, Lock homes in on its first key term, 
employing anaphora to lay out a series of variations that touch on familiar themes (“mercie”) and 
slightly more distant theological concepts (angelic diets and divine optics). Yet the verse never 
seems to stray too far from its source, in part because of its repeated return to the scriptural and 
lexical pivot-point of God’s “face.”65 
 In the sonnet’s next section, however, repetition inaugurates a more adventurous 
sequence of shifts. This sonnet, like many of Lock’s, turns at the halfway point (rather than after 
a pair of quatrains), and the next line spins the poem toward a new topic and a new trope, 
anadiplosis: 
Take not away the succour of thy sprite, 
Thy holy sprite, which is myne onely stay, 
The stay that when despeir assaileth me, 
In faintest hope yet moveth me to pray, 
																																																						
65 In the deposition scene of Richard II, Shakespeare writes a cruelly ironic version of 
this repetition of “face,” riffing on the famous lines about Helen’s face in Marlowe’s Doctor 
Faustus: King Richard II, ed. Charles R. Forker (London: Methuen Drama, 2002), 4.1.276–91. 
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To pray for mercy, and to pray for thee. (8–12) 
Anadiplosis (the repeititon of words at the ends and beginnings of successive clauses), rather 
than providing a consistent point of return for expolitory elaboration, offers the poet a series of 
verbal links; with them Lock spells out the steps by which the “holy sprite” of God guides the 
speaker from “despeir” to prayer.66 Yet this series of linkages ultimately returns the speaker to 
where she began, not just to prayer (alliterated with the first line’s “prostrate”), but to the psalm’s 
text itself; the poem’s couplet comes as close to merely restating the prose verse as any lines in 
the Meditation: 
Lord, cast me not from presence of thy face, 
Nor take from me the spirite of thy grace. (13–14) 
Grace—usually so significant and fraught an idea in Protestant writing—shows its “face” here in 
an unusual way. Has the sonnet’s chain of verbal repetitions and connections led its reader from 
distress to grace, or does the word merely conveniently fill out the meter and rhyme of what is 
otherwise a close quotation of the psalm text with which Lock began? Either case could be made, 
and that ambiguity between stasis and advance is the characteristic gesture of Lock’s poetics of 
repetition. The sonnet repeats words in nearly every line, yet its effect is of continuous 
modulation. Lock’s tropes of repetition, although they often open up the sonnets to content 
outside the psalm’s text, usher in the return of the psalm’s literal surface even as they gesture 
toward movement, externality, and interpellation; they flag Lock’s interpretive departures while 
holding her course steady, forcing her reader thereby into a state of hermeneutic indecision—a 
state, that is, which mirrors Lock’s own anxious ambivalence toward the project of 
																																																						
66 Of this trope, which he calls “the Redouble,” Puttenham writes: “Ye have another sort 
of repetition when, with the word by which you finish your verse, ye begin the next verse with 
the same.” Puttenham, Arte of English Poesy, 284. 
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interpretation. Such readerly ambivalence is an effect that the figure of hendiadys produces with 
particular skill. 
 
“Redoubled Horror”: Hendiadys and Interpretation 
If, as Puttenham remarks, expolition is formed by a “mass of many figurative speeches,” 
then any rhetorical trope might feasibly constitute a component of its effort to “work out” or 
“polish” a text; we have already seen how tropes of repetition like anaphora and anadiplosis 
accomplish this polytropic form of expolition.67 But certain tropes, by virtue of their particular 
shapes and designs, accomplish that work more effectively than others. Lock’s use of the figure 
of hendiadys is a distinctive example of such expolitory troping. The pattern of hendiadys 
(Greek: “one out of two”), as George T. Wright remarks in his standard treatment of this trope, 
“Hendiadys and Hamlet,” is “simple enough”: it consists of “the use of two substantives, joined 
by a conjunction […], to express a single but complex idea.” Hendiadys is expolition in 
miniature: it expands nouns and images into syntactic units longer than necessary; in doing so it 
imbues them, as Wright says, with a “combination of grandeur and confusion,” a sense that the 
language is obscure in a particularly poetic way.68 
Wright’s essay is littered with familiar hendiadic phrases from Hamlet—“slings and 
arrows”; “ponderous and marble jaws”—yet despite its brilliant account of the linguistic 
complexities of Shakespearean style, “Hendiadys and Hamlet” is admittedly narrow in its focus 
and bardolatrous in its emphasis: “I have not looked closely at sixteenth- and seventeenth-
century verse and prose, or at Jacobean drama,” Wright confesses, “to see how extensively 
																																																						
67 Puttenham, Art of English Poesy, 333. 
68 George T. Wright, “Hendiadys and Hamlet,” PMLA 96.2 (1981): 168, 171. 
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hendiadys is used in these precincts.” Beyond this admission, moreover, Wright assumes the 
Shakespeare must have learned hendiadys either directly from its loci classici in the Virgilian 
canon or from the 1562 description of it by Johannes Susenbrotus, “the first Renaissance 
rhetorician to give a fairly clear account of it.”69 The hendiadys of A Meditation of a Penitent 
Sinner begin to fill in Wright’s picture, refuting the implication that this kind of linguistic 
maneuver leapt directly from Virgil to Shakespeare. More importantly, they give a literary form 
to Lock’s practice of dilatory interpretation and suggest another way in which her rhetorical 
figures can accomplish exegetical aims. 
They also suggest a literary genealogy for hendiadys outside of the Greek and Roman 
epic tradition. Biblical Hebrew poetry was founded on a semantic “parallelism” of paired lines of 
verse that in some ways anticipates the more compact structure of hendiadys.70 Frank Kermode 
has argued for this pattern’s influence on the style of Renaissance verse in a further exploration 
of Hamlet’s style, writing that “this way of writing […] uniquely full of doubles, antitheses, and 
repetitions […] was, in its essence, familiar from the English liturgy, and its remote origin is 
probably in the parallelisms found in the Psalms.”71 Some of Lock’s translations of verses from 
Psalm 51 illustrate Kermode’s point nicely: “Wash me yet more from my wickednes, and clense 
me from my sinne”; “For loe, I was shapen in wickednes, and in sinne my mother conceived 
me.”72 Of each of these translations, as of most of the verses in the Psalm, one might ask the 
same question: does it say two different things, or the same thing in two different ways? As we 
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70 On parallelism in Hebrew poetry, see James L. Kugel, The Idea of Biblical Poetry: 
Parallelism and its History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), esp. 1–58. 
71 Frank Kermode, Shakespeare’s Language (New York: Farrar, Straus, and Giroux, 
2000), 101. 
72 Lock, Collected Works, 64–66. 
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will see, many of Lock’s sonnets interrogate the verses they dilate with precisely that question. 
Her use of hendiadys in the sonnets, moreover, forces her reader into the same indecisive pose, 
wondering whether Lock has expanded, extended, or merely repeated the original meaning of the 
text. 
Repetitive, parallel, and syndetic phrases abound in Lock’s Meditation; they are its 
prevalent stylistic feature. Just one sonnet, the fourth of the main sequence, includes the 
following doublings: “Have mercie, Lord, have mercie”; “I feel my sinne, my sinne”; “I feel and 
suffer”; “secret remorse and gnawing”; “sorrow and surmounting smart”; “my filth and fault” 
(4.1, 5–8, 14). None of these is a true hendiadys: the first two are simple repetitions; in the rest, 
each side of the dyad expresses a different idea, even if the phrase means to suggest an 
equivalence between its two sides (“filth and fault” comes closest, by alliteratively pulling apart 
a literalism and its metaphor). True hendiadys occurs in the blurring between those two forms, as 
when, in the same sonnet, Lock’s speaker complains: “My Chaos and my heape of sinne doth lie, 
/ Betwene me and thy mercies shining light” (11–12). The singular conjugation of Lock’s verb, 
“doth,” cues us to read the phrase that comes before—“My Chaos and my heape of sinne”—as a 
single idea. Yet the phrase does not parse easily. Is the reader meant to imagine a “Chaos […] of 
sinne” and a separate “heape of sinne”? Is unmodified “Chaos” a standalone image, in spite of 
the singular verb? It is most likely, I would argue, that the reader is here meant to merge the two 
nouns into a single image, something like “My Chaotic heape of sinne.”73 (This reformulation of 
the pair of nouns into an adjective–noun phrase is precisely how Puttenham parses hendiadys in 
his account of the trope.)74 
																																																						
73 This reading puts Lock’s “Chaos” closest to the OED’s third definition, “a confused 
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74 Puttenham, The Art of English Poesy, 261–62. 
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This image of the chaotic heap is a sharp imaginative departure from the verse that Lock 
is working from, which states merely: “For I knowledge my wickednes, and my sinne is ever 
before me.” The verse merely hints at the idea of sin’s visual impression; Lock’s sonnet, 
although it resists allegorizing sin as any specific kind of “filth” (4.14), begins to imagine 
“sinne” with significantly more visual detail. Lock marks this departure, I would suggest, 
through the figure of hendiadys. It is a figure of incomplete addition: it says two things in its 
attempt to signify a single idea, making that idea something more than single but somewhat less 
than double. “My Chaos and my heape of sinne doth lie” overemphasizes this process of addition 
by holding its images in a syntactically unresolvable relation. It shows the poet in the process of 
poetic invention, of adding a new idea onto an old one. As this reading suggests—and as I will 
go on to argue—hendiadys functions as something like the Meditation’s operative tropological 
metaphor. Lock’s sonnets ambiguously and variously repeat, redouble, and extend the language 
of the Psalms; the interpretive problem posed by the relationship between each pair of sonnet and 
Psalm verse, therefore, is precisely that posed by a possible hendiadys. The reader is forced to 
consider whether two objects constitute a dyad or a singularity; he or she becomes, in that 
moment, like the critic of an interpretation who must judge whether the interpreter has ventured 
too far beyond the meaning of the text—whether she has created something, in essence, new. 
* 
As the sequence progresses through the text of Psalm 51, hendiadys acquires another 
crucial significance. As the example of “My Chaos and my heape of sinne” suggests, hendiadys 
has a knack for expressing images of plenitude—it is, in its very pattern, a figure of verbal 
excess. Lock signals the importance of plenitude and increase early in the sequence; the second 
sonnet complains that “my many sinnes in nomber are encreast” (2.1); increase soon reaches 
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infinity, as Lock bemoans “the endlesse nomber of my sinnes” (7). In this regard, Lock’s 
Meditation offers an instructive counterpoint to readings of Shakespeare’s sonnets that 
understand their copious literary style as manifesting their interest in sexual copulation and 
procreation.75 By contrast, Lock’s “horror” at the proliferation of sin induces a poetics of 
repetition and the minimal elaboration of marginal increase. Figures like anaphora and hendiadys 
signal her trepidation toward varying the original language of scripture, even as the concomitant 
uniformity of diction (the endless repetitions of “mercy,” “sin,” “cleanse”) composes poems that 
sometimes look like “chaotic heaps” of reiteration and echo. 
As Psalm 51 focuses more and more directly on the abundance and pervasiveness of the 
Psalmist’s sins, Lock’s sonnets begin to echo that abundance in wild proliferations of repeated 
words and, as a formal counterpoint, in hendiadic verbal structures. This formal configuration of 
the psalm’s thematic content appears most powerfully in the sequence’s seventh sonnet, whose 
prose text (“For loe, I was shapen in wickednes, and in sinne my mother conceived me”) exhibits 
a similar process of repetition and variation, but in a chiastic shape that suggests the Psalmist’s 
inability to move beyond a single basic idea. The sonnet reformulates that inability by sputtering 
out the word “sinne,” and its derivatives, ten times over the course of its fourteen lines; “sinne” 
appears at least once in each of the first seven lines: 
For lo, in sinne, Lord, I begotten was, 
																																																						
75 Catherine Nicholson, drawing the Erasmian parallel, writes: “Both Erasmus and 
Shakespeare have self-conscious fun with the fact that their literary efforts model the very virtue 
to which they call their youthful addressees: like a fruitful marriage, the capacity to fashion a 
single line of argument into infinitely varied examples, metaphors, and proofs is the test of—and 
a testament to—a generative power that is as conservative as it is transformative.” 
“Commonplace Shakespeare: Value, Vulgarity, and the Poetics of Increase in Shake-Speares 
Sonnets and Troilus and Cressida,” in The Oxford Handbook of Shakespeare’s Poetry, ed. 
Jonathan F. S. Post (Oxford University Press, 2013), 193. 
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With sede and shape my sinne I toke also, 
Sinne is my nature and my kinde alas, 
In sinne my mother me concieved: Lo 
I am but sinne, and sinfull ought to dye, 
Dye in his wrath that hath forbydden sinne. 
Such bloome and frute loe sinne doth multiplie, 
Such was my roote, such is my juyse within (7.1–8). 
“Sinne doth multiplie” indeed—here the reader’s experience mirrors the psalmist’s paranoid 
vision, seeing sin everywhere it can think to look.76  
The sonnet’s first quatrain sandwiches the text of the psalm—as close to the prose 
translation as she gets in the sonnets of the Meditation—around a pair of lines that extend its 
ideas, thus dilating the prose’s chiasmus. These inner lines enact proliferation both in their 
repetitions of “sinne” and in their syndetic phrasings. The first of these, “With sede and shape 
my sinne I toke also,” moreover, contains a hendiadic expansion of the psalm’s text. “Sede and 
shape” as a unit stands for the psalm’s emphasis on conception; but, as Hannibal Hamlin has 
noticed, in separating out conception’s two essential ingredients Lock unusually charts sin’s 
genealogy through the father as well as the mother.77 (Her later reference to “parentes” repeats 
																																																						
76 Roland Greene offers a gendered reading of this octave’s “horrifically open-ended, 
[…] gaped and swollen” sinfulness in “Anne Lock’s Meditation,” 34–35. Anne Lake Prescott, 
however, contests Greene’s gendering of rhetorical dilation in “Two Annes, Two Davids: The 
Sonnets of Anne Lock and Anne de Marquets,” in Tradition, Heterodoxy, and Religious Culture: 
Judaism and Christianity in the Early Modern Period, ed. Chanita Goodblatt and Howard 
Kreisel (Beersheba, Israel: Ben Gurion University of the Negev Press, 2006), 314n. 
77 Hannibal Hamlin, Psalm Culture and Early Modern English Literature (Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), 185–86. Hamlin’s argument that Lock “takes her sin from both the male 
‘sede’ and the female ‘shape’” actually reverses the Aristotelian theory of conception that was 
dominant in the Renaissance (and its gendered conception of hylomorphism), in which the male 
seed gives shape and form to the female seed or material. See Alison Findlay, Illegitimate 
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this protofeminist ecumenicism.) Lock’s textual expansion, and its thematic articulation in the 
science of conception, thus continue to enact the proliferation of “sinne” that the poem’s verbal 
repetition so ardently stresses. And again she marks her departure from the Psalm’s language 
with hendiadys, a figure of ambiguous departure. 
When Lock, later in the same sonnet, laments that “Such bloome and frute loe sinne doth 
multiplie” (7.7)—with the hendiadys again pairing a singular verb with a compound subject—
she further advances her claim about sin’s proliferation by swerving into the language of botany. 
At first glance the line, with the feint of the singular verb “doth,” seems to say that “sinne doth 
multiplie” “Such bloome and frute” in a standard poetic inversion of subject and object. But the 
poem’s sense, which concerns the conditions of sin’s conception, demands that the reader re-read 
and then reverse the line: “bloome and frute,” conceived as a single unit (as, perhaps, the 
progression from the former to the latter), work together to multiplie “sinne.”78 The hendiadic 
structure that produces this misleading syntax is responsible, then, for the sentence’s strange 
contortion and its further proliferation of meanings, all of which indicate sin’s omnipresence as 
both cause and effect of the speaker’s conception and maturation. 
Lock’s speaker becomes increasingly self-conscious about these patterns of doubling and 
expanding. In the tenth sonnet of the sequence, such semantic doubling is figured by the aural 
language of echo, while again assuming the shape of hendiadys: 
Long have I heard, and yet I heare the soundes 
																																																						
Power: Bastards in Renaissance Drama (Manchester University Press, 1994), 17; and Jenny 
Davidson, Breeding: A Partial History of the Eighteenth Century (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 2009), 20–25, which discusses this theory in relation to Shakespeare’s The 
Winter’s Tale. 
78 Prescott suggests that this vegetal imagery may derive from Marguerite de Navarre’s 
Miroir de l’âme Pécheress (and specifically Queen Elizabeth’s English translation of that text) in 
“Two Annes, Two Davids,” 319. 
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Of dredfull threates and thonders of the law, 
Which Eccho of my gylty minde resoundes, 
And with redoubled horror doth so draw 
My listening soule from mercies gentle voice, 
That louder, Lorde, I am constraynde to call (10.1–6). 
First the sonnet performs an “Eccho” of the language of the preceding poem, where “law” is 
described as the “unperfect shade of perfect lyght” (9.3)—which is to say, the Old Testament. As 
Felch notes in her edition of Lock’s works, the “threates and thonders of the law” here derive 
from the imagery of Exodus’ narrative of the passing down of Jewish law. These passages refer, 
in the language of the Great Bible, “thonder and lighten” (Exodus 19:16) and “the thonder and 
the lightenynge” (Exodus 20:18); Lock’s alliterative addition, “threates and thonders,” again 
shows hendiadys producing an interpretation of scripture’s language by adding a new or 
elaborated image onto a given one. 
The syntactic ambiguity of the following line—as in the case of the seventh sonnet’s 
“bloome and frute”—reenacts the hermeneutic ambiguity of Lock’s pseudo-interpretative 
hendiadys. “Which Eccho” might be apposite to “threates and thonders of the law” or it might 
inaugurate a relative clause; in other words, the “threates and thonders” might be the “Eccho” of 
the speaker’s “gylty” mind, or the “gylty minde” might be produced by “dredfull threates and 
thonders of the law.” In the matter of “minde” and “law,” as in the matter of given text and a 
possibly interpretive elaboration upon it, the reader must decide between identity and sequence 
(if such a reader bothers to work through Lock’s byzantine syntax at all). This confusion between 
source and echo, original and copy, redoubles the sequence’s theme of proliferating sin. The 
aural metaphors that constitute this sonnet produce a positive feedback loop: as sin “resoundes” 
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and is “redoubled” by the sinner, so the sinner’s voice must “call […] louder,” and so on. The 
sequence becomes an echo chamber of its vocabulary and source materials; these ideas modulate 
and “redouble” within individual sonnets and across the sequence, gradually growing in 
complexity and significance. And so Lock achieves a poetics that only barely or ambivalently 
alters the scriptural text that is its source. Yet the sequence is not quite Greene’s “chaotic heap” 
of scriptural language; Lock quite carefully alerts us to the hermeneutic problems of turning 
scripture into poetry, and in doing so she reproduces those interpretive challenges in the readers 
of her own sonnets. 
 
 “A space thou must indure”: Expolitory Exhaustion in Henry Lok’s Ecclesiastes 
 
I suggested in this study’s introduction that the exegetical lyric typically takes the shape 
of a failed experiment: that it tests and finally rejects exegesis as a mode of encountering 
scripture within poetry. That is not quite the form of Lock’s sequence of sonnets. Ambivalent 
from its opening moments about the prospect of turning scriptural texts into lyric poems, the 
Meditation consistently modulates its hermeneutic activities, but gives to them no clear shape, no 
sense of an ending. Lock’s method, indeed, suggests that any Bible verse might, with enough 
tropological attention, be transformed into a sonnet; she thus raises the unpleasant prospect of a 
whole Bible translated into a lyric sequence. Although the Meditation does not pursue this idea 
past the end of Psalm 51, it did spawn a small but intriguing brood of imitations, beginning with 
Ecclesiastes, published in 1597 by Lock’s son Henry Lok.79 Lok’s work—a “paraphrase,” again, 
																																																						
79 Henry Lok, Ecclesiastes, otherwise called The Preacher (London, 1597). In spelling 
the younger poet’s name “Lok,” I follow the critical tradition. The Lock/Lok difference 
(although Anne’s surname has also been spelled Lok and Locke) reflects a critical history that 
has largely separated mother and son; but conveniently, it also allows the critic to differentiate 
them without painstakingly providing first names at every turn. The few sustained accounts of 
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of its eponymous scriptural book—replicates Lock’s format of pairing marginal snippets of 
scriptural texts with poems that dilate their themes:80 
																																																						
Lok and the Ecclesiastes volume are: James Doelman, “Seeking ‘The Fruit of Favour’: The 
Dedicatory Sonnets of Henry Lok’s Ecclesiastes,” ELH 60.1 (Spring 1993): 1–15; Debra 
Rienstra, “‘Disorder Best Fit’: Henry Lok and Holy Disorder in Devotional Lyric,” Spenser 
Studies 27 (2012): 249–87; Roche, Petrarch and the English Sonnet Sequences, 157–61; and 
Deirdre Serjeantson, “English bards and Scotch poetics: Scotland’s literary influence and 
sixteenth-century English religious verse,” in Literature and the Scottish Reformation, ed. 
Crawford Gribben and David George Mullan (Farnham, England: Ashgate, 2009), 161–90. 
Another entry in this group of imitations—probably an imitation of Lok rather than 
Lock—is Thomas Middleton’s first publication, The Wisdome of Solomon Paraphrased 
(London, 1597). Middleton’s choice of scriptural text comes from the same author, supposedly, 
as Lok’s. If there is influence here, it is likely Lok’s on Middleton, if James Doelman is correct 
in suggesting that Lok’s Ecclesiastes was printed in January of 1597. For an illuminating account 
of critical dismissals of Middleton’s work—in part, not coincidentally, because of its length—see 
Stephen Guy-Bray, “Middleton’s Language Machine,” in The Oxford Handbook of Thomas 
Middleton, ed. Gary Taylor and Trish Thomas Henley (Oxford University Press, 2012), 346–48. 
For the date of Lok’s Ecclesiastes, see Doelman, “Seeking ‘The Fruit of Favour’,” 7–8. 
80 Susan Felch writes: “Lock’s son, Henry, also seems to have been influenced by his 
mother: in addition to writing hundreds of sonnets, his 1597 versification of the book of 
Ecclesiastes imitates his mother’s work on Psalm 51, combining doubled seven-line stanzas in a 
broken-sonnet form with biblical paraphrase and a marginal prose translation.” “The Public Life 
of Anne Vaughan Lock: Her Reception in England and Scotland,” in Early Modern Women and 
Transnational Communities of Letters, ed. Julie D. Campbell and Anne R. Larsen (Farnham, 
England: Ashgate, 2009), 154. As we will see, Felch is only about one-third correct in her 




Fig. 2. A representative spread from Lok’s Ecclesiastes. 
At the beginning of Lok’s volume, as this image reveals, each biblical verse is dilated into a pair 
of rime royale stanzas. This pair of seven-line stanzas is more like a Lockian sonnet than a 
Petrarchan sonnet; perhaps, in choosing this form, Lok remembered how often his mother’s 
sonnets atypically turned or paused after their seventh lines. Yet even as it draws on and 
amplifies the ambition of the Meditation, I suggest, the younger Lok’s lyric sequence begins to 
register a kind of exhaustion with the task of lyricizing scripture. It provides this study’s first 
example of a hermeneutic plot: the gradual rejection of interpretive method as a lyric procedure. 
Although it appears alongside no actual sermons, Ecclesiastes develops the Meditation’s 
relation to the genre of the sermon. Lok’s preface “To the Christian reader” asks its readers to 
Receive it […] as kindly as I intend it: who in respect that the obscuritie of many places, 
the contrarietie (as at first would appeare) of some points, and strange dependancie of the 
whole together: have done my carefull & studious indevor (by consideration & imitation 
of the best interpreters hereof) to explane the true sense, accord the different places: to 
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joine by probable cõnexion the whole discourse together: which aswel to distinguish the 
severall arguments […] I have not altogether unfitly distributed into three Sermons, each 
one containing foure Chapters a peece.81 
Here Lok not only calls his poems a set of “Sermons”; he also articulates his intent as that of the 
preacher, echoing many of the period’s artes praedicandi in suggesting that the preacher’s goals 
include illuminating the text’s obscurities, explaining its paradoxes and contradictions, and 
pointing to other parts of scripture in order to explain the text at hand. 
In denominating Ecclesiastes as a homiletic interpretation of the titular scriptural text, 
moreover, Lok redoubles the original text’s own genre. Scriptural scholarship had (and continues 
to have) many ideas about what this book might be—Donne referred to it, suggestively, as an 
“anatomy”—but most divines agreed that the text was the record of a sermon or lecture delivered 
by King Solomon, as Lok’s title shows: “ECCLESIASTES. OTHERWISE CALLED THE 
PREACHER. Containing Salomons Sermons or Commentaries (as it may probably be collected) 
upon the 49. Psalm of David his father” (A[i]r).82 “Ecclesiastes”—the Greek for “preacher”—is 
an adaption of the Hebrew word qoheleth, which means something like “an assembler” (of 
wisdom or of students).83 But I have found no other reference—either early modern or 
contemporary—to the idea that the book of Ecclesiastes specifically interprets the forty-ninth 
																																																						
81 Lok, Ecclesiastes, A4v–A5r. Further references to Lok’s text are by signature, in 
parentheses. 
82 Barbara Kiefer Lewalski cites one of Donne’s sermons: “Solomon shakes the world in 
peeces, he dissects it, and cuts it up before thee, that so thou mayest the better see, how poor a 
thing, that particular is, whatsoever it be, that thou sets thy love upon this world.” Donne’s 
interest in cutting up and anatomizing is a preoccupation of the next chapter. Barbara Kiefer 
Lewalski, Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth Century Religious Lyric (Princeton University 
Press, 1979), 59. 
83 The Oxford Study Bible, ed. M. Jack Suggs, Katharine Doob Sakenfeld, and James R. 
Mueller (Oxford University Press, 1992), 684. 
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psalm, although many commentators have noticed the texts’ thematic similarities.84 Although 
David was popularly named as the author of the whole psalter, the Geneva Bible from which Lok 
took his text refuted that idea for this particular psalm, saying instead that it had been 
“committed to the sonnes of Kórah” by “The holie God.”85 Lok’s reference to “the 49. Psalm of 
David his father” offers a forcefully patrilineal representation of the structure of text and 
interpretation, positioning the interpreter as the literal and imaginative child of the original 
author (as well as attributing a distinctively post-Biblical homiletics to the text by insisting that a 
sermon be an interpretation of another text). By offering an elaboration of his own mother’s 
works, Lok redoubles this structure, regendering the terms of its descent while suggesting that 
his interpretation of the book of Ecclesiastes is the offspring both of his mother’s work on the 
fifty-first psalm and of Solomon’s interpretation of the forty-ninth.86 
Despite this intriguing and unstable set of relations—between parents and children, 
between the books of Psalms and Ecclesiastes, between scripture and its interpretation—Lok’s 
poem has never found much of an audience. Its extreme length is one factor: some critics have 
mis-described the poem’s form, in fact, because they have not read far enough into the text to 
notice its formal modulations. Perhaps its dilatory mode is another. Lok’s poem is much less 
																																																						
84 To give just one example, Luther’s commentary on Ecclesiastes, translated into English 
and printed (by Lock’s publisher, John Day) in 1573, compares passages of Ecclesiastes to Psalm 
49 twice, but does not privilege that psalm over the many others Luther also cites. Martin Luther, 
An exposition of Salomons Booke, called Ecclesiastes or the Preacher (London, 1573), fols. 44r, 
83r. According to Robert Rosin, Luther considered Ecclesiastes “not preaching in the narrow 
sense” of interpreting. Robert Rosin, Reformers, The Preacher, and Skepticism: Luther, Brenz, 
Melanchthon, and Ecclesiastes (Mainz, Germany: Verlag Philipp von Zabern, 1997), 116–17. 
Nowhere in Rosin’s compendious book on the reformers and the Book of Ecclesiastes does he 
echo Lok’s idea of connecting the book with the forty-ninth psalm. 
85 The Bible and Holy Scriptures, fol. 216v. 
86 The idea of an early modern matrilineal poetics is the premise of Kel Morin-Parsons, 
“‘Loose my Speche’: Anne Locke’s Sonnets and the Matrilineal Protestant Poetic” (PhD diss., 
University of Ottawa, 2002). 
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rhetorically forceful than Lock’s much shorter Meditation; his stanzas are much more likely than 
his mother’s to reach outward to humane learning and—in the spirit of preaching—scriptural 
context (his source material is, of course, also much less emotionally charged). Over the course 
of its 116 pages and more than 460 stanzas, one is tempted to argue that the poem acquires the 
“stupefying” quality of “flatness and unreadability” that critics have attributed to Middleton’s 
quite similar treatment of the Book of Wisdom.87 Lok’s devotional sonnets, certainly, have not 
been spared from such criticism; in 1982 William Stull wrote that his Sundry Christian Passions, 
which were published in the same volume as Ecclesiastes, constitute “the largest [sonnet] 
sequence published in English—and the dullest.”88 Yet to read Lok’s poem in the context of an 
expolitory poetics reveals a satisfying self-consciousness with regard to the poem’s length and 
rhetorical effects. I suggest two ways in which Lok’s poem reflects upon its own unreadability: 
first, it offers readers a way out of the “stupefying” experience of reading it sequentially by 
posing the possibility of reading it indexically; second, Ecclesiastes, mirroring the philosophical. 
content of its eponymous source, formally registers a kind of exhaustion with the expolitory 
process: it comes to reject the dilatory poetics that is its modus operandi. Both of these features 
reflect significant departures from the interpretive poetics of the Meditation of a Penitent Sinner. 
Indeed, the attitude of exhaustion—rather than Lock’s ambivalence—towards interpretive 
method suggests that Lok is reflecting on and critiquing his mother’s establishment of expolition 
as a method of lyric exegesis, rather than attempting to recreate the effects of the earlier sonnet 
sequence. 
																																																						
87 These are G. B. Shand and Norman A. Brittin, quoted in Guy-Bray, “Middleton’s 
Language Machine,” 347. 
88 William L. Stull, “‘Why Are Not “Sonnets” Made of Thee?’ A New Context for the 




Despite Lok’s obvious remembrance of his mother’s work, he by no means unequivocally 
approved of the idea of expanding a scriptural text into verse—a stance, it will turn out, that also 
accords well with the philosophy of Ecclesiastes. His preface to Sundry Christian Passions, the 
first edition of his sonnet sequence, printed four years before Ecclesiastes, argues that poetry’s 
spiritual virtue lies precisely in its concision, rather than its dilation: 
As for the apt nature of Poetrie, to delight, to contrive significantively in fewe words 
much matter, to pearce and penetrate affections of men, with the aptness thereof, for 
helpe of memorie, I will not saie much: but for my deducing these passions into Sonnets, 
it answereth (as I suppose) best for the shortnesse, to the nature of passions, and common 
burner of men, who are either not long touched with so good motions, or by their worldly 
affaires not permitted to continue much reading.89 
Here Lok takes poetry’s compressive power for granted and admires sonnets for their 
“shortnesse,” in part because he recognizes how little time most readers will devote to his book. 
Lok’s model for reading the Sundry Christian Passions—which were reprinted, with significant 
additions, in the Ecclesiastes volume—is a piecemeal one. He assumes readers will pick it up 
and put it down again quickly, and designs the poetic form of his sequence in order to facilitate, 
rather than to baffle, such selective reading. 
One might claim the same for Ecclesiastes, in spite of the cohesion of its scriptural 
original. Two features of the book and text—both innovations from the model set by the 
																																																						
89 Henry Lok, Sundry Christian Passions Contained in two hundred Sonnets (London, 
1593), A5v. For a discussion of this passage in the context of poetry’s broader appropriateness for 
religious purposes, see Ramie Targoff, Common Prayer: The Language of Public Devotion in 
Early Modern England (University of Chicago Press, 2001), 75. 
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Meditation of a Penitent Sinner—facilitate the same kind broken reading that the Sundry 
Christian Passions tolerates (if not cultivates). The first is the careful numbering of chapters and 
verses throughout the text of the poem. The running title of every recto page of the Ecclesiastes 
series notes the chapter; each pair of stanzas, then, is fronted by the Geneva Bible’s 
corresponding verse number, in addition to the actual biblical text printed in the outer margin. 
Not unlike a more traditional scriptural commentary, the book allows a reader to enter into it at 
precisely the point he or she wishes, premised on the idea that its wisdom is both individually 
contained and narratively structured.90 Two lines of verse at the top of each page redouble this 
individualization of the book’s knowledge. These fourteener couplets condense, rather than 
expand, the matter of the page’s two verses, offering a preview and a précis of the content that 
the rest of the page will unfold at greater length. They suggest to the reader that the verses of 
Ecclesiastes, rather than arbitrarily falling onto a particular page of Lok’s book (as the verses of 
Psalm 51 do in Lock’s Meditation), form natural pairs which, when brought together and rhymed 
up, can offer the reader their epigrammatic wisdom. 
So Ecclesiastes makes concessions to readers who will pick it up only for reference, or 
for a brief sojourn. Yet the main body of its text, the actual verse dilations of scripture, plainly 
ask to be read according to larger structures than the verse, couplet, stanza, or page—they are 
organized by chapter and by Lok’s three “Sermons,” and the whole work is distinguished from 
the others in the Ecclesiastes volume by its valedictory sonnet. According to the preface to 
																																																						
90 One might roughly analogize the forms of reading I am discussing with the scroll to 
codex progression Peter Stallybrass describes; his essay notes that English Protestant bibles 
“emphasize continuous reading” in part as a reaction against fractured reading. Peter Stallybrass, 
“Books and Scrolls: Navigating the Bible,” in Books and Readers in Early Modern England: 
Material Studies, ed. Jennifer Andersen and Elizabeth Sauer (Philadelphia: University of 
Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 42–79, esp. 47–51. 
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Ecclesiastes—which echoes Lock’s claim about her unmediated translation of Calvin’s 
sermons—Lok’s dilation of scripture is straightforward, orthodox, and unerringly focused on the 
matter of the text it treats. He has versified Ecclesiastes 
in the plainest forme I can devise. Who in respect of the gravitie of the argument did 
restraine my pen frõ the helpes of much profane learning, and in consideration of the 
antiquity of the worke, and majestie of the author, could not (without great indecencie) 
have used the authorities of men, or of so late times (as since the learnings florished, 
whence we now receive our common light.) Like naked truth therefore I pray thee receive 
it. (A5r) 
Lok’s claim here, that he has versified and enlarged a scriptural text without recourse to “profane 
learning” or the rhetorical trappings “of so late times,” is more even audacious than his mother’s 
claim to have translated Calvin’s French into English “so near as [she] possibly might,” although 
it accords well with Ecclesiastes’ general devaluation of earthly learning and activity. 
 The first chapter’s eighth verse is a representative statement of this view: “All things are 
full of labour: man can not utter it, the eye is not satisfied with seeing, nor the eare filled with 
hearing.” Yet here is how Lok versifies that passage: 
And not these compound elements alone  
Are subject to this intercourse of change,  
But even the foure pure elements ech one  
Doe from themselves, to th’others natures range,  
Though contrary by kind, with motion strange:  
Earth into water turnes, moist into aire,  




So all things labour evermore and tend  
Unto their end, which when they once attaine,  
That forme doth chaunge and to another bend,  
Which likewise in his time hath end againe,  
And nothing in one state doth long remaine;  
Whose wondrous frame, in vaine man seekes to find,  
Whilst no mans studie can suffise his mind. (A8v) 
Well, all right. Ecclesiastes, for all its winding rivers and suns also rising, offers no theory of 
elements nor their essential fungibility; Lok’s reader here might recognize the elemental theory 
of the pre-Socratic philosopher Anaximander, who first proposed the interchangeability of the 
four elements.91 This allusion, as I take it to be, draws a connection between the metaphysics of 
Ecclesiastes and the most famous passage of the pre-Socratic philosopher’s work: “Into that from 
which things take their rise they pass away once more, as is ordained, for they make reparation 
and satisfaction to one another for their injustice according to the ordering of time.”92 This 
“oldest saying of Western thinking” (as Heidegger called it) could very nearly be the speaker of 
Ecclesiastes reflecting mystically on the meaninglessness of the natural world’s cyclicality: “The 
																																																						
91 Such a reader might know of Anaximander from Augustine’s City of God, which 
includes several summaries of the Greek’s philosophical innovations; see, for instance, 
Augustine, Of the Citie of God with the Learned Comments of Io. Lod. Vives. Englished by J.H. 
(London, 1610), 299. 
92 Bertrand Russell quotes this passage in his History of Western Philosophy (London and 
New York: Routledge Classics, 2004), 35. 
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moving sun doth rise and set, and turnes from whence it came, / The wind frõ north to south 
blows rou[n]d, & calmeth with the same,” as Lock versifies it (A8r).93 
Another version of Anaximander’s saying makes it into Lok’s treatment of the 
transmuting elements: “So all things labour evermore and tend / Unto their end.” It is by no 
means possible to say that in this early pair of stanzas Lok has “restraine[d his] pen frõ the helpes 
of much profane learning,” although by merging ancient philosophy with scriptural metaphysics 
he implies that the scriptural text already contains or pre-guesses Greek philosophy.94 Indeed, 
Lok’s second stanza above seems to comment specifically on the kind of unending, ever-
mutating intellectual “labour” that translates Greek philosophy into Christian wisdom, or, 
perhaps, Christian wisdom into English verse: “nothing in one state doth long remaine.” Here 
and elsewhere, by juxtaposing his own poetic labor to the “vaine” labor dismissed by 
Ecclesiastes’ author, Lok registers one of the book’s “Strange doctrines, which some paradoxes 
call,” which are nevertheless—again referring to classical philosophy’s elemental theory—“the 
quintessence of holy creed” (1). Yet to understand Lok’s work of dilation as a paradoxical 
expression of Ecclesiastes’ philosophy of futility is also to acknowledge that it is already, just 
eight verses in, philosophically tired of the work it is supposed to do. By incorporating 
scripture’s text into the earthly timeline of humane learning, Lok admits that the mass of work 
still ahead of him will not “suffise.”95 
																																																						
93 Martin Heidegger, “Anaximander’s Saying,” in Off the Beaten Track, ed. and trans. 
Julian Young and Kenneth Haynes (Cambridge University Press, 2002), 242. 
94 Lok, assuming Solomon to be the author, would have thought that Ecclesiastes pre-
dated Anaximander by several centuries. Modern scholars mostly agree that the text we have is 
much later than Solomon (and Anaximander), but disagree as to whether or not the book reflects 
the influence of Greek philosophical thought. For a useful overview, see Craig G. Bartholomew, 
Ecclesiastes (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2009), 54–55. 
95 Lok’s preface, in which he describes the process of writing the book (and its 
impediments), also registers the futility of human effort in the face of domestic distraction: “For 
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 Ecclesiastes registers this exhaustion formally by progressively removing lines from its 
stanzas. I have hinted already that Lok’s critics have mischaracterized the work as being 
composed of seven-line stanzas: they do so by failing to notice that, about a third of the way 
through, at the start of chapter five, Lok’s rime royale stanzas become sexains. At the beginning 
of chapter nine, there is another moment of attrition: the first stanza in each pair loses a line, 
becoming a quintain. These alterations in verse form serve to differentiate what Lok sees as the 
three primary sections of the book: “aswel to distinguish the severall arguments, as to varie the 
verse, and pawse the reader) [sic] I have not altogether unfitly distributed into three Sermons, 
each one containing foure Chapters a peece” (A4v–A5r). Lok clearly has in mind the issue of his 
poem’s length—he seeks to offer his readers pause and variety as compensation and respite for 
the size of their readerly undertakings, even as he shortens the poem’s potential length by 
reducing the number of lines he will have to write for each biblical verse. Yet he is clearly also 
responding to and commenting upon the content of Ecclesiastes itself. The first verses of chapter 
five give an explicit injunction to pare down language: “Be not rash with thy mouth nor, let thine 
heart be hastie to utter a thing before God, for God is in the heavens, and thou art on the earth, 
therfore let thy wordes be few. For as a dream commeth by the multitude of businesse: so the 
voice of a foole is in the multitude of words” (D4r). By pairing these verses with his own 
																																																						
with me it is true that in the composition hereof, it fared as with more worthie Nehemias, when 
he attempted the repaire of the holy Citie: who being oftentimes disturbed therein by the practise 
and malice of Sanballat, Tobia and Geshem, was sometimes forced to desist from his attempt, 
and in the end to effect it with sword in one hand and mattock in the other: so whilest common 
cares and domestik duties (the direct enemies to all ingenious actions, and proper poyson) of 
pure invention, did many times confound my judgement, disturbe my leisure, & in a maner 
utterly disable my disposition for so waighty an affaire (removing so often my hand from my 
mind, and my minde almost from the affection of my heart) I (with half my weak selfe) have 




introduction of a pared down stanza form, Lok again invites his reader to reflect on the futility of 
the dilatory project he has undertaken; as if accused of having been written in “the voice of a 
foole,” Lok’s poem retracts its verbal armature, attempting to take up less space and time, 
diminishing and devaluing the act of expolition that is its discursive premise. 
 In this shift Lok actually breaks the promise, laid out in the preface, of three neatly 
designated “Sermons” with corresponding alterations in verse form. The first stanzas of chapter 
five are not, in fact, the book’s first sexains: those occur on the previous page, in the dilations of 
the last verses of chapter four. Even as he jumps the gun on this reduction—performing a kind of 
overexcited preemptive contraction—Lok turns his focus to his reader’s attention span in a clear 
departure from the scripture’s text: 
Now least my speech which tended to thy cure,  
Should in thy mind worlds meere misliking breed,  
Which yet perforce, a space thou must indure,  
I will thee now with wholesome counsell feed (D3v). 
Here again Lok’s interpretation comments on its own operations. Concerned for our readerly 
endurance and concomitant “meere misliking” of the world, Lok puts our exhaustion before his 
own; his formal shift registers the challenge of reading and liking such a work before the 
difficulties, keen though they may be, of creating it. 
 These paradoxes of Ecclesiastes—its labored devaluation of human labor, even of the 
power of language; its ambiguous renunciations and celebrations of worldly pleasure and 
knowledge—allow the sonnet that concludes Lok’s sequence to operate simultaneously—or 
ambivalently—as a reiteration and a renunciation of the work that has come before, even as it 
assumes the poetic form that will shortly come to preoccupy Lok’s attention, the sonnet: 
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Ye worlds delights (blind guides to blisse) adue,  
 Weake helpes, which fit a carnall vaine desire:  
 My soule can find but comfort small in you,  
 Though (as true blisse) profane sort you admire.  
My soule doth will my thoughts from ye retire,  
 In faith to place my hope of firmer stay;  
 To gaine true blisse, lesse toyle it doth require,  
 Then worlds vaine pleasure doth, by farre away. 
Your false and fickle grounds do well bewray,  
 Your liking, base effect of fond desire:  
 The earth (your seat) doth perfectnesse denay.  
 My soules true hope (inspir’d with heavenly fire)  
  There seekes to live, where blisse is firme and true,  
  And by reformed life, would heaven pursue. (I1v)  
It is not just “life,” at this point in Lok’s Ecclesiastes, that is “reformed”; the book itself 
undergoes a poetic reformation, offering first “Sundry Psalmes of David translated into verse, as 
briefly and significantly as the scope of the text will suffer” (I2r). With this heading, Lok’s book 
apologizes for the outsized treatment of Ecclesiastes in the prior section by offering tightly-
rigged translations of much smaller texts (the first such psalm, with its fourteen lines, suggests 
another sonnet). 
 Like most penitence, however, Lok’s does not last long; the Ecclesiastes volume shortly 
thereafter embarks upon the Sundry Christian Sonnets that have attracted most of the attention 
Lok has ever gotten. “Sundry” is wry understatement: with its nearly four hundred poems, Lok’s 
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is the longest known sonnet sequence in English. Yet it begins, Ecclesiastes-like, with the 
author’s denigration of poetic “eloquence” and the “many words” that constitute it: 
It is not Lord the sound of many words, 
 The bowed knee or abstinence of man, 
 The filed phrase that eloquence affords, 
 Or Poets pen that heavens do pearce, or can...96 
Here Ecclesiastes’ imperative to “let thy words be few” bleeds into the non-scriptural sonnets 
that follow, and it brings with it the ironies that Lok had discovered in composing his paraphrase. 
Whereas Lock, in her Mediation, expressed her ambivalence toward the interpretive necessities 
of scriptural expansion through the close-knit, compact repetitions and hendiadic phrasings of 
her Meditation, Lok’s ambivalence appears on a larger and more tragic scale, in both the 
Ecclesiastes dilation and the Sundry Christian Passions sonnets, through the keenly felt—and 
keenly Calvinist—irony of long, earthly labor that promises no eternal reward. 
 It is the younger Lok’s hermeneutic plot that ultimately proves the model for the lyric 
experiments of Donne, Herbert, and their followers. Their exegetical poems, like Lok’s 
ambitious adoption and adaptation of his mother’s form, begin with a kind of exuberant embrace 
of interpretive method; they often proceed, however, to critique or reject their own methods as 
part of a mundane rhetorical project that will not satisfy the eye with seeing, nor the ear with 
hearing. It is Ecclesiastes’ spirit of cynicism, then, its rejection of earthly labor, that provides the 
philosophical underpinnings of the hermeneutic plots that are still to come.
																																																						





CHOPOLOGY: HOW THE POEM CRUMBLES 
 
 
In their intense focus on expanding and expounding the texts of scripture, the homiletic 
methods of Calvin, Lock, and Lok reflected, and reflected on, one of the Reformation’s primary 
hermeneutic imperatives: the determination to read scripture literally.1 “The scripture hath but 
one sense which is the literal sense,” wrote William Tyndale in The Obedience of a Christian 
Man (1528): “And that literal sense is the root and ground of all.”2 Although scholars in and of 
the Reformation have disagreed about what “the literal sense” was, and how exactly one was 
supposed to determine it, this emphasis on the literalism of the scriptural text does 
unambiguously insist upon a reduction of the ways in which a text could be understood and 
interpreted.3 Older, pre-Reformation interpretive methods operated according to the four senses 
																																																						
1 The literature on the literal and allegorical senses of scripture is huge. For specific 
accounts of Tyndale’s place in the reformation interpretive project, see David Daniell, William 
Tyndale: A Biography (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1994), 238–41; Mary Jane Barnett, 
“From the Allegorical to the Literal (and Back Again): Tyndale and the Allure of Allegory,” in 
Word, Church, and State: Tyndale Quincentenary Essays, ed. John T. Day, Eric Lund, and Anne 
M. O’Donnell, S.N.D. (Washington, D.C.: The Catholic University of America Press, 1998), 63–
73; and Douglas H. Parker, “Tyndale’s Biblical Hermeneutics,” Word, Church, and State, 87–
101. 
2 William Tyndale, The Obedience of a Christian Man, ed. David Daniell (London: 
Penguin Books, 2000), 156. Further citations of this text refer to this edition, with page numbers 
in parentheses. 
3 On scholarly disagreement over “the literal sense,” see Debora Shuger, “Isaiah 63 and 
the Literal Senses of Scripture,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in Early Modern England, 
c. 1530–1700, ed. Kevin Killeen, Helen Smith, and Rachel Willie (Oxford University Press, 
2015), 149 and passim; David C. Steinmetz, “Divided by a Common Past: The Reshaping of the 
Christian Exegetical Tradition in the Sixteenth Century,” Journal of Medieval and Early Modern 
Studies 27.2 (Spring 1997): 247–48; Chanita Goodblatt, The Christian Hebraism of John Donne: 
written with the fingers of man’s hand (Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University Press, 2010), 111–
69; and Jace R. Broadhurst, What is the Literal Sense? Considering the Hermeneutic of John 
Lightfoot (Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2012). 
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of the medieval quadriga, which, in additional to the literal sense, also provided anagogical, 
tropological, and typological (or just “allegorical”) meanings. The anagogical sense spoke of a 
text’s relationship to Christian eschatology; the tropological explained the text’s moral force, its 
relevance to human behavior and manners; the typological revealed consonances between 
disparate parts of scripture, showing especially how the Old Testament prefigured the New. 
Tyndale insisted that all of these non-literal senses were also allegories, a word he used 
disparagingly to mean a deviation from truth, a “strange speaking”: “Tropological and 
anagogical are terms of their own feigning and altogether unnecessary. For they are but 
allegories both two of them and this word allegory comprehendeth them both and is enough” 
(156). To the early reformers, the four senses of the quadriga were really just two ways of 
reading, one of which was not just wrong but dangerous. It was to literalism, the plain and 
evident surface meaning of scriptural texts, that the reformers would turn for the “root and 
ground” of their doctrine. 
The theological and political stakes of this restructuring of the scriptural exegetical 
process were enormous.4 Tyndale blamed not just small-scale scriptural misinterpretation but the 
total decay and corruption of the Roman church on these “spiritual” or allegorical senses of the 
quadriga. Like modern scholars, he traced allegorical interpretation back to the Greek theologian 
Origen, whose exegetical methods commenced Rome’s swerve from apostolic teaching: 
The greatest cause of which captivity and the decay of the faith and this blindness 
wherein we now are, sprang first out of allegories. For Origen and those of his time drew 
all the scripture unto allegories. Whose example they that came after followed so long, 
																																																						




till at the last they forgot the order and process of the text, supposing that the scripture 
served but to feign allegories upon. Insomuch that twenty doctors expound one text 
twenty ways, as children make descant upon plain song. (160) 
In this passage, Tyndale constructs a narrative about the long decline of the understanding of 
scripture, and especially its higher-level organization, the “order and process” of its stories and 
laws. The textual breakdown committed by allegorical interpreters results in an exegetical chaos: 
“one text” can be construed twenty ways, all of them true to one or another allegorical 
understanding of the scriptural text. 
 In response to this dangerous exegetical freedom, Tyndale and his fellow Reformers 
turned to the literal: but literalism poses its own dangers, its own semantic multiplicities, and in 
the same breath in which Tyndale insists upon the priority of the literal sense, he warns against a 
different interpretive mode that makes overingenious use of the Bible’s verbal surfaces: “Then 
came our sophisters with their anagogical and chopological sense,” he writes, “and with an 
antetheme of half an inch, out of which some of them draw a thread of nine days long” (160). 
“Chopological” is Tyndale’s own coinage, a deft and succinct conflation of “tropological” 
interpretation (one of the “spiritual” senses of the medieval quadriga) with “chop-logic,” an 
emerging term for sophistic reasoning.5 A “chopological” reading also comes from a chopped 
text, an “antetheme” (i.e. a Biblical epigraph) whose verbal matter, though brief (“half an inch”), 
can inspire nearly endless interpretive action (“a thread of nine days long”). In this transition 
from originary text to interpretation, Tyndale’s vocabulary shifts from material to temporal 
																																																						
5 See Philip E. Hughes, Theology of the English Reformers (Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 
1997), 63n for one account of the term’s genesis; see also Daniell, William Tyndale, 240. On 




length, suggesting a translation from written text to an oration performed in time: a sermon. In 
such “chopological” sermons, Tyndale suggests, a preacher renders scriptural meaning both 
secular and arbitrary: “Yea thou shalt find enough that will preach Christ, and prove whatsoever 
point of the faith that thou wilt, as well out of a fable of Ovid or any other poet, as out of Saint 
John’s gospel or Paul’s epistles” (160). 
 This kind of cutting up was widely practiced and disparaged over the course of the early 
modern period. The Obedience of a Christian Man predates most of the this chapter’s key texts 
by a century, yet in this work Tyndale lays the groundwork for generations of thought about 
biblical hermeneutics in and after the English reformation.6 His strenuous objections to the 
disintegration of scriptural texts, to the resulting generation of “allegorical” readings, to 
preachers’ ability to spin long, arbitrary interpretations out of small bits of language, to the 
power of such readings to secularize scripture or sanctify profane literature—as he intimates in 
his reference to Ovid’s fables—all of these echo, I will show, through at least two centuries of 
English hermeneutic and homiletic theory. 
 The pun in “chopological” also extends Tyndale’s screed about scriptural interpretation 
into the realm of poetics. My own back-formation from this coinage, “chopology,” plays upon 
the two senses of “tropology” that were active in early modernity: the practice of reading 
scripture for its moral lessons and the art of poetic figuration. Chopology thus describes the way 
in which an act of interpretation—be it a sermon or a poem—breaks down another text in order 
to create new filiations and ramifications of meaning. Yet the chopological reading that Tyndale 
and others warned against opened up its texts far more than was seemly; it relied, that is, on 
reading a text too closely. The following sections will show first how Tyndale’s critique of 
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chopological preaching was taken up and amplified, following its initial publication, in response 
to increasingly “chopological” styles of biblical interpretation in the course of the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries. Then the chapter will turn to the ways in which John Donne and George 
Herbert, the period’s most celebrated devotional poets, absorbed and practiced this procedure in 
their verse. In opposition to a critical project that seeks out, in one critic’s words, “The Poetry in 
Donne’s Sermons,” this chopological approach to the devotional lyric seeks out the homiletics of 
Donne and Herbert’s verse practice.7 Both of these poets, I conclude, composed their poetry 
methodologically, by breaking down scriptural texts according to the homiletic principles of 
chopology. This chapter thus discovers one way in which Tyndale’s program of literal 
interpretation went awry: chopological poets and preachers, although they had left behind the 
allegorical interpretations of the quadriga, found new, literal ways to adjust the meanings of 
scripture to their priorities, ideologies, or occasions.  
 
“The Words Apart”: Text Crumbling and its Critics 
 Tyndale’s was a trenchant critique of a surprisingly durable interpretive method, one that, 
despite his best efforts, survived the English Church’s conversion from Catholicism to 
Protestantism. A century after The Obedience of a Christian Man came into print, the poet 
George Herbert registered many of the same complaints even as he developed a new vocabulary 
																																																						
7 Thomas O. Sloane, “The Poetry in Donne’s Sermons,” Rhetorica 29.4 (Autumn 2011): 
403–28. My argument here resists Sloane’s contention that “what Donne says about God’s 
creative work applies mutatis mutandis to the creation of poetry: since God creates ‘being’ by 
giving ‘form’ to ‘nothing,’ so must the poet follow something of that procedure in his work” 
(408). I suggest instead that the creative work of the devotional lyric begins, not with “nothing,” 
but with texts. 
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for the practices he sought to discourage. In the section of The Country Parson entitled “The 
Parson Preaching,” Herbert wrote: 
The Parsons Method in handling of a text consists of two parts; first, a plain and evident 
declaration of the meaning of the text; and secondly, some choyce Observations drawn 
out of the whole text, as it lyes entire, and unbroken in the Scripture it self. This he thinks 
naturall, and sweet, and grave. Whereas the other way of crumbling a text into small 
parts, as, the Person speaking, or spoken to, the subject, and object, and the like, hath 
neither in it sweetnesse, nor gravity, nor variety, since the words apart are not Scripture, 
but a dictionary, and may be considered alike in all the Scripture.8 
Herbert, like Tyndale, registers an anxiety about scripture’s “small parts,” a fear that the 
decontextualization and disintegration of textual components will lead to inadequate or 
secularizing interpretations. But exactly which preachers Herbert thought guilty of “crumbling a 
text” has never been definitively settled, especially because the preachers who most famously 
practiced what Peter McCullough calls “close exegetical preaching”—Lancelot Andrewes and 
John Donne—were also, respectively, Herbert’s ecclesiastic idol and friend.9 
 Despite McCullough’s hesitation to find Herbert condemning Andrewes for “crumbling a 
text,” other commentators did so unambiguously. John Aubrey’s Brief Lives, for instance, records 
“a shrewd and severe animadversion of a Scotish Lord,” who comments that Andrewes “was 
																																																						
8 The Works of George Herbert, ed. F. E. Hutchinson (Oxford University Press, 1941), 
234–35. 
9 Lancelot Andrewes, Selected Sermons and Lectures, ed. Peter McCullough (Oxford 
University Press, 2005), xli, xliin. On this question see also William R. Mueller, John Donne: 
Preacher (Princeton University Press, 1962), 98–99. Earlier scholars of sermon style have 
assumed Andrewes and Donne were Herbert’s intended targets: see W. Frasier Mitchell, English 
Pulpit Oratory from Andrewes to Tillotson: A Study of its Literary Aspects (London: Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1932), 362; and George Williamson, The Senecan Amble: a 
study in prose form from Bacon to Collier (University of Chicago Press, 1951), 249. 
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learned, but he did play with his Text, as a Jack-an-apes, does, who takes-up a thing and tosses 
and playes with it, and then he takes up another, and playes a little with it: here’s a pretty thing, 
and there’s a pretty thing—.”10 Writing centuries later, a much more admiring reader of 
Andrewes also noticed the logophilia that dissociated scriptural words from those that went 
before and after: “Andrewes takes a word and derives the world from it; squeezing and 
squeezing the word until it yields a full juice of meaning which we should never have supposed 
any word to possess.”11 Tyndale lamented preachers’ stretching of brief texts into long, 
digressive “threads,” and Herbert objected strenuously to scripture’s becoming like “a 
dictionary”; but for T. S. Eliot, this mode of preaching is provocatively thesaurian, and the 
success of Andrewes’s method derives from its pyrotechnic multivalence, from its ability to 
diverge from its own context.12 
 In spite of the contemporary resistance to “crumbling a text” articulated by theorists like 
Tyndale and Herbert, Andrewes was happy to acknowledge the textual disarticulation and 
																																																						
10 John Aubrey, Brief Lives, with An Apparatus for the Lives of our English Mathematical 
Writers, vol. 1, ed. Kate Bennett (Oxford University Press, 2015), 83–84. Also quoted in 
Andrewes, Selected Sermons, xli. A “Jack-an-apes” is “one is who like an ape in tricks, airs, or 
behavior”: OED, s.v. “jackanapes, n.,” 2c. 
11 T. S. Eliot, For Lancelot Andrewes: Essays on Style and Order (New York: 
Doubleday, 1929), 15. Also quoted at Andrewes, Selected Sermons, xlvi. Debora Kuller Shuger 
puts it another way: “Andrewes constructs a discourse that seems indifferent to ontological 
barriers: words, things, thought, history, myth, nature, supernature appear only semidetached, 
each permeable to the other.” Habits of Thought in the English Renaissance: Religion, Politics, 
the Dominant Culture (University of Toronto Press, 1997), 19. 
12 The pyrotechnic language is also Eliot’s: “there are often flashing phrases which never 
desert the memory” (For Lancelot Andrewes, 18). As John Considine notes, “thesaurus”—
etymologically linked to “treasure”—was interchangeable with “dictionary” in this period (John 
Considine, Dictionaries in Early Modern Europe [Cambridge University Press, 2008], 44–46). 
Ronald Berman, furthermore, writes of Henry King’s sermons that “King inherited from the 
Metaphysical tradition certain lateral tendencies in rhetoric. Though capable of infinite analysis 
(as we see in Andrewes), this style really depends on logical expansion rather than upon 
progression. Ideas are restated and refined by an almost endless series of metaphors and images” 
(Henry King and the Seventeenth Century [London: Chatto & Windus, 1964], 71–72). 
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thesaurian branching of his homiletic method. A representative moment, and a good theoretical 
introduction to the hermeneutics of text crumbling more broadly, comes in a sermon he preached 
before King James on Christmas, 1609: 
There be Texts, the right way to consider them, is to take them in pieces. And this is of 
that kinde. And if wee take it in sunder, we shall see, as it is of fulnesse, so a kind of 
fulnesse there is in it: every word, more full then other: every word, a step in it, whereby 
it riseth still higher, till by seven severall degrees it commeth to the top, and so the 
measure is full. 1. God sent, the first. 2. Sent his Sonne, the second. 3. His Sonne made, 
the third. 4. And that twice made, made of a woman, the fourth. 5. Made under the Law, 
the fift, every one fuller then other, still.13 
The text Andrewes has started with comes from Paul’s epistle to the Galatians: “When the 
fulnesse of time was come, God sent his Sonne, made of a woman, made under the Law.”14 His 
method of chopping up the text allows him to isolate and take several interpretive angles on 
certain of the verse’s words. In Andrewes’s division of the text, for instance, the text’s first 
“made” gets doubled: first “His Sonne made,” then “made of a woman.” This suspension of the 
word between two separate clauses allows the preacher, as he works through the text, to consider 
its different valences: first he defines “the very maner of this making” as (according to the Greek 
original, genesthai) “making it his nature,” that is, “never unmade more”; then he turns to 
Christ’s mediation through Mary, his having been “made of her very substance.” “And so have 
we here now in one,” he concludes, “both twaine his Natures. God sent his Sonne, There his 
Divine: made of a woman, Here his humane Nature.”15 Although the punctuation of the Bible 
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14 Andrewes, Selected Sermons, 162. 
15 Andrewes, Selected Sermons, 168–69. 
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verse does not suggest the division, Andrewes’s isolation and doubling of “made” makes a 
theological point about the double nature of Christ. 
 Analogizing exegetical method to theological construct is a typical gesture of this kind of 
preaching. In another chopological gesture, Andrewes’s sermon focuses obsessively on the idea 
of “fulness.” Christmas, his occasion for the sermon, is emblematic of “the fulness of time”: 
“When then hath this Text place so fit, as Now? Or what time so seasonable to entreat of it, as 
This? […] Of the fulnesse of time; as, on the yeerely returne and memoriall of it.”16 This 
thematic interest in fullness, Andrewes would like us to believe, motivates his interpretive 
method of closely examining individual words: “as it is of fulnesse, so a kind of fulnesse there is 
in it: every word, more full then other [sic].” Andrewes thus finds scriptural and occasional 
license for the breaking down of the scriptural text. In many of the poems I will discuss later, 
method likewise becomes theme; Donne and Herbert often work their interests in cutting, 
splicing, and ramifying into the thematic content of the poems that perform such operations upon 
scriptural texts. 
 By insisting on scripture’s endorsement of this almost too-close interpretation, Andrewes 
may very well have reignited the complaints against sophistical and chopological preaching that 
Tyndale inaugurated earlier in the sixteenth century. But practitioners of text crumbling persist 
across the seventeenth century—as do their detractors, who tend to echo Herbert’s ideas and 
language in their own critiques. John Wilkins’s 1651 ars praedicandi, Ecclesiastes, warned that 
“That common practice of dissecting the words into minute parts and inlarging upon them 
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severally, is a great occasion of impertinency and roving from the chief sense.”17 Writing in 
1675, Herbert Croft, the Bishop of Hereford, noted text crumbling’s deviation not just from “the 
chief sense,” but also from what he considered to be apostolic homiletic practice: 
did not Christ and the Apostles Preach the best way? […] yet many do otherwise; they 
take here or there a sentence of Scripture, the shorter and more abstruse the better, to 
shew their skill and invention, this they divided and subdivided into generals and 
particulars, the quid, the quale, the quantum, and such like quacksalving forms.18 
Croft’s metaphorical language, like Herbert’s, highlights the false promise of such witty 
preaching. While Herbert’s integral biblical “text” became “crumbs” of a formerly nutritive 
bread, Croft’s individuated words are “quacksalving”: purveyors, essentially, of homiletic snake 
oil.19 Looking back over the period, John Edwards—perhaps the first historian of seventeenth-
century preaching—synthesized the arguments of Tyndale, Herbert, and Croft: 
A great part of the Frothy Wit and Fancy which appeared in such Discourses was that of 
making idle and frivolous descants upon mere Words, wire-drawing a Text, and spinning 
it out so far that the Threads became invisible, as well as weak. There are some that 
superstitiously doat on the very Syllables, and the Text it self is idolized. […] There is 
another sort that doth affect quaint Divisions and Subdivisions of the Words they treat on. 
As if every Minister was to do with his Text as the Levite with his Concubine, cut and 
																																																						
17 John Wilkins, Ecclesiastes, or, A discourse concerning the Gift of Preaching As it fals 
under the Rules of Art (London, 1651), 16. Also quoted, in a later edition, in Mary Morrissey, 
Politics and the Paul’s Cross Sermons, 1558–1642 (Oxford University Press, 2011), 59. 
18 Herbert Croft, The Naked Truth, or, the True State of the Primitive Church (London, 
1675), 25. 
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carve it into so many several Pieces. You shall see some lie hewing and hacking at the 
Words, and never contented till they have chopt them into the smallest Shreds. 
Edwards goes on to cheerfully report that “this mangling of a Text is now much out of use: and 
had been long since if Mr. Herbert had been attended to.” He then misquotes The Country 
Parson, claiming that Herbert had warned that “The way of crumbling of a Text into minute 
parts, and treating of them severally and brokenly is trifling and light, and unedifying.”20 That is 
not quite what Herbert wrote, but Edwards’s mistransmission helpfully confirms the essential 
target of all of these complaints: the “several and broken” treatment of scriptural texts. 
 There is a wide and intriguing variety of metaphors at play in this long discussion about 
the vices of taking apart texts: for Tyndale, scriptural principles become attenuated to “threads”; 
for Herbert, the texts are “crumbled” away; for Croft, they take on the meretricious qualities of 
“quacksalving” medicines. Edwards’s critique is the most violent: he later writes that a 
chopological preacher will “commit a Rape upon the Text […] thus separated” and “rack and 
torture it, till it confess’d what he had a mind it should say.”21 Herbert’s trope of “crumbling” 
texts, however, was the most widespread, although it is not certain that he originated the idea. In 
the 1640s—when The Country Parson existed in manuscript, but before it had been printed in 
Herbert’s Remains (1652)—a number of preachers adopted the “text crumbling” metaphor in 
reference to their own avoidance of chopological interpretation. One such sermon makes 
Herbert’s metaphor of textual bread much more explicit: “As I was loath to set a whole loafe 
before you, and therfore have thus divided the Text: so I am as unwilling to crumble out all these 
particulars into severall Doctrines, which were the way not to make more matter of this verse, 
																																																						
20 John Edwards, The Preacher, vol. 1 (London, 1705), 202. 
21 Edwards, The Preacher, 1:202. 
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but lesse. I shall therefore take this one Observation from the whole…”22 Unsurprisingly, the 
metaphorical implications of crumbling became politically charged during the tumultuous years 
of the civil war; in 1647, John Johnson, “minister of Methley,” analogized the scriptural text to 
the English nation: 
The Kingdom hath long enough smarted under divisions, I could wish there were no 
more; the Text and the times require rather composure, I will not therefore crumble my 
Text into syllabicall Atomes, […] least it should befall my Text as it doth some 
Aromaticall druggs of thin and aëreall substance, by over fine pouthering, and over exact 
searching, lose of their spirits.23 
The strife of civil war is analogized to one of the most extreme of crumbling practices, the 
breaking down of words into their component “syllabicall Atomes,” and Johnson suggests here 
that the political divisions that have plagued England might be alleviated by the integrity of his 
hermeneutics, by keeping the scriptural text intact. All of these preachers aim for a kind of 
																																																						
22 John Bond, Occasus Occidentalis: Or, Job in the West (London, 1645), 5. Between the 
reference to crumbling and the echo of Herbert’s “Observations drawn out of the whole text,” it 
seems possible that the author of this sermon, the Exeter minister John Bond, had seen Herbert’s 
Country Parson in manuscript. Walton’s Life of Herbert reports that the manuscript of The 
Country Parson went to Arthur Woodnoth at Herbert’s death; Barnabas Oley’s preface to his 
second edition of the book, however, clarifies that he was given the manuscript by Edmund 
Duncon. For a detailed account of the publication of The Country Parson, see Daniel W. 
Doerksen, “‘Too Good for those Times’: Politics and the Publication of George Herbert’s The 
Country Parson,” Seventeenth-Century News 49 (Spring/Summer 1991): 10–12. 
23 John Johnson, Balsamum Britannicum, Brittains balm: or, The means of recovery for a 
languishing Kingdom (London, 1648), 14. For additional references to crumbling during this 
period of preaching, see: Thomas Porter, Spiritual Salt: or, A Sermon on Matth. 5.13. (London, 
1651), 2; William Price, Gods Working and Brittains Wonder (London, 1660), 1; John Prince, A 
Sermon Preached at Exon, In the Cathedral of St. Peter (London, 1674), 3. The only reference to 
“crumbling” a text that I have found that does not disparage the practice is in a sermon by Simon 
Ford: “And thus, having crumbled my Text to pieces, for the fuller Explication of it, by the due 
weighing of every Word contained in it, it will be needful to look them over severally” (Parallela 
Dysparallela [London, 1661], 9). 
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analytic moderation: the text must be broken down for the sake of commentary, but there is a risk 
in overdividing it. This moderate hermeneutic acquired a catchphrase in Renaissance homiletics: 
aeque mala est nimia et nulla divisio—“too much and not enough division are equally bad.”24 
 Evidence that the ideals of this interpretive middle way were frequently violated is not hard 
to come by. Perhaps the most amusing proof of this habitual violation is the Exact Relation of 
The defeat given to a party of the enemies horse neer Cambden (1644) of one “Serjeant Major 
Beere.” This brief pamphlet gives a satirical relation of a teetotaling preacher forced by a group 
of drunk townsmen to preach “a Sermon” whose “Text should be MALT, the Preacher thinking 
better to yield than to contend with them in their cause.” The sermon then parodies the homiletic 
practice of breaking down words into individual letters (of which there will be more to say, 
later): 
There is no preaching without devision, and this text cannot well be devided into words, 
because it is but one word, nor into many syllables, because it is but one syllable: It must 
therefore be devided into Letters, and those are found to be foure, that is to say MALT: 
which letters represent foure interpretations, which Schoolmen do use[;] this M Morall, A 
Allegoricall, L Literall, T Typographicall. 
 I Part.  M  The Morall interpretation is M much, A Aledrinking, L Loseth, T Time.25 
																																																						
24 In a 1632 sermon, for instance, the preacher Nehemiah Rogers attributes this saying to 
the sixth-century theologian and bishop Fulgentius of Ruspe; he goes on to comment, “To make 
a long Analysis, to a Short Text, is with the Citizens of Mindus to build Great Gates to a Little 
Citie, [...] Or like the Boasting Traveller, who comming to his Inne, plucks out great store of 
coine, and spends but two-pence. And on the other side not to observe Parts and Order is as bad. 
A Burden well wrapped, and pack’t up together, wee carry with greater ease: both Minister and 
Hearer is much help’d by Method” (A Sermon Preached at the Second Trienniall Visitation of 
the Right Honourable and Right Reverend Father in God, William Lord Bishop of London 
[London, 1632], 12). 
25 [Serjeant Major Beere], An exact Relation of The defeat given to a party of the enemies 
horse neer Cambden (London, 1644), A3v. The author’s substitution of “Typographicall” for 
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And so on—the preacher gives no fewer than ten different “interpretations” of “MALT” 
according to his various argumentative whims. Readings like this—or like the chopological 
interpretations of Lancelot Andrewes, Donne, Herbert, and others that I will discuss in this 
chapter—offer etymologically attuned exegeses of texts, not just because they sometimes defer 
to words’ origins when they isolate them or break them apart, but also because they offer 
“literal” readings of the letters themselves. Tyndale would hardly approve of this paronomastic 
understanding of the literal sense, but it is precisely in the suggestive power of such a pun—
which turns the literal text into a texture of letters—that chopological reading acquires its 
interpretive, rhetorical, and theological force. 
 
Donne and Divisions 
 In their critiques of text crumbling, Croft, Johnson, and Edwards all wrote of “divisions” 
of texts (and sometimes “subdivisions”): in doing so, they were referring not just to the breaking 
apart of scriptural texts, but also to an important formal component of the early modern sermon. 
The “division” or “divisio” usually followed the exordium toward the beginning of a sermon and 
functioned as a kind of table of contents, laying out the structure of the sermon’s concerns at the 
outset by dividing the scriptural text into a series of smaller units. Very often this structural 
marker is indicated in the margin of a printed sermon book with the word divisio. The division of 
the text was both a structuring principle and a mnemonic device: since sermons had to be 
																																																						
typological aptly predicts my typographical readings of Herbert’s poems later in this chapter. 
This text is probably earlier than its publication date indicates: a version of it can be found in a 
manuscript miscellany—alongside a great many poems, whose authors include Donne and 
Herbert—held at the Folger Library and dated to ca. 1630 (Folger MS V.a.345, 180).  
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delivered ex tempore, the broken text helped preachers to remember where they were in the 
course of their remarks and what remained to be said.26  
 Divisions could be baroquely complex, with ten or more components, or simple and 
straightforward. On the simpler end of the spectrum, consider the moment marked “The 
Division” from a 1597 court sermon by Andrewes. His text, from the book of Zechariah (12:10), 
reads in the Vulgate’s Latin “Respicient in eum, quem transfixerunt.” Andrewes divides the text 
at the comma: 
The principall words are but two, and set downe unto us, in two points. The sight it selfe, 
that is, the thing to be seene: and the sight of it; that is, the act of seeing or looking. Quem 
transfixerunt is the Object, or spectacle propounded. Respicient in Eum, is the Act, or 
duety enjoined. 
 Of which, the Object though in place latter, in nature is the former, and first to be 
handled: for that, there must be a thing first set up, before we can set our eyes to look 
upon it.27  
The division here is quite simple, yet Andrewes still commits several of the interpretive sins 
Herbert had objected to, including the specification of “the subject, and object” of the Vulgate’s 
Latin. The reference to grammatical cases is no mere quibble: it goes on to structure the entire 
sermon. Andrewes takes case as sufficient authority to switch around the syntax of the biblical 
text, beginning with the dependent clause (quem transfixerunt) before moving on to the main 
clause (Respicient in Me), preferring the texts’ “nature” to their “place.” The sermon as a whole 
then follows that reversed structure, as Andrewes expounds first “the act of seeing or looking” 
																																																						
26 John S. Chamberlin, Increase and Multiply: Arts-of-Discourse Procedure in the 
Preaching of Donne (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1976), 115–17. 
27 Andrewes, Selected Sermons, 123. 
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and then the “spectacle propounded.” His text itself becomes a spectacle, a shifting surface 
whose deeper significance seems to matter more than its textual manifestation; indeed, for 
Andrewes the deeper significance determines the shape of the text’s surface, and not the other 
way around. 
 As the earlier example from Andrewes about “the fullness of time” (and of texts) has 
suggested, these divisions could become significantly longer and more complex. One of the 
period’s most exuberantly chopological preachers, Thomas Playfere, was an adept at the kind of 
reiterative, self-replicating division that characterizes the more baroque homiletic styles, 
allowing the text to break down into individual words which arrange and rearrange themselves 
into textual segments of varying lengths. His 1595 sermon The Meane in Mourning, for instance, 
ravels out its text into eight individuated sections: 
Weep not for me, but weepe for your selves. In which sentence wee may observe, as many 
wordes, so manie parts. Eyght words, eyght parts. The first, Weep not: the second, But 
weepe: the third, Weep not, but weepe: the fourth, For mee: the fift, For your selves: the 
sixt, For me, for your selves: the seaventh, Weepe not for me: the eyght, But weepe for 
your selves.28 
What does Playfere’s logophilic method accomplish? For one—as with Andrewes’s—it allows 
the preacher to catch a word from multiple angles, to offer lexicographic riffs on the scripture’s 
																																																						
28 Thomas Playfere, The Meane in Mourning (London, 1596), 3–4. Further references to 
this text appear as page numbers in parentheses. Bryan Crockett observes admiringly that this 
sermon “grew in its printed form to 121 pages, [based] on only one of the four parts into which a 
single verse of Scripture (Luke 23:28) can be divided.” Bryan Crockett, “Thomas Playfere’s 
poetics of preaching,” in The English sermon revised: Religion, literature and history 1600–
1750, ed. Lori Anne Ferrell and Peter McCullough (Manchester University Press, 2000), 71. 
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vocabulary.29 The sermon’s first division, “Weepe not,” offers a tripartite repudiation of 
“immoderate weeping, which is condemned, in Nature: in reason: in religion” (5), already 
sublimating religious matters to secular reasoning. In the next section, furthermore, Playfere’s 
argumentation pulls an abrupt, asyndetic one-eighty, declaring without any kind of conceptual 
transition, “Nowe a little of weeping too little, which is the second part.” Playfere’s rhetorical 
games allow him to effect a rearrangement of the sermon’s words: “I may wel shift the words, & 
begin thus, But weepe” (10). As in Lancelot Andrewes’s 1597 sermon quoted above, this 
sermon’s text crumbling involves a reordering of the text’s vocabulary and a homiletic structure 
that convolutes the meaning and progression of the text it expounds. Unlike Andrewes’s sermon, 
however, in which the smaller words—prepositions, pronouns, articles—fell away in order to 
allow the conceptualization of the text’s constituent parts, Playfere’s text crumbling employs the 
smaller words—“but,” “not,” “for”—as modifiers which effect the sermon’s self-contradictory 
and polyvalent argumentation. 
 It is easy to see how this kind of textual play might rankle some observers. My account of 
chopological preaching has thus far focused primarily on its detractors, in no small part because 
their denunciations allow us to see—through obviously distorted lenses—how chopological 
preaching was understood and characterized by audiences and readers. Yet to many observers, 
whose testimony does not survive, Playfere’s logophilic play must have been both thrilling and 
effective.30 Playfere, for his part, seems self-conscious about the extravagance of his plan, and he 
																																																						
29 Crockett refers to Playfere’s “liturgical logocentrism” and “logolatry” and calls him “a 
sort of homiletic lexicographer” (“Thomas Playfere’s poetics of preaching,” 71). 
30 Bryan Crockett notes that Playfere’s performance of this sermon was “so popular […] 
that two pirated editions came off the press before Playfere himself could issue a carefully edited 
version” (“Thomas Playfere’s poetics of preaching,” 63). See also Bryan Crockett, The Play of 
Paradox: Stage and Sermon in Renaissance England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania 
Press, 1995), 50. Sophie Read, likewise, suggests that Lancelot Andrewes’s “jingling, quibbling, 
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offers his audience a disclaimer: “I humbly beseech […] that you woulde not prescribe me any 
method, or order, how I shoulde handle this text, but that you woulde give mee leave to followe 
mine owne method, and order, wherein I perswade myselfe, and I hope also truly, I have been 
directed by the spirit of God” (4). This self-proclaimed “method, and order” align him with the 
tradition of allegorical interpretation that Tyndale and others worked against, even if his theology 
was resolutely Calvinist. Bryan Crockett has argued that even if “Playfere is less willing than the 
older allegorisers […] to say that biblical passage X is in fact Y,” he nevertheless “says that 
passage X is for the moment Y—that is, for the performative moment during with the sermon’s 
hearer entertains the imaginative image.”31 Playfere’s method of dividing up and working 
through a biblical text emerges from the allegorical tradition that enraged Tyndale; the dynamics 
of this working-through, however, shift with the quickness of his imagination. Playfere’s verbal 
surfaces do not entail stable relationships to spiritual meanings, but rather expand the words’ 
semantic range through a succession of quick affiliations, offering glimpses of the hidden depths 
beneath his text. As Crockett writes, “In recapturing some of the force of medieval allegory, 
Playfere’s habit of analogy implies an occult order behind apparently dissimilar elements.”32 
 This reference to Samuel Johnson’s famous diagnosis of “occult resemblances in things 
apparently unlike” in metaphysical poetry suggests a conceptual connection between 
chopological reading and poetic conceit, returning us to this chapter’s central figure, John 
Donne.33 The divisions of Donne’s sermons attest to his verve for crumbling texts, as some 
																																																						
and crumbling [his] text into ever smaller units of meaning […] made Andrewes unquestionably 
the most popular divine of his times” (“Lancelot Andrewes’s Sacramental Wordplay,” 
Cambridge Quarterly 36.1 [2007]: 13). 
31 Crockett, “Thomas Playfere,” 73. 
32 Crockett, “Thomas Playfere,” 75. 
33 Samuel Johnson, The Lives of the Poets, vol. 1, ed. John H. Middendorf (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 2010), 26. 
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modern critics have noticed.34 But he is also the rare preacher for whom there survives anecdotal 
evidence of his compositional methods. As Izaak Walton attests in the Life of Donne, “so after 
his Sermon he never gave his eyes rest, till he had chosen out a new Text, and that night cast his 
Sermon into a form, and his Text into divisions.”35 Walton’s grammar affirms the simultaneity of 
breaking down the text and structuring the body of the sermon as a whole—the two phrases 
represent a single act of “casting,” at once destructive and creative. Donne himself, throughout 
the corpus of his sermons, employs a number of figures for the act of division. In a sermon 
preached to the Virginia Company in 1622, for instance, the metaphor is a constructive one: 
“And so you have the Modell of the whole frame, and of the partitions; wee proceede now to the 
furnishing of the particular roomes.”36 In this conception, the text serves not just as a version of 
the sermon’s structure in miniature, but actually as a plan for the building of the whole: divisions 
are positively figured as an edifice’s individual rooms. In his 1622 Easter sermon, however, the 
metaphor instead reminds the listener of one benefit of deconstruction: “Neither of these three 
parts will be swallowed down in a generality; There must passe a Mastication, a re-division into 
more particular branches upon them all.”37 Dividing or crumbling the text can transform it into 
																																																						
34 David Colclough helpfully discusses Donne’s practice of divisio in The Oxford Edition 
of the Sermons of John Donne, vol. 3, Sermons Preached at the Court of Charles I, ed. David 
Colclough (Oxford University Press, 2013), xxix–xxxii. 
35 Izaak Walton, The Lives of John Donne, Sir Henry Wotton, Richard Hooker, George 
Herbert, & Robert Sanderson (Oxford University Press, 1927), 67. Mary Morrissey is one recent 
commentator on this passage: “the ‘form’ each sermon took is linked to the biblical text, which is 
broken down into sections. Each doctrine derived from the biblical text was referred to a phrase, 
or possibly just a word, in the text. That link between the biblical text and the doctrines was 
central to the structure of the sermon.” Morrissey, Politics and the Paul’s Cross Sermons, 53. 
See also Chamberlin, Increase and Multiply, 44–58. 
36 John Donne, Five Sermons Upon Speciall Occasions (London, 1626), B3r. 
37 Donne, LXXX Sermons, 254. 
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easily digestible morsels—here Donne offers a positive inversion of Herbert’s “crumbling” 
conceit.38 
 Donne’s mention of the “particular branches” that an analysis might take, and particularly 
to the act of “re-division,” recalls another intellectual context that may have influenced his and 
others’ practices of division: Ramist logic. A connection between Ramism—the logical method 
of dividing an idea into smaller and smaller subdivisions, until it is reduced to indivisible 
elements—and metaphysical wit has long been understood: Rosemond Tuve, for instance, has 
explored the process of Ramus’ conceptual divisions as a background to the imagery of 
metaphysical verse.39 Homiletic theorists, if not preachers themselves, also found the Ramist 
method of division and definition useful: several preaching manuals from the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries make use of Ramist diagrams, both to display the logical order of their 
own proceedings and to model the use of such analytic methods for preachers’ interpretations of 
scripture. Syntagma Logicum, a preaching manual by Thomas Granger, for instance, uses a pair 
of large Ramist diagrams to illustrate the principle of “Retextive Method,” a Ramist analytic in 
which “we shew the parts [of the author’s point] that is, both the Theme whereof it is treated, and 
also the arguments, whereby the Autour explicateth the Theme, distinctly declaring how many 
there are, and what they are, whence they are drawn, and how they are disposed.”40 Although 
																																																						
38 For more on the connection between devotion and consumption, see Margret Fetzer, 
“Donne, Devotion, and Digestion,” in The Pleasures and Horrors of Eating: The Cultural 
History of Eating in Anglophone Literature, ed. Marion Gymnich and Norbert Lennartz 
(Goettingen, Germany: V&R unipress, 2010), 143–63. 
39 Rosemond Tuve, “Imagery and Logic: Ramus and Metaphysical Poetics,” Journal of 
the History of Ideas 3.4 (Oct., 1942): 365–400. For a broader discussion of this logical approach 
to imagery, see Tuve’s Elizabethan and Metaphysical Imagery: Renaissance Poetic and 
Twentieth-Century Critics (University of Chicago Press, 1947), 251–381. 
40 Thomas Granger, Syntagma Logicum. Or, The Divine Logike (London, 1620), 304–7. 
Retexere is Ramus’s word for “unweaving,” as Walter Ong reports in Ramus, Method, and the 
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Ramist diagrams cannot be reproduced in the pulpit (as they are usually not printed in poetry), 
the methodical divisions of Ramist logic, which make way for close attention to an idea’s or 
text’s individuated elements, underlie many preachers’ practices of textual division.41 
 Ramism’s most potent use in homiletic interpretation may well lie in its handling of 
textual ambiguity, its clarification of a single polyvalent word into a stable set of alternative 
meanings. Donne was acutely aware of scripture’s ambiguities—in vernacular translations as 
well as its original languages—and often divided his texts so that he might explore the ramifying 
possibilities of ambiguous language. In his final and most famous sermon, Deaths Duell (1631), 
it is this awareness that yields the sermon’s division and impresses its thematic content. Donne’s 
text, Psalms 68:20, appears on the sermon’s first page: “And unto God the (Lord) belong the 
issues of death. i.e. From death.”42 Whoever prepared this text—almost certainly not Donne; 
probably his friend Henry King, inveterate text-crumbler in his own right—was right to notice 
the ambiguity of final phrase, “the issues of death.”43 But the clarification—supplying “From 
death” from the Authorized translation—is a mistake, an attempt to specify an ambiguity which 
Donne, in the sermon itself, had worked intentionally to hold in uncertainty and polyvalence.44 In 
the sermon’s division, Donne reveals “three divers acceptations of the words,” three 
																																																						
Decay of Dialogue: From the Art of Discourse to the Art of Reason (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1958), 191. Wilkins, Ecclesiastes, 7–9 also features a set of Ramist diagrams. 
41 One exception to the idea that Ramist diagrams do not appear in poetry might be 
George Herbert’s “The Water-course,” which at the very least borrows the Ramist diagram’s use 
of brackets to indicate opposing conceptual options. Herbert’s “Anagram of the Virgin Marie” 
likewise uses brackets to suggest linguistic alternatives. 
42 John Donne, Deaths Duell (London, 1632), 1. Further citations to this sermon appear 
by page number in parentheses. 
43 On King’s editorial role, see Edmund Gosse, The Life and Letters of John Donne, Dean 
of St. Pauls, vol. 2 (New York: Dodd, Mead and Company, 1899), 300 and Donne, Oxford 
Edition, 3:467–69. 
44 On this addition, see Donne, Oxford Edition, 3:474. 
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interpretations that yield radically different meanings (2). “The issues of death,” or, in the 
Vulgate’s Latin, exitus mortis, become first “liberatio à morte, a deliverance from death” (2), 
then a “liberatio in morte, A deliverance in death” (3), and finally a “liberatio per mortem, a 
deliverance by death, by the death of this God our Lord ChristJesus” (4). Like Playfere, Donne 
uses shifting prepositions—although in this case they are his additions, deriving from the 
different senses of the Latin genitive—to extract various senses from an individual word. These 
three “acceptations,” furthermore, will go on to structure the entirety of the sermon, in another 
sermon-as-building conceit: “these three considerations […] will abundantly doe all the offices 
of the foundations, of the butteresses, of the contignation of this our building” (5). 
 As this comprehensive architectural metaphor suggests, the overarching message of 
Deaths Duell is that death is everywhere and always. The three prepositions modifying death—
“from, in, by”—do not just activate different senses of the word, but serve to form a 
comprehensive time scale that encompasses all of human experience: we move from death in the 
womb to death in life, from death in life to death in the ground. Even everlasting life is 
accomplished through a death: the sermon’s last section is devoted to a detailed temporal 
recounting of Christ’s passion and crucifixion (though not his resurrection). The technique of text 
crumbling, then, in isolating mortis and allowing it to be repeatedly reactivated, supplies more 
than just multiple meanings. The hermeneutics of chopological reading, which can enter the 
smallest textual cracks, and allow words to expand their meanings almost infinitely, become a 
rhetorical analogue for the pervasiveness of death itself; and it bears noting that in the end of the 
sermon, when the escape from death through Christ becomes a possibility, Donne turns from the 
stylistic convolutions of the crumbled text toward a much more straightforward, narrative style, 
as he painstakingly recounts the events leading up to the crucifixion of Christ. He also returns to 
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biblical typology: “as God breathed a soule into the first Adam, so this second Adam breathed 
his soule into God, into the hands of God” (42–43). Comprehensiveness began the sermon by 
branching according to Ramist analysis, but here it has become a circle and relies on the logic of 
one-to-one typological concordances. In this transition, Donne implies a providential end to 
hermeneutics, though his audience remains suspended in unsaved supplication and, perhaps, 
unresolved linguistic ambiguity, “hang[ing] upon him that hangs upon the Crosse […] till hee 
vouchsafe you a resurrection” (43). In such a state he often also leaves the reader of his poetry. 
  
Anatomizing Donne’s “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse” 
 Deaths Duell dwells obsessively, too, on the anatomy of bodies: not the anatomy of 
medical science, but the much more gruesome “corruption and putrifaction, of vermiculation and 
incineration, of dissolution and dispersion in and from the grave” that occurs after death (20). 
Donne recurred to this idea of anatomy as a physical process and a generic metaphor throughout 
his career: his first Anniversary for Elizabeth Drury is “An Anatomy of the World”; the word 
appears in many of his sermons: perhaps most intriguingly, in one of them he refers to the book 
of Ecclesiastes—which many other preachers and biblical theorists considered a sermon—as 
“Solomons Anatomy.”45 As the foregoing discussion of Donne’s preaching practice has 
suggested, Donne considered anatomizing—cutting up, analyzing, scrutinizing individual 
components—to be a simultaneously destructive and reconstructive act; he said as much in a 
																																																						
45 John Donne, XXVI Sermons (London, 1661), 133. For more on the genre of 
Ecclesiastes, see the discussion of Henry Lok’s Ecclesiastes poem in the previous chapter. For 
somewhat more literal discussions of Donne’s interests in anatomy—i.e., bodily anatomy and 
atomism—see Jonathan Sawday, The Body Emblazoned: Dissection and the Human Body in 
Renaissance Culture (London: Routledge, 1995), 17–26, 32–38, and 201–8; and David A. 
Hedrich Hirsch, “Donne’s Atomies and Anatomies: Deconstructed Bodies and the Resurrection 
of Atomic Theory,” SEL 31.1 (Winter 1991): 69–94. 
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sermon preached before King Charles during Lent, 1630: 
Job felt the hand of destruction upon him, and he felt the hand of preservation too; and it 
was all one hand; This is Gods Method, and his alone, to preserve by destroying […]. 
Even Gods demolitions are super-edifications, his Anatomies, his dissections are so many 
re-compactings, so many resurrections; God windes us off the Skein, that he may weave 
us up into the whole peece, and he cuts us out of the whole peece into peeces, that he may 
make us up into a whole garment.46 
The theme of this passage on the book of Job looks forward to my reading of Donne’s very Job-
like poem, “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse.” Yet his description of God’s “method” of 
salvation should remind us, too, of Walton’s description of Donne’s process of scriptural 
division, where textual breakdown determined the sermon’s structure. (This analogy of severe 
divinity to textual interpreter accords well with the scholarly view that Donne eagerly identified 
with the punishing God of his own theology.)47 The passage intimates its views on textuality in 
its buried metaphor of snipped and woven yarn: Donne would have known quite well that his 
word “Text” came from the Latin word for weaving (texere); he compared his own texts to 
textiles throughout his career.48 Once again his notion of analytic “method”—a skill he attributes 
variously to the Christian God, to King Solomon (whom he supposed to have written 
Ecclesiastes), and to himself—coincides with his theology. 
																																																						
46 Donne, LXXX Sermons, 129. 
47 See, for instance, the chapter on “Absolutist Theology: The Sermons of John Donne,” 
in Shuger, Habits of Thought, 159–217. 
48 In a famous letter to Henry Goodyer, for instance, Donne refers to an apparently 
abortive scheme to print his poetic works before he enters the ministry: “By this occasion,” he 
writes, “I am made a rhapsoder of mine own rags.” John Donne, Selected Letters, ed. P. M. 
Oliver (Manchester: Carcanet Press Ltd., 2002), 79–80. 
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 The theological principle that Donne articulates above, and that underlies his homiletic 
practice, also provides the method by which he absorbs the language of scripture into his poetry. 
Not all of Donne’s religious poetry engages deeply with scripture; as Barbara Kiefer Lewalski 
has argued, Donne’s religious verse, to the extent that it can be dated, participates more and more 
in the Bible-centered “Protestant poetic” over time, with the late hymns showing a much more 
significant engagement with scriptural texts than earlier works like La Corona or The Litanie.49 
A concomitant tendency to incorporate crumbled scriptural texts develops over the same period, 
from the late 1600s through the mid-1620s. In the later poems, chopped up scripture allows 
Donne to accomplish the intellectual ramification and practical application that the art of 
preaching demands.  
 Donne’s “Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse” (ca. 1623/4) explicitly invites 
homiletic analysis.50 This invitation is not unrelated to the poem’s progressive privation: over the 
course of its six stanzas, its dying speaker comes to feel more and more alone. In the poem’s 
opening, the speaker imagines himself approaching a “Holy roome” occupied by heaven’s 
“Quire of Saints” (1–2); in the next stanza, Donne’s decaying body is visited by “Physitians” (6); 
later references are made to Noah’s three sons (20) and to the typologically linked two “Adams” 
(24–25).51 Finally, in the last stanza, the speaker imagines an entirely inward turn: 
So, in his purple wrapp’d receive mee Lord, 
																																																						
49 Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious 
Lyric (Princeton University Press, 1979), 253ff. 
50 The poem, whose date was once a topic of controversy, is now generally agreed to 
have been written during the same illness, in the winter of 1623/4, during which Donne 
composed his Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions. See John Donne, The Divine Poems, ed. 
Helen Gardner, 2nd ed. (Oxford University Press, 1959), 132–35. 




 By these his thornes give me his other Crowne; 
And as to others soules I preach’d thy word, 
 Be this my Text, my Sermon to mine owne, 
 Therfore that he may raise the Lord throws down. (26–30) 
The last line’s statement of salvation through torment—a version of the Lent sermon’s 
theology—is not the only paradox here. The paradoxical notion of a “Sermon to mine owne” 
suggests that Donne’s speaker considers the poem, or just its concluding moral, to be a kind of 
“Consolation to the Soule”—a phrase that would later appear as the subtitle for Deaths Duell, 
which was also known as “The Doctors owne Funerall Sermon.”52 In this moment Donne wishes 
to be both instructor and student, simultaneously the interpreter of a text and the case study to 
which its message is applied.  
 A paradox also lives in the appositive conflation of “my Text” with “my Sermon,” for as 
Donne well knew, texts and sermons were two very different, though intimately connected, 
homiletic objects. This grammatical collapse reiterates the linked, metonymic relationship 
between the chopped-up text and its segmented interpretation that text crumbling enables. 
Perhaps it also articulates the dying preacher’s fantasy that a text and its interpretation might 
approach identity—in this take on “my Text, my Sermon,” the line would suggest that the 
moment of death also signals the end of interpretation, as the end of Deaths Duell does. But the 
poem resists this reading in its deictic ambiguity. For what is the “this” that Donne’s speaker 
refers to? Readers of early modern lyric are used to understanding “this” autodeictically (as 
referring to the poem itself), but the poem just as easily admits a reading that understands “this” 
as an anticipatory pointer referring to the line that follows—“Therfore that he may raise the Lord 
																																																						
52 Donne, Deaths Duell, title page. 
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throws down.”53 The solution, it might seem, would be to allow both senses of “this” to operate 
simultaneously and separately: the final line, with its air of scriptural aphorism, can be the “Text” 
upon which the rest of the poem, its “Sermon,” expounds. But Donne stymies even that reading 
by reversing the order that we would expect of the objects of “this”—he places “Text” before 
“Sermon,” following the structure of a sermon (which always begins with its statement of the 
text), but inverting the structure of the poem, which seems to conclude with a “Text” rather than 
commencing from it. 
 This practice of inversion is carried through to the final line, which sounds scriptural but 
isn’t. Gardner’s edition of the poem locates a precedent for this language in the providential 
suffering of Job: “When men are cast down, then shalt thou say, There is lifting up.”54 The 
language of Job here reflects the temporal progress of his own suffering and redemption, not to 
mention those of Christ in the Passion and of Christian eschatological history writ large. But 
Donne’s language has reversed that narrative, syntactically if not chronologically, inverting (as 
Ira Clark notes) the Christian subject’s typical progression from despair to salvation.55 Donne has 
named his last line a “Text,” but presents to his reader a syntax that reverses the familiar 
precedents of scripture. 
 Like Lancelot Andrewes’s division and reversal of the phrases Respicient in eum, quem 
transfixerunt, which determined the theme and structure of the whole sermon that expounded 
																																																						
53 For a discussion of the deictic complications of this poem, and their relationship to 
what she calls a theological “prevenient proximity,” see Heather Dubrow, Deixis in the Early 
Modern English Lyric: Unsettling Spatial Anchors Like “Here,” “This,” “Come” (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2015), 94–110. 
54 Job 22:29 in the King James Version. See Donne, Divine Poems, 109. 
55 Ira Clark, Christ Revealed: The History of the Neotypological Lyric in the English 
Renaissance (Gainesville: University Presses of Florida, 1982), 78. My thanks to Kirsten Stirling 
for providing me with this citation. 
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them, Donne’s treatment of this pseudo-scriptural text reflects back upon the poem as a whole. 
For the hymn, like the final line, begins with salvation and ends in torment. The first stanza 
articulates an acceptance of death so irenic that Evelyn Simpson, the editor of Donne’s sermons, 
thought it could not have been written in the same moment as the much more troubled 
Devotions:56 
Since I am comming to that Holy roome, 
 Where, with thy Quire of Saints for evermore, 
I shall be made thy Musique; As I come 
 I tune my Instrument here at the dore, 
 And what I must doe then, thinke now before. (1–5) 
This stanza alone inches itself away from death. The initiatory “I am comming to that Holy 
roome” might mean “I am arriving at” as much as it suggests “I am journeying towards.”57 Yet 
as the stanza proceeds, it suggests that the speaker’s arrival is farther off than its reader might at 
first have assumed, and when we hear that he stands “at the dore,” we become unsure whether it 
is the door of his destination or that of his departure. That door is both a threshold and a 
passageway: the ambiguous spatial signification of “I am comming” confirms this stanza as 
ambiguously painting the moment when death can be imagined both as a remote destination and 
as the poet’s imminent state. 
 The rest of the poem continues this slow creep away from the moment of death and the 
certainty of its salvation. It develops its death-as-journey conceit by plotting the speaker’s illness 
on a map: “Whilst my Physitians by their love are growne / Cosmographers, and I their Mapp” 
																																																						
56 Evelyn M. Simpson, “The Date of Donne’s ‘Hymne to God my God, in my 
Sicknesse,’” Modern Language Review 40.1 (1946): 10–11. 
57 See definitions 1a and 1b in OED, s.v. “come, v.” 
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(5–6).58 At first the “streights” of fever (“fretum febris” [10]) seem painless (“What shall my 
West hurt me?” [13]), yet as the map conceit goes on, the point of arrival is repeatedly deferred: 
Is the Pacifique Sea my home? Or are 
 The Easterne riches? Is Jerusalem? 
Anyan, and Magellan, and Gibraltare, 
 All streights, and none but streights, are wayes to them, 
 Whether where Japhet dwelt, or Cham, or Sem. (16–20) 
In the first lines here, Donne’s speaker repeatedly pushes the location of his “West” westward, as 
if hoping to defer the moment of death for as long as he can. By the stanza’s end, the speaker 
throws up his hands, acknowledging that the precise location of his destination doesn’t matter, 
since the torment of sickness accompanies the journey regardless.59 
 The poem’s closing moments ramp up its engagements with the torments of disease, 
typologically conflating them with the tortures of Christ’s passion. The speaker compares 
himself to “Christ” on his “Crosse” (22), notes that “Adams sweat surrounds [his] face” (24), and 
																																																						
58 A number of critics has discussed cartography in Donne’s work: see Donald K. 
Anderson, “Donne’s ‘Hymne to God my God, in my sicknesse’ and the T-in-O Maps,” in “Essays 
in the Renaissance in Honor of Allen H. Gilbert,” ed. Philip J. Traci, Marilyn L. Williamson, and 
Don C. Allen, special issue, South Atlantic Quarterly 71.4 (1972): 465–72; Claude Gandelman, 
“The Poem as Map: John Donne and the ‘anthropomorphic landscape’ tradition,” Arcadia 19 
(1984): 244–51; Jeanne Shami, “John Donne: Geography as Metaphor,” in Geography and 
Literature: A Meeting of the Disciplines, ed. William E. Mallory and Paul Simpson-Housley 
(Syracuse University Press, 1987), 161–68; Malgorzata Idziak, “John Donne and the Seventeenth 
Century Maps,” Studia Anglica Posnaniensa 24 (1992): 37–45; Noam Flinker, “John Donne and 
the ‘Anthropomorphic Map’ Tradition,” Applied Semiotics 3.8 (1999): 207–15; Ladan Niayesh, 
“‘All flat maps, and I am one’: Cartographic References in the Poems of John Donne,” Études 
Épistémè 10 (Autumn 2006): 43–52. Although most of these studies discuss the “hymne,” 
especially in relationship to the “T-in-O” cartographic tradition, no work that I have seen makes 
note of the western movement of Donne’s “West.” 
59 One might also argue, however, that Donne’s sequence of Noah’s sons (Japhet, Cham, 
Sem) pushes his geographic attention farther and farther from the location of the poem’s 
composition (by referring to Europe, Africa, then Asia, respectively). 
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wears Christ’s “thornes” as a “Crown” (27). If the first stanza is the poem’s only vivid account of 
salvation, then its last two contain the only explicit mentions of the horrific symptoms of his 
illness. It is a poem that optimistically imagines salvation (“Therfore that he may raise”) before 
being caught up in the painful minutae of illness (“the Lord throws down”). The way that the 
scriptural “Text” has been divided and reversed, in other words, either determines or reflects the 
structure of the poem as a whole—mimicking the essentially metonymic relationship between 
the division of the biblical text and the sermon that expounds upon it. 
 That is one way to understand the homiletic construction that Donne’s speaker imputes 
onto the poem: with the final line as “Text” and the preceding poem as its explanatory “Sermon,” 
an elaborative discourse that metonymically reflects its inverted structure. But Donne’s obscure 
conflation of “Text” and “Sermon,” as I have suggested, also raises the real possibility that the 
whole poem is meant to be a kind of scriptural text. The speaker, after all, spends much of the 
poem’s latter half making typological comparisons between himself and Christ (“Looke Lord, 
and finde both Adams met in me” [23]; “By these his thornes give me his other Crowne” [27]), 
and the last line reflects the theological morals of Job, himself a type of Christ. When Donne 
writes “Be this my Text,” he invites his reader to interpret his poem just as the assembled 
“Physitians” read his dying body. But what does it mean to invite the reader of a poem to be a 
scriptural interpreter? 
 Carol V. Kaske provides one possible approach to this question in her Spenser and 
Biblical Poetics, where she argues that Spenser, in a similar manner, expects his reader to read 
The Faerie Queene as she would read the Bible. Kaske’s reading of Spenser locates his linguistic 
richness in his invocation of the medieval notion of distinctio, a single word or image whose 
symbolic resonance varied over the long course of scripture (as any single word inevitably must 
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in a work of such length, figurative suggestion, and diverse authorship). Typically, a distinctio 
would appear “in bono et in malo,” and these words could be “culled and collected in their own 
freestanding book, properly called a distinctiones, […] an alphabetical dictionary of symbols, a 
selective concordance” of scripture.60 The distinctiones assumes the essential coherence and 
consistency of scripture even as it accounts for what appear to be minute inconsistencies, 
allowing a serpent, for instance, to indicate salvation in one moment, and sin in the next.61 
 This paratextual treatment of scriptural vocabulary provides a way of accounting for the 
almost gratuitous polysemy of the words in Donne’s poem, especially as it reaches its tortured 
conclusion. Consider the phrase “So, in his purple wrapp’d,” whose unmoored nominalization 
has provoked much editorial comment. C. A. Patrides says that “purple” might be “Christ’s 
redeeming blood; also, his royal cloak”; Donald R. Dickson in his edition of the poem adds that 
it might be “Christ’s blood, but also the mock royal garments placed on Christ at the Crucifixion 
(Mark 15:17).”62 The two editors seem to have opposite ideas about the value of blood and cloak; 
and neither mentions that in the scene of Donne’s deathbed, “purple” is also the hot, flushed face 
of fever, and possibly also the poet’s own much-vaunted death shroud. In this polyvalence there 
is not merely ambiguity, there is ambivalence. “Purple” is essentially a distinctio that may be 
taken in bono et in malo, as a sign of torment or of salvation, but unlike the medieval compiler of 
																																																						
60 Carol V. Kaske, Spenser and Biblical Poetics (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 
1999), 27. 
61 Emma Rhatigan, along similar lines, argues that in his preaching Donne might have 
made use of a symbolic key to scripture called the Clavis: “Donne’s Biblical Encounters,” in The 
Oxford Handbook of the Bible in Early Modern England, 564–76. 
62 John Donne, The Complete English Poems, ed. C. A. Patrides (New York: Everyman’s 
Library, 1991), 488–89; John Donne’s Poetry, ed. Donald R. Dickson (New York: W. W. 
Norton & Company, 2007), 155–56. The gloss in Robin Robbins’s edition runs some fifteen 
lines and includes several additional referents, including the “ceremonial attire of cardinals” and 




a distinctiones, Donne’s reader as crumbling exegete does not need to decide which applies to 
this specific instance. In the ambivalence between blood and cloak there lies a collapsed 
temporality (pre- and post-resurrection) made legible by the lateral, ramifying thought processes 
of chopology. “Purple” contains and synthesizes the paradox of a simultaneous “throwing down” 
and “rising up.” If the poem were a scriptural text, as Donne suggests it might be, then the critic-
as-preacher might easily cast a Donnean division out of this word alone, thereby structuring an 
argument about the poem’s meaning.  
 Likewise “Since,” the poem’s first word. It sits in parallel to the “Therfore” that 
inaugurates the poem’s “Text,” affirming the essentially metonymic relationship between the 
poem’s content and its thematic, pseudo-scriptural summation. But “since”—caught between 
logical elaboration and temporal specification—also multiplies the poem’s meanings. Does the 
poem’s first stanza offer a line of reasoning (“Because I am coming… I tune my instrument”) or 
a narrative statement (“Ever since I have been coming… I tune my instrument”)? We can extend 
this question to the biblical aphorism that underlies the poem. Is the progression from trauma to 
salvation an arbitrary, temporal one, as the wording of Job seems to imply (“When men are cast 
down, then shalt thou say…”), and as Donne fervently argues in his Devotions, or is it the 
purposeful and logical law of a trying but nevertheless beneficent God?63 Donne’s inversion of 
biblical time and his emphasis on the language of logical development cue us to imagine 
sickness and salvation in these multiple ways. Thus Donne’s interpretive poetics anticipate and 
preempt the work both of the literary critic and of the editor: the semantic instability of a words 
																																																						
63 The Devotions opens by lamenting the “[v]ariable, and therefore miserable condition of 
Man; this minute I was well, and am ill, this minute. I am surpriz’d with a sodaine change, & 
alteration to worse, and can impute to it no cause, nor call it by any name.” John Donne, 
Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (Oxford University Press, 1987), 7. 
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like “purple” and “Since” forces us to isolate and expound them, to make Donne’s poem into an 
analogue of the crumbled scriptural texts he cites or refers to. Donne, hardly needed to invite his 
reader’s homiletic attention so explicitly (“Be this my Text, my Sermon”): the “Hymne” itself 
exerts the same hermeneutic pressures as a text of scripture, and thus converts its reader into a 
Donnean preacher. 
 
“Abridgement”: Unweaving the Holy Sonnets 
 Donne’s earlier Holy Sonnets, written for the most part between 1608 and 1610, before 
the poet’s ordination into the priesthood in 1615, are both more and less subtle in their crumbling 
of scripture than the “Hymne to God.”64 They do not openly invite homiletic analysis, as the 
“Hymne” does, and although critics have located many references and analogies to scripture in 
the sonnets (especially to the seven Penitential Psalms, and to Job), they are more often thought 
of as meditations—explorations of the self without recourse to specific texts.65 Yet the sonnet is a 
poetic unit well-suited to the analysis of a single word, and several of the Holy Sonnets refer to 
scriptural texts, homing in on individual words as objects of their attention. Having learned to 
seek out and identify these crumbling, crumbled moments in the “Hymne”—having been 
converted, as I suggested, into Donnean, chopological preachers—we are better equipped to find 
																																																						
64 On the date of the sonnets, see Donne, Divine Poems, xxxvii–l. Prior to Gardner’s 
groundbreaking work on the sonnets, most scholars believed the poems to date from after 1617, 
which placed them after Donne’s ordination. 
65 On the sonnets’ connection to scripture, see Roman Dubinski, “Donne’s Holy Sonnets 
and the Seven Penitential Psalms,” Renaissance and Reformation 10.2 (May 1996): 201–16; 
Lewalski writes that “these poems yield more fully to an analysis of their biblical motifs […] 
than they do to any other meditative scheme” in Protestant Poetics, 265. On the Holy Sonnets as 
meditations, see Louis L. Martz, The Poetry of Meditation: A Study of English Religious 
Literature of the Seventeenth Century, rev. ed. (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962), esp. 
118–52, where he analyzes them according to their principle of “self-analysis”; and Donne, 
Divine Poems, xxxvii–lv. 
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them in the sonnets, and to notice that in Donne’s poetry meditation is often a form of 
scripturalism.66 Although Donne was not yet a preacher when he composed these sonnets, he was 
undoubtedly already fascinated by the rhetorical and exegetical possibilities of crumbling texts. 
 The Holy Sonnet beginning “Death be not proud,” for instance, ends with a famous line—
“And death shall be no more, death, thou shalt die” (14)—that plainly paraphrases 1 Corinthians 
15:26: “The last enemy that shall be destroyed is death.”67 As with the “Hymne,” the poem as a 
whole offers a homiletic expansion of the scriptural last line. The sonnet’s three quatrains all 
contribute secularizing riffs based on the word “enemy,” developing an anthropomorphic death 
conceit that is the poem’s operative metaphor: 
Death be not proud, though some have called thee 
Mighty and dreadfull, for, thou art not so, 
For, those, whom thou think’st thou dost overthrow, 
Die not, poore death, nor yet canst thou kill mee; […] 
Thou art slave to Fate, chance, kings, and desperate men, 
And dost with poyson, warre, and sicknesse dwell, 
And poppie or charmes, can make us sleepe as well, 
And better then thy stroake; why swell’st thou then? (1–4, 9–12) 
																																																						
66 Janel M. Mueller makes this argument with regard to Donne’s Devotions in “The 
Exegesis of Experience: Dean Donne’s ‘Devotions upon Emergent Occasions,’” The Journal of 
English and Germanic Philology 67.1 (January 1968): 1–19. 
67 Donne, Complete English Poems, 440–41. Dickson cites a slightly less exact analogue 
(1 Corinthians 15:54–55) in John Donne’s Poetry, 139. For a fascinating and entirely different 
discussion of how “the poem’s reiteration of a religious thought differ[s] from the thought as it 
was given before its integration into the poem” (2) see David Marno, Death Be Not Proud: The 
Art of Holy Attention (University of Chicago Press, 2016), esp. ch. 1, “The Pistis of the Poem.” 
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“Enemy,” used in a restricted and figurative sense in Corinthians, is expanded into a series of 
images and qualities by which death becomes a secular enemy associated with pride, poison, 
war, sickness, and so on. The poem is implicitly homiletic, borrowing of the techniques of text 
crumbling in order to generate its rhetorical richness. “Death be not proud” reiterates scripture, 
but does so in a roundabout way, producing a series of secular “pretty things” before returning to 
the scriptural principle in the poem’s final couplet: “One short sleepe past, wee wake eternally, / 
And death shall be no more, death, thou shalt die” (13–14). And indeed, when Donne preached 
on the verse in question, in March of 1621, the personified figures generated by the text’s 
“enemy” are strikingly familiar: “In a word, the horror of War is best discerned in the company 
he keeps, in his associates. And when the Prophet God brought War into the presence of David, 
there came with him Famine, and Pestilence.”68 The word “associates” is particularly 
appropriate, since Donne’s argumentation, here as in the sonnet, is generally associative. Next to 
these lines, a scriptural citation (to 2 Samuel 24:13) refers to a passage using “enemy” in a 
strictly secular sense: years later, this sermon recreates the ramified, homiletic, secularizing logic 
of the Holy Sonnet Donne had already written. 
 This eschatological language from Paul might remind us of one of the Holy Sonnets that 
directly mirrors the language of the book of Revelation. “At the round earths imagin’d corners” 
is a scriptural cousin of “Death be not proud,” not least because of its octave’s exhaustive list of 
mortal “enemies”: 
At the round earths imagin’d corners, blow 
Your trumpets, Angells, and arise, arise 
Form death, you numberless infinites 
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Of soules, and to your scattred bodies goe, 
All whom the flood did, and fire shall o’erthrow, 
All whom warre, dearth, age, agues, tyrranies, 
Despaire, law, chance, hath slaine, and you whose eyes, 
Shall behold God, and never tast deaths woe (1–8) 
In war, despair, and chance, the two sonnets overlap, and the text from which this sonnet derives 
its initial impulse similarly depicts apocalypse as a scene of triumph: “And after these things I 
saw four angels standing on the four corners of the earth, holding the four winds of the earth” 
(Revelation 7:1). Critics have taken any number of stances on Donne’s possibly obnoxious 
intrusion of “round” and “imagin’d” into the poem’s first line—his insistence on supplementing 
biblical vision with scientific literalism—but the addition, if nothing else, draws its readers’ 
attention to the intertextuality of the poem, demanding that we consider the scriptural precedent 
from which it is drawn and how Donne has edited it.69 In Wilbur Sanders’s words, he has made 
religion, and specifically scripture, “feel[…] like something made.”70 
 The poem’s final couplet, no less than its opening lines, has provoked bewilderment and 
commentary from the poem’s critics.71 “Teach mee how to repent,” begs Donne’s speaker; “for 
that’s as good / As if thou’hadst seal’d my pardon, with thy blood” (13–14). For all of the 
doctrinal mysteries of these two lines, however (does Donne’s theology, at this point in his 
																																																						
69 For a useful overview of the criticism, especially on this first line, see S. P. Zitner, 
“Rhetoric and Doctrine in Donne’s Holy Sonnet IV,” Renaissance and Reformation 3.1 (1979): 
66–70. 
70 Wilbur Sanders, John Donne’s Poetry (Cambridge University Press, 1971), 132. 
71 Zitner, “Rhetoric and Doctrine,” 72–76. Richard Strier comments that in these lines 
Donne “provides an explanans more mystifying than his explanandum” (“John Donne Awry and 
Squint: The ‘Holy Sonnets,’ 1608–1610,” Modern Philology 86.4 [May 1989]: 372). Both Zitner 
and Strier find Gardner’s gloss on the lines (Divine Poems, 68) inadequate. 
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religious development, allow that repentance can have soteriological effect? How does that 
ambiguous phrase “As if” hedge his statement of religious conviction?), the word that is perhaps 
the most significant is “seal’d.” For the book of Revelation, in whose purview we plainly began 
the poem, is all about seals: chapters five through eight describe “a book […] sealed with seven 
seals” (Rev. 5:1) and the gradual unclasping of the book by the removal of the seals, each 
accompanied by a new vision. The verse with which Donne began the poem comes directly in 
the middle of this process of unsealing, and itself constitutes an interlude about the “seal[ing…] 
in their foreheads” (Rev. 7:3) of the twelve tribes of Israel—their protection from the terrors of 
apocalypse. 
 Donne’s poem absorbs both kinds of seal from the text of Revelation: the bibliographic 
seals that withhold divine revelation, and the symbolic, corporeal seals that promise salvation. 
The textual “pardon” that Donne’s speaker asks for is a traditional metaphor for salvation, but by 
bringing the metaphor into the textual orbit of Revelation, Donne exposes and synthesizes the 
multiple valences of these various “seals.”72 The seven seals of Revelation’s book are obstacles 
to salvation: they must be removed for divine knowledge to make itself known. (In an influential 
essay, Peter Stallybrass charts their symbolic transformation during the Reformation into 
indexical finding tabs, that is, into aids to knowledge.)73 The seal of salvation, meanwhile, marks 
the finality and assurance of God’s forgiveness: the sealed Israelites are safe from whatever 
additional horrors might issue from the book as it becomes unsealed. In Donne’s pardon, the 
																																																						
72 See, for instance, Thomas Cranmer, Catechismus (London, 1548): “The same holy 
goost doeth also assure and warrant us, that our synnes be forgyven, and that our pardon is 
signed with Gods seal” (Sir). 
73 Peter Stallybrass, “Books and Scrolls: Navigating the Bible,” in Books and Readers in 
Early Modern England: Material Studies, ed. Jennifer Andersen and Elizabeth Sauer 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002), 42–47. 
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textuality of Revelation’s book becomes combined with the soteriological certainty of its sealed 
multitudes. Like “Death be not proud,” this sonnet produces an analysis of a single word, an 
elaboration of its semantic possibilities that also, to a certain degree, secularizes it (the sealed 
pardon is a political metaphor). In a poem that poses a personal resistance to apocalyptic time 
(“But let them sleepe, Lord, and mee mourne a space” [9]), the recombination and synthesis of 
“seal’d” allow Donne’s speaker to accept the inevitability of judgment, if only in the 
hypothetical purview of “As if.” 
 Locating these poetic deconstructions of scripture in Donne’s poems can help us to 
understand the intertextuality and logocentrism of some of the sonnets that seem further removed 
from a single biblical source. Consider the twelfth sonnet in Gardner’s initial sequence of the 
Holy Sonnets: 
Father, part of his double interest 
Unto thy kingdome, thy Sonne gives to mee, 
His joynture in the knottie Trinitie 
Hee keepes, and gives to mee his deaths conquest. 
This Lambe, whose death, with life the world hath blest, 
Was from the worlds beginning slaine, and he 
Hath made two Wills, which with the Legacie 
Of his’and thy kingdome, doe thy Sonnes invest, 
Yet such are thy laws, that men argue yet 
Whether a man those statutes can fulfill; 
None doth, but all-healing grace and Spirit, 
Revive againe what law and letter kill. (1–12) 
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The poem is a hodgepodge of biblical references: Gardner cites Revelation 8:8, Hebrews 9:15–
17, John 1:17, 2 Corinthians 3:6, and John 8:34 as glosses for the sonnet’s individual lines or 
formulations.74 Yet the poem’s controlling verbal conceit derives from none of these verses 
exactly, but from an unacknowledged, implicit pun—when Donne writes that Christ “Hath made 
two Wills,” he means, of course, testaments, referring to the two main divisions of Christian 
scripture. As in “At the round earths imagin’d corners,” where the textuality of scripture was 
reiterated as a document of “pardon,” here the Bible is figured in the materially textual form of a 
pair of wills, with the latter superseding the former. The poem’s vocabulary of ownership and 
inheritance grows out of this pun; “testament” produces “will,” which produces “Legacie,” and 
“invest,” and “interest,” and “joynture”; and the will’s implication of a death allows Donne to 
hook in the language of Revelation’s always-already dead savior. The diversity of biblical 
references here, in other words, is held together by a single instance of verbal ingenuity and its 
ramified branches. 
 Another, less obvious, pun controls the poem’s conclusion: “Thy lawes abridgement, and 
thy last command / Is all but love; Oh let that last Will stand!” (13–14). Here “love” is both a 
typological “bridge” between Old and New Testaments—between all of the poem’s scriptural 
citations—and the final textual “abridgement” of both of those texts, the essence down to which 
they boil. This, perhaps, is Donne’s most audacious act of chopping scripture, a radical erasure 
of alternative claims whose basic method derives from Ramus’s analytic technique of retexere, 
																																																						
74 Donne, Divine Poems, 72–74. Dickson (141) and Patrides (444–45) both add 
Revelation 13:8 and John 13:34 to Gardner’s litany; Robbins (527–28) adds 1 Corinthians 
15:54–57 and 15:49–50, Hebrews 2:14–15, Matthew 22:34–40, 25:34, and 26:28, Acts 10:38, 
and Romans 3:19–25. 
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or “unweaving.”75 Like an attentive humanist epitomizer, Donne crumbles away all of scripture 
except for a central principle of “love.”76 His term for this reductive analytic action, 
“abridgement,” neatly encapsulates the textual and interpretive scope of Donne’s practice of 
crumbling scriptural texts: a simultaneous act of textual cutting and conceptual ramification and 
connection, “Thy lawes abridgement” signals the poetic, exegetical, and theological traction that 
chopology offers the devotional poet. 
 Throughout the Holy Sonnets, then, Donne latches onto scriptural words or ideas—
enemy, pardon, seal, will—and explores their semantic reach, turning, finally, from scripture to 
the dictionary as a method of poetic development. These transformations, I think, pursue the 
same methodological strategies that caused Tyndale to complain about “chopological” sermons: 
each sonnet demonstrates the signifying and secularizing possibilities of the isolation and 
elaboration of scripture’s “small parts.” And it is no accident that Donne figures various kinds of 
material text as analogues for scripture: the poems are acute demonstrations of the rhetorical 
potential of materializing texts into disarticulable wholes. In this regard—in their re-
materializations of scripture—Donne’s Holy Sonnets prefigure George Herbert’s textual-material 
experiments in the lyrics of The Temple (1633). But Herbert’s poems, as I have hinted, are more 
careful to confine language’s elaborative energies within their own material constructs. Even as 
they develop Donne’s chopological practice into a more aggressively disarticulating poetic 
																																																						
75 On the retextive method in Ramus’ works, see Ong, Ramus, 190–93 and 263–67; for an 
example of the retextive method in the ars praedicandi, see Granger, Syntagma Logicum, 304–7; 
for an application of the principles of retexere to another Renaissance poetic text, see Jeff 
Dolven, “The Method of Spenser’s Stanza,” Spenser Studies 19 (2004): 17–25. 
76 He goes one step beyond, then, the sermon that Gardner cites in reference to “Thy 
lawes abridgement,” which argues that “the Christian hath all abridged in duo verba, into two 
words, love God, love thy neighbor” (Divine Poems, 72–73). 
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mode, Herbert’s poems also level an implicit critique of a chopology that fails to read divinity 
out of every text it encounters. 
 
“Such cuttings”: George Herbert’s Crumbling Temple 
 This chapter began by painting George Herbert as something of an antagonist—an 
important contributor to a tradition of commentary on chopological reading that, although it 
helps us to define that practice as such, argued fiercely against its pastoral and interpretive 
efficacy. Recall that Herbert’s recommendations for preaching required that the preacher keep 
the text “whole […] as it lyes entire, and unbroken” and maintained that “the words apart are not 
Scripture, but a dictionary.” He might seem, then, an unpromising poet with whom to continue 
this discussion of a poetics that takes apart texts—“crumbles” them, to use Herbert’s own 
metaphor. Yet readers of Herbert’s verse will also immediately think of poems in The Temple 
that ostentatiously disregard these interpretive principles. The most obvious example, probably, 
will be “Coloss. 3.3,” the poem that angles the words of its eponymous verse diagonally through 
the block of poetic text, separating each from the next by a full line of verse: 
My words & thoughts do both expresse this notion,  
That Life hath with the sun a double motion. 
The first Is straight, and our diurnall friend, 
The   other   Hid, and doth obliquely bend. 
One  life  is  wrapt  In flesh, and tends to earth. 
The other winds towards Him, whose happie birth 
Taught  me  to  live  here  so, That still one eye 
Should aim and shoot at that which Is on high: 
Quitting    with    daily   labour   all    My   pleasure, 
To    gain    at    harvest     an    eternall     Treasure. (1–10)77 
 
																																																						
77 The English Poems of George Herbert, ed. Helen Wilcox (Cambridge University Press, 
2007), 305, lines 1–10. Further references to Herbert’s poetry, except where otherwise noted, cite 
this edition, with line numbers in parentheses. 
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Several other poems perform less obvious choppings-up of scriptural texts, and still more 
deconstruct individual words (as some particularly baroque sermons did), searching for meaning 
in syllables, letters, and phonemes. In one poem Herbert alludes to this method for reading the 
Bible by addressing that holy “Book” directly: “Oh Book! infinite sweetness!” begins “The H. 
Scriptures. I”: “let my heart / Suck ev’ry letter, and a honey gain” (1–2). His speaker here 
suggests that the individuated letters of scripture, separated from the words that hold them, can 
offer the reader spiritual satiation, and many of the poems themselves bear out that conviction. 
How should we account for this seeming contradiction between Herbert’s interpretive theory and 
his poetic practice?78 
 We might begin by noticing that Herbert’s counsel in The Country Parson is specific to 
the particular task of the figure who occupies the manual’s title. The book is neither a general ars 
praedicandi nor an ars poetica; it is a pastoral guidebook written for the rural clergy. The 
Temple, moreover, is self-consciously not a sermon, as “The Church-porch” famously declares; 
and as Michael C. Schoenfeldt has argued, its structures of power tie it more to the cosmopolitan 
royal court than to the bucolic countryside where Herbert was briefly a clergyman.79 A growing 
scholarly consensus, furthermore, has maintained that The Country Parson is much more of an 
idealized and ideological text than readers have tended to think.80 It describes not the reality of 
the country parson’s work but a particularly controlling version of it. 
																																																						
78 For a similar articulation of this paradox, but a different focus in addressing it, see 
Alison Knight, “‘This Verse Marks That’: George Herbert’s The Temple and Scripture in 
Context,” in The Oxford Handbook of the Bible in Early Modern England, 518–20. 
79 Michael C. Schoenfeldt, Prayer and Power: George Herbert and Renaissance 
Courtship (University of Chicago Press, 1991). The relevant lines from “The Church-porch” 
read: “A verse may finde him, who a sermon flies, / And turn delight into a sacrifice” (5–6). 
80 For plentiful examples of the “naive” criticism, and re-articulations of the more 
ideologically suspicious position, see Stanley Fish, “‘Void of storie’: the struggle for insincerity 
in Herbert’s prose and poetry,” in Versions of Antihumanism: Milton and Others (Cambridge 
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 We need not, then, assume that Herbert practiced his preaching exactly as he 
recommended; in fact our only witness to one of Herbert’s sermons suggests that he didn’t. Izaak 
Walton, in his Life of Herbert, reports on Herbert’s delivery of his first sermon upon taking up 
the rectorship of Bemerton, “In which first Sermon he gave his Parishioners many necessary, 
holy, safe rules for the discharge of a good conscience, both to God and man; and delivered his 
Sermon after a most florid manner, both with great learning and eloquence.” Herbert himself was 
apparently self-conscious about the sophistication of his introductory sermon, and “at the close 
of this Sermon, told [the congregation], ‘That should not be his constant way of preaching; […] 
but that, for their sakes, his language and his expressions should be more plain and practical in 
his future sermons.’”81 This account tells us little about how Herbert handled the text of his 
sermon in this one instance (although Walton provides detailed information about Herbet’s 
choices of texts, here and in subsequent sermons), but it does suggest that his initial foray into 
preaching did not precisely mirror the values of perspicuity, simplicity, and plainness that The 
Country Parson advocates.82 
																																																						
University Press, 2012), 147–68, esp. 153–54; and John Kuhn, “‘To Give Like a Priest’: George 
Herbert, Dearth, and the Transformation of Charity in Caroline Wiltshire,” ELR 46.1 (Winter 
2016): 140–41. To these general collations of the naive criticism on The Country Parson, we can 
add Sheridan D. Blau’s article on Herbert’s homiletics, where he writes that “we have in this 
treatise […] not simply a detailed account of Herbert’s homiletic theory, but what is probably an 
accurate description or recreation of Herbert’s own pulpit oratory.” In fact, we have neither a 
“detailed” homiletics nor a “recreation” (whatever that might be) of Herbert’s preaching. 
Sheridan D. Blau, “George Herbert’s Homiletic Theory,” George Herbert Journal 1.2 (Spring 
1978): 19. 
81 Walton, Lives, 294–95. 
82 Blau casts significant doubt upon the veracity of Walton’s story, however, in “George 
Herbert’s Homiletic Theory,” 17–18. He finds the anecdote unlikely, and thinks that the portrait it 
paints of Herbert as preacher conforms too neatly to Walton’s idea that “a profession in the 




 Because Herbert so vociferously rejected the hermeneutic of text crumbling, scholars 
have created a number of alternative—even opposing—paradigms for understanding the 
relationship between the Bible and Herbert’s poems, especially those that are ostentatiously 
logophilic or bibliocentric.83 Although Helen Wilcox, in her recent edition of Herbert’s poetry, 
acknowledges that “the most important source for all Herbert’s writing is the Bible,” she claims 
that his “biblical inspiration is […] subterranean,” suggesting that Herbert’s biblical references 
are difficult to see (she says this specifically of “Coloss. 3.3,” whose italicized verse of scripture 
characteristically draws attention to the poem’s intertextuality).84 Other critics have stressed the 
visibility of Herbert’s scriptural intertextuality more, and have provided several models for 
understanding Herbert’s poetic incorporation of scripture. Kenneth J. E. Graham focuses on the 
contextual interpretation of scripture (which Herbert also advocates in The Country Parson), 
discovering in Herbert’s poetry “a rhetorical hermeneutics that harmonizes apparently 
contradictory texts by reading for their writers’ intentions rather than for their literal, 
uncontextualized truth.”85 Along similar lines, although with a different methodological 
																																																						
83 As with Donne, the critical tradition of reading Herbert’s scripturalism gained 
significant traction from Lewalski’s Protestant Poetics: there she writes that “‘The Church-
porch’ is a Christian revision and fusion of Proverbs and Ecclesiastes (teaching moral precepts 
pertaining to external behavior and preparing for entry into the Church); and ‘The Church’ 
adumbrates at least some aspects of Canticles, treating the encounters of Christ and the soul 
throughout life” (290). She suggests that Herbert’s inspiration for such scripturalism derives 
from Donne, for “the poetics implicit in the sermons of so distinguished a preacher as Donne 
could hardly have failed to impress his younger contemporary” (283). 
84 Herbert, English Poems, xxvii. 
85 Kenneth J. E. Graham, “‘Clear as heav’n:’ Herbert’s Poetry and Rhetorical 
‘Divinitie,’” Renaissance and Reformation 29.2/3 (Spring/Summer 2005): 184. This emphasis on 
contextual interpretation, which may derive from Augustine’s Of Christian Doctrine, has 
informed many studies of Herbert’s reading and that of other early modern poets. See Kattrin 
Ettenhuber, Donne’s Augustine: Renaissance Cultures of Interpretation (Oxford University 




approach, Andy Sutton-Jones reads Herbert through the lens of Roland Barthes’s notion of a 
“starred text,” arguing that Herbert reads the “Book of Starres” (as he calls it in “The H. 
Scriptures II”) astrologically—which is to say, contextually, by bringing together distant points 
of scriptural text into constellations of divine meaning.86 Daniel W. Doerksen comes closer to 
my argument, showing how Herbert’s poetic and theological stances draw on John Calvin’s 
practice of scriptural commentary.87 Chana Bloch’s work underlies many of these critical 
approaches: writing prior to all of these scholars, she notes that “the exegetical method of 
collating texts informs [Herbert’s] poetic practice”; that, like the Bible in Herbert’s conception, 
“The Temple is a unified work and its parts are mutually illuminating.” Bloch, furthermore, 
advances a typological reading of Herbert, arguing that “The Temple incorporates the words of 
Scripture in much the same way that the New Testament summons up the Old: to affirm its 
continuity with the tradition from which it springs.”88 
 When Bloch discusses Herbert’s “handling of texts,” however, she downplays the 
possible influence of homiletic models on the poet’s process, especially models that divide rather 
than collate scriptural texts. She recognizes that “these poems about texts do not follow Herbert’s 
precepts for ‘handling’ a text,” but, after citing Herbert’s comments on text crumbling, declares 
that “of course Herbert’s poems about biblical verses are poems and not sermons, but these 
																																																						
86 Andy Sutton-Jones, “A ‘Book of Starres’ or a ‘Starred Text’? George Herbert Meets 
Roland Barthes,” Literature and Theology 20.3 (September 2006): 221–35. The approach of 
Richard Todd, with his emphasis on “Bonaventura’s view of the Scriptures as ‘the whole 
universe, contained as it were in a kind of summa,’” complements Sutton-Jones’s reading. 
Richard Todd, The Opacity of Signs: Acts of Interpretation in George Herbert’s The Temple 
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1986), 114. 
87 Daniel W. Doerksen, Picturing Religious Experience: George Herbert, Calvin, and the 
Scriptures (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 2011). 
88 Chana Bloch, Spelling the Word: George Herbert and the Bible (Berkeley: University 
of California Press, 1985), 79, 6, 2. 
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poems make a point of being unsermonlike.”89 Although she rightly identifies a set of poems that 
disobey Herbert’s guidelines for textual “handling,” Bloch takes for granted that a sermon, for 
Herbert, is exactly as he says it is in The Country Parson, failing to acknowledge that Herbert’s 
account of text crumbling describes many sermons Herbert would have known and even liked.90 
I would suggest, rather, that the poems’ crumbling of texts makes them precisely sermonlike: 
even if they disregard the manual’s rules for handling texts, they follow the witty homiletic 
tradition of splitting up texts in order to explore the meanings of their constituent parts. A key 
difference between Herbert’s practice of textual dissociation and Donne’s is merely that, where 
Donne’s crumbling frequently secularizes his texts, using the familiar worldly imagery of 
enemies or pardons in order to render his scriptural texts more perspicuous, Herbert—even as he 
splits texts and words into smaller and smaller components—continues to see scriptural or divine 
meaning in every observable atom of text. Yet Herbert’s practice is in some ways more like the 
homiletics of text crumbling than Donne’s, for Herbert—like Thomas Playfere and other extreme 
crumblers—ostentatiously draws attention to his textual choppings, creating visual, poetic, and 
even typographic spectacles of his verbal decompositions. 
 The poem in The Temple that most conspicuously deconstructs a scriptural text, as I have 
said, is “Coloss. 3.3,” which performs a number of operations upon its titular verse. First the 
poem cites it in its title, allowing a reader to consult the relevant text if necessary (and, indeed, 
Colossians 3:3 does not match up exactly with either version of the text that Herbert reproduces 
																																																						
89 Bloch, Spelling the Word, 31–32. 
90 C. A. Patrides commits the same error in writing that “Herbert’s approach to poetry [...] 
is plainly analogous to the parson’s approach to the sermon as lucidely delineated in A Priest to 
the Temple.” See “George Herbert: The Transfiguration of Plainness,” in C. A. Patrides, Figures 
in a Renaissance Context, ed. Claude J. Summers and Ted-Larry Pebworth (Ann Arbor: 
University of Michigan Press, 1989), 119. 
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in the poem). Below the title appears a paraphrase of the verse: “Our life is hid with Christ in 
God.” And then another version of this text runs through the poem itself, the words having been 
snipped apart and arranged in a diagonal line. Here is the poem again: 
My words & thoughts do both expresse this notion,  
That Life hath with the sun a double motion. 
The first Is straight, and our diurnall friend, 
The   other   Hid, and doth obliquely bend. 
One  life  is  wrapt  In flesh, and tends to earth. 
The other winds towards Him, whose happie birth 
Taught  me  to  live  here  so, That still one eye 
Should aim and shoot at that which Is on high: 
Quitting    with    daily   labour   all    My   pleasure, 
To    gain    at    harvest     an    eternall     Treasure. (1–10) 
 
The poem subjects a verse of scripture—Colossians 3:3, as the title informs us—to a series of 
alterations. First it prints a slightly modified version of the verse as a subtitle (the King James 
translation has “your” for Herbert’s “our”). It then recreates that verse (again, slightly modified) 
as a sort of diagonal acrostic that runs from the beginning of the poem to its end, with each 
scriptural word functioning both in the horizontal lines of verse and in the diagonal line of 
scripture. 
  Two kinds of crumbling seem to be operational in this poem’s transformation of its 
scriptural text. In the first, the words of Colossians 3:3 are pulled apart so they can be inserted 
into the horizontal, “straight” lines of the poem. In the second, the poem’s very effort to make an 
“oblique” line out of that verse necessitate the awkward spacing of the words, especially in its 
final lines.91 Visually, the poem limps toward its end—in the last two lines, as the spacing 
between the words stretches out almost egregiously, the poem itself seems to be crumbling apart, 
																																																						
91 I have endeavored to reproduce, as closely as possible, the word-spacing of Wilcox’s 
edition, which in turn is based on the appearance of the first printed edition of The Temple 
(Cambridge University Press, 1633). 
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having sacrificed its own textual integrity for that of the biblical verse that it has nevertheless 
dissociated and redistributed throughout its body, and perhaps even mimicking its textual 
breakdown.92 The crumbling of the scriptural text, in this reading, causes further textual 
deconstructions, creating a small formal mess out of an attempt at virtuosic, radical integrity.93 
 The poem’s work to keep its intertext coherent, at the expense of the poem’s horizontal 
integrity, suggests some ambivalence toward the chopological method. At first blush, the poem 
seems to pull apart the words of scripture, and to interpose the interpreter’s own text, rather as 
preachers did. And looked at more closely, some of the words seem to pivot between 
meanings—and between secular and sacred senses—depending on whether one is reading 
horizontally or diagonally. “Life,” for instance, means something like “eternal life” in the Bible 
verse, but reading across—according to the poem’s “double motion”—it just means “the 
experience of living.” Similarly, the seventh line’s “That” is a relative pronoun whose antecedent 
is Christ on the way down, but merely a component in the logical phrase “so, That” when read 
across. These ambiguities might seem to echo Donne’s secularization of words like “enemy,” but 
Herbert’s semantic pivots are even more significant, since the poem dramatizes the two kinds of 
																																																						
92 Herbert, who did not live to see The Temple into print, likely had no influence on this 
word-spacing: it would have been his printers and compositors at the Cambridge University 
Press who designed the poem. Yet the poem clearly, even in its manuscript states (see below), is 
thinking about how to prioritize some texts over others. I discuss the issue of spacing in The 
Temple, and especially the various textual agents who determined the designs of these poems, at 
some length in my article “Herbert the Space Man: Scenes of Printing and Spaces of Reading in 
The Temple,” forthcoming in English Literary History.  
93 The artwork that best mirrors this ostentatious display of failure might be Alfred 
Hitchcock’s Rope (1948), where the so-called “hidden cuts” draw attention to the film’s formal 
ambitions and the material limitations up against which they run. See D. A. Miller, “Hitchcock’s 
Understyle: A Too-Close View of Rope,” Representations 121 (Winter 2013): 1–30. Perhaps it is 
no coincidence that Herbert and Hitchcock share a major scholar in Sidney Gottlieb. 
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reading—secular and sacred—that it treats of.94 Yet the poem also displays misgivings about its 
having crumbled scripture, prioritizing as it does—as if in apology—the legibility of the diagonal 
line at the expense of the smooth flow of the poetic verse. The poem ultimately accepts the 
awkwardness its intertextuality necessitates; like the Pauline Christian subject, it “set[s it] 
affection on things above, not on things on the earth” (Colossians 3:2), suggesting that Herbert’s 
reader, too, should care more about discovering the scripture within The Temple than deciphering 
its fallible or fallen poetics. 
 If word-spacing seems a weak foundation on which to build an argument about a poem, it 
will be instructive to compare “Coloss. 3.3” as reproduced above with a version of it that avoids 
the typographic problem I have been describing. For although shockingly few critics and editors 
have made note of it, there is a manuscript witness of a completely different version of the 
																																																						
94 My reading of the enactment of different forms of reading partially accords with the 
interpretation of Richard Todd in The Opacity of Signs. He writes: “The reader’s experience of 
the poem is of an order only possible if the ‘poem-text’ exists in a form where poem and text are 
seen to be integrally related to each other; the text, so versified, brings about what it represents” 
(172). I have a more cynical view of the poem’s integrity. Todd’s book, quite curiously, aligns all 
of the diagonal words as 1633 does, but rather than adjusting the lines’ spacing, it varies their 
indentation, so that the last line begins nearly a full inch to the right of the first. In this possibly 
unprecedented revision of the poem, the maladroitness of the spacing is substituted by the 
jaggedness of the left margin. John Tobin’s Penguin Edition of 1991 mimics this formatting and 
simultaneously bolds and italicizes its scriptural words; see George Herbert, The Complete 
English Poems, ed. John Tobin (New York: Penguin Classics, 1991), 78. 
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poem.95 Figure 3 reproduces the text of the Bodleian manuscript, a version of The Temple 
produced in 1633 by members of the Little Gidding community:96 
  
The word-spacing in this version of the poem is unremarkable, because the verse of Colossians 
running through the poem is unmarked and inconspicuous.97 Finding and reading scripture, in 
this poem, is a significantly more difficult task than it is in the printed “Coloss. 3.3.”98 (In the 
																																																						
95 Wilcox’s textual note makes no mention of the Bodleian manuscript’s difference 
(English Poems 303); nor does F. E. Hutchinson’s long-standard edition, which includes the 
italics, even though his copy-text is the Bodleian manuscript rather than the 1633 editio princeps. 
(Hutchinson explains that he follows 1633 “in the presentation of the text, so far as the minor 
details are concerned—spelling, punctuation, use of capitals, and italics.”) Works, ed. 
Hutchinson, lxxiv, 84–85, 505. Todd’s strange reproduction (see prior note) suggests that there is 
a significant critical investment in keeping the verse whole and intelligible. 
96 See The Bodleian Manuscript of George Herbert’s Poems: A Facsimile of Tanner 307, 
ed. Amy M. Charles and Mario A. Di Cesare (Delmar, NY: Scholars’ Facsimiles and Reprints, 
1984), 125. 
97 As such, the poem plainly contradicts Hutchinson’s contention that “in both 
manuscripts words intended to be italicized in print are ‘distinguished’ […] by being written in 
larger letters” (Works, lxxiv–lxxv). 
98 Criticism has suggested that this interpretive obscurity is a plausible strategy that a 
Herbert poem might undertake; for a discussion of Herbert’s writing of “game poems” in which 
“a poet buries a clever trick in an otherwise comprehensible poem,” see R. Darby Williams, 
“Two Baroque Game Poems on Grace: Herbert’s ‘Paradise’ and Milton’s ‘On Time,’” Criticism 
12.3 (Summer 1970): 180–94. 
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other major manuscript of Herbert’s poems, the Williams manuscript, the words of scripture are 
marked by their large size and initial capitals.)99 The Bodleian manuscript and the first edition of 
1633 apparently share a single copytext.100 If that is true, then one of two scenarios must also be 
true: either the lost copytext did mark the verse, and the Bodleian scribe chose not to reproduce 
its exaggerated words; or the copytext did not, and the 1633 publisher or compositor discerned 
the poem’s point, found its hidden text, and decided to embellish it. In either case, a textual agent 
made decision to create a new version of the poem—a different poem entirely, perhaps. 
 The Bodleian “Coloss. 3.3” reads—at least insofar as its crumbling and incorporation of 
scripture is concerned—more like a Donne poem than the 1633 version. The naive reader is 
drawn to the semantically rich words from the bible—“Life,” “hid”—which appear to have been 
secularized from the epigraph’s verse; and the smaller words that in 1633 achieve undue 
typographical prominence (“Is,” “In”) fade into the poem’s syntactic background. Indeed, in 
Bodleian, one of the verse’s words, the “in” of line 5, abuts the following word, “flesh,” so 
closely that they appear to form a single word—the poem in this version has reabsorbed the 
words of scripture into its verbal surface. Although the poem achieves a formal and graphic 
integrity much attenuated in the 1633 edition, the Bible verse itself becomes disarticulated and 
crumbled much more than in the other texts. In one sense, then, the poem can be seen as a 
failure—it fails to keep “one eye […] at that, wch Is on high” (7–8), subjecting its biblical text 
instead to the secularizing mundanity of Herbert’s postlapsarian poetics. 
																																																						
99 The Williams Manuscript of George Herbert’s Poems, ed. Amy M. Charles (Delmar, 
NY: Scholars’ Fascimiles & Reprints, 1997), 60. 




 But there is a counter-reading.101 The reader of the Bodleian poem, especially a reader 
well-versed in exegetical traditions that break apart and secularize texts, has significantly more 
interpretive work to do than the reader of the printed poem: she must identify the words that 
could be scriptural, read them as such, perhaps begin to string them together in a sentence, and 
finally realize that she has reassembled a version of a scriptural text that corresponds to the 
“oblique” line of Herbert’s poem. Whereas the 1633 first edition clearly indicates the distinction 
between secular and sacred texts on their pages, that is, the Bodleian “Coloss. 3.3” dramatizes 
that distinction, forcing the reader to discern the spiritual from the mundane, forcing one, finally, 
to read the poem anew. Stanley Fish writes that in “Coloss. 3.3” “the speaker’s voice becomes 
indistinguishable from that of God’s”: in the Bodleian version (which, of course, he does not 
mention), it is precisely in the action of distinguishing speaker from God, intertext from main 
text, that the reader learns to “aim and shoot” at the sacredness of this, or any other, text.102 If 
Herbert crumbles his text here, then it is only so the reader can participate in the reparative 
project of reassembling it. 
* 
																																																						
101 This counter-reading rejects J. Max Patrick’s interpretation that “the Bodleian 
Manuscript’s scribe frequently failed to understand what he or she was copying” (“Critical 
Problems in Editing George Herbert’s The Temple,” in The Editor as Critic and the Critic as 
Editor, ed. J. Max Patrick and Alan Roper [Los Angeles, CA: William Andrews Clark Memorial 
Library, 1973], 6). 
102 Stanley E. Fish, Self-Consuming Artifacts: The Experience of Seventeenth-Century 
Literature (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974), 205. I would argue, along with 
Bloch, that Fish’s claim about the 16331 version is untrue (Spelling the Word, 35–36). I concur, 
too, with Adam Smyth, who (alongside his own idiosyncratically shredded reproduction of the 
poem) writes that “Fish’s claim […] is surely wrong. Herbert’s verse asks its readers rather to 
observe how a biblical passage may simultaneously remain a biblical passage, but also be at the 
center of an individual’s voice” (Adam Smyth, “‘Shreds of holinesse’: George Herbert, Little 
Gidding, and Cutting Up Texts in Early Modern England [with illustrations],” ELR 42.2 
[Autumn 2012]: 471). 
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 The Bodleian “Coloss. 3.3” notwithstanding, Herbert’s logophilic poems are, for the most 
part, spectacles of textual deconstruction. Indeed, “Coloss. 3.3”—in either version—is a 
conservative example of this crumbling, since most of these poems generate their linguistic 
conceits by breaking single words into constituent syllables or letters and then finding meaning 
within those textual atoms. Herbert’s phrasing, in The Country Parson, of his discontent with 
“the words apart” is quite suggestive—the phrase might refer to sentences chopped up between 
words or words themselves coming “apart” into smaller units. It is to this even more microscopic 
form of reading that Herbert recurs throughout The Temple. 
 There is significant precedent for this kind of syllabic and literal reading in the homiletics 
of Herbert’s moment: recall, for instance, the satirical sermon that treated the letters of “MALT.” 
Lancelot Andrewes was a frequent practitioner of this method of preaching: he searched out the 
syllables of words, and especially names, for meaning.103 The prophetic Hebrew name of Christ, 
Immanuel, was a particularly rich source from which to mine. In a Christmas sermon of 1614, 
Andrewes preached: “He [Immanuel] is not, cannot be named, without us: that when He is 
named, […] we also are named with Him. In Immanu, is anu, and that is we. This is not it; but 
this: That He hath set us in the fore-part of it; Immanu before El, Nobiscum before Deus.”104 
Hannah Crawforth has helpfully theorized Andrewes’s etymological performances; she writes 
that 
the etymologist’s first task is of course to break a word down into its constituent parts, in 
order to trace the origins and meaning of each of these elements (‘morphemes’, in 
																																																						
103 See Horton Davies, Like Angels from a Cloud: The English Metaphysical Preachers, 
1588–1645 (San Marino, CA: Huntington Library Press, 1986), 462–64. 
104 Lancelot Andrewes, XCVI. Sermons (London, 1629), 77. 
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Modern linguistic parlance) before recombining them in order to gain new insight into 
the significance of the composite linguistic unit they collectively represent.105 
Donne was also fascinated by the semantic and mystical meanings of sub-verbal units of 
language: in several sermons he makes reference to and use of the Hebrew cabalistic system of 
gematria, “in which not only words but syllables, letters, and points reveal mysterious meanings 
to the instructed.”106 The exegetical methods of these two preachers much admired by Herbert 
seem to have had a legible influence on his poetics. In a number of The Temple’s lyrics, words 
break down to reveal constituent and significant parts in much the same way as the elder 
churchmen’s homiletic practices sought meaning in the smallest segments of their scriptural 
texts. Herbert’s lyrics, moreover, like the chopological preachers, are concerned with 
materializing language: Herbert repeatedly figures words as material objects whose fragility 
allows the text to break apart and, in doing so, to produce new meanings.107 
 One biblical name that Herbert subjected to this treatment was that of Mary. Her name is 
anagrammatized into “army” in the title of “Anagram of the Virgin Marie” poem, suggesting that 
the idea of the army is always already present or latent within Mary’s name: 
 
																																																						
105 Hannah Crawforth, Etymology and the Invention of English in Early Modern 
Literature (Cambridge University Press, 2013), 114. See also Read, “Lancelot Andrewes’s 
Sacramental Wordplay,” 19–20. 
106 Davies, Like Angels from a Cloud, 81. See also Julia M. Walker’s discussion of Donne 
and the gematria in Medusa’s Mirrors: Spenser, Shakespeare, Milton, and the Metamorphosis of 
the Female Self (Newark: University of Delaware Press, 1998), 33–34; David Colclough’s note 
in Donne, Oxford Edition, 3:440; and Chamberlin, Increase and Multiply, 105–8. 
107 This aspect of my argument builds upon Martin Elsky’s contention that “Herbert’s 
pattern poems illustrate the spatialization of language that developed in [...] an age of printed 
books and the visually perceived word” (Martin Elsky, Authorizing Words: Speech, Writing, and 
Print in the English Renaissance [Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1989], 148). Reading 
Herbert in the context of chopological printing suggests that preachers as well as poets were 




But the act of textual crumbling that more resembles Andrewes’s homiletic practice is in 
Herbert’s treatment of the titular word “Anagram,” at least as it was printed in the 1633 edition 
of The Temple.108 This word gets broken in two, with “Ana-” placed before the “M A R Y / A R M 
Y” pair, and “gram” placed afterward. The anagram itself is surrounded by the brackets of 
Ramist diagrams, a further hint that Herbert is engaged with the tradition of text crumbling. As 
Louis H. Leiter argues in the standard account of the poem, the breaking-up of “anagram” 
produces the poem’s main narrative.109 “Anagram” falls into two parts, and in each of them 
Herbert finds additional significance. “Ana-” refers to Anne (or Hannah), the mother of Mary; 
lacking its prefix, “gram” becomes the Greek word for “word” (gramma). The poem’s title, then, 
draws an ancestral chart from grandmother to grandson, with the middle figure, Mary, 
typographically impregnated with the “ARMY” that represents Christ-as-word. In crumbling 
apart “Anagram” into its constituent syllables, Herbert provides a context for the additional 
linguistic conceit of “M A R Y / A R M Y.” As in Andrewes’s nativity sermon, furthermore, the 
seemingly inanimate syllables of “ana” and “gram” are reincarnated as names or figures for 
biblical characters—the word ends up becoming more important to the Christian interpreter, in 
other words, thanks to its disarticulation as a set of syllables. In both the crumbling of “anagram” 
																																																						
 108 In the Bodleian manuscript, only one bracket appears, to the right of the “Mary / 
Army,” followed by the abbreviation “Anagr.” Bodleian Manuscript, 97. 




and the anagram itself, Herbert argues for the symbolic and hermeneutic value of breaking up 
words at the level of syllable or letter. 
 A similar process disarticulates the name of Jesus himself in the poem “JESU.” This 
poem, echoing the tone of the Psalmist, stages the spectacle of textual disintegration and 
reinterpretation as the drama of despair and regeneration that characterizes the sinner’s 
experience: 
J E S U is in my heart, his sacred name 
Is deeply carved there: but th’other week 
A great affliction broke the little frame, 
Ev’n all to pieces: which I went to seek: 
And first I found the corner, where was J, 
After, where E S, and next where U was graved. 
When I had got these parcels, instantly 
I sat me down to spell them, and perceived 
That to my broken heart he was I ease you, 
   And to my whole is J E S U. 110 
 
As in “Coloss. 3.3,” the spacing is significant. The “J E S U” that stands at the poem’s head is 
already stretched out, ready to fall apart into the letters that make it up. Its typography suggests 
that any fantasy the speaker may hold onto of his own heart’s original integrity is a lie he tells 
himself. Over the course of the poem, the word is crumbled apart into its constitutive letters, then 
re-analyzed into a different grouping: I ES U. At the poem’s end, after this process of smashing 
and reassembly, the word is rearticulated: this time in italics, but still precariously widely spaced. 
Speaker and reader may have learned something in the process, the but the poem seems to imply 
that the heart is none the wiser—like a word or a Bible verse, it can at any moment be crumbled, 
and it is only through the search for meaning in those smaller parts that spiritual regeneration 
occurs. 
																																																						
110 I have emended the text of Wilcox’s edition, which spaces out the second J E S U, but 
not the first. 
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 The heart-as-text conceit of “JESU” suggests that Herbert, like Donne, analogizes his 
chopological reading practice to the divine throwing-down and raising-up that constitutes both 
the daily life of the reprobate Christian subject and the long narrative of Christian eschatology. 
Herbert makes this analogy much more explicit in the poem “Paradise,” which casts both the 
severe Christian God and the chopological scriptural exegete as gardeners practicing a very 
particular form of disintegration: 
I blesse thee, Lord, because I G R O W 
Among  thy trees, which  in  a  R O W 
To  thee  both   fruit  and  order  O W. 
 
What  open  force,  or  hidden  C H A R M 
Can blast my fruit, or  bring me H A R M, 
While   the   inclosure  is   thine   A R M? 
 
Inclose me  still  for fear  I  S T A R T. 
Be  to  me  rather  sharp  and T A R T, 
Then let me want thy hand  &  A R T. 
 
When thou dost greater judgments S P A R E, 
And with thy  knife  but  prune  and P A R E, 
Ev’n   fruitfull   trees   more   fruitful  A R E. 
 
Such sharpnes shows the sweetest F R E N D: 
Such   cuttings    rather   heal  then  R E N D: 
And  such  beginnings   touch  their   E N D.111 
 
The compositor of the 1633 Temple has again very carefully spaced the lines of the poem, this 
time so that the repeated letters of each pared-down word form neat “row[s]” of small capitals.112 
The result of the wordplay’s priority is, as in “Coloss. 3.3,” a kind of typographical unruliness—
the poem as a whole appears to need some trimming, even as the verbal conceit is rendered 
																																																						
111 I have again emended Wilcox, this time by reproducing 1633’s small capitals (where 
Wilcox uses regular capitals). 
112 Once again, the Bodleian scribe avoids conspicuous marking of the wordplay; in the 
manuscript both letters and spacing are “normal,” though the rhyme-words are slightly enlarged. 
Bodleian Manuscript, 199. 
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obviously discernable. Indeed, one of the poem’s boldest chopological readers suggests that in 
order to “solve” the poem, the reader must correctly arrange and “‘pare’ or ‘inclose’” certain 
letters, producing a further refined yet grammatical text (“I GROW CHRISTS FREND”).113 
 The poem’s primary chopological maneuver, obviously, is its progressive yet diminishing 
action of literal paring. As Zachary Hutchins notes, “this linguistic pruning is the poetic 
equivalent of a sermonic practice known as text crumbling,” yet—unusually—the texts that 
Herbert crumbles in this poem are not scriptural verses or names.114 The technique, however, is 
much the same as those of “JESU” and the “Anagram”: words break down so that their smaller 
units can be shown to also contain meaning. And here this very process of “pruning” or paring is 
the poem’s theme; the poem implies, then, that God’s process of testing by small harms is 
reduplicated in the preacher’s act of breaking down scriptural texts so that their components may 
signify additionally. The poem speaks with a kind of double voice: for consider the possibility 
that the speaker of the poem is not George Herbert, nor the generalized Christian subject, but the 
text of scripture itself. The opening lines openly flirt with this possibility, by emphasizing the 
textual orderliness of the rhyme words even as it places the poem’s speaker “in a R O W” ordered 
by divine intelligence. The end-words, moreover, having been set in the same small capitals of 
the “Anagram,” encourage readers to see them as materially heightened texts. Herbert’s readers 
at the Little Gidding community—at least one of whom was the scribe of the Bodleian 
manuscript—would certainly have believed a textual speaker proclaiming that “Such   cuttings    
rather   heal  than  R E N D,” since they were also responsible for the production of the so-called 
“harmonies” that chopped up and recompiled the gospel accounts of Jesus’ life into coherent 
																																																						
113 Williams, “Two Baroque Game Poems on Grace,” 183–84. 
114 Zachary McLeod Hutchins, Inventing Eden: Primitivism, Millennialism, and the 
Making of New England (Oxford University Press, 2014), 145. 
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narratives.115 In “Paradise,” I would suggest, Herbert does not quote or crumble scripture, but 
rather speaks from within its consciousness, and ventriloquizes its acquiescence to the homiletic 
method that he and other interpreters applied to it. Though oblique and, perhaps, “hid,” 
“Paradise” is as vigorous a defense of chopological interpretation as The Country Parson is a 
critique of it. 
 “Such  beginnings   touch  their   E N D,” concludes Herbert’s poem, paradoxically—
although fully in the ramifying spirit of text crumbling—identifying “cuttings” as “beginnings.” 
My end shall touch my beginning, too, for in this line, the last I will discuss in this chapter, 
Herbert recalls a passage from the first poem I have discussed here, Donne’s “Hymne to God my 
God, in my sicknesse.” Caught up in his death-as-journey conceit, Donne writes: 
I joy, that in these straits I see my West; 
 For, though theire currants yeeld returne to none, 
What shall my West hurt me? As West and East, 
 In all flatt Maps (and I am one) are one, 
 So death doth touch the Resurrection. (11–15) 
“Paradise” and the “Hymne to God,” both poems that are acutely concerned with the homiletic 
breaking down of texts, also display and resolve anxieties about what to do with material 
boundaries and edges. The turn of thought that makes a flat map into a globe, in Donne’s poem, 
is like that which converts God’s “greater judgments” into “the sweetest FREND” in Herbert’s 
agricultural conceit. As a pair they suggest that such boundaries, whether at the edge of a map or 
in the spaces between words and letters, are the inevitable “straits” of fallen humanity. Donne 
and Herbert’s crumbling interpretations highlight, then, the power of chopology as a bulwark 
																																																						
115 See, among other accounts, Smyth, “‘Shreds of holinesse’,” 452–81. 
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against penitential despair, even if they attenuate the priority of the “literal” meanings of words 
and sentences. In Herbert’s poems especially, chopology becomes a reading practice that, by 





SIMILITUDE: “MULTIPLIED VISIONS” 




 In the first book of Abraham Cowley’s biblical epic on the life of King David, Davideis 
(pub. 1656), there appears a wonderful simile that, displaying precisely that gratuitous 
combination of navel-gazing and self-aggrandizement that powered the poet’s seventeenth-
century popularity no less than his subsequent decline, compares God’s creation of the world to 
the creative work of a poet: 
 As first a various unform’d Hint we find 
Rise in some god-like Poets fertile Mind, 
Till all the parts and words their places take, 
And with just marches verse and musick make; 
Such was Gods Poem, this Worlds new Essay; 
So wild and rude in its first draught it lay; 
Th’ ungovern’d parts no Correspondence knew. 
An artless war from thwarthing Motions grew; 
Till they to Number and fixt Rules were brought 
By the eternal Minds Poetique Thought.1 
																																																						
1 Abraham Cowley, Poems: Miscellanies, The Mistress, Pindarique Odes, Davideis, 
Verses Written on Several Occasions, ed. A. R. Waller (Cambridge University Press, 1905), 253. 
On these qualities of Cowley’s verse, see, e.g., Colin Burrow, “Introduction,” in Metaphysical 
Poetry, ed. Colin Burrow (London: Penguin Classics, 2006), xxx, where he writes that “Cowley 
transformed Donne’s interest in volatile misinterpretable messages transmitted by fragile media 
into arch self-consciousness.” 
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Long similes like this are, of course, native to the epic milieu that Cowley’s poem usually seeks 
to occupy; in his explanatory notes on this passage, however, Cowley makes reference to 
precedents from “the authority of Homer and Virgil” only insofar as the passage serves as a “new 
short Invocation,” a second apostrophic address, to the poem’s “Muse.”2 The simile’s content—
its analogy of worldmaking to poesis—derives not from an epic precedent but from a passage in 
Christian patristic thought. Cowley’s note cites The City of God, where Augustine writes (here in 
a seventeenth-century translation) that God “mak[es] the worlds course, like a faire poeme 
[tanquam pulcherrimum Carmen], more gratious by Antithetike figures.”3 Augustine’s simile is 
vanishingly brief, an “unform’d Hint” compacted into those three Latin words, but Cowley runs 
with the thought, unspooling it into a brief essay on writerly and divine revision structured by the 
comparative markers “As,” “Such,” and “So.” Rather as God, in Cowley’s simile, adapts the 
“first draught” of creation into the “fixt Rules” of the world we inhabit, so Cowley has taken the 
seed of an idea from a prior text and rearticulated it by means of a received poetic formula. 
 This simile and its contemporary, authorial commentary imply a set of complex relations 
between poem and precursor text, poet and patristic tradition, creative writer and divine Creator. 
The Davideis doesn’t just expand Augustine’s simile: the poem, strangely enough, goes out of its 
way to imply that the patristic analogy of world to poem verges on the tautological. The poet to 
whom God is being compared is, himself, already “god-like” and “fertile”—the impending 
comparison to a divine creator has bled back onto the poet who is meant to reveal something 
about God, and thus the poet is rendered in the image of the God to whom he will be compared. 
																																																						
2 Cowley, Poems, 275. 
3 Augustine of Hippo, Of the Citie of God, trans. J. Healey (London, 1620), 401. The 
Latin is from Cowley’s quotation; he goes on to elaborate on Augustine: “And the Scripture 
witnesses, that the World was made in Number, Weight, and Measure; which are all the qualities 
of a good Poem” (Poems, 276). 
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In the terms of rhetorical theory, the simile’s vehicle (its explanatory half, its “as”) looks 
suspiciously like its tenor (the thing that the simile explains), as if the latter has altered the 
former in the process of their being conjoined.4 Cowley says that God is like a poet; but in doing 
so he also implies, with characteristic bravado, that a poet is a little like a God. 
 By revising a brief precursor text into an extended comparison shaped by the formula “as 
X, so Y,” Cowley’s simile performs the key functions of the interpretive texts this chapter 
explores. In the prose of preachers and homiletic theorists, such comparisons were called not 
similes but similitudes. Often taking an obscure scriptural text as a starting point, these homiletic 
similitudes almost algorithmically processed raw texts into formulaic sententiae that could be 
more easily memorized or excerpted by their hearers and readers. Take for example a similitude 
preached by the Scottish minister Robert Bruce on the subject of scriptural application: “Indeed 
things would be applyed skilfully: for as if the foode be applied to any other part but the mouth, 
the application serveth not; even so it is in spirituall things, if they be not applied to the right 
parts, and to the right diseases, the applicatio[n] may do them more evill then good.”5 In this 
case, a scriptural truism—that interpreters should “correctly handle the word of truth,” as 2 
Timothy 2:15 has it—is elaborated into the idea of proper coordination of “sprituall things” and 
the “diseases” they heal; that thought then seeks out an analogue in the secular, familiar realm, 
																																																						
4 I. A. Richards developed the vocabulary of vehicle and tenor precisely to account for 
cases where strict distinctions between the two would not hold. Cowley’s interchange, then, is by 
no means atypical; but the lengthy and elaborated form of this similitude makes the slippage all 
the more obvious. For a concise overview of the history of these terms, see Norman Friedman, 
“Tenor and Vehicle,” in The Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics, 4th edn., ed. Roland 
Greene (Princeton University Press, 2012), 1421–22. Additional sets of terms have been used to 
the same purpose (protasis and apodosis; explanans and explanandum); I have used “vehicle” 
and “tenor” throughout this chapter to highlight similitudes’ contiguity with metaphors, and 
because these terms sit more easily in English prose. 
5 Robert Bruce, The Way to True Peace and Rest. Delivered at Edinborough in XVI. 
Sermons (London, 1617), 365. 
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and finds one in the biomechanics of eating.6 In printed sermons, similitudes like this—
sometimes described as “apt” or “express”—were often flagged in the page’s margin, facilitating 
the commonplacing practices that resulted in printed compendia of similitudes like Francis 
Meres’s well-known Palladis Tamia (1598) and Robert Cawdry’s Treasurie, or Store-House of 
Similies (1600).7 Yet similitudes, though designedly excerptible and lapidary, do not always 
simplify or clarify scripture’s difficulties. As I will show, they often exhibit the same complex 
internal dynamics—the suspect identification of vehicle with tenor—that we can observe in the 
example from Davideis. Although preaching theorists sometimes claimed similitudes as 
explanatory tropes par excellence, their appearances in practice show just how sophisticated, and 
occasionally unforthcoming, sermons’ hermeneutic tactics could be. This willful obscurity is a 
key link between early modern sermons and the devotional poems that drew on their library of 
interpretive similitudes. 
 Cowley’s analogy of poetic and divine pens is a particularly appropriate subject for a 
similitude, since theorists and practitioners of scriptural interpretation frequently used the 
metaphoricity of biblical language as a license to employ tropes as interpretive devices upon the 
texts of scripture: they wrote, to borrow Barbara Kiefer Lewalski’s key phrase (itself borrowed 
																																																						
6 For the reference to Timothy, see Robert Cawdry, A Treasurie or Store-House of 
Similies (London, 1600), 36. 
7 Arnold Hunt briefly comments on the practice of extracting homiletic similitudes from 
their printed contexts in The Art of Hearing: English Preachers and their Audiences, 1590–1640 
(Cambridge University Press, 2010), 175–76. On the classical precedents for early modern 
similitudes, and especially their collection in commonplace books, see Lizette Islyn Westney, 
Erasmus’s Parabolae Sive Similia: Its Relationship to Sixteenth Century English Literature: An 
English Translation With a Critical Introduction (Salzburg, Austria: Institut für Anglistik und 
Amerikanistik, 1981). Meres’s Palladis Tamia, as Westney shows, is largely a translation of 
Erasmus’ Parabolae, although those parts that are not Erasmian (such as his reflections on 
contemporary English literature) have proved more interesting to scholars. 
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from John Donne), “after the Copy of a Metaphorical God.”8 For them, paradoxically, scripture’s 
tropological language represented both evidence of the author’s attempt to explain himself 
through the linguistic refraction of metaphor and evidence of scripture’s interpretive obscurity. In 
biblical metaphors, Renaissance exegetes perceived both evidence of man’s fallen relation to 
scripture and the necessity of his exercising reason in order to achieve understanding and 
salvation. These preachers and interpreters therefore took it upon themselves, “god-like,” to 
employ similitude as the scriptures did—alternately to clarify and to replicate scriptural 
obscurity. 
 These two possible perspectives on scriptural tropology—on the one hand, explanation, 
on the other, obstruction—are intriguingly bundled within a textual crux in the gospel accounts 
of Jesus’ parables.9 This crux hinges on a prepositional variant in two of the synoptic gospels. In 
Matthew’s gospel, Jesus is asked why he delivers his lessons in the obscure form of the parable, 
and replies that he does so “because” [hoti] his auditors would not understand them otherwise; in 
other words, he uses metaphoric language as a pedagogical mechanism to clarify complex ideas. 
In Mark’s gospel, by contrast, Jesus responds to the same question by saying he uses parables 
“lest” [hina] his auditors should understand him; his parables, that is, are meant to render his 
teachings more obscure.10 
																																																						
8 See Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious 
Lyric (Princeton University Press, 1979), ch. 8. 
9 A parable is in the same genus as a similitude, although it functions differently: usually 
a parable is a lengthy vehicle without an explicitly stated tenor. “A parable is, first, a similitude,” 
writes Frank Kermode, although here he uses “similitude” in the broader sense of a 
“comparison.” Parabola, meanwhile, is the word Erasmus used for precisely the kind of 
similitudes I discuss here. Frank Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy: On the Interpretation of 
Narrative (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1979), 23. 
10 Kermode, Genesis of Secrecy, 28–32. 
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 This textual inconsistency has, quite understandably, inspired a considerable amount of 
consternation and commentary—how can parables both explain and obstruct? And how can the 
two gospels disagree on so fundamental a principle of Christian hermeneutics? As Frank 
Kermode has suggested, however, this crux can be resolved by synthesizing the two alternative 
views into a single epistemological process, wherein the parables, “far from being intended to 
baffle, […] had senses that yielded themselves to reflection.”11 In other words, the recognition 
that one is baffled by a text (as in Mark’s version) is followed by a process of interpretation that 
leads the reader to understanding. This chapter will argue that the synthetic view of tropological 
difficulty, in which an initial experience of bafflement impels the exegetical movement toward 
understanding, was adopted by Renaissance preachers in the form of interpretive similitudes. 
Their similitudes showed scripture through a glass darkly, and so encouraged auditors and 
readers to embark upon a process of familiarization that would conduct them to the preacher’s 
desired hermeneutic destination.  
 As Cowley’s example indicates, moreover, this kind of interpretive similitude did not 
remain confined to homiletic prose. This chapter’s second half turns to the two devotional poets 
who put this reading method to sophisticated use in their verse, John Donne and George Herbert. 
Limiting this discussion to these two poets does risk downplaying the broad importance of 
analogical language to so many of the period’s religious writers; in this instance, however, I have 
elected to focus at length on two poems that, precisely because of the density of their similitudes 
(and by this I mean both obscurity and relative frequency), make their own arguments about the 
uses and abuses of the similitude’s form of thought. The lyrics of Donne and Herbert, I argue, 
absorb the practice of similitude in order to incorporate scriptural texts into themselves and—
																																																						
11 Kermode, Genesis of Secrecy, 149. 
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more crucially—in order to meditate on the processes of reading, interpretation, and 
understanding over which homiletic theory presides. Insofar as method is, for these writers, at 
once an analogical shape of thought (in the form of the similitude) and a process taking place 
“along the way” of their verse (etymologically speaking), it is neither far-fetched nor tautological 
to suggest that in these poems method itself becomes a method. In the poems I read, a 
hermeneutic plot tracks alongside the poem’s other narratives, hidden in plain sight. 
 I write “hidden,” because in order for lyric poetry to incorporate the formula of similitude 
it must first reduce it—analogical prolixity may suit the epic rhythms of Davideis, but would 
overwhelm the more modest form of the devotional lyric.12 Donne and Herbert therefore 
compress similitudes into their poems; but this compression, far from severing the poems’ ties to 
the homiletic literature, reproduces and develops the similitudes’ obscurity by making them more 
difficult to see even as, once found, they demand expansion and explanation. These poems thus 
embody a fundamental dialectic of interpretive poetics—the constitutive tension between, on the 
one hand, the forward motion of narrative (be it biblical or personal), and, on the other, the 
difficult, stalling, expansive pressure that Kermode calls spes hermeneutica—or, more 
colloquially, the “necessity of upspringing.”13 We have seen similar tensions in Anne Lock’s 
ambivalence toward the copious rephrasing of biblical texts, and again in the homiletic debate 
over the value of microscopic, “chopological” reading. Here, and in marked contradistinction to 
metaphysical poems that unfold their complicated conceits across time, the “radical verticality” 
of these poems’ similitudes—to borrow Patricia Parker’s suggestive phrase for metaphorical 
																																																						
12 The hiddenness of similitudes in these poems is also confirmed by the fact that critics 
editors have largely ignored or misunderstood them. 
13 See Kermode, Genesis of Secrecy, ch. 4, “Necessities of Upspringing.” 
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referentiality—poses a powerful resistance to their surface-level plots.14 Reading them, as a 
result, can become a remarkably vertiginous experience, one in which the reader’s interpretive 
actions—like those of the apostles in the gospels—are in turn demanded and dismissed. 
 
“Multiplied Visions”: The Theory of Scriptural Comparison 
The word “similitude” appears on the title pages of a number of seventeenth-century 
guides for the interpretation of scripture. These manuals all cite a verse from the book of Hosea 
as justification for their tropological reading methods: “I have also spoken by the prophets, and I 
have multiplied visions, and used similitudes, by the ministry of the prophets” (Hosea 12:10).15 
Benjamin Keach, a poet and preacher who was the author of one such manual, elaborates that 
“’Tis obvious to every one’s Observation, that the Holy Scripture abounds with Metaphors, 
Allegories, and other Tropes and Figures of Speech” (A2v). These are the “multiplied visions” of 
which Hosea speaks, and in the common conception they are the keys to understanding difficult 
theological ideas and passages of scripture: “Similitudes,” Keach writes, “are borrowed from 
Visible Things, to set forth and illustrate the excellent Nature of Invisible Things; yea, heavenly 
Things are often called by the very Names that material or earthly Things are called, which is not 
to obscure or hide the meaning of them from us, but to accommodate them to our Understanding; 
God by a gracious συγκατάβασις [synkatabasis], or Condescension, conveying the Knowledg of 
himself, and spiritual Things, by preaching them by their respective earthly Similitudes” (A2v–
A3r, emphasis added). In this traditional understanding of scriptural rhetoric—the one signaled 
																																																						
14 Patricia Parker, “The Metaphorical Plot,” in Metaphor: Problems and Perspectives, ed. 
David S. Miall (Brighton: The Harvester Press, 1982), 153. 
15 See, for instance, Benjamin Keach, Troposchemalogia: Tropes and Figures (London, 
1682); further references to this text will appear by signature in parentheses. 
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by Matthew’s conjunction hoti (“because”)—some scriptural texts serve as analogical exegeses 
of others; “some dark Scripture,” as Keach puts it, becomes “plain and edifying” (A4r) through 
the descent from Neo-Platonic “Invisible Things” to familiar visibility. It is an idea of scriptural 
self-interpretation—of the Bible’s habit of “preaching” itself—that extends at least as far as the 
authors of the New Testament, and that received its fullest elaboration in Augustine of Hippo’s 
De Doctrina Christiana.16 
Yet not even Augustine believed that all such “similitudes” in scripture worked to 
facilitate understanding, at least at first glance. “When [a metaphorical expression] takes a 
familiar form,” he writes, “understanding follows without effort; when it does not, effort is 
needed to understanding, and more in some cases than others, depending on the gifts of God 
bestowed on our human intellects.”17 Earlier in the Doctrina, for example, Augustine makes note 
“in the sacred books” of “certain abstruse analogies which are inaccessible to readers without a 
knowledge of number.”18 In such cases, it is man’s reason that allows him to solve the problems 
caused by “passages made obscure by metaphorical expressions”: “When one unearths an 
equivocal meaning,” Augustine writes, “[…] it remains for the meaning to be brought into the 
open by a process of reasoning, even if the writer whose words we are seeking to understand 
perhaps did not perceive it.” Although Augustine hedges his argument here, by declaring it 
“dangerous” to rely on human reason rather than “divine scriptures,” his view that difficult 
metaphors require—and, indeed, induce—a ready wit was adapted into the post-Reformation 
period into a belief that similitudes were an ideal form of scriptural interpretation.19 
																																																						
16 See, for instance, Augustine, On Christian Teaching, trans. R. P. H. Green (Oxford 
University Press, 1997), 72–73 and 87–88. 
17 Augustine, On Christian Teaching, 99. 
18 Augustine, On Christian Teaching, 46. 
19 Augustine, On Christian Teaching, 87. 
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At the dawn of the English Reformation, however, William Tyndale was more suspicious 
of the explanatory power of similitudes, especially those composed by scripture’s belated 
interpreters. Although he grants, in The Obedience of a Christian Man, that “similitudes […] are 
made to express more plainly that which is contained in the scripture,” he warns that these 
expressions can be dangerously misleading: “in their own sophistry,” he writes, “a similitude is 
the worst and feeblest argument that can be and proveth least, and soonest deceiveth.”20 Yet 
Tyndale admits the allure of similitude, even as he decries its ability to shake Christians’ faith: 
For the reasons and similitudes of man’s wisdom make no faith, but wavering and 
uncertain opinions only: one draweth in this way with his argument another that, and of 
what principle thou provest black another proveth white, and so am I ever uncertain, as if 
thou tell me of a thing done in a far land and another tell me the contrary, I wot not what 
to believe. (165)21 
It is characteristic of Tyndale’s complexity that he does not avoid using a similitude in his 
discussion of interpretation, even in the same breath with which he condemns similitudes as 
“mak[ing] no faith.”22 Appropriately, Tyndale’s comparison is literally far-fetched, treating of 
unknowable news from a “far land.” The two halves of his similitude, moreover, are precisely 
opposites—a claim and its disavowal. “Similitudes are not to be taken from things altogether 
different,” wrote another homiletic theorist, fearing a similar result; yet Tyndale seems to believe 
																																																						
20 William Tyndale, The Obedience of a Christian Man, ed. David Daniell (New York: 
Penguin Classics, 2000), 164, 166. Further references to this text will appear by page number of 
parentheses. 
21 I have emended Daniell’s incorrect “uncertainty” to “uncertain,” based on the form 
“uncertayne” as it appears in William Tyndale, The obedience of a Christen man… (Antwerp, 
1528), S1v. 
22 Indeed, Tyndale employs similitudes throughout his corpus of interpretive literature; 
see, for instance, William Tyndale, The exposition of the fyrste, seconde, and thyrde canonical 
epistles of S. Jhon wyth a prologe before it (London, 1538). 
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that all similitudes, no matter how apt, introduce an unacceptable degree of difference, a 
conceptual gap that will leave the hearer “wavering and uncertain.”23 As we will see, these 
doubts about analogical thought’s effects on human reason became a significant narrative 
component of the devotional poems that employ similitudes. 
Despite these objections posed in the early years of the English reformation, later 
hermeneutic theorists took scripture’s metaphoricity as a license to use similitudes in their 
interpretations of it. The biblical commentator Jeremiah Burroughs, for instance, has this to say 
about the “similitudes” verse from Hosea: 
You may see here, That the lord takes account of the manner of mens preaching, as well 
as the things they preach […]. The main necessary Truths of God are made known to you 
all, yea, but some of you, have them made known to you in a more sweet, woing, and 
winning way, and a more convincing way than others have, and God takes account, not 
only of the things you hear, but of the manner of it.24 
Burroughs’s initial comparison of the form of preaching (its “manner”) and its objects of analysis 
(“the things they preach”) poses an equation between biblical similitudes and homiletic 
similitudes.25 In the case of the “effectual” preacher, Burroughs writes, a preacher’s similitudes, 
like those in scripture, convey “Truths” in a “winning” way—this adjective an apt conflation of 
his conviction that similitudes are a simultaneously “sweet” and “convincing” manner of 
																																																						
23 John Weemes, The Christian Synagogue (London, 1623), 281. 
24 Jeremiah Burroughs, An Exposition with Practical Observations Continued Upon the 
Eleventh, Twelfth & Thirteenth Chapters of the Prophesy of Hosea (London, 1651), 349. 
25 John Donne wrote along similar lines in the famous nineteenth expostulation of his 
Devotions: see John Donne, Devotions Upon Emergent Occasions, ed. Anthony Raspa (Oxford 
University Press, 1987), 100. 
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argument.26 The preacher Nehemiah Rogers agrees with Burroughs: “Now in that Christ 
himselfe doth teach them here by parables, we learne: That it is lawfull for Gods Ministers, not 
only nakedly and barely to deliver the truth, but with the helps of invention, and Art to use 
similitudes, comparisons, proverbes, parables, for the further illustrating and urging of the 
same.”27 
Some post-Reformation interpretive theorists believed that similitude was therefore the 
trope par excellence by which to explain difficult passages of scripture, those “Invisible Things” 
that eluded comprehension upon first reading, to sermon audiences. Indeed, conceived of as a 
purely explanatory mechanism, similitude might seem to have left behind the difficulty to which 
Augustine begrudgingly assigned value and become an emblem of preaching’s democratic 
orientation. Robert Cawdry, for instance, who collected thousands of homiletic similitudes in his 
1600 Treasurie, or Store-House of Similies, argues that similitudes outstrip “precepts” in their 
ability to explain and impress the texts and rules of religion: “For many times that thing, which 
cannont [sic] bee perceived or understood of Readers of Bookes, and hearers of Sermons, by a 
simple precept, may yet by a Similitude or plaine example; bee attained unto. So that if any be 
desirous to compare a thing from the lesse to the greater: Similitudes will helpe him greatly in 
this behalfe, &c.” Similitudes, in Cawdry’s theory, can transport knowledge from “the lesse” to 
																																																						
26 Catherine Nicholson locates some of these same rhetorical qualities in the secular 
similitudes of Meres’s “Comparative Discourse of Our English Poets, With the Greeke, Latine, 
and Italiane Poets”: see “Algorithm and Analogy: Distant Reading in 1598,” PMLA 132.3 (May 
2017): 643–50. I am grateful to Nicholson for sharing a pre-publication version of this essay with 
me. 
27 Nehemiah Rogers, The True Convert (London, 1620), 12. See also Pierre Gérard, A 
Preparation to the Most Holie Ministerie, trans. Nicholas Becket (London, 1598), 197–99; 
Gérard, drawing on Erasmus’ dedicatory epistle to the Parabolae, writes that “[w]hen one 
expoundeth an hard place, there is nothing that maketh it sooner to bee understood then a 
similitude.” Becket’s original is Pierre Girard, Preparation au tres-sainct ministere ou le vray 
moyen pour se bien preparer au saint ministere (Franeker, 1594). 
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“the greater”; they will lead to “better understanding” and an “increase of knowledge […] even 
in all degrees of men.”28 
But the lengthy theoretical preface with which Cawdry opens his Treasurie understands 
this “increase of knowledge” in more sophisticated terms than this initial declaration suggests. 
This ambiguity begins to emerge in an extraordinary (and extraordinarily long) single sentence 
that lays out the breadth of knowledge the book lays claim to: 
That the holy Prophets were not onely most exactly seene in the peerelesse skill of 
Divinitie, but most exquisitely also furnished with the entire knowledge of all things 
naturall: and not ignorant of any kind of learning or discipline: may by the discourse in 
this Booke bee sufficiently prooved, and manifestly gathered, for that in their writings, 
they use many Similitudes, and make so many comparisons of things, fetched off, and 
from the very secrets and bowels of nature: as namely, from wilde and tame beastes, 
foules, wormes, creeping and swimming creatures; Hearbs, Trees, the Elements, fire, 
water, earth, ayre, rivers, brookes, welles, Cesternes, Seas, stars, pearles, stones, 
lightning, thunder, raine, deaw, heate, drowth, cold, winds, blasts, haile, snow, frost, yce, 
Corne, seede, salt, leven, nets, snares, and likewise from the humours in a mans body, as 
bloud, milke, women in travaile, in child birth, drosse, Iron, Gold, Silver, and 
innumerable other things, wherewith they learnedly beautifie their matter, and (as it were) 
bravely garnish and decke out their termes, words, and sentences, with tropes, and 
figurative phrases, Metaphors, Translations, Parables, Comparisons, Collations, 
Examples, Shemes [sic], and other ornaments of speech, giving thereby unto their matter, 
a certaine kind of lively gesture, and so consequently, attyring it with light, perspicuitie, 
																																																						
28 Cawdry, Treasurie, A2v. 
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easinesse, estimation, and dignitie, stirring up thereby, mens drowsie minds, and awaking 
slouthfull, negligent, carelesse, sluggish and retchlesse people, to the consideration and 
acknowledgement of the truth; and to the following and imbracing of vertue and 
godlinesse.29 
This remarkable sentence is shadowed throughout by a gentle contradiction. Earlier in the 
preface, Cawdry argues that “The Prophets of God were moved […] to fetch from plants, 
hearbes, and other naturall things, many right apt and fine Similitudes, and proper comparisons, 
to adorne their Sermons, & garnish their speeches withall, to make the same by such familiar 
meanes the easier to be conceived”; yet here, the dozens of natural phenomena he lists are 
supposedly “fetched off” from “the very secrets and bowels of nature”—in other words, they are 
described as the very kind of mysteries that might themselves require explanation by similitude. 
At the same time, the magnitude of Cawdry’s catalogue suggests that the average reader might 
be able to claim familiarity with at least some of its topics, a few of which Cawdry had already 
listed among the “familiar meanes” to understanding. Are similitudes drawn from “secrets” or 
from familiarities? Do vehicles explain tenors or shroud them in further mystery? In Cawdry’s 
conception, scripture’s “entire knowledge of all things natural” becomes a slippery slope: the 
texts’ expertise may begin by clarifying their mysteries, but eventually the depth of the authors’ 
knowledge outstrips the reader’s, as in Augustine’s example of scripture’s “knowledge of 
number.” 
This difficulty is expressed more strongly in the sentence’s final moments. After listing 
the kinds of “tropes” that “beautifie” divine discourses, Cawdry names their effects: similitudes 
confer “light, perspicuitie, easinesse” upon difficult texts, echoing the thought of most of the 
																																																						
29 Cawdry, Treasurie, A3v–A4r. 
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theorists I have already cited. But then his thought pivots: despite their perspicuity, he argues, 
similitudes stir up “mens drowsie minds, and awak[e] slouthfull, negligent, carelesse, sluggish 
retchlesse people, to the consideration and acknowledgement of the truth.” This is a somewhat 
different idea from the theory that a perspicuous similitude simply makes biblical truth easier to 
understand. It derives from the Augustinian idea that the “dark” parts of scripture exist 
specifically to sharpen human reason against the steel of interpretive difficulty. (Augustine 
writes in the Doctrina that “casual readers are misled by problems and ambiguities of many 
kinds […]. I have no doubt that this is all divinely predetermined, so that […] intellects which 
tend to despise things that are easily discovered may be rescued from boredom and 
reinvigorated.”)30 Cawdry’s innovation here is to tie that idea of heightened intellectual work to 
the specific technique of the homiletic similitude. In this conception of similitude’s interpretive 
function, it is the action of thinking through a similitude, rather than the similitude’s inherent 
explanatory form, that brings its hearer or reader into a better understanding and appreciation of 
the scriptural text.31 In his art-of-hearing manual which was translated into English and printed in 
1599 (the year before Cawdry’s compendium was published), the German theologian William 
Zepper puts the point into the form of a similitude: “For as those things easily grow into 
contempt, which presentlie, and at the first shew or setting forth are familiar to every one of the 
																																																						
30 Augustine, On Christian Teaching, 32. Soon after this passage, he comments that “no 
one disputes that it is much more pleasant to learn lessons presented through imagery, and much 
more rewarding to discover meanings that are won only with difficulty” (33). 
31 This question of whether obscurity was a hermeneutic virtue was a long-running 
debate, in patristic and then in humanist discourse: for useful overviews, see Joseph Wallace, 
“The Merits of Being Obscure: Erasmus and Budé Debate the Style, Shape, and Audience of 
Humanist Scholarship,” Moreana 46.177–78 (December 2009): 199–229; and Kathy Eden, “The 
Rhetorical Tradition and Augustinian Hermeneutics in De doctrina Christiana,” Rhetorica 8.1 
(Winter 1990): 45–63. 
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meane people: so everie man almost marveileth at, reverenceth and highly esteemeth such things, 
as cannot be attained unto, but by great studie, labour, and paines taking.”32 
This principle, that “great studie” will induce both understanding and pleasure, is 
expressed and exemplified throughout Cawdry’s compendium. For instance, there are seven 
similitudes under the heading of “Scripture” in the Treasurie, and the fifth reads thus:  
Even as the cogitation and senses of man, are most hard to bee knowne; yet 
notwithstanding, our frindes [sic], whome we fervently love, and with whome we are 
continually conversant, doo oftentimes, even by a becke, open unto us the cogitations & 
senses of their minds, without any token of words and speech by them spoken: So shall it 
come to passe in the holy Scriptures, so that a man love them, and be continually 
conversant in them; hee which seeketh, findeth; unto him that knocketh, it shall be 
opened. Deut. 30.11, 12, 13, 14. Prov. 14.6. Math. 11.25. & 13.11.33 
Cawdry’s similitude is both ancient and homiletic: it is distantly adapted from a passage in the 
prefatory argument to Chrysostom’s homilies on the book of Romans. In the present form, it was 
excerpted a number of times before it made its way into Cawdry’s book, having been introduced 
into English in the 1568 translation of Pietro Martire Vermigli’s commentary on Romans.34 
																																																						
32 Wilhelm Zepper, The Art or Skil Well and Fruitfullie to Hear the holy Sermons of the 
Church, trans. T. W. (London, 1599), 83. On this genre of instructional text, see Hunt, The Art of 
Hearing, esp. 63–65. My argument about the virtues of unfamiliarity will be familiar to students 
of Renaissance rhetoric: see especially Catherine Nicholson, Uncommon Tongues: Eloquence 
and Eccentricity in the English Renaissance (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 
2014). But contrary to Nicholson’s account of estranged and estranging style, I would argue that 
it is precisely the familiarity of the similitude’s stylistic formula (“as X, so Y”) that allows its 
contents to perform interpretive work. 
33 Cawdry, Treasurie, 720. 
34 Pietro Martire Vermigli, Most learned and fruitfull commentaries of D. Peter Martir 
Vermilius Florentine, professor of divinitie in the schole of Tigure, upon the Epistle of S. Paul to 
the Romanes, trans. Henry Billingsley (London, 1568), B3v. Vermigli’s original reads: “Et simile 
affert valdè appositum. Cogitationes & sensus hominis abstrusissimi sunt: tamen amici quem 
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Vermigli, at the invitation of Thomas Cranmer, was in residence at Oxford at the turn of the 
1550s; his commentary on Romans began as lectures there, delivered in 1550–52.35 We can 
therefore see how this similitude, which had begun life in oral form more than a millennium 
before, entered the English context in another oral format before being co-opted by the 
opportunistic practices of commonplacers. 
Comparing Vermigli’s similitude—which appeared in 1568 substantially as Cawdry 
reprinted it in 1600—with Chrysostom’s original statement of it can help us to observe some of 
the ways in which that millennium might have shifted homiletic habits of thought. Chrysostom 
preached: 
It is not through any natural readiness and sharpness of wit that even I am acquainted 
with as much as I do know, if I do know anything, but owing to a continual cleaving to 
the man [i.e. Paul], and an earnest affection towards him. For, what belongs to men 
beloved, they who love them know above all others; because they are interested in them. 
[…] And so ye also, if ye be willing to apply to the reading of him with a ready mind, 
																																																						
vehemēter diligimus, & quicum perpetuò versamur, cogitationes & sensus animi nutu persæpe 
patesiunt nobis, absq; indicio verborum & sermonum quos ille proferat. Ita siet in his epistolis, 
ait, modò quis illas amet, & assiduè in illis versetur. Qui petit accipit: qui quærit, invenit: & qui 
pulsat, ei aperitur.” D. Petri Martyris Vermilii, In Epistolam S. Pauli Apostoli Ad Romanos 
(Basel, 1558), **3v. 
 Following the initial publication of this similitude in English, in 1568, nearly identical 
English texts appear in John Northbrooke, Spiritus est vicarius Christi in terra. The poore mans 
garden (London, 1571), 24; and John Merbecke, A booke of notes and common places, with their 
expositions, collected and gathered out of the workes of divers singular writers, and brought 
alphabetically into order (London, 1581), 978. Cawdry’s 1600 text is the latest appearance I 
have found. 
35 John Patrick Donnelly, S.J., and Robert M. Kingdon, A Bibliography of the Works of 
Peter Martyr Vermigli (Kirksville, MO: Sixteenth Century Journal Publishers, Inc., 1990), 18. 
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will need no other aid. For the word of Christ is true which saith, Seek, and ye shall find; 
knock, and it shall be opened unto you.36 
Comparing these two passages, we can see that Vermigli has generalized Chrysostom’s original. 
Where Chrysostom refers specifically to the reading of the Pauline epistles, and analogizes the 
“men beloved” to Paul himself (rather than to a specific text or texts in general), Vermigli makes 
the analogy between “frindes” and, more broadly, “Scriptures.” Chrysostom’s similitude is 
actually double—he asks his listener first to imagine that knowing Paul is like knowing a friend, 
then that knowing Paul as a friend is like knowing Paul as a text. Chrysostom’s similitude verges 
on a metalepsis, a metaphor at two removes; it is at once less formalized and more complicated 
than Vermigli’s, which has externalized the formula of the analogical commonplace books. 
Chrysostom’s original similitude may be more specific with regard to the scriptural text 
that is its target, but Vermigli’s adds much more specificity in the detail it gives to the process of 
becoming intimate with scripture that it describes. Vermigli’s sixteenth-century version of the 
similitude introduces the vocabulary of “cogitations & senses” into the question of scriptural 
intimacy—it understands both scripture and the process of interpreting it as sensorial and 
cognitive functions. Vermigli also incorporates the language of the “becke”—a silent signal 
(from the Anglo-Saxon béacn, “sign”) that indicates an undiscovered meaning.37 Vermigli’s 
version makes clear, that is, that scriptural and interpersonal intimacy implies the ability to move 
deductively from “becke” to “cogitation,” from sign to significance, from physical to 
insubstantial. The point is implied by Chrysostom but rendered much more clearly by Vermigli—
interpreting scripture is the cognitive action that derives a truth from its signs. For Vermigli, 
																																																						
36 John Chrysostom, The Homilies of S. John Chrysostom, Archbishop of Constantinople, 
on the Epistle of St. Paul the Apostle to the Romans (Oxford: J. H. Parker, 1841), 1. 
37 OED, s.v. “beckon, v.,” etymology. 
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similitudes become the mechanisms that allow a reader to move from a familiar, homely “becke” 
to a latent, more complex “cogitation.” 
This equation of Vermigli’s “becke” to the vehicle of a similitude becomes especially 
clear when the reader attends to the scriptural verses that are associated with this similitude. The 
citations at the end of the passage I have quoted are Cawdry’s additions—they do not appear in 
any of the prior editions of this similitude in print, but are a common feature of Cawdry’s 
Treasurie, indicating the great extent to which Cawdry considered his similitudes to be 
interpretive (not to mention the great effort he put into locating and supplying the hermeneutic 
resonances of each of his thousands of similitudes). Each indicated passage suggests a different 
way of understanding a reader’s access to scriptural truths; but the last of these, which cites the 
passage from Matthew that Kermode singled out, is perhaps the most instructive. Matthew reads: 
10. Then the disciples came, and said to him, Why speakest thou to them in parables? 
11. And he answered and said unto them, Because it is given unto you to know the secrets 
of the kingdom of heaven, but to them it is not given. 
12. For whosoever hath, to him shall be given, and he shall have abundance: but 
whosoever hath not, from him shall be taken away even that he hath. 
13. Therefore speak I to them in parables, because [hoti] they seeing, do not see: and 
hearing, they hear not, neither understand. (Matthew 13:10–13) 
In Vermigli’s terms, a parable is a “becke” whose “cogitation” is obscure, at least initially. Jesus 
makes a boon of this obscurity, and not surprisingly this passage from Matthew was eagerly 
adopted by Calvinists who, influenced by the even less forthcoming version from Mark, wished 
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to assert scriptural truth’s accessibility only to an elect minority.38 But this passage’s pairing with 
Vermigli’s similitude about interpretation suggests a different way of understanding the Christic 
parables centering on the interpretive effort they require. Rather than fully excluding or 
immediately enlightening those who “do not see,” Cawdry implies, the parables offer a kind of 
practical and cognitive scaffolding by which those who “hear not, neither understand” can begin 
to approach the truths that lie behind scripture’s visible signs, turning interpretation into a 
process rather than an event. We may not all be Christ’s hermeneutic intimates; but friendship is 
not a static arrangement, and intimacy is not a binary state. They are both situations in which 
intellectual labor can bring about understanding, once one has learned to interpret the object of 
one’s intimacy properly. Again and again early modern homiletic theorists suggested that 
similitudes were the most effective means by which to create such an intimacy, by which to draw 
scriptural difficulty toward familiarity. 
 
The Two Deaths of Judas Iscariot 
As Cawdry’s list of scriptural citations makes clear, similitudes could function 
interpretively by referring to specific passages from scripture in order to explain them or, 
perhaps, to further obfuscate them. Consider, for example, another scriptural crux: how did Judas 
Iscariot die? As with the competing claims of hoti and hina, the Bible is of two minds about this 
question. In the Gospel of Matthew, a repentant Judas “cast down the pieces of silver” with 
which he had been bribed “in the temple, and departed, and went and hanged himself” (Matthew 
27:5), displaying both contrition and suicidal guilt. The Acts of the Apostles, however, includes a 
																																																						
38 The Geneva Bible’s note on verse 11 reads: “The gift of understanding and of faith is 
proper to the elect, and all the rest are blinded through the just judgment of God.” 
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different story about Judas’ blood-money and his death: “Now [Judas] purchased a field with the 
reward of iniquity; and falling headlong, he burst asunder in the midst, and all his bowels gushed 
out” (Acts 1:18). Here in the place of contrition we have avarice, and instead of suicide what 
seems a fatal act of providence. This is a crux that poses the testimonies of two scriptural authors 
against each other, and suggests two very different outcomes from Judas’ act of betrayal. 
Dubious attempts to reconcile the two passages—sometimes by arguing that they somehow 
describe the same events from two perspectives—have proliferated since the early days of 
biblical scholarship. But such syntheses have not always been very convincing, and interpreters 
have more often selected the version of Judas’ death that best fits their own hermeneutic aims 
than attempted to adjudicate the two texts’ competing claims.39  
The late Elizabethan preacher Thomas Playfere offered one perspective on the 
controversy of Judas’ death in his popular 1595 sermon The Meane in Mourning, and did so in 
the form of a similitude: “For even as when Judas had received a sop at Christs hands, anon 
after, his bowels gushed out,” he preached: “In like sort, death being so saucie as to snatch a sop 
(as it were) of Christs flesh, and a little bitte of his body, was by and by like Judas choaked and 
strangled with it: and faine to yeelde it up againe, when Christ on Easter day revived.”40 This 
statement is premised upon a non-scriptural continuity between Acts 1:18—the story of Judas’ 
bowels spontaneously bursting—and an earlier moment of scripture. In John 13, at the last 
supper, Simon asks Jesus which of his disciples will betray him. “He it is, to whom I shall give a 
sop, when I have dipped it,” Jesus replies. “And when he had dipped the sop, he gave it to Judas 
																																																						
39 On this controversy and the sources of the different New Testament accounts, see 
Kermode, The Genesis of Secrecy, 87. 
40 Thomas Playfere, A Most Excellent and Heavenly Sermon: Upon the 23. Chapter of the 
Gospell by Saint Luke (London, 1595), B8v–C1r. 
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Iscariot, the son of Simon” (John 13:26). Playfere thus bypasses Judas’ hanging in Matthew by 
drawing a narrative line from Judas’ eating of the sop at the last supper in John to his gastric 
explosion in the Acts; he does not solve the textual crux of Judas’ two deaths in doing so, but he 
does assert his own interpretive preference—for this homiletic moment, at least. Playfere’s 
similitude was so exemplary that within a few years of its first publication, it had already been 
taken out of its homiletic context and reprinted in several collections of similitudes, including 
Meres’s Palladis Tamia and Cawdry’s Treasurie.41 But the similitude takes an unusual form, and 
it is worth looking at closely—it yields its full meaning only after a certain amount of “studie, 
labour, and paines taking.” 
Playfere’s sentence bears all the conventional marks of similitude: its two parts are 
signaled by the comparative phrases “For even as” and “In like sort,” slightly elongated markers 
that, given the sentence’s rather meandering syntax, help to remind us of the basic shape of its 
thought (Meres’s usual form, by contrast, is merely “As… so…,” and he uses these comparators, 
rather than Playfere’s longer phrases, when he reproduces this similitude in Palladis Tamia). Yet 
that careful scaffolding supports an unusually complex relationship between vehicle and tenor. 
As one would expect, the simile’s vehicle—its explanans or protasis—is posed as if it is a given; 
but it is in fact that opening salvo that contains the sentence’s more ambitious interpretive leap. 
Unlike the story of Christ’s descent into and reemergence from Hell, which would have been 
universally familiar to Playfere’s auditors, the connection of Christ’s sop to Judas’ later 
disgorgement was no commonplace. As the similitude launches out, it poses an unusual, difficult 
thought—a moment of scriptural interpretation in which the synthesis of two scriptural passages 
eradicates the plausibility of a third—in the place of what should be easy familiarity; after its 
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hinge, it describes a familiar story in the terms of that novel narrative. The description of Christ’s 
descent and resurrection in gastrointestinal terms may be atypical, but its shape—of descent 
followed by ascension—is the basic narrative of Christian thought. Playfere has taken that shape 
and used it to synthesize an otherwise shapeless sequence of biblical events; the tenor, in other 
words, has sculpted the vehicle into its resemblance. Comparison verges on tautology. Or, as 
Bryan Crockett phrases it in his reading of the similitude, “Here the boundary between analogy 
or simile (X is like Y) and metaphor or mystic identification (X is Y) becomes permeable.”42 By 
tilting its vehicle toward its tenor, Playfere’s similitude produces its distinctive interpretation of 
the crux of Judas’ two deaths. 
In placing his unfamiliar scriptural synthesis in the part of the similitude—the vehicle—
typically reserved for explanatory familiarity, Playfere causes a kind of intellectual congestion 
that likely struck his auditors acutely. As readers of the printed text, we have the privilege of 
carefully untangling the logical knot he has tied even before the second half of the similitude 
resolves it. By contrast, his homiletic audience would have had to work out the terms of his 
similitude as it rushed by. As the sentence’s tenor unfolds, and the familiar story of Christ’s 
resurrection comes into view, Playfere’s hearers might have experienced the transition from spes 
hermeneutica to interpretive understanding in real time: in that moment, the way that the tenor 
shapes the vehicle becomes apparent. The similitude thus induces, over the course of its syntax, 
something like the process of familiarization with scriptural obscurity that Vermigli described; 
but it does so by reversing the traditional functions of vehicle and tenor. In that reversal, I think,  
lives the intellectual challenge that tests and sharpens the reader’s reason. 
																																																						
42 Bryan Crockett, “Thomas Playfere’s poetics of preaching,” in The English sermon 
revised: Religion, literature, and history, 1600–1750, ed. Lori Anne Ferrell and Peter 
McCullough (Manchester University Press, 2000), 74. 
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As it happens, another commentator upon the mystery of Judas’ two deaths was John 
Donne, who very likely knew Playfere’s sermon.43 In Biathanatos, his tract in defense of suicide, 
Donne finds most of the syntheses that had been offered (for instance, that Judas “was rescued 
whilst he was hanged, and carryed away, and that after that hee killed himselfe by throwing 
himselfe headlong”) unlikely. The controversy provokes Donne to remark upon the means by 
which “many places of scripture have been otherwise accepted, then they intended”: 
It falls out very often, that some one Father, of strong reputation and authority in his time, 
doth snatch and swallow some probable interpretation of Scripture: and then digesting it 
into his Homilies, and applying it in dehortations, and encouragements, […] and 
imagining thereupon delightfull and figurative insinuations, and setting it to the Musique 
of his stile, […] that sense which was but probable, growes necessary, and those who 
succeed, had rather enjoy his wit, then vexe their owne; as often times we are loath to 
change or leave off a counterfeit stone, by reason of the well setting thereof.44 
The brief similitude with which Donne caps off his remarks on Judas might remind us of the 
great frequency with which early modern rhetoricians figured sententiae as jewels and gems.45 
Such sententious misinterpretations, Donne argues, should not “vexe” our own wits too much—
in fact they seem to work by inviting us to rely on another’s wit rather than out own. At the same 
time, however, Donne’s imagined reader has already performed a preliminary act of judgment in 
determining the bravura interpretation to be “counterfeit.” Donne’s “Hymne to Christ,” I will 
argue, is studded with compressed references to such analogical sententiae—to similitudes. As 
																																																						
43 See Crockett, “Thomas Playfere,” 63. 
44 John Donne, Biathanatos (London, 1644), 205–6. 
45 On sententiae as jewelry, see Jeff Dolven, Scenes of Instruction in Renaissance 
Romance (University of Chicago Press, 2007), 126. 
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readers, we are meant to “enjoy” his wit, and to appreciate how he has set his hermeneutic 
interventions “to the Musique of his stile.” But we are also meant to exert a kind of preliminary 
judgment, to notice how the homiletic tradition has been folded into the devotional verse, and 
how our attempts to unfold it might affect the experience of reading a devotional poem. Donne’s 
poem requires a process of familiarization that—like a similitude in a sermon, or a counterfeit 
stone set into a lovely ornament—forestalls the reader’s progress through the poem’s main plot. 
 
The “inward Mine” of Donne’s “Hymne to Christ” 
Thomas Playfere’s similitude of Judas’ sop and Christ’s descent into hell is effective, in 
part, because of the way in which it unrolls its thought over the course of its long syntax, its 
careful structuring within the “as… so…” formula that gives most similitudes their shape. Such a 
structure appeared in this chapter’s first example, the nearly epic simile from Cowley’s Davideis. 
These elaborate syntaxes, however, would hardly fit into the tight rhythms of the English lyric. 
In the devotional strain of the early modern lyric, we find a more compact version of the 
homiletic similitude’s formula. Henry Vaughan, for instance, frequently deferred to these brief 
similitudes in the poems of Silex Scintillans: 
And, as first Love draws strongest, so from hence 
 His mind sure progress’d thither. (“Corruption,” ll. 7–8) 
 
For as thy hand the weather steers, 
So thrive I best, ’twixt joys, and tears, 




And yet, as Angels in some brighter dreams 
 Call to the soul, when man doth sleep: 
So some strange thoughts transcend our wonted theams, 
  And into glory peep. (“[They are all gone into the world of light],” ll. 25–28) 
 
But as shades set off light, so tears and grief 
(Though of themselves but a sad blubber’d story) 
By shewing the sin great, shew the relief 
Far greater, and so speak my Saviors glory. (“The Timber,” ll. 41–44)46 
Vaughan’s similitudes, I would suggest, behave as they “should”—which is to say that their 
vehicles for the most part straightforwardly give us a better idea of their tenors; they refract the 
poet’s primary meaning, offering another angle on (a “multiplied vision” of), say, moderating 
emotions (as in “Love, and Discipline”), or the interpretive benefits of affliction (“The Timber”). 
These similitudes, moreover, seem to be Vaughan’s inventions—vehicles fitted to tenors 
specifically for the purposes of driving home the poems’ arguments or themes.47 
Normally a claim for a poet’s originality functions as an advertisement for his or her 
inherent interest; the full extent of the complexity of the lyric similitude, however, only becomes 
apparent when these sententiae are rooted in the rich homiletic tradition in which they appear so 
prevalently. My case in point is Donne’s “Hymne to Christ, at the Authors last going into 
Germany,” which features a series of similitudes that, like a row of bejeweled buttons, affixes the 
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1957), 440, 464, 484, 498. 
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poem to its homiletic background even as the speaker repeatedly makes claims for his own 
individuality. Like the homiletic examples, moreover, Donne’s similitudes are more likely to 
challenge us to untangle the complicated relationship between vehicle and tenor than to 
perspicuously explicate the scriptural texts that become tangled up in his “Hymne.” Like 
Playfere, Donne evinces precisely that habit he comments upon in Biathanatos: by taking a 
scriptural interpretation to be the vehicle, rather than the tenor, of a similitude, he invests his 
verse with a kind of hermeneutic pressure, requiring of his reader first a series of hermeneutic 
elaborations and then, finally, a relaxation of his own “wit.” 
As its title immediately makes known, Donne’s poem is an occasional “Hymne,” 
composed while the poet was preparing to embark on a political mission to Germany with the 
Earl of Doncaster in 1619.48 The critical conundrum that has always haunted the poem concerns 
the apparent disjunction between the mundane politics of the poem’s occasion and the extreme 
pessimism and suicidal cast of its expression.49 Donne’s letters from this moment suggest that he 
feared—however irrationally—that he would not return from the voyage; the poem he wrote 
opens in a confession of such doubts:50 
In what torne ship soever I embarke, 
That ship shall be my embleme of thy Arke; 
What sea soever swallow mee, that flood 
																																																						
48 For the fullest accounts of this mission, see R. C. Bald, John Donne: A Life (Oxford 
University Press, 1970), ch. 13, and Paul R. Sellin, So Doth, So Is Religion: John Donne and 
Diplomatic Contexts in the Reformed Netherlands, 1619–1620 (Columbia: University of 
Missouri Press, 1988). 
49 John J. Pollock, “Donne’s ‘A Hymne to Christ, at the Authors Last Going into 
Germany,’” Explicator 38.4 (Summer 1980): 21; John Carey, John Donne: Life, Mind, and Art 
(London: Faber and Faber, 2008), 216–18. 
50 Bald, John Donne, 343. 
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Shall be to mee an embleme of thy blood. (1–4)51 
As several critics have noticed, the opening lines operate at a number of levels of signification; 
we can read the poem the way a scriptural exegete might.52 There is the literal or historical sense, 
the impending sea-voyage indicated in the title; there is the tropological sense in which Donne 
suggests that this voyage is a kind of death (a conceit he would unfold in much greater detail a 
few years later, in the “Hymne to God my God, in my Sicknesse” and in the Devotions); and 
there is the typological sense by which the poet links this death to the biblical patterns of Noah’s 
Ark and Christ’s redemption. Although Donne marks this connection explicitly through the 
language of the emblem book, we are also not far from a homiletic tradition. Just before his 
departure, Donne preached “A SERMON of Valediction at my going into Germany, at Loncolns-
Inne [sic]” on 18 April 1619; the sermon concludes with a striking passage that closely echoes 
these opening lines (or, that these lines closely echo): 
though we must sail through a sea, it is the sea of his blood, where no soul suffers 
shiprwack [sic]; though we must be blown with strange winds, with sighs and groans for 
our sins, yet it is the Spirit of God that blows all this wind, and shall blow away all 
contrary winds of diffidence or distrust in Gods mercy; where we shall be all Souldiers of 
one Army, the Lord of Hostes, and Children of one Quire, the God of Harmony and 
consent.53 
																																																						
51 References to this poem, by line number, refer to John Donne, The Divine Poems, ed. 
Helen Gardner, 2nd edn. (Oxford University Press, 1959), 48–49. 
52 See, for instance, Molly Murray, The Poetics of Conversion in Early Modern English 
Literature: Verse and Change from Donne to Dryden (Cambridge University Press, 2009), 102, 
where the poem works “on a literal level” and “on an allegorical level”; and Lewalski, Protestant 
Poetics, 141, 280, where the poem engages in biblical “typology.” 
53 John Donne, XXVI Sermons (London, 1661), 269, 280. See also Gardner, ed., Divine 
Poems, 106, and Murray, Poetics of Conversion, 100. 
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Donne’s “Hymne,” then, which begins with almost the same thought with which the sermon 
concludes, can be seen as a continuation of the sermon, similar (conceptually, if not 
bibliographically) to the way in which Anne Lock’s Meditation of a Penitent Sinner picks up 
where her translations of Calvin’s sermons leave off.54 Donne’s “Hymne” and Lock’s sonnets 
both draw from the hermeneutic resources of the sermons with which they share their occasions. 
With this homiletic context in mind, I would argue that, in addition to the literal, 
tropological, and typological levels I have outlined, a fourth level of signification consistently 
shadows Donne’s “Hymne to Christ”—call it the poem’s hermeneutic or homiletic plot. It first 
comes to the surface in the poem’s second stanza: 
I sacrifice this Iland unto thee, 
And all whom I lov’d there, and who lov’d mee; 
When I have put our seas twixt them and mee, 
Put thou thy sea betwixt my sinnes and thee. 
As the trees sap doth seeke the root below 
In winter, in my winter now I goe, 
    Where none but thee, th’Eternal root 
        Of true Love, I may know. (9–16) 
We have a similitude clearly laid out before us. Kitty Datta has traced the image of the sap 
returning to the root in winter to a pair of passages from Augustine; Donne probably knew them, 
but although they are metaphors, they do not take the form of similitudes.55 Such similitudes, 
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however, are everywhere in the homiletic literature of Donne’s moment. Here is one from a tract 
by the Reading preacher William Burton: 
And as the elect are like Trees planted by the waters side, which doe bring forth fruite in 
due season: so the same trees have both a summering and a wintering: a spring time, and 
a fall of the leafe: when winter come they seeme as though they were dead, but in 
summer they shall waxe fresh and greene againe. The fruits of the spirite in the elect 
children of God, are likewise like the fruit of the tree, which is first in the sap only, then it 
commeth into buds, and then into blossoms: […] And when they are ripe, then are they 
eyther shaken downe with the winde, and swine devour them, or beaten downe with 
cudgels, and theeves do steale them; or if they be fairely gathered, yet are they pluckt 
from the tree that hath borne them, then are they bought and sold: […] then the tree is 
naked and seemeth to be dead, but the next spring doth fetch all againe.56 
Unsurprisingly, Burton’s similitude bases its comparison not on the finality of hibernal 
withdrawal, but on its cyclicality. The elect—“beaten downe” by various external pressures—
might, like Donne’s speaker, seek to enter a kind of spiritual winter and “seem[] to be dead”; but 
that, the preacher insists, is an illusion, and time will bring forth “the fruits of the spirit” again.  
This similitude’s cyclicality has scriptural precedent. Consider a similar example that 
appears in Cawdry’s Treasurie under the heading “The Elect cannot finally perish”: 
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additional similitudes incorporating the image of the sap in winter, see Richard Turnbull, An 
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AS an Elme, or an Oke, casts their leaves in the winter, yet abideth their sappe still in 
them: Esay 6.13. Even so shall the holie seede continue in their substance, so that though 
there appeare no fruites outwardly to our grosse sences: yet the sure ground and 
substance, which he hath there planted, remaineth; and though it have no outward seale in 
our sight, yet hath it a sure seale in Gods sight, for the Lord knoweth it to be there, which 
is sufficient.57 
Cawdry’s unusual scriptural citation, which intrudes into the middle of the similitude, right at its 
analogical hinge, marks out this similitude’s atypical derivation: its vehicle comes directly from 
the Bible, from a passage in Isaiah in which God predicts “the destruction of the land.” In the 
Geneva Bible, the verse reads: “But yet in it [the land] shalbe a tenth, and shal returne, and 
shalbe eaten up as an elme or an oke, which have a substance in them, when they cast their 
leaves: so the holie sede shalbe the substance thereof” (Isaiah 6:13). The marginal annotation 
clarifies: “For the fewenes they shal seme to be eaten up: yet they shal after florish as a tre, 
which in winter loseth his leaves, and semeth to be dead, yet in sommer is fresh, and grene.”58 
Here as in Burton’s similitude (which in moments closely echoes the Geneva note), the sap that 
survives the harsh winter signals not spiritual ascension but the repeated and mundane 
regeneration of human society. 
One can begin to see what is strange about Donne’s use of this particular similitude: he 
understands bodily death to be followed by spiritual regeneration, to be sure; but nothing about 
Burton’s or the Geneva Bible’s similitudes suggests that the trees’ repeated death and rebirth 
correspond to the final ascension that accompanies the death of the body. Donne’s seeking out 
																																																						
57 Cawdry, Treasurie, 258. 




“th’Eternal root / Of true Love” squares poorly with both the primary scriptural precedent and 
the obvious natural science of his similitude. The tenor bends the vehicle toward itself. In doing 
so, it replicates—hermeneutically, in miniature—the poem’s basic gesture of taking a perfectly 
typical journey, from which there is little doubt of return, and warping it into a meditation on 
death driven by a “suicidal impulse.”59 We are confronted with a speaker who is also a reader, 
and who can interpret an optimistic scriptural or homiletic text, no less than a political mission, 
according to the contours of his own mind. He is like the downcast shepherd of pastoral whose 
vision of the flock and landscape reflects his own mental state; and the similitude suggests that 
not even a scriptural text explicated doubly—by the Geneva Bible’s commentators and by the 
homiletic tradition—can hold its shape against the force of this reader’s pathetic fallacy. 
All of these similitudes—from Isaiah, from Burton, from Cawdry—are replete with the 
language of seeming: the wintering tree seems dead but secretly lives on. In the seventeenth 
century, it was not too much of a stretch to extend this emblem for the disjunction between 
appearance and reality into the very hermeneutic theory that I have been drawing upon. 
Benjamin Keach’s Troposchemalogia (1682), a self-proclaimed “treatise of the metaphors, 
allegories, and express similitudes” of scripture, uses the image of sap and root in its similitude 
about the operations of parables: “In Parables, if they be taken intirely, there are three Things, 
the Root, the Bark, and the Sap or Fruit. The Root is the Scope to which it tends. The Bark is the 
sensible Similitude, and the Sap or Fruit is the Mystical Sense, &c.”60 In the Essayes in Divinity, 
Donne makes use of this same metaphor in a discussion of the expressivity of the book of 
Exodus: “the least word in the History would serve a long rumination. If this be in the bark, what 
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is in the tree? If in the superficiall grass, the letter; what treasure is there in the hearty and inward 
Mine, the Mistick and retired sense?”61 Read according to the scheme of Keach’s theory, the 
similitude in Donne’s “Hymne to Christ” becomes a meta-hermeneutic comment upon itself, and 
upon the rest of the poem. As the sap (what I have been referring to as the poem’s “tropological” 
sense) withdraws from the bark (the poem’s occasionality or historicity)—so, Donne argues, true 
meaning can withdraw from linguistic form, tenor from vehicle. That intellectual lurch that the 
scripturally aware reader feels upon realizing that the sap that represents the speaker’s soul will 
not return from the roots—that is Donne’s recreation in his reader, in miniature, of his feeling of 
realizing not just that his journey has come to mean something that it should not, but that (and 
this is hardly the only time Donne’s poetry ruminates on this fact) appearance and reality, sign 
and signified, have diverged. Perhaps we feel another lurch when we realize that Donne has 
accomplished this meaning while at the same time intricately implying the strange concinnity of 
signs with an implicit pun on bark—at once the ship of departure and the outward show the 
poem wears. 
The poem pulls us in two directions, then: in the first jerk, we are asked to take note of a 
withdrawal of tenor from vehicle—in this case, the literal vehicle of the “torne ship”; in the 
second, Donne’s buried paronomasia implies an intricately connected web of meanings and 
signs—it is the reaction, that is, of John Donne the chopologist, who, having observed a rupture 
in the poem’s metonymic structure, imports a supplementary association with which to patch the 
hole.62 These two poles of response continue to haunt the reader as he moves through Donne’s 
poem, especially as it unravels further similitudes. In the next stanza, Donne’s speaker begins to 
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consider his withdrawal from the world in the terms of earthly sociability and relationships: “Nor 
thou nor thy religion dost controule, / The amorousnesse of an harmonious Soule” (17–18). 
Reading the poem alongside Donne’s valedictory sermon, John J. Pollock points out that this 
unregulated “amorousnesse” is directed toward human rather than divine objects.63 This 
amorousness does not sit well with the object of the hymn’s address, who, in this second 
similitude, takes on the attributes of the jealous lover: 
But thou wouldst have that love thy selfe: As thou 
Art jealous, Lord, so I am jealous now, 
Thou lov’st not, till from loving more, thou free 
My soule: Who ever gives, takes libertie: 
 O, if thou car’st not whom I love 
  Alas, thou lov’st not mee. (19–24) 
These lines have been particularly poorly served by Donne’s editors. C. A. Patrides glosses 
“jealous” as “full of zeal, fervent,” even though the lines quite plainly compare a jealous God to 
a jealous lover.64 Helen Gardner, meanwhile, insists that “the conceit of Christ as a lover who 
should be jealous, since all true lovers are so, is Donne’s own.”65 But as you will have guessed, 
the similitude of Christ (or God) as a jealous lover is common in the homiletic literature, 
especially in exegeses of Exodus’s commandments. One commentator was John Dod, a preacher 
and exegete whose obsession with the ten commandments was so notorious that he became 
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known as “Decalogue Dod.”66 On Exodus 20:5, which reads (in part) “for I am the Lord thy God, 
a jealous God,” Dod wrote: 
he is a jealous God: the similitude is taken from a jealous husband that can abide no light 
behaviour of his wife, but he will be revenged on it. So God cannot endure that any one 
that is his should once looke to Images, or superstition, for if any doe, as by reason of his 
strength, he is able, so he is willing also to revenge it on the sonnes, and sonnes sonnes, 
to the fourth generation of such as doe it.67 
Donne’s similitude plays a strange game: “jealous God” is already a metaphor verging on 
catachresis, an expression of God’s love in familiar human terms (Benjamin Keach might 
consider this trope a rhetorical synkatabasis). Dod’s similitude expands upon the compressed 
phrase, but maintains its basic function: as a lover is jealous, so God is jealous. The “Hymne,” 
however, proceeds to flip the Bible’s and the homiletic tradition’s similitudes by once again 
making man, and not God, jealous. But that jealousy changes in the process, since Donne’s 
speaker is now not jealous of a lover, but jealous of Christ: in its journey from vehicle to tenor to 
vehicle again, human jealousy has become divine. 
This series of analogical flips—between human and divine jealousy, between human and 
divine exemplars—though neatly compressed into just slightly more than a single line, structures 
the entire stanza in which it appears. The similitude’s see-sawing history bends the human and 
divine toward each other; the stanza’s syntax, similarly, is constantly switching its point of view, 
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alternately expressing the speaker’s desire to feel jealousy in himself and his wish that Christ 
will exhibit a similar monogamous impulse, until eventually those two contingencies seem to 
fuse into an identity. By the time the last lines unwind on their extra syllables, God’s jealousy 
and Donne’s have become mutually dependent yet unconsummated; speaker and addressee 
perform a coy negotiation in which neither participant feels ready to declare unambivalent 
allegiance. Thus the poem formally and thematically enacts its theoretical tension between 
withdrawal and cohesion, between, you might say, the metaphoric axis of Christ-like ascension 
and the metonymic continuance of mundane political life. In doing so, it forces its reader to parse 
through its perspectival flips as they occur: the stanza’s difficulty is a poetic reenactment of the 
kinds of analogical difficulty posed by homiletic similitudes of the type Donne has been 
importing into his poem. It endeavors, in other words, to reproduce in its reader precisely the 
interpretive impasse of a similitude like Playfere’s. 
As the hymn’s last stanza begins, Donne’s speaker is finally emboldened to state his 
romantic wishes unambiguously: “Seale then this bill of my Divorce to All, / On whom these 
fainter beames of love did fall” (25–26). This conceit—comparing mundane attractions to feeble 
lighting—controls the poem’s self-elegiac final moments: 
Marry those loves, which in youth scattered bee 
On Fame, Wit, Hopes (false mistresses) to thee. 
Churches are best for Prayer, that have least light: 
To see God only, I goe out of sight: 
 And to scape stormy dayes, I chuse 
  An Everlasting night. (27–32) 
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The middle couplet here, discoursing on which “Churches are best for prayer,” contains a naked 
similitude: it bears all the syntactic and conceptual structure of a similitude except for the “as… 
so…” that we have come to expect as its structural markers.68 Stranger than its lack of 
scaffolding, however, is the source of its vehicle. Unlike the poem’s two prior similitudes, which 
take vehicles from scriptural texts refracted through a homiletic tradition, the claim that dark 
churches are better for prayer is not homiletic, nor, possibly, does it even hold with mainstream 
Protestant thought. Anti-Catholic texts from Donne’s moment routinely associated dark churches 
with papistry, in no small part because the darkness inhibited the scriptural reading that had 
become so important to the Protestant cause.69 In the literary canon, moreover, the closest 
analogue to Donne’s positive claim about darkened churches being conducive to prayer comes 
from the Utopia of the poet’s famously Catholic ancestor Sir Thomas More.70 Here in the poem’s 
final moments, its pattern of using similitudes to cite scripture and the tradition of biblical 
exegesis seems to dissolve in the dim light of a counterexample. 
A more biographically-minded reading (like that of John Carey) might take this allusion 
to More as evidence of a Donne who imagines his retreat from the world as a return to a Catholic 
past lodged in the recesses of his memory. I am more interested, however, in how this final 
																																																						
68 Tyndale (Obedience, 165) uses the phrase “naked similitude” to refer to a similitude 
that is “without scripture”; here I am using it to mean a similitude that lacks the “as…, so…” 
markers but maintains the same basic structure of thought. 
69 See, for instance, Fynes Moryson, An Itinerary (London, 1617), 79 and 145; and 
William Crashaw, Fiscus Papalis (London, 1617), F1v. Both of these texts discussing the 
darkness of Catholic churches were published within two years of Donne’s composition of the 
hymn. 
70 “The interiors [of the churches] are all rather dark, not from architectural ignorance but 
from deliberate policy; for the priests (they say) think that in bright light thoughts will go 
wandering, whereas a dim light concentrates the mind and aids devotion.” Thomas More, 
Utopia, rev. ed., ed. George M. Logan and Robert M. Adams (Cambridge University Press, 
2002), 100. See Carey, John Donne, 218. 
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similitude fits (or does not fit) into the poem’s hermeneutic structure. This similitude, after all, 
gives up on the poem’s habit of drawing analogies from scripture, and rendering them according 
to the similetic formula of the preaching literature, in the same moment that its speaker 
renounces reading itself by withdrawing into a darkened church. The poem’s meta-hermeneutic 
plot, then, its pattern of references to the hermeneutic tradition, adheres closely to the structure of 
renunciation that the poem traces on its literal and symbolic levels. Donne’s speaker imagines 
death as a renunciation of his native island, his mundane loves, his worldly ambitions; he 
imagines it, too, as a freedom from the difficulties of interpretation itself. In the “Everlasting 
night” that the speaker enters, the withdrawal that earlier in the poem figured a troubling rift 
between the world’s vehicles and the mind’s tenors now becomes a complete dispossession of 
the similitudes and dissimilitudes that bring scriptural texts into tense relationships with the 
human minds that read them. The poem adopts the similitude as a convenient synecdoche for the 
process of interpretation, but only so it can abandon it in its larger-scale renunciation of the 
mundane world. 
 
“Reading is not Preaching”: Similitudes in Abundance 
Donne’s “Hymne,” I have argued, makes a plot out of its chain of similitudes. In this 
respect, the poem may seem to differ from the typical homiletic instance, in which a similitude 
appears on its own, as a sententious gem to be stored or decoded. It is not entirely true, however, 
that similitudes in sermons appear in isolation. In fact, compendia of similitudes like Meres’s and 
Cawdry’s are generically closer to sermons than one might expect. Consider the group of 
similitudes gathered under the heading “Reading is not preaching” in Cawdry’s Treasurie.71 All 
																																																						
71 Cawdry, Treasurie, 653–54. 
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of the sententiae in Cawdry’s book are organized into such thematic groupings, but this set is 
remarkable in that all seven of its similitudes are drawn from the same sermon, the Fruitful 
sermon preached at Occham by Thomas Gibson in November of 1583 (and printed the following 
year). Gibson’s sermon is itself concerned with the act of preaching, especially the extent to 
which preaching’s public exegetical function differs from any private scriptural reading a 
minister or layman may pursue. Christ himself is Gibson’s best exemplar: 
The holy Evangelist Luke sayeth, that Christ taught or preached in Nazareth. He firste 
read, then shut the booke, afterwarde he expounded that scripture which he read: and so 
applied it to the hearers. By these and such like places, we may gather, that preaching 
properly as we speake of it, is an exposition and application of the scriptures, by the 
lively voyce of the minister, to the edifiyng of the people: whereby it may easily appeare 
that reading is not preaching, nor yet sufficie[n]t in a minister approved of God.72 
In Gibson’s interpretation of the gospel account, Christ’s preaching occurs separately and only 
after reading; they are discrete acts, the first isolated and internal, the second public and 
exegetical. Christ’s example, however, is apparently not quite clear enough for Gibson’s 
purposes. Soon after citing Luke’s account of Christ’s preaching, the preacher offers another way 
of understanding his prescriptions about preaching: “But this matter shal appeare more plaine in 
the wordes following,” he writes, “for my purpose in this part is, onely to shew you by some 
circumstances and descriptions what preaching is, & that reading is not preaching, […] as may 
appeare by comparing them together, and by using some apt similitudes for the explanation of 
this matter.” At this point, Gibson launches into the seven similitudes that Cawdry would later 
																																																						
72 Thomas Gibson [or Gybson], A Fruitful sermon preached at Occham, in the countie of 
Rutland, the second of November. 1583 (London, 1594), B2r. The italics here represent Gibson’s 
Roman type, while Roman type represents blackletter. 
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import into the Treasurie, with scarcely a breath between them except for a reiterative “again.” 
Here is just a portion of Gibson’s litany of similitudes: 
The smell or sight of meat doth good to the hungry man, but it will not feede him, except 
he taste of it: so by reading men may have some smell of Religion, but they shall never 
throughly taste of it, without preaching, and therefore it is called a feeding, as we hearde 
before and Preachers are counted Pastors and feeders. Again, meate that is rawe and fat, 
maye bee called good, but it is not to bee eaten before it bee made readye and dressed: so 
are the Scriptures reade good, holy and pure, but not sufficient foode for the people, 
without preaching. Againe, bare reading is as thogh one should cast a whole loafe, before 
them which want strength to cut it. Preaching is a cutting and dividing of the breade of 
life, that every one may have his several portion. Again, bare reading without preaching 
is even as the husbandman should cast whole strikes and bushels of Corne, on his Land 
together on heapes, not scattering of it. Preaching is a spreading and a sowing of the seed. 
Again, bare reading is as though the Fisher should shuffle his nets on heapes, not opening 
them: Preaching is a wise opening, laying and handling of the Net.73 
These are recognizable “apt similitudes,” as Gibson calls them, even if in his haste to move 
through them the preacher elides the verbal scaffolding—the “as” and “so”—by which we 
typically recognize them. By crushing together a series of related similitudes, however, Gibson 
turns his sermon into something like the kind of compendium of similes that would later feature 
excerpts from it (and expand them to the standard form). In turn, this compendious sermon offers 
Cawdry a neatly wrapped argument whose constituent similitudes all argue its main point, that 
																																																						
73 Gibson, Fruitful sermon, B3r–v. 
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“Reading is not preaching.” In this manner, the hermeneutic text and the meta-hermeneutic text 
begin to resemble each other. 
 Cawdry’s book leaves one important element of Gibson’s sermon behind, however: the 
exegetical, interpretive function that Gibson himself had been at such pains to stress. Gibson’s 
argument for the importance of preaching is not made arbitrarily: it is itself an interpretation of a 
passage of scripture. The sermon’s text is 1 Corinthians 9:16: “Woe be unto me, if I preach not 
the Gospel.”74 This verse’s grammar offers little to chew on, so Gibson concerns himself for the 
first long section of his sermon with defining the word “preach” as it occurs in Paul’s epistle: “I 
will gather some description of preaching,” he writes, “that you may know what it is.”75 
Cawdry’s book may successfully import Gibson’s smaller point about the difference between 
preaching and reading, but it loses the context by which Gibson offers an interpretation of 
scriptural vocabulary. That this interpretation takes the form of similitudes confirms Gibson’s 
point about the artificiality of preaching—the series of similitudes on the dissimilitude of reading 
and preaching performs that dissimilitude rhetorically. I have some difficulty imagining a hearer 
of this sermon easily following the path of each of Gibson’s similitudes as it arrives in sequence 
(certainly I cannot read through it at speed and still bring up each mental image I am meant to 
conjure); overwhelmed by the rapid-fire appearance of eight similitudes, of different lengths and 
drawing from different discourses, one might instead begin to think of the form of the similitude 
itself. The hearer or reader’s attention, in other words, is drawn directly to the very rhetorical 
																																																						
74 Gibson, Fruitful sermon, A8r. 
75 Gibson, Fruitful sermon, B1v. 
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processing—the process of exegesis—that the similitudes describe, to the artificial exposition 
that separates private reading from the act of public interpretation that is the sermon.76 
Similitudes, then, though they are meant to be excerptible and lapidary, also tend to form 
dense clusters or patterns, as we saw in the series of similitudes in Donne’s “Hymne.” Some 
sermons, especially those concerned with parsing biblical similitudes and analogies, use many 
similitudes in a short span; some preachers were particularly fond of the device, and incorporated 
a similitude or two into nearly every sermon they preached. Most of the extant sermons of the 
Devonshire preacher John Barlow, for instance, employ similitudes for some interpretive or 
rhetorical effect. As in Gibson’s case, moreover, several similitudes on the same theme or text 
can draw particular attention to the similitude’s potency as an exegetical tool. Two more 
similitudes, paired in Barlow’s 1618 sermon The Good Man’s Refuge in Affliction, can help us to 
further understand how the very multiplicity of similitudes’ “multiplied visions” does the work 
of interpretation. 
As its title suggests, Barlow’s sermon concerns man’s relationship to God during 
moments of crisis: the sermon’s title page indicates that it has been “NOW PUBLISHED 
ESPECIally for the good of them that bee, or have been afflicted inwardly in minde, or 
outwardly in body.”77 Unsurprisingly, then, the text that occasions this offer of “refuge” comes 
from the book of Psalms: “And I poore and needie, the Lord thinketh on me” (Psalm 40:17). 
Barlow’s sermon parses what it might mean for God to “think” upon a subject in a moment of 
affliction; what it does not mean, crucially, is that God has in any way “changed his affection,” 
																																																						
76 Jeff Dolven poses some similar questions with regard to the torrents of sententiae in 
Sidney’s Old Arcadia in Scenes of Instruction, 106–8 and 126–27. 
77 John Barlow, The Good Man’s Refuge in Affliction (London, 1618), title page. 
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for God, unlike man, is not “subject to alteration.”78 Like many preachers in this moment—
especially those associated with a Puritan-leaning “plain style”—Barlow employed in his 
sermons the dialogical method of objection and response, and in order to explain this divine 
constancy he modulates into that form: 
Object. But we reade that God hath repented, and so changed his affection. 
Solution. 1. I answere, first, that it is spoken for our understanding, after the manner of 
man, and not to bee understood otherwise.79 
Barlow’s hypothetical interlocutor has been perusing the story of Noah’s Ark in the sixth chapter 
of Genesis, where he reads that “then it repented the Lord, that he had made man in the earth, 
and he was sorie in his heart” (Genesis 6:6). Indeed, the Geneva Bible’s note on this verse 
sounds very much like Barlow’s initial response to the objection: “God doeth never repent, but 
he speaketh after our capacitie, because he did destroy him, & in that as it were did disavowe 
him to be his creature.”80 Barlow and the Geneva commentator both insist that the verb 
“repented” cannot be taken literally; rather, it is an accommodation to “our understanding,” to 
the fallen language of humanity. It stands in for something else: for God, repentance is a 
metaphor. 
“A metaphor,” preached a contemporary of Barlow’s, “is but a similitude that is 
contracted to one word, it is a short similitude, folded up in a word.”81 Over the next two 
paragraphs, Barlow unpacks the metaphor that is God’s repentance through a pair of similitudes: 
																																																						
78 Barlow, Good Man’s Refuge, 14. 
79 Barlow, Good Man’s Refuge, 14. Headings in italics are drawn inward from their 
original positions in Barlow’s margin. 
80 The Bible and Holy Scriptures, 3v. 
81 John Preston, The New Covenant, or the Saints Portion. A Treatise Unfolding the All-
sufficiencie of God, and Mans uprightnes, and the Covenant of grace. delivered In fourteene 
Sermons upon Gen. 17. 1. 2. (London, 1629), 181. Preston seems to be redelivering Cicero’s 
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2 Againe, the change is not in God, but in respect of the object about which hee is 
exercised; for one cause without alteration in it selfe may produce divers effects in that 
regard. For example: The Sunne hath but one simple act of shining; yet, doe wee not see 
that it doth unite clay and straw, dissolve ice into water? makes the flowers smell 
sweetly, and a dead corpse to stinke lothsomly? the hot fier to be colder, and the cold 
water hotter? and will it not helpe to cure one man by his heate, yet therewith kill 
another? Where is the cause? in the severall objects, and their divers dispositions, and 
constitutions; and not in the Sunnes act of shining, which is but one and the same. 
 Take a more familiar similitude. Let a looking-glasse be set in the window, will it 
not represent to thy eye divers objects? If thou goe to it in decent and comely apparell, 
shalt not thou see the like figure? if dejected, and in course rayment, will it not offer to 
thy view the same equall proportion? doe but thou stretch thy selfe, bend thy brow, and 
runne against it, and will it not resemble the like person, and action? where is the change? 
shall we conclude in the glasse? No: for it is neither altered from the place, nor in 
nature.82 
If you read closely enough into these two similitudes, some fairly significant doctrinal 
differences arise between them. The similitude of the sun implies that any shift in the 
relationship between God and man—that change which seems to man like God’s repentance—
would actually have to imply a conversion of man’s “constitutions”: his essence. For God to 
behave differently to you, you have to become something else entirely. (This similitude’s 
																																																						
remark in De Oratore that “A metaphor is a short form of a simile, contracted into one word” 
(quoted in Parker, “The Metaphorical Plot,” 134). 
82 Barlow, Good Man’s Refuge, 14–15. This pair of similitudes reappears in John 
Spencer, Things New and Old. Or, a Store-House of Similies (London, 1658), 117. 
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premise that different substances will react variously to the same external force lives on in the 
classic stoner’s inquiry about why boiling water will soften pasta but harden eggs.) The 
similitude of the mirror, by contrast, suggests that an alteration merely in one’s actions or even 
dress will cause one’s relationship to the divine to look different. The first similitude’s doctrine 
of election, in other words, is threatened by the second similitude’s suggestion of a doctrine of 
works. 
It is significant that Barlow seems uninterested in this distinction, that a potentially 
thorny theological crux is ignored in favor of a “more familiar” approach to the question of 
repentance. The second similitude, moreover, seems to have been added not merely because it is 
“more familiar” (for is it?), but because it is additional. Barlow’s interpretive point is that what 
we call God’s “repentance” might be called or conceived of or metaphorized any number of 
ways “after the manner of man,” while still remaining unchanged to the divine perspective. He 
argues this point by presenting multiple similitudes, each with multiple examples and images 
contained within itself to illustrate the comparison. His pair of similitudes, in other words, 
presents a specific interpretation of the scriptural language of repentance while at the same time 
allegorizing the homiletic theory that argues for similitudes’ ability to multiply the visions of 
scriptural texts, to make their meanings perspicuous without bending or altering them. Just as the 
sun and mirror, in Barlow’s similitudes, remain unchanged even as they effect alterations in 
observers’ perspectives on them, so scriptural meanings persist even as diverse similitudes help 
to make those meanings accessible. The multiplicity of similitudes, that is, can serve as a crucial 
methodological tool for pinning down scripture’s ambiguities by a kind of interpretive 





Banquet, Engine, Bird: The Homiletics of Herbert’s “Prayer (I)” 
As we have seen, the homiletic similitude does not always behave exactly as some of its 
theorists intended. In their simplest conception, similitudes can latch a difficult idea or text onto 
a more familiar image or example in order to guide the assembled congregation (or belated 
reader) toward a better understanding of the concept in question. But similitudes are rarely so 
simple. Some similitudes, in their exegeses of biblical texts, bend vehicle and tenor toward each 
other, producing new interpretations of scriptural cruces and obscurities. Such similitudes 
punctuate Donne’s “Hymne,” generating a (meta)hermeneutic plot that accompanies the poem’s 
other figurative actions. There as elsewhere, similitudes are bunched into tightly packed groups, 
producing litanies of vehicles for single tenors. In such cases, I have argued, the similitude risks 
posing a hermeneutic difficulty for its hearer: tangled up in analogical knots, the similitudes’ 
audience is prompted to consider the form of comparative thought—and of interpretation—more 
even than the final meaning of the comparison. 
Poetic theory has a name for this latter form of similetic difficulty, in which vehicles are 
piled onto a tenor to a perhaps unreasonable degree. It is called systrophe (that is, turning 
together).83 The sixteenth-century rhetorician Henry Peacham wrote that systrophe occurs “when 
the Orator bringeth in many definitions of one thing, yet not such definitions as do declare the 
																																																						
83 “Reduced to its briefest formula,” one critic writes, “systrophe is an elliptical 
periphrasis of one tenor by three or more asyndetic and isocolical analogies.” Salomon 
Hegnauer, “The Rhetorical Figure of Systrophe,” in Rhetoric Revalued: Papers from the 
International Society for the History of Rhetoric, ed. Brian Vickers (Binghamton, NY: Center for 
Medieval & Early Renaissance Studies, 1982), 180. See also Salomon Hegnauer, Systrophe: The 
Background of Herbert’s Sonnet Prayer (Berne: Peter Lang, 1981), which incorporates extended 




substance of a thing by the general kind, and the difference, which the art of reasoning doth 
prescribe, but others of another kind all heaped together.”84 In other words—for Peacham’s 
definition is hardly crystalline—systrophe is definition by a kind of chaotic heap of examples 
and metaphors, multiple vehicles being provided for the same tenor. Systrophic texts refract their 
subjects into various, diverse examples and images, not unlike the group of similitudes that 
Thomas Gibson bundled together in his Fruitful sermon in order to define preaching as distinct 
from reading. 
Systrophe has a long history as a definitional strategy in poetry, especially the poetry of 
praise. In the second century, the Greek theologian Clement of Alexandria composed his own 
Greek “Hymn to Christ” that defined its object of address as “Bridle-bit of spirited colts, / Wing 
of birds that do not stray, / Rudder guiding ships at sea,” and so on.85 Systrophe was also a 
common definitional strategy in the early modern devotional lyric: Barnabe Barnes’s Divine 
Centurie of Spirituall Sonnets (1595), for instance, includes a poem that defines God as “The 
well of life, the forte of happinesse, / Rocke of affiance, Piller of sure trust,” and more.86 These 
short metaphors—each a perfectly measured half-line—clearly do not make the sophisticated 
arguments conveyed by the longer syntax of the homiletic similitudes I have examined, but taken 
as a group, in quick succession, they might induce the same kind of hermeneutic difficulty, 
																																																						
84 Quoted in Hegnauer, Systrophe, 28. 
85 Clement of Alexandria, “Hymn to Christ,” trans. Donald Able, The Classical Outlook 
49.4 (December 1971): 39. 
86 Barnabe Barnes, A Divine Centurie of Spirituall Sonnets (London, 1595), C4r. I am 
following the lead of Barbara Lewalski in connecting this particular sonnet to Herbert’s “Prayer 
(I).” (Lewalski, Protestant Poetics, 477.) See also William Alabaster’s sonnet “Exaltatio 
Humanae Naturae,” in which “Humanity” is defined as “the field of miseries, / Nature’s abortive 
table of mischance, / Stage of complaint, the fair that doth enhance / The price of error and of 
vanities” (The Sonnets of William Alabaster, ed. G. M. Story and Helen Gardner [Oxford 
University Press, 1959], 57.1–4). 
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sweeping the reader through a host of images and metaphors without pausing to develop or 
expand upon them. 
Perhaps the most recognizable instance of this definitional trope is George Herbert’s 
“Prayer (I),” which defines its subject with twenty-seven distinct phrases over the course of its 
fourteen lines. As a result of this sonnet’s rhetorical force, it would seem, these metaphoric lists 
became a favorite technique among Herbert’s poetic heirs. Here, for instance, is Richard 
Crashaw in 1652: “Dear hope! earth’s dowry, & heavn’s debt! / The entity of those that are not 
yet. / Subtlest, but surest beeing! Thou by whom / Our nothing has a definition! / Substantiall 
shade!”87 Unlike Barnes, Crashaw flickers quickly between both modes of definition and shapes 
of phrasing, making it more difficult to follow the poem’s twists in imagery and language. 
Likewise the list in Henry Vaughan’s “Son-days”: “Bright shadows of true Rest! Some shoots of 
bliss, / Heaven once a week; / The next world’s gladness prepossest in this; / A day to seek; / 
Eternity in time”—this goes on for twenty-four lines.88 In the same way that Vaughan seemed to 
have imitated the similitudes of Donne’s “Hymne,” however, without reproducing his 
intertextual links to scripture and the intervening homiletic tradition, here again he seems to 
borrow the compressive suggestivity of Herbert’s poem while leaving behind its complex 
relationships to other texts. 
These examples of systrophe clearly derive rhetorical effect from the quickness with 
which they shunt between various metaphors. This readerly alienation is augmented in the case 
of “Prayer (I)” by the fact that many of its metaphors are drawn from the tradition of homiletic 
similitudes. I quote the poem in full: 
																																																						
87 The English Poems of Richard Crashaw, ed. Richard Rambuss (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 262. 
88 Works of Henry Vaughan, ed. Martin, 447. See also Vaughan’s “The Night.” 
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Prayer the Churches banquet, Angels age, 
 Gods breath in man returning to his birth, 
 The soul in paraphrase, heart in pilgrimage, 
The Christian plummet sounding heav’n and earth; 
 
Engine against th’ Almighty, sinners towre, 
 Reversed thunder, Christ-side-piercing spear, 
 The six-daies world transposing in an houre, 
A kinde of tune, which all things heare and fear; 
 
Softnesse, and peace, and joy, and love, and blisse, 
 Exalted Manna, gladnesse of the best, 
 Heaven in ordinarie, man well drest, 
The milkie way, the bird of Paradise, 
 
 Church-bels beyond the starres heard, the souls bloud, 
 The land of spices; something understood.89 
It might seem another far-fetched hermeneutic act to suggest the relationship of this poem to 
homiletic similitudes like Gibson’s and Playfere’s, especially since the syntactic scaffolding of 
“as” and “so” are absent. Indeed, syntax as a whole has deserted the poem. But as we saw in 
Barlow’s sermon, homiletic theory was very much capable of thinking of a scriptural metaphor, 
																																																						




like “repent,” as a compressed version of a much more elaborated similitude, and many if not 
most of Herbert’s metaphors condense similitudes from the homiletic tradition even further than 
Donne’s “Hymne.” The radical, ambiguous compression and asyntax of Herbert’s sonnet can be 
read as a deliberate rejection of the formulaic scaffolding of the homiletic similitudes upon 
which it draws, even as they invite the reader to consider how the compacted metaphors might be 
unfolded.90 As I will show, “Prayer (I)” repeatedly explores this tension between poetic 
compression and exegetical expansion, the “necessity of upspringing.” 
Consider the poem’s first metaphor, which makes “Prayer” into “the Churches banquet.” 
Critics of “Prayer (I)” have not quite known what to do with “the Churches banquet,” having 
associated it vaguely with spiritual abundance, or the language of the Song of Songs, or, most 
obviously, the Eucharist.91 But the homiletic literature offers another, more specific possibility. 
Herbert might have encountered the idea in Meres’s Palladis Tamia, where a similitude aligns 
prayers of particular length or vehemence with the extraordinary pleasures of certain meals: 
As the children of this world besides their dayly repast, have their extraordinarie feasts 
and bankets, in which they are woont to exceede the maner of other refections: so it is 
also behoovefull, that the righteous besides their dayly prayer, have their feasts and 
spirituall bankets, in which their soules may feede, not measurablie (as at other tymes) 
																																																						
90 Discussing the experience of reading a radically condensed simile, Parker quotes 
Wordsworth’s famous phrase “The Child is the father of the Man,” describing it as “a metaphor 
whose conflation of times and relations shocks, before the mind accommodates it, logically and 
chronologically, as a condensed analogy, and the conflation of times and identities is spread out, 
or ‘spaced’, over the ‘natural’ life of a single individual.” “The Metaphorical Plot,” 141. 
91 Mario A. Di Cesare, “Image and Allusion in Herbert’s ‘Prayer (I)’,” ELR 11.3 
(Autumn 1981): 310–11; E. B. Greenwood, “George Herbert’s Sonnet ‘Prayer’: A Stylistic 
Study,” Essays in Criticism 15.1 (January 1965): 35; Chana Bloch, Spelling the Word: George 
Herbert and the Bible (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1985), 89; William Bonnell, 
“The Eucharistic Substance of George Herbert’s ‘Prayer (I)’,” George Herbert Journal 9.2 
(Spring 1986): 35–47. 
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but may bee filled and stuffed with the divine sweetenesse, and with the plentie of Gods 
house, ibidem. 
More forthcoming than many commonplacers, Meres provides a source for his similitude, the 
previously cited “Lodov. Granat. lib de devotione.”92 In fact, the first eight of Meres’s 
similitudes under the heading of “Praier” (of which this is the last) all refer to this text, the 
Dominican preacher Luis de Granada’s 1554 Libro de la oración y meditación, which Meres 
himself had translated into English and printed in the same year as the Palladis Tamia.93 
De Granada’s similitude—though it may not be precisely Herbert’s source—gets us 
much closer to understanding Herbert’s compressed and ambiguous phrase than does any 
association with the Eucharist. In the similitude, prayer becomes a spiritual food, and de Granada 
emphasizes the need to vary one’s culinary routine—daily meals, to be sure, but also occasional 
feasts, so that the Christian subject can be glutted with the spiritual power of prayer. Importing 
this understanding of the varying scales of spiritual nourishment that different devotional 
activities can produce, Herbert’s reader can understand his phrase as implicitly comparative: 
“Prayer” is the “Churches banquet” when compared to the Church’s other offices (like 
preaching), which are merely its daily meals.94 The poem can therefore be seen as commencing 
not just with a project of definition, but with an attempt to define prayer against its rival 
claimants to spiritual importance. Furthermore, by altering de Granada’s similitude so that prayer 
in general becomes more crucial than other spiritual practices, rather than acquiescing to de 
																																																						
92 Meres, Palladis Tamia, 88r–89r. 
93 Luis de Granada, Granados Devotion. Exactly Teaching How a Man May Truely 
Dedicate and devote himselfe unto God: and so become his acceptable Votary, trans. Francis 
Meres (London, 1598), 533–34. 
94 Di Cesare (“Image and Allusion,” 110) and Greenwood (“George Herbert’s Sonnet,” 
235) both downplay the extravagance of the “banquet,” noting that in Herbert’s moment it could 
also mean a regular meal. 
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Granada’s original point that longer prayer must occasionally take the place of shorter prayer, 
Herbert contributes to the process of Protestantizing de Granada’s thought that Alexandra 
Walsham has described as a feature of the translation and publication of his works by scholars 
like Meres.95 Into just the first four words of his poem Herbert has compressed a similitude that, 
when unraveled, reaches out across genres (from poetry to prose) and transverses national and 
confessional boundaries (from England to Spain, Protestantism to Catholicism). 
Although it may seem straightforward upon first glance, “The Churches banquet” turns 
out to have more to say, additional information that can be mined from the uncompressed 
language of the homiletic tradition. Other metaphors in “Prayer (I)” invite unpacking more 
immediately: consider “Engine against th’ Almighty.” The image might seem startlingly violent 
for the usually private business of prayer. But the metaphor is probably not original to Herbert; 
perhaps he read about prayer’s siege of God in a sermon preached by John Donne in January of 
1626/7.96 In the course of commenting upon the thirty-seventh psalm, Donne argues a fine point 
of interpretation: “Commit thy way unto the Lord, sayes David; And he sayes more, then our 
Translation seemes to expresse; […] for, according to the Originall word, Galal, it is […] not 
Commit, but Roll thy way upon the Lord; which may very well imply, and intend this precept, 
Carry thy Rolling trench up to God, and gather upon him.”97 And then, to illustrate this point of 
																																																						
95 Alexandra Walsham, “Luis De Granada’s Mission to Protestant England: Translating 
the Devotional Literature of the Spanish Counter-Reformation,” in Publishing Subversive Texts 
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97 John Donne, LXXX Sermons (London, 1640), 686. A “rolling trench” is “a framework 
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translational difficulty, Donne shifts to the now-familiar technique of the multi-pronged 
similitude: “As Abraham, when he beat the price with God for Sodom, from fifty, to ten, rolled 
his Petition upon God, so roll thy wayes upon him […]; And then, as Tertullian sayes of 
publique Prayers, Obsidemus Deum, In the Prayers of the Congregation wee besiege God, So this 
way wee entrench our selves before God, so, as that nothing can beat us out of our trenches.”98 
Donne brings both of these similitudes to bear upon the word “commit” as it appears in the 
Psalm’s text: this commitment is both a firm negotiating stance and an act of besiegement, a 
commitment of troops. But the particular complexity of this second similitude lies in the fact that 
its vehicle is itself a metaphor taken from another writer. Tertullian’s “Obsidemus Deum” 
becomes one of the vehicles by which Donne interprets scripture’s militaristic vocabulary. 
Donne’s reference to Tertullian, however, is somewhat misleading: the Latin phrase 
“Obsidemus Deum,” which presents itself as a moment of quotation, does not actually appear in 
the relevant text to which Donne is referring.99 Tertullian’s Apologeticus adversus Gentes, a 
third-century defense of Christianity, is rather subtler in its description of prayer’s divine siege: 
“We come together for meeting and assembly, in order that having formed a band as it were 
[quasi manu facta] to come before God we may encompass him with prayers [precationibus 
ambiamus]. This violence [vis] is pleasing to God.”100 The metaphor of besiegement, in Donne’s 
source, is diffused across a suggestive set of words: band, encompass, violence. Donne 
																																																						
98 Donne, LXXX Sermons, 686. Donne was fond of this metaphor from Tertullian, and 
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99 Perhaps Donne encountered this phrase—there attributed to Augustine—in a 
meditation by Abraham Holland: Holandi Post-huma. A Funerall Elegie of King James 
(Cambridge, 1626), K4r. 
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condenses this sentence into the much pithier “Obsidemus Deum,” but only so that he can expand 
the idea at greater length in the similitude’s statement of its tenor: “So this way wee entrench our 
selves before God, so, as that nothing can beat us out of our trenches.” Donne’s sermon, in other 
words, refashions Tertullian’s tentative metaphor into the much more assertive syntactic 
structure of the homiletic similitude so that he can then pose a particular interpretation of 
scriptural vocabulary: that David’s word galal implies a whole machinery of entrenchment and 
siege. Herbert’s poem then compresses Donne’s expression into the pithy phrasing of “Engine 
against th’ Almighty,” an image whose violence seems less surprising once one has excavated, 
from the homiletic tradition, the idea that a prayerful siege “is pleasing [grata est]” to its 
intended target. 
Let us consider one final metaphor from Herbert’s poem, prayer as “the bird of Paradise.” 
F. E. Hutchinson’s note offers the traditional interpretation of this line, that “This bird may be 
chosen for its name, as well as for its brilliant colouring and its gaiety, but a further aptness may 
be discovered in John Wilkins’s description (New World, 1640): ‘The Birds of Paradise … reside 
Constantly in the Air.’”101 (This belief derived in part from the fact that the first specimens of 
these birds’ skins to arrive in Europe had had their feet removed.)102 It is not difficult to grasp the 
import of this folk-knowledge for Herbert’s definition of prayer: like “Gods breath in man 
returning to his birth,” the “bird of Paradise” is caught by Herbert’s poem in the course of its 
upward motion, never returning to the earth below, nor quite reaching its heavenly mark. But in 
this comparison a difficulty arises: the perennially “returning” breath, even if the poem catches it 
																																																						
101 The Works of George Herbert, ed. F. E. Hutchinson (Oxford University Press, 1941), 
493. 
102 This led to their being named, in Latin, Paradisaea apoda. See James A. Jobling, A 
Dictionary of Scientific Bird Names (Oxford University Press, 1991), 15–16. 
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en route, implies that prayer finds its way to a heavenly hearer; but the vehicle of the bird that 
never lands until it dies reminds the reader of the fact that, just as a bird of paradise never 
touches the ground, so—as with any non-human animal—it can never achieve salvation, at least 
not in its corporeal form.103 So the “bird of Paradise” metaphor, late in the poem’s game, seems 
to reinforce the poem’s present-participial definition of a practice always in process and never—
despite the poem’s decisive last clause—fully accomplished. 
In the homiletic literature, too, similitudes involving birds of paradise do not work quite 
as they ought to. In a Lent sermon printed in 1636—but likely preached much earlier—the 
Protestant controversialist Daniel Featley preached: “In this holy time of Lent three duties are 
required, Prayer, Fasting, and Almes: prayer is the bird of Paradise; fasting and almes are her 
two wings, the lighter is fasting, but the stronger is almes; use both to carry your prayers to 
heaven, that you may bring from thence a blessing upon you, through the merits and intercession 
of Jesus Christ.”104 “Prayer is the bird of Paradise”: Featley supplies Herbert’s missing 
copulative but otherwise exactly mirrors his metaphor. Perhaps Featley’s similitude, like 
Granada’s, will supply a missing context that explains the significance of Herbert’s metaphor. 
Yet what follows is distinctly odd: a description of a bird whose wings, rather than evenly 
ballasting the animal, provide “lighter” and “stronger” supports. Flight does not work that way, 
which might be the reason that Featley has avoided the traditional “as… so…” formula of the 
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similitude. Elaborated into that structure, one side of the comparison, like a bird’s broken wing, 
would hobble the enterprise: as a bird of paradise has a lighter and a stronger wing, so prayer… 
The expression’s compactness somewhat obscures the fact that its vehicle has been bent 
unnaturally toward its tenor. 
Or consider a later comparison, this one from a tract printed in 1659: “The holy, 
heavenly, Angelical Hoast are Birds of Paradise, and have six Wings; two to cover their faces, 
two their feet, two to fly with.”105 Now the birds have had their feet restored, but have sprouted 
four extra wings each—again, the doctrinal specificity of the tenor has warped the vehicle’s 
natural science from its supposed familiarity. My purpose in quoting these texts is not to suggest 
that they inspired Herbert—the case would be a dubious one for Featley’s sermon, in spite of the 
verbal consonances, and impossible for the tract, by the Suffolk minister Nicholas Clagett, since 
both were printed after Herbert’s death—but rather to show the bird of paradise’s pliability as a 
vehicle in similitudes like these. The ambiguity of Herbert’s phrase actually runs much deeper 
that his commentators have allowed: not only do we not know which particular attribute of the 
bird of paradise we are meant to import onto “Prayer,” the homiletic texts insist that these 
protean birds can take on practically any new attribute that their tenors might require. And so for 
a moment—although it is not the only such moment in the poem—Herbert fully reverses the 
expected logic of the similitude: rather than defining or clarifying Herbert’s particular conception 
of prayer, “the bird of Paradise” invites its reader to impose upon the poem whatever 
preconceived idea about prayer they might already hold. 
One could go on in this vein: the radical compression of Herbert’s poem evidently invites 
precisely the kind of elaborative commentary that obscure biblical texts do; as readers, we feel 
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that if we can apply the correct similitude to Herbert’s language, then the poem’s tightly wrapped 
metaphors will open up and reveal their meanings, like the particolored blossoms of yet another 
kind of bird-of-paradise. But the poem plainly exhibits a countervailing pressure as well: the 
time-bound forward propulsion of mere reading. This pressure discloses itself most clearly in the 
sonnet form that gives it its shape, with its propulsive pair of opening quatrains, its rounded third 
quatrain, and its gently final couplet. The sonnet’s rhythm, too, very often hustles the reader 
through its verses: a line like “Softnesse, and peace, and joy, and love, and blisse” is very 
difficult to linger over, even as its swiftly shifting vehicles lay out the poem’s tendency toward 
paradox (prayer as both “spear” and “peace”?).106 Moreover, the poem’s beguiling final phrase, 
“something understood,” at once reassures us that we understand both the sonnet and the concept 
of “Prayer” while admonishing us not to spend too much time poking around for further 
enlightenment. “Something understood”: in a poem with no main verb, we arrive at the end only 
to learn that some process has, in fact, taken place. 
How does this internal tension between poetic condensation and poetic form—the poem’s 
composition, as it were, more like a stoppered vessel containing a pressurized gas than a well-
wrought urn—affect the experience of reading it? Even Herbert’s most experienced and skilled 
readers have been unsure. Here is Mario A. Di Cesare on reading the poem while experiencing 
the pull of its ambiguities: 
“Prayer (I)” is a remarkably elusive poem. Reading it, I feel I can understand it, despite 
the jaggedness and apparent discontinuity of images which often appear about to fly 
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loose from the center. Part of this sense of always-almost understanding probably comes 
from the apparent familiarity of the images. Suggestions arise, and recede, and are not 
fully realized. Just when I think I know, the poem swerves away from expectation. […] 
Curious about this, I examined several treatises, including Tanquerey’s several lucid 
chapters on the various kinds and methods of prayer, but found little help for Herbert’s 
sonnet.107 
The tension that I have described as akin to a pressurized gas Di Cesare feels, similarly, as a kind 
of centrifugal force that threatens to rend the poem’s coherence. To hold the thing together, he 
seeks out context, as I have, from a secondary archive, though he finds little there to satisfy his 
feeling of only “always-almost understanding” the poem’s metaphors. Here is where Di Cesare’s 
experience of the poem differs from mine: for what reader of “Prayer (I),” in the seventeenth 
century or today, “always” understands each of the poem’s metaphors to the same degree? As we 
have seen, the poem draws its rapid, compressed similitudes from the homiletic literature, certain 
of whose commonplace similitudes would undoubtedly be nearer to hand than others for any 
given reader. In other words, Herbert might have expected his reader to grasp that some, but not 
all, of the poems metaphors were compressed similitudes.108 And so the poem’s “discontinuity” 
results from the swiftness with which it shunts not just between its constituent metaphors, but 
between the levels of familiarity its reader feels in the course of processing them. Like readers of 
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Cawdry’s Treasurie, with its exhaustive compendium of sciences from which to draw, we are 
likely to understand the poem only in parts. 
That, of course, is precisely the argument of the sonnet’s final couplet: “Church-bels 
beyond the starres heard, the souls bloud, / The land of spices; something understood.” Prayer, 
like “Prayer (I),” is alternately familiar and far-fetched, its metaphors alternately perspicuous and 
puzzling. And it is appropriate that—for this reader, at least—the metaphors here are not exactly 
self-confirming. I understand how “The land of spices” figures interpretive difficulty (and 
possibly also linguistic eloquence) much better than I understand how “the souls bloud” figures 
familiarity, even if I can intuit the latter’s basic meaning without recourse to a sermon, 
commonplace book, or explanatory note.109 This irony inheres most strongly in the poem’s 
concluding phrase, “something understood,” which at once challenges us to make our 
understanding complete (through whatever combination of research and cogitation might be 
required) and to be convinced that we have already understood, that no such completion is 
required of us. With a kind of ridiculous pun (the literalism of standing under something), it also 
makes obscure reference to the “radical verticality” of the poem’s constituent metaphors, even as 
it pronounces the poem’s plots to have reached their ends. In this tension between perspicuity 
and obscurity, between metaphor and plot—the understanding brought up short by precisely the 
rhetorical device that would claim to effect its completion—“Prayer (I)” reproduces the 
interpretive effects of the homiletic similitudes that also supply the raw material for its 
constituent metaphors. As Herbert remarks in “The Church-porch,” “Praying’s the end of 
preaching.” He meant, of course, that when preaching was done well it inspired prayer; but the 
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phrase can serve as a motto for “Prayer (I),” which, if it is itself a prayer (as critics have argued), 
only becomes one as the end product of a homiletic method of definition.110 
Like Donne’s “Hymne,” Herbert’s poem thus expresses a surprising degree of 
ambivalence about the act of interpretation. Both poems employ similitudes in order to make 
deliberate and learned use of scriptural texts and the traditions of commentary surrounding them; 
but both, ultimately, perform renunciations of reading and interpretation—Herbert’s by whisking 
the reader quickly through its tropes so that it can finally insist that its topic is already 
“understood,” and Donne’s by turning away from scriptural reference and from the well-lighted 
place that is the scene of scholarship and exegesis. This may seem a strange stance from the two 
poets who, in other works—as I have argued—are so enamored of the minutiae of analysis. But 
it is fully in keeping with a theory of scriptural obscurity that remained firmly ambivalent about 
whether difficult, “dark” texts were supposed to help or to hinder readers. Donne’s and Herbert’s 
poems are at once spoken by and create readers who must grapple with that ambivalence, and 
must attempt to synthesize its constitutive poles. Both poets achieve this synthesis through the 
familiar art of paradox: Donne in the metaphor of the darkened church where no metaphors exist, 
and Herbert in the simultaneously collapsed and distended tropology of “something understood.” 
 Their ambivalence is also a reflection of a theology that fully ascribes misunderstanding 
and interpretive difficulty to the fallen state of man. Donne made this case memorably in one 
sermon, in which he imagined the ascension to heaven as an instant education: 
God shall Create us all Doctors in a minute. […] Those reverend Manuscripts, written 
with Gods own hand, the Scriptures themselves, shall be taken away, quite away; no 
more preaching, no more reading of Scriptures. […] I shall know, not only as I know 
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already, that a Bee-hive, that an Ant-hill is the same Book in Decimo sexto, as a Kingdom 
is in Folio, That a Flower that lives but a day, is an abridgment of that King, that lives out 
his threescore and ten yeers; but I shall know too, that all these Ants, and Bees, and 
Flowers, and Kings, and Kingdoms, howsoever they may be Examples, and Comparisons 
to one another, yet they are all as nothing, altogether nothing, less then nothing, infinitely 
less then nothing, to that which shall then be the subject of my knowledge, for, it is the 
knowledge of the glory of God.111 
It is telling that the labors Donne imagines transcending upon his ascension are “preaching,” 
“reading of Scriptures,” and “Comparisons.” Donne figured the shape of a life as an earthly 
period of interpretation (shadowed by the “Clouds,” “resistance,” and “suspition” that must 
accompany it) followed by an eternity of perfect understanding and collapsed differences. He 
and Herbert mined the enormous archive of similitudes in order to force their readers to 
experience that life-long plot in miniature, “in a minute,” each time they encountered one.
																																																						





PROSOPOPOEIA: THE POEM’S SPLIT PERSONALITY 
 
 
Early in his Defense of Poesy (ca. 1580), Philip Sidney turns to the Bible in order to 
articulate his defense of secular poetry. The Psalms, Sidney argues, are “a divine poem,” and 
therefore proof of religion’s approbation of poetry in general. “What else,” Sidney asks, “is the 
awaking [of David’s] musical instruments, the often and free changing of persons, his notable 
prosopopoeias, when he maketh you, as it were, see God coming in His majesty, his telling of 
the beasts’ joyfulness and hills leaping, but a heavenly poesy?”1 Notice that David’s “notable 
prosopopoeias” are sandwiched appositively between two rather different ideas—first “the often 
and free changing of persons,” and then “his telling of the beasts’ joyfulness and hills leaping.” 
In the first instance, Sidney is addressing an interpretive crux that haunted the Psalms: tradition 
held that King David was the author of all the whole book; but some of them don’t make any 
sense with David as their speaker, and indeed many of the Psalms name other authors in their 
superscriptions.2 And so Sidney ascribes to David the literary strategy of prosopopoeia: the 
adoption of other voices within the larger poetic performance of the Psalms. In other words, 
Sidney reads what might have been a polyvocal assemblage of texts—a collection of works by 
various authors—as, instead, a series of impersonations declaimed by a single historical speaker. 
With irresistible syntactic momentum, however, Sidney pushes past that crux, pivoting on 
the word “prosopopoeias” toward its other meaning, the personifying address that makes God 
into a person (more on this later) and hills into living, leaping creatures (although he 
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conveniently forgets that, in Psalm 114, the mountains leap “like rams” rather than like people). 
Into this single sentence Sidney folds two distinct operations that rhetoricians attributed to 
prosopopoeia and claims both as features of the rhetorical apparatus that define the Psalms as 
poetry. Both of these rhetorical functions refer us back to prosopopoeia’s Greek roots, and hinge 
on two possible translations of its etymons. “Prosopopoeia” comes (like “poetry”) from poiein, 
“to make,” and also from prosopon, which can refer to either a “person” or a “mask.”3 Thence 
Sidney’s two definitions of prosopopoeia: when it makes a person, it addresses them, wielding 
the technologies of apostrophe in order to call some person into existence (or to personify an 
inanimate object); when it makes a mask, it impersonates another’s voice, displaying the aural 
mask of vocal imitation. These two functions may seem to have little to do with each other, but 
the quickness and nonchalance with which Sidney pivots between the two meanings suggests 
that prosopopoeia’s split personality, rather than posing a difficulty or a crux to be negotiated, 
served as the trope’s enabling feature. 
Sidney’s Defense was at least partly composed as a rebuttal of The School of Abuse 
(1579), the anti-theatrical polemic that its author, Stephen Gosson, had inadvisedly dedicated to 
Sidney himself.4 At its publication Gosson’s treatise received a number of less-remembered but 
more overtly hostile responses, notable among which was Thomas Lodge’s reply, printed not 
long after The School of Abuse in 1579.5 In this riposte, Lodge considers the Psalmist David in 
much the same way as Sidney would in his probably later Defense, invoking his biblical poetry 
as a justification for—and, strangely, as an imitation of—secular verse: “Beroaldus can witness 
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with me that David was a poet, and that his vein was in imitating (as Saint Jerome witnesseth) 
Horace Flaccus, and Pindar. Sometimes his verse runneth in an iambic foot; anon he hath 
recourse to a Sapphic vein.”6 Lodge defines David as a poet primarily insofar as he imitates 
classical poets, anachronistically suggesting that the psalms were influenced by the poets and 
poetic meters of ancient Greece and Rome. Like Sidney, although with a different motive, Lodge 
equates the Biblical poetry of the Psalms with the poet’s ability to sound like other people. 
Let me turn to another of Lodge’s works in order to demonstrate, at the outset, some of 
the rhetorical complexity that prosopopoeia’s multiple functions made available to the early 
modern religious writer. Lodge himself undertook the project of prosopopoeia, of speaking in 
other voices, in a meditation entitled Prosopopeia: Containing the Teares of the holy, blessed, 
and sanctified Marie, the Mother of God, published in 1596. As its title’s interest in Mary’s tears 
suggests, this is a text with a decidedly Catholic slant, by an author who had been imprisoned for 
recusancy.7 Yet Lodge’s text provides a rich example of prosopopoeia’s rhetorical and exegetical 
effects, and so a close and careful reading of it is in order. For although Prosopopeia presents an 
extraordinarily baroque series of nested examples of its eponymous trope, it is also a restaging of 
a scriptural scene, and can therefore demonstrate how prosopopoeia can perform acts of 
interpretation. The scene in question occurs in John 19, when Mary appears next to Christ’s 
crucifix in the last moments before his death: 
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25. There stoode by the crosse of Jesus his mother, and his mothers sister, Marie [the 
wife] of Cleophas, and Marie Magdalene. 
26. When Jesus therefore sawe his mother, and the disciple standyng by, whom he loved, 
he sayth unto his mother, Woman, beholde thy sonne.8 
Although Lodge worries in the work’s prefatory epistle that “some [readers] (and they too 
captious) will avowe that Scriptures are misapplied,” his meditation’s primary action is to 
expand upon this scene—the gospels’ only mention of Mary’s actions during the crucifixion—
converting this intriguingly brief encounter into a cacophony of voices.9 Over the course of more 
than sixty octavo pages, Lodge’s Prosopopeia repeatedly swerves among a variety of speakers 
and between the tropes of ventriloquism and personifying address, with all of these vocal 
performances—but, more importantly, I would suggest, with the movement between them—
constituting the eponymous trope of prosopopoeia. 
 Prosopopeia begins with meditative prose’s equivalent to an establishing shot: at the 
outset, Lodge speaks in the voice of the gospel’s narrator, describing the scene of Christ’s 
crucifixion as he encounters it: “Mary the maiden mother, who during the time of his passion had 
welnigh emptied all the rivers of her compassion, & rifled the treasures of her remorse, to lament 
her sonnes most tragike martyrdome, accompanying her devotion with their duty, as they wrapt 
him, shee wept him.” Soon, however, Lodge’s narrator launches into a prolonged apostrophe, 
addressing the grieving Mary as if she were present to hear his lament: “Ahlas (amiable Ladie) 
howe satest thou like the desolate turtle weeping thy make? How many legions of miseries were 
armed against thy sole & singular patience?” (B1v). This goes on for some time—the “Angels of 
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peace,” in another apostrophe, are implored to “weep with this virgin” (B2v)—until eventually 
Lodge adopts the voice of Mary herself, shifting suddenly from prosopopoeia of address to 
prosopopoeia of voice: “[Mary] betrothed her tongue to complaint, and thus most pensively 
lamented. O my God, lend mine eyes a well of teares, for they must weepe a worlde of wrongs” 
(B3r). Lodge’s marginal note to this first Marian complaint cites Jeremiah 9: “Oh, that mine head 
were full of water, and mine eyes a fountain of tears, that I might weep day and night for the 
slain of the daughter of my people” (Jer. 9:1), and so we can see at once how prosopopoeia can 
function as an exegetical trope: here, by citing another scriptural text, Lodge makes his 
ventriloquism not a spontaneous overflow of Mary’s imputed feeling, but a matter of textual 
transformation and recombination. Mary’s voice is, from the first, a prosopopoeic one, speaking 
from the subject-position of a prior scriptural author; as in the evangelists’ own gospel accounts, 
which constantly allude to the prophetic books of the Old Testament, Lodge’s narration merges 
its storytelling with reiterations and interpretations of older texts. 
 Lodge’s text, of course, lacks the quotation marks that in modern prose mark a shift in 
speaker, the transition, that is, between omniscient narrator and subjective personhood. A careful 
reader will have no trouble keeping track of who is speaking at any given point; but if one were 
to open to a random page of Prosopopeia, in a kind of sortes Lodgiana, it would be nearly 
impossible to tell who, at that point, was speaking. Who speaks these words, for instance? “Let 
your teares run like a river” (B5v). The weeping figure who, moments before, had been the object 
of address—“Ahlas (amiable Ladie)”—is now addressing other weepers, other absent figures. 
Indeed, Mary’s prosopopoeic soliloquy proceeds to address dozens of new apostrophic objects, 
both human and not: the speech that is prosopopoeic in mode (by speaking in another voice) 
becomes prosopopoeic in tropology (by calling out repeatedly to new figures, and making them 
present in doing so). Mary thus addresses “you that passe this waie,” “thou paschall lambe, 
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whose bloud hath bin sprinkled on the timber of the cross,” “thou booke which the Prophet sawe 
written both within and with out,” “you race of Adam,” and so on. She urges each of these new 
figures—having been invited into the meditation via prosopopoeia’s apostrophic address—to 
experience a suffering as profound as hers, to weep as copiously. That is to say: the heightened 
emotional state that prompts Lodge to perform his ventriloquism of Mary is the same condition 
that, in the speech itself, results in a litany of apostrophes to various hearers. In Lodge’s work we 
can begin to see how the two functions of prosopopoeia—seemingly so different in their 
rhetorical aims—both extend from the initial perception of a subjective chasm to be overcome, a 
desire to speak out from other voices in order to achieve an accord or a conflation between the 
self and the other. For Lodge, as for other early modern writers, prosopopoeia offers a tentative 
rhetorical solution to the old problem of the gap between subject and object. 
 Prosopopeia also shows us this same process—in which ventriloquism seems to induce 
apostrophe—operating in reverse. For Mary, having referred repeatedly to Christ’s body on the 
cross, begins eventually to speak as Christ himself, in a remarkable moment of prosopopoeic 
doubling: 
This Christ subjected himselfe to the power of death that he might deliver you from the 
yoake and power of the devill: hee tooke servitude upon him, that hee might give you the 
libertie of eternal life, hear what he crieth in your soules, and respect his summons. 
 O man see what I suffer for thee, there is no griefe like to mine, I cry unto thee who 
died for thee. Behold the paines wherwith I am afflicted, see the nailes wherwith I am 
pearced, and although the exterior griefe be so great, yet the inward sorowes are more 
vehement, when I behold and find thee so ungratefull for my passion. (C5v–C6r) 
The sequence of ventriloquism and address now looks like this: Lodge’s narrator addresses and 
then impersonates Mary; Mary first addresses and then impersonates Christ, even though he is 
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already hanging dead upon the cross. And Lodge’s Mary’s Christ’s first action is to perform 
another prosopopoeia, to address the race of “man” and, like Mary, to urge their tears. 
 This series of addresses and impersonations might raise the disturbing specter of an 
infinite chain of prosopopoeias, with each new speaker addressing and then impersonating 
another, not unlike the perennially migrating wayward soul of John Donne’s Metempsychosis. 
Christ’s speech, however, eventually brings the prosopopoeic sequence to an abrupt halt. When 
Lodge decides to resume the narrator’s voice, he does not, as one might expect, first step back 
into Mary’s voice; instead Mary’s impersonation of her son becomes a spectacle in its own right 
as the text’s perspective zooms dramatically out. (Scripture itself performs its voices in very 
similar ways, as the book of Ezekiel will demonstrate later in this chapter.) I quote, once again, 
at the border between several voices: 
My melodie is the amendment of sinners, my triumph the constancie of martirs, my 
desire the immortalitie of [the] faithful. Thus sat [the] blessed mother, somtime 
personating her son, to persuade more movingly, sometime soliciting the assistance by 
great motives to bewaile him earnestly, somtime weeping, while sorow stopt her speech, 
sometime perswading whilest charitie quickned her tongue, somtime bemoning hir while 
she beheld hir dead sonne, sometime recomforting Marie that sate weeping at her feet. 
(C8r–v) 
The first voice here is Christ’s; the second, beginning “Thus,” is Lodge’s narrator: the shift in 
voices skips over Mary’s own in the course of its outward zoom. Yet the visual spectacle this 
narrator describes is the mediatrix between these two voices, Mary, whose rhetorical actions—
“personating her son,” “soliciting […] assistance” through her addresses to present and absent 
hearers—are the two functions of prosopopoeia. Lodge’s Mary has become an emblem of the 
trope itself, embodying prosopopoeia’s mixed methods in her singular performance of maternal 
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grief, and there is perhaps no better evidence for the efficacy of her performance than the fact 
that she seems to have reduplicated herself, in the form of the weeping Mary Magdalene, within 
the scene she occupies.10 
* 
What does it matter, however, who is speaking? In poetry, at least, we tend to think that it 
matters a great deal. Rare is the poem for which the question of voice is not a central exegetical 
concern, and Lodge’s Prosopopeia will have raised questions familiar to any reader of poetry. 
Who speaks the text, and how do you know? What constitutes that most elusive and prized skill, 
the creation of a distinctive voice? And how can we tell one voice from another? Is it enough to 
be told that a certain character or persona is speaking, or must that character also sound a certain 
way? Except in the extreme cases of (on the one hand) dramatic monologue and (on the other) 
the personal confession, a poet is in the business of creating a persona that both is and is not 
identical to the poet’s own person. And it is the critic’s task to distinguish voices from one 
another, to identify them, to describe their qualities and tones. Consider: who is the speaker of 
Keats’s odes, or of Dickinson’s poems, or of Astrophil and Stella? 
Much critical blood has been spilled over these questions. It is an ambiguity that burrows 
deeply into the ancient history of poetic writing, for the invocation to the Muse, from Homer to 
Milton and beyond, is at once a request that another voice will “sing to” the poet and a surefire 
sign that the poet is about to get going, in his own words. (That duality lives in the word 
																																																						
10 Jonathan Culler observes a similar process occurring in the trope of apostrophe when 
he writes, in a classic essay of deconstructive criticism, that “one must question the status […] 
granted to the thou of the apostrophic structure and reflect on the crucial though paradoxical fact 
that this figure which seems to establish relations between the self and the other can in fact be 
read as an act of radical interiorization and solipsism, which either parcels out the self to fill the 
world […], peopling the world with fragments of the self, or else internalizes what might have 
been thought external […].” I would further suggest that prosopopoeia, which merges apostrophe 
with impersonation, is the true tropological venue in which this kind of identification takes place. 
Culler, “Apostrophe,” Diacritics 7.4 (Winter 1977): 65–66. 
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“invocation” itself: whose “voice” lives at its etymological center? Is an invocation the action of 
address or of audition?11) Although theories of poetry have sometimes taken hard stances on 
either end of the vocal spectrum—on the one hand, think of Wordsworth’s “emotion recollected 
in tranquility,” or Mill’s overheard soliloquies; on the other, Foucault’s and Barthes’s negation of 
the author as an ontic category—contemporary readers of poetry are usually happy to split the 
difference by imposing a virtuality upon the text—the “lyric speaker,” or what Emily Dickinson 
called the poem’s “supposed person.”12 This speaker is a cunning, flexible invention: she can 
adopt biography without inducing biographical fallacies; she rescues the critic from having to tie 
every poetic utterance to historicity. 
In this dissertation’s first chapter I briefly considered the question of voice in the case of 
Anne Lock’s Meditation of a Penitent Sinner. The sequence’s five introductory sonnets, I argued, 
produce an ambiguous vocal effect—the speaker is meant to seem simultaneously (or rather 
alternately) like an avatar of the poet herself, a timeless, “Petrarchan” lyric subjectivity, and the 
historically specific figure of King David, the Psalmist. These ambiguities have produced critical 
disagreements—with some scholars arguing for Lock’s vocal originality, others her deep 
embeddedness in other texts—but I suggested that the ambiguities represent not a scholarly 
																																																						
11 On its face, “invocation” sounds like the bringing in of another voice; but 
etymologically, it means “to call upon” and the voice is the invoker’s own. OED, s.v. “invoke, 
v.” 
12 On Dickinson’s phrase, see Páraic Finnerty, “‘It Does Not Mean Me, But a Supposed 
Person’: Browning, Dickinson, and the Dramatic Lyric,” Comparative American Studies: An 
International Journal 12.4 (2014): 264–81. The “lyric speaker” has been discussed almost since 
the invention of poetry itself; some major statements of the last century, however, are T. S. Eliot, 
“The Three Voices of Poetry,” in On Poetry and Poets (New York: Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 
2009), 96–112; Paul de Man, “Autobiography As De-Facement,” in The Rhetoric of 
Romanticism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1984), 67–82 (more on the Yale school’s 
interest in this trope in a moment); Allen Grossman, “Summa Lyrica: A Primer of the 
Commonplaces in Speculative Poetics,” in Allen Grossman with Mark Halliday, The Sighted 
Singer: Two Works on Poetry for Readers and Writers (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1992), 259–66; and Susan Stewart, Poetry and the Fate of the Senses 
(University of Chicago Press, 2002). 
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puzzle to be solved but rather the desired poetic effect: an unstable lyric voice that veers between 
origins and originality, between repetition and difference. This vagary forms part of Lock’s larger 
performance of interpretation of Psalm 51 in the Meditation, and provides the first suggestion 
that the question of voice can be caught up in the process of exegesis. 
The present chapter expands upon this reading with recourse to the trope of 
prosopopoeia. If prosopopoeia names the moment in which the poet’s voice blurs into her 
ventriloquism of another’s, in which subject and object become indistinguishable, then it might 
seem an even trade for the “lyric speaker.”13 What we will gain, however, from prosopopoeia, 
and especially from a historicized account of it, is the trope’s exegetical function: I will argue 
that the forms of impersonation that these poets employ derive from their exposure to 
prosopopoeia as a homiletic, and therefore interpretive, practice. For prosopopoeia is one of the 
key interpretive tropes in early modern homiletics: it puts on display the exegete’s desire to write 
from the perspective of scripture, to speak in its voices. Preachers in early modern England 
frequently spoke as if they were characters in scripture in order to provoke some emotional or 
																																																						
13 Indeed, de Man believes that the trope of prosopopoeia makes the idea of the lyric 
voice possible: “the rhetorical function of prosopopeia [sic]” is to “posit[] voice or face by means 
of language” (“Autobiography,” 81). De Man’s essay on prosopopoeia is one entry in a veritable 
fad that gripped critics—mostly those associated with the “Yale school” of deconstruction—in 
the 1980s. See also Michael Riffaterre, “Prosopopeia,” Yale French Studies 69 (1985): 107–123; 
Paul de Man, “Hypogram and Inscription,” in The Resistance to Theory (Minneapolis, MN: 
University of Minnesota Press, 1986), 27–53; J. Hillis Miller, “Catachresis, Prosopopoeia, and 
the Pathetic Fallacy: The Rhetoric of Ruskin,” in Poetry and Epistemology: Turning Points in 
the History of Poetic Knowledge, ed. Roland Hagenbüchle and Laura Skandera (Regensburg, 
Germany: Verlag Friedrich Pustet, 1986), 398–407; and J. Hillis Miller, Tropes, Parables, 
Performatives: Essays on Twentieth-Century Literature (Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire: 
Harvester Wheatsheaf, 1990), esp. x, 135–50, and 245–60. 
A second set of deconstructive critics has taken up similar themes, although usually with 
recourse to the trope of apostrophe (itself an aspect of prosopopoeia). See Culler, “Apostrophe”; 
Barbara Johnson, “Apostrophe, Animation, and Abortion,” Diacritics 16.1 (Spring 1986): 28–47; 
and Alpers, “Apostrophe.” Since my interest is primarily in prosopopoeia’s use as an exegetical 
trope in early modern interpretation, I will not engage with this tradition of commentary at any  
great length; nevertheless my ideas about prosopopoeia’s rhetorical possibilities have been 
shaped by it. 
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intellectual response. To the extent, moreover, that a sermon’s basic method is simply to quote 
scripture, sometimes to paraphrase it, and then to explicate it, one might argue that prosopopoeia 
is the key homiletic method; and its characteristic ambiguity is particularly heightened in the 
original setting of sermons’ oral performances, where there are no typographic signs, and 
frequently no verbal indications, to mark where quotation ends and interpretation begins. 
Sermons, that is, constantly leave the question of vocal authority in doubt, and preachers 
frequently shifted between speaking as themselves, as the narrators of scripture, and—in their 
most prophetic modes—as God himself. In the performative context of the pulpit, more even 
than on the printed page, the ambiguities of vocal identity compelled audiences into interpretive 
encounters with scripture. By following the preachers through these shifts and ambiguities, the 
poets found new ways to read scripture, as it were, out loud. 
 
The Voice of the Crux: Prosopopoeia and the Preachers 
When prosopopoeia has been considered as a homiletic technique, it has principally been 
seen as one that cuts against or suspends a sermon’s exegetical actions. In Habits of Thought in 
the English Renaissance, for instance, Debora Kuller Shuger reads the sermons of Lancelot 
Andrewes and Richard Hooker as repeatedly invoking a kind of second self: “The selfhood that 
interests Andrewes and Hooker is not the source of ethical judgment (that is, conscience) but of 
emotional response, for the hidden, private self is experienced as desire. That is why 
prosopopoeia […] becomes the characteristic rhetorical figure in the sermons.”14 Shuger’s 
readings consistently create a prominent space in these sermons for a voice that looks 
suspiciously like the speaker of the Romantic lyric—the voice, that is, of “the spontaneous 
																																																						
14 Debora Kuller Shuger, Habits of Thought in the English Renaissance: Religion, 
Politics, and the Dominant Culture (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1990), 99. 
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overflow of powerful feelings”—over and against the dry intonations of homiletic analysis: she 
writes that her preachers’ “inwardness” functions as the “private space of the certainty of 
adherence, eucharistic indwelling, and the mystical body of Christ; the inner voice heard in lyric 
and prosopopoeia.”15 As the example of Lodge’s Prosopopeia suggests, however, a 
prosopopoeia is just as likely to conjure a prior text —like Jeremiah’s lamentations—as it is to 
project outward the preacher’s “inner voice.” In this action, it refracts the “inner voice” through a 
reading of scripture: that “private self” is merged with a text that is steadfastly public. As I will 
suggest in my readings of devotional poems, this is not to suggest that prosopopoeia is not a 
“lyric” device, but rather that the associations Shuger bundles into that word do not fully reflect 
the exegetical mode of the early modern devotional lyric. 
In part because of its distinct rhetorical functions, early modern preaching theorists 
express widely differing views on prosopopoeia’s rhetorical operations and its intended effects. 
In Richard Bernard’s 1607 preaching manual The Faithfull Shepheard, for instance, 
“Prosopopoeia” is listed among the tropes “chiefly to be used” so that “affection may take hold.” 
Bernard’s definition of the trope—“the feigning of a person: when we bring in dead men 
speaking: or give voice unto senselesse things”—plays up its affective dimensions, arguing that 
the prosopopoeia appearing in “Rom. 8” (when Paul speaks in the voice of “all this world”) is 
“patheticall and mooving.”16 In Bernard’s account prosopopoeia is grouped with its doubles, 
“Apostrophe” and “Sermocinatio or Dialogisme” (“when a question is made, and foorthwith 
readily answered, as if two were talking together”); together these tropes “[stir] up attention, and 
[make] the matter manifest with delight,” according to the rhetorical princples of enargeia.17 In 
																																																						
15 Shuger, Habits of Thought, 257. 
16 The gloss of Paul’s “creature” as “all this world” belongs to the Geneva commentator: 
see Romans 8:19 in the Geneva Bible. 




this view, prosopopoeia’s goal is to move, rather than to instruct or interpret, and yet it ought to 
be noted that simply by ascribing to Paul’s epistle an instance of prosopopoeia Bernard performs 
an act of rhetorical analysis, laying bare scripture’s devices—and perhaps, in the process, 
attenuating their affective powers. 
Bernard considers prosopopoeia to be a part of the preacher’s rhetorical arsenal: a way of 
affecting or moving, but not necessarily of interpreting or arguing. In other homiletic instances, 
however, prosopopoeia’s ambiguities become crucial to debates about scripture’s doctrines, 
rather as metaphor becomes the tropological ground over which the interpretation of eucharistic 
ceremony (“this wafer is the body of Christ”) is contested.18 In a 1607 sermon, for instance, 
William Crashaw (father of the poet, and—unlike his son—a firmly anti-Catholic polemicist) 
puts on trial the Catholic prayer to the cross, which he understands as a clear sign of idolatry: 
in their [i.e. Catholics’] late and reformed Breviary allowed and confirmed by the Pope 
and Councell, they pray to the Cross and call uppon the Crosse, as wee heard before, and 
their owne doctors doe expound it that it is not to Christ but to the Crosse. Therefore by 
the doctrine and religion of the Church of Rome the Crosse is a God. 
 Bellarmine would gladly heale this wound, or at lest cover it over, and saith; that 
whereas the Church prayeth so, surely either the crosse is taken for Christ, or else it is but 
a figure; as Moses saith, Hear O Heavens, Deutro. 32. No, no, say the Romish Doctors, 
(that wrote since Bellarmine) there is no such matter; that prayer is to the Crosse it 
selfe.19 
																																																						
18 For an ambitious account of this contest’s relationship to the devotional poetry of this 
period, see Kimberly Johnson, Made Flesh: Sacrament and Poetics in Post-Reformation 
England (Philadelphia, PA: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014). 




The “figure” that Crashaw ascribes to Robert Bellarmine, the Italian Jesuit, Moses’ “Hear O 
Heavens,” is the version of prosopopoeia that personifies an inanimate other by addressing it as 
if it were a person. Indeed, in the text of Bellarmine’s that Crashaw cites in his marginal note, De 
Ecclesia Triumphante, the Jesuit argues that in the prayer to the cross, “there the cross is 
admitted as Christ himself crucified, as we say, or else it is a rhetorical prosopopoeia, by which 
the church addresses the cross in that way in which Moses addresses the heavens and earth.”20 In 
Bellarmine’s account, the apostrophe to the cross consists either of a metonymy, in which the 
cross stands in for Christ himself, or a prosopopoeia, in which the cross is deified in rhetoric but 
not in substance. This argument is quite congenial to Crashaw’s theological aims, but the latter 
insists that Rome’s theologians have rejected it, refusing to allow the prosopopoeia’s rhetoricity 
to save their doctrine from idolatry. 
 Crashaw’s argument relies on the premise that a prosopopoeia is not fully convincing: a 
bracing vocal performance it may be, but it persuades neither its speaker nor any bystander that 
the cross truly is an auditor of the prayer—that is the “rhetorical” distance that might save the 
prayer, in Crashaw’s view, from idolatry. In such moments, readers or auditors recognize that a 
prosopopoeia is taking place; these prosopopoeias, comprehensible as prosopopoeias, turn even 
casual readers into rhetorical analysts. Among Protestant preachers, however, there was some 
disagreement over the question of prosopopoeia’s persuasiveness. By 1670, for instance, 
prosopopoeia was apparently both pervasive and persuasive enough to prompt the minister 
Richard Baxter to insist in The Life of Faith—a monumental work of homiletics, theological 
polemic, and Christian counsel—that “we must take heed of all such Rhetorical Prosopopeia’s 
as tend to delude the hearers or the readers; as if we would draw them to believe the presence 
																																																						
20 “Ibi accipi crucem pro ipso Christo crucifixo, ut dicimus: vel illam esse prosopopoeiam 
rhetoricam, qua Ecclesia alloquitur crucem eo modo, quo Moses alloquitur cœlum et terram”: 
Robert Bellarmine, Opera Omnia, vol 3., ed. Justinus Fèvre (Paris, 1870), 252. Translation mine. 
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and audience of those spirits which we intend not to express.”21 Baxter’s injunction comes as a 
part of his general advice on “How by Faith to be followers of the Saints,” and one can detect in 
his phrasing here—his insistence on following the saints “by Faith”—that, like Crashaw, he is 
working against Catholic “superstitions” that would transubstantiate bread, personify and deify 
the cross, and bring dead saints back to earth in ghostly visitations.22 While Crashaw sees 
prosopopoeia as precisely the rhetorical technique by which to temper idolatry, however, Baxter 
fears that exhortations like Moses’ “Hear O Heavens” might, indeed, be taken too literally. These 
exegetes disagree, in other words, about the crucial question of whether the hearers of 
prosopopoeia will understand it, as it introduces new voices, as a trope. 
 Just as a preacher might “delude” his audience into believing in the presence of “spirits,” 
so poetry’s vocal power and ambiguity—its powers to call in new voices, and to speak in those 
voices—create readers who must constantly judge the qualities and identity of a speaking voice. 
This question of if and when a prosopopoeia becomes recognizable to a reader or auditor will be 
crucial to the exegetical practices of the poets I discuss in this chapter. These poems depend on 
the radical revelation of their speakers: their exegetical projects thus turn on the careful 
management of prosopopoeic timing. Just as important as the reader’s experience of this trope, 
however, are the poets’ habits of self-overhearing. The poems I will discuss tend to lurch toward 
a self-consciousness of the vocal effects and impersonations they enact—performing 
prosopopoeia, that is, and then performing thinking about it. As readers, we are granted a front-
row seat to the poets’ experiences of witnessing prosopopoeia occur in their own writing 
processes. The intricacies of poetic exegesis thus give way to larger questions about how poetry 
																																																						
21 Richard Baxter, The Life of Faith (London, 1670), 581. 
22 Baxter, The Life of Faith, 556. 
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works—how it goes about conjuring new voices, and what interpretive work those voices can 
accomplish. 
 
John Donne and the Ethics of Impersonation 
 In early modern devotional practice, there is a further ethical consideration at play in the 
question of how to rhetorically inhabit, reproduce, or otherwise represent scriptural texts for lay 
audiences. Ethics’ etymological root in “character” (ethos) is especially relevant to this question, 
reminding us that at stake in these prosopopoeias of scriptural texts was the imitation of a literary 
character, Christ himself, who was the model of ethical behavior.23 The imitatio Christi was its 
own genre of devotional text, with its own attendant nuances and controversies, but here I will 
turn instead to a sermon that displays, over the course of an extended, multifaceted 
prosopopoeia, all of the complex vocal dynamics that the preaching theorists descried in 
prosopopoeia, while at the same time repeatedly urging a “conformity with Christ’s actions 
during the passion.24 In Lodge’s Prosopopeia, you will recall, I argued that the sustained 
ventriloquism of Mary made way, perhaps inevitably, for a series of apostrophes to her various 
present and absent auditors. In the remarkable prosopopoeia that concludes John Donne’s Deaths 
Duell, the reverse is true: the extended apostrophic prosopopoeia, in which Christ’s passion is 
made to appear in some sense visible to Donne’s audience, provides the venue in which Donne 
then resorts to a series of textual prosopopoeias by which the preacher, in his final moments of 
homiletic performance, ambiguously refashions himself into a speaker of scripture. Donne’s 
readers have often noticed that Deaths Duell relies even more than a typical Renaissance sermon 
																																																						
23 OED, s.v. “ethic, n. and adj.”  
24 On imitatio Christi, see Elizabeth K. Hudson, “English Protestants and the imitatio 
Christi, 1580–1620,” Sixteen Century Journal 19.4 (Winter, 1988): 541–58; and Nandra Perry, 
Imitatio Christi: The Poetics of Piety in Early Modern England (Notre Dame, IN: University of 
Notre Dame Press, 2014). 
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on the embodied performance of the preacher: here I suggest that Donne’s performance, which 
embeds not just the preacher but the entire congregation into scripture, relies to a significant 
degree on the vocal and textual dynamics of prosopopoeia, and that these dynamics, moreover, 
can give way to a new, exegetical reading of Donne’s poetry.25 
 This sermon, famous in part for being Donne’s last, concludes with a lengthy thought 
experiment, a re-narration of the days leading up to Christ’s passion in which the preacher 
repeatedly encourages his audience to imagine that they have travelled through time and space in 
order to view the events firsthand. “It is good to dwell here,” writes Donne as he begins this 
passage, “in this consideration of his death, and therefore transferre wee our tabernacle (our 
devotions) through some of those steps which God the Lord made to his issue of death that 
day.”26 Donne’s language is clearly alive to the paradoxes of interpretation: here he intends to 
“dwell” on a text, to stall in his exegesis, in order to effect a radical spatio-temporal 
“transferre[nce]” back into the scene of the gospels. Donne’s repeated exegetical action, as he 
narrates the events of the passion, is to invite the audience to compare their own actions with 
those of Christ. Thus: 
He prayed there three severall times, and that returning to his Disciples after his first 
prayer, and finding them asleepe said, could ye not watch with me one houre […]. I dare 
scarce ask thee whither thou wentest, or how thou disposed of thy self, when it grew 
darke and after last night: If that time were spent in a holy recommendation of theyselfe 
to God, and a submission of thy will to his, It was spent in a conformity to him. (38–39) 
																																																						
25 See, for instance, Bryan Crockett, The Play of Paradox: Stage and Sermon in 
Renaissance England (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1995), esp. ch. 7, “Donne 
in on Shakespeare’s Stage: The Theology and Theatrics of Renaissance Dying”; and Ramie 
Targoff, John Donne: Body and Soul (University of Chicago Press, 2008), 156–57. 
26 John Donne, Deaths Duell (London, 1632), 37. Further references to this text will 
appear in parentheses. 
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Donne warns his hearers to “conform” with Christ’s actions in part by modeling that conformity; 
indeed, he adopts precisely Christ’s skeptical, admonitory attitude toward his disciples, briefly 
aping Christ’s question and perhaps causing confusion about whether he was continuing to speak 
as Christ or had reverted to the homiletic voice by which the preacher applied scripture to the 
situations of the audience. Donne has written over Christ’s language from the gospel, and in so 
doing has caused a kind of vocal refraction in which the identity of the sermon’s speaker 
becomes ambiguous. 
 Donne continues to generate these moments of vocal refraction throughout his narration 
of the gospels. Later on, for instance, he tells of the “crowing of the Cock which called up Peter 
to his repentance,” once again turning to admonish his audience: “how thou passedst all that time 
thou knowest” (39–40). He proceeds by urging the congregation’s immediate, lachrymal 
repentance: “If thou didst anything that needed Peters teares, and hast not shed them, let me be 
thy Cock, doe it now, Now thy Master (in the unworthiest of his servants) lookes back upon thee, 
doe it now” (40). Here Donne is alluding to Luke 22:61, wherein “the Lord turned back, and 
looked upon Peter: and Peter remembered the word of the Lord, how he had said unto him, 
Before the cock crow, thou shalt deny me thrice.”27 We will return to the voice of Peter in the 
poems of Alabaster and Milton, but for now, observe the multiple prosopopoeias committed by 
the preacher in this moment. In calling up the phrasing from Luke in his admonishment that “thy 
Master […] lookes back upon thee,” Donne seems to be speaking as Christ, taking a text of 
scripture and impersonating a key character—Christ—rather than the text’s narrator. Yet Donne 
disrupts his ventriloquism by imposing a parenthetical reminder of his own position as a 
mediator of scriptural text and admonishment.28 Here the prosopopoeic dimensions of homiletic 
																																																						
27 I am citing the Geneva translation here; the Authorized version lacks the adverb 
“back,” and so it seems Donne is remembering the older version. 
28 Stanley Fish is therefore on the right track when he writes that in this moment of 
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performance become vital to the preacher’s exegetical routine: by introducing himself as the 
“Master” who “lookes back upon” the congregation, Donne draws attention to his own physical 
and optical (op)position in the pulpit.29 The meditation that had, up to this point, taken place 
solely in the imagination of the sermon’s audience is now given visual form in the mediating 
body and gaze of the preacher himself. Prosopopoeia in this moment becomes performative 
insofar as the homiletic act creates a physical and optical representation of the imaginative mode 
in which the sermon is proceeding.30 
 This prosopopoeic conflation of preacher with Christ reaches its climax in the sermon’s 
final moments, in which Donne offers a final image of Christ crucified: “There wee leave you in 
that blessed dependancy, to hang upon him that hangs upon the Crosse, there bath in his teares, 
there suck at his woundes, and lie downe in peace in his grave, till hee vouchsafe you a 
resurrection” (43). This remarkable scene, with which Donne suspends the action of the sermon, 
completes the fusion of audience and imagined scriptural scene that the preacher conjures. As 
Judith H. Anderson notices, the sentence is provocatively ambiguous.31 In its opening clause, 
																																																						
Deaths Duell: “Donne becomes indistinguishable from the Word he preaches, which is also the 
Word to which our understandings have defaulted,” but my argument would contend that this 
indistinguishability—the ambiguity of prosopopoeia—is rather the premise that allows Donne to 
insist upon his own distinction as a mediator/exegete. Stanley E. Fish, Self-Consuming Artifacts: 
The Experience of Seventeenth-Century Literature (Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1972), 70. 
29 As David Colclough notes in his edition of the sermon, Donne may also—if he was 
preaching in the Chapel Royal—have been able to draw attention to a tapestry of the crucifixion. 
The Oxford Edition of the Sermons of John Donne, vol. 3, Sermons Preached at the Court of 
Charles I, ed. David Colclough (Oxford University Press, 2013), 471. 
30 As Bryan Crockett comments, “Donne’s role-playing is itself paradoxical, 
simultaneously self-effacing and bold. The dying preacher, ‘unworthy’ though he is, 
impersonates the stricken Christ on Good Friday. By offering himself as a Christlike 
embodiment of living death, Donne fully exploits his sermon’s dramatic potential” (The Play of 
Paradox, 148). 
31 Judith H. Anderson, “Life Lived and Life Written: Donne’s Final Word or Last 
Character,” Huntington Library Quarterly 51.4 (Autumn 1988): 255. Anderson’s reading of the 
sentence’s ambiguity is actually different from mine, in that she aligns the infinitive “to hang” 
with the pronoun “we,” which strikes me (and Anderson herself) as far-fetched. Anderson is 
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“There wee leave you in that blessed dependancy,” Donne appears to be addressing Christ 
directly, speaking from the perspective of the congregation (“wee”) while performing precisely 
the vivifying prosopopoeia to the crucified savior that Mary had in Lodge’s meditation. As the 
second clause unfolds, however (“to hang upon him that hangs upon the Crosse”), it becomes 
clear that Donne’s “you” is actually his audience, and that the sermon’s “wee,” remarkably, is 
either a homiletic plural or a newly formed congregation of the dying—Christ and Donne 
himself. “You” is first Christ and then, a comma later, it is Donne’s audience: the sermon thus 
rhetorically effects the fusion that it imagines pictorially as the audience “hang[ing] upon him 
that hangs upon the Crosse.” In the same moment, however, Donne’s “wee” shifts from an 
inclusive pronoun (Donne and his audience) to an exclusive pronoun (Donne and Christ), again 
shifting his subject-position toward that of the savior.32 
 Understanding the complexity of prosopopoeia in these instances can help us to see the 
interrelation of the sermon’s exegetical, dramatic, and ethical aims—these are all elements of the 
same performance, whose chief trope is prosopopoeia. Prosopopoeia allows Donne to move 
abruptly between perspectives, finally merging his homiletic performance with that of the 
crucified Christ. This same set of techniques combines, too, in Donne’s religious lyrics. Consider 
the sequence of scriptural events that Deaths Duell describes as “the spitting upon [Christ’s] 
face, the blasphemies of words, & the smartnes of blowes which [Mark’s] Gospell mentions” 
(245). The “blasphemies of words” here described are even more dramatic in Mark, in which 
“some began to spit at him, and to cover his face, and to beat him with fists, and to say unto him, 
Prophesy” (Mark 14:65). Prophecy, as I will argue in more detail in what follows, is a 
																																																						
quite right, however, to notice the delicately ambiguous relation of the pronouns and verbs here, 
which would allow for a number of readings. 
32 This moment, as Anderson notes, implies Donne’s “own intercession in the redemptive 
work of Christ’s” (“Life Lived,” 256). 
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fundamentally prosopopoeic action; it is speaking in the voice of God. The taunting command of 
Christ’s abusers in Mark’s gospel thus amounts to an injunction that he perform a prosopopoeia. 
 Donne himself heeded that injunction in his seventh Holy Sonnet, a poem that shows 
Donne converting the vocal exegesis of homiletic prose into an eruption of prosopopoeic energy: 
“Spit in my face yee Jewes, and pierce my side, / Buffet, and scoffe, scourge, and crucifie 
mee.”33 Donne’s prosopopoeia is immediately double: in the same moment in which he 
addresses his attackers (“Spit”) he assumes the voice of Christ, seeming to charge Mark’s 
account of the passion with the vocal energies of the dramatic monologue. This is a recognizably 
homiletic gesture, in which Donne both responds to (by heeding the command to “Prophesy”) 
and writes over (by shifting the point-of-voice) a scriptural text of which he assumes his reader’s 
knowledge. The poem’s critics tend to maintain that Donne’s performance is therefore a fully 
dramatic one: it contains “theatrical posing” and shows its speaker “undertaking the role of the 
crucified Christ.”34 Yet before that it is an exegetical performance that includes the close parsing 
of a text and the adjustment of its vocabulary—the alteration of verbal moods, the condensation 
and redescription of events—in order to reorient the relationship between the text’s enunciator 
and the characters it describes. 
 The results of this rewriting are rhetorically very sophisticated: viewed as an 
interpretation of Mark, “Spit in my face yee Jewes” can be seen first to assume the voice of 
Christ in heeding the Jews’ command to “Prophesy,” then to turn that mocking rhetoric back 
upon its enunciators through its repeated use of imperative verbs, foretelling the future events of 
the passion precisely by ordering that they take place. If Christ’s prophecy in this version of the 
																																																						
33 John Donne, The Divine Poems, ed. Helen Gardner, 2nd edn. (Oxford University Press, 
1959), 9, lines 1–2. Further references to this poem will appear by line number in parentheses. 
34 Peter Carpenter, “Taking Liberties: Eliot’s Donne,” Critical Survey 5.3 (1993): 286; 
Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, Protestant Poetics and the Seventeenth-Century Religious Lyric 
(Princeton University Press, 1979), 270. 
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story is not exactly a self-fulfilling one, it nevertheless displays a kind of mastery over the 
opposing “Jewes” by seeming to foreknow the biblical events that will follow. Donne’s poem 
thus argues for Christ’s final authority during the passion even as he is forced through the series 
of humiliations that make up its narrative. 
 This performance of Christic authority, however, is surprisingly brief. The next two lines 
“strike” the scriptural scene that the first two had generated: “For I have sinn’d, and sinn’d, and 
onely hee, / Who could do no iniquitie, hath dyed” (3–4). The speaker’s admission that “I have 
sinn’d” would probably have been sufficient to make any of Donne’s contemporaries understand 
that Christ could not be the speaker of the poem; the end of the line, which singles out “onely 
hee” as the object of unfair persecution, seals that impression with the finality of the shift in 
pronouns: the savior is not “I” but “hee.” These lines enact, in reverse, the prosopopoeic shift 
that heralded the shocking final moments of Deaths Duell. In the sermon, over the course of 
Donne’s syntactic amble, the “wee” that seemed to represent the preacher and his congregation 
transformed into an exclusive “wee,” a congregation of the dying composed only of Donne and 
the imagined Christ; prosopopoeia there enacted a shift toward Christ’s subject-position. In the 
sonnet, by contrast, Donne’s speaker steps away from Christ’s voice, revealing, as if through an 
opened curtain, that the poem’s scene is not Christ’s passion but the typologically related, 
Psalmic suffering of the modern Christian subject. 
 This shift, by playing up the speaker’s sins in contrast to Christ’s lack of “iniquitie,” 
suggests that the initial prosopopoeia fails precisely because the speaker is unworthy of the mask 
he puts on, even if that mask showed Christ in his most humiliated state; Donne’s speaker, 
through this prosopopoeic transition, confesses himself to be a false prophet. The poem proceeds 
in a penitential mode, noting that “I / Crucifie him daily” (7–8) and begging (of whom, we are 
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not told) to be allowed to “admire” Christ’s “strange love” (9) for sinful man; but it concludes 
with something more like a meditation, incorporating at least one more scriptural citation: 
Kings pardon, but he bore our punishment. 
And Jacob came cloth’d in vile harsh attire 
But to supplant, and with gainfull intent: 
God cloth’d himselfe in vile mans flesh, that so 
Hee might be weake enough to suffer woe. (10–14) 
The poem ends with a further pair of contrasted impersonations. In the first, as Genesis 27 
relates, Jacob impersonates his brother Esau, in order to secure his father Isaac’s blessing, by 
donning Esau’s clothes and wearing kidskins over his hands and neck. The striking feature of the 
passage to which Donne refers, however, is that Jacob’s impersonation of Esau fails as a vocal 
performance. As Isaac says, “The voice is Jacob’s voice, but the hands are the hands of Esau” 
(Gen. 27:22); and as the Geneva Bible’s note coyly elaborates, “This declareth that he [Isaac] 
suspected something.” When we try to imitate divinity, Donne seems to say, it is the voice that 
gives us away. 
 Donne contrasts this failed mimicry with the poem’s only fully successful impersonation: 
the theological prosopopoeia that is the incarnation.35 Prosopon, after all, is precisely the Greek 
word theology turns to when it wishes to discuss the nature of God’s manifestation as 
substance.36 When Donne’s speaker, in the poem’s opening lines, attempts to put on Christ’s 
																																																						
35 This contrast is somewhat unexpected, because for many seventeenth-century 
preachers Jacob was a type of Christ; his assumption of Esau’s birthright was read as a 
prefiguration of Christianity’s subvention of Judaism. “Now the right hand of honour is laid 
upon the Gentile, and the Jewes degraded, as the birth-right was convayed from Esau to Jacob, 
the Priesthood translated from Abiathar to Zadock, and the regall dignity from Saul to David”: 
see Richard Chapman, Hallelu-jah: Or, King David’s Shrill Trumpet (London, 1635), 90. 
Thanks to John Kuhn for pointing out this commentary to me. 
36 OED, s.v. “prosopon, n.” This usage originates in 2 Corinthians 4:6, where St. Paul 
refers to “the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face [ἐν προσώπῳ] of Jesus 
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voice, the performance disintegrates in the light of the sinner’s unworthiness; when God, 
however, condescends to put on the persona of Christ, it is precisely the success of this 
impersonation that makes Christ’s redemption of mankind possible. The poem, then, is structured 
around a series of prosopopoeias, and that structure enacts a narrative in which failed vocal 
prosopopoeia is rejected in favor God’s divine prosopopoeia as Christ. The sonnet in its 
exegetical shape, if not its poetic form, thus resembles the “Hymne to Christ,” which, as I argued 
in the previous chapter, is structured around a series of similitudes whose interpretive method it 
concludes by renouncing. “Spit in my face, ye Jewes” likewise is shadowed by a hermeneutic 
plot, an organizing interpretive principle that comes into focus only when read in the light of the 
exegetical method—prosopopoeia—that it initially deploys with such bravado. 
 It is significant that this hermeneutic plot takes place across several different kinds or 
levels of representation: first prosopopoeia is performed for us in a vocal impersonation of Christ 
during the passion; then it is conjured again, almost anecdotally, by means of Donne’s allusion to 
Genesis; and finally it acquires its ultimate significance in the reference to Christ’s incarnation. 
This kind of meta-rhetorical punning is a persistent habit in Donne’s writing, but it is also a key 
gesture in the poems by Alabaster, Milton, and Traherne that provide this chapter’s primary 
examples of exegetical prosopopoeia. These poets perform vocal impersonations of scriptural 
speakers, to be sure; but, like Donne’s sonnet, they also take occasion to meditate self-
consciously upon their own vocal performances by means of the metaphors and metonyms that 
crowd around the idea of “voice.” Their poems thus become repositories of “tongues” and 
“mouths” and “wind” and “songs,” using these poetic doubles as a means by which to theorize 
their own exegetical relationships to the scriptural texts they give new voice to. Thus they incline 
																																																						
Christ.” The Greek New Testament According to the Majority Text, ed. Zane C. Hodges and 
Arthur L. Farstad (Nashville, TN: Thomas Nelson Publishers, 1982), 552. 
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toward the trope of synesthesia, the confusion of the senses. By means of the synesthetic 
principle that—to give just one example—transforms the piping of a song into a visible mist, 
these poems marshal not just poetry’s verbal and sonic qualities, but also its image-making 
abilities, in order to theorize that process of vocal exegesis that is prosopopoeia. 
 
Translucent Tongues: The Sonnets of William Alabaster 
 In his Poeticall Blossomes (1636), Abraham Cowley published his “translation of verses 
upon the B. Virgin,” which had been originally written in Latin by “the right worshipful Dr. A.” 
This sequence of poems is an essentially exegetical exercise, perhaps even a “chopological” one: 
each poem is headed by a brief phrase from the Ave Maria—“Ave Maria,” “Gratia plena,” 
“Dominus tecum,” and so on—and proceeds to explicate or meditate upon the phrase in a set of 
rhyming couplets. The first poem, on the phrase “Ave Maria,” begins the sequence thus: 
Once thou rejoycedst, and rejoice for ever, 
Whose time of joy shall be expired never. 
Who in her wombe the Hive of comfort beares, 
Let her drinke comforts honie with her eares. 
You brought the word of joy, which did impart 
An Haile, to all, let us An Haile redart. 
From you God save into the world there came; 
Our Eccho Haile is but an emptie name.37 
The trope we have been investigating, prosopopoeia, does not appear in this brief stanza. 
Nevertheless the poem is all about voices: where they come from, what they can do, what they 
																																																						
37 Unpublished Works by William Alabaster (1568–1640), ed. Dana F. Sutton (Salzburg, 
Austria: Institut für Anglistik und Amerikanistik, 1997), 17. 
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can’t. In the first half of the poem, Christ is figured as a beehive residing in Mary’s womb, a 
metaphor that gets strangely twisted in the fourth line, when Mary is implored to drink “comforts 
honie” through her ears, rather than her mouth. This aural turn inaugurates the ricochet of 
echoing voices that emerges in the poem’s second half. “An Haile”—the “word of joy” 
announcing Jesus’ nativity—comes down, and then “An Haile” is returned by Dr. A’s 
congregation of worshippers; “God save”—which immediately suggests a re-analysis into 
“God’s ave”—is pronounced only to be “Eccho”ed by a weaker “Haile” in response. The poet’s 
attitude toward voice is strangely ambivalent: humankind’s “Eccho Haile” is an “emptie” 
response to Mary’s divine mediation, yet it is also “comforts honey,” the nectar gathered by the 
beehive that is Christ. Voice, which betrays man’s devotional inadequacy, is also actively sought 
out by divinity’s acquisitive army of bees—it becomes a substance at once aural and potable, at 
once sweet and “emptie.” And it acquires this ambivalent potency precisely as the poem shifts 
from thinking about an absent figure (“Let her drinke”) to addressing a rhetorically present other 
(“You brought the word of joy”). The poem suggests that the human voice is at once a potent 
conveyor of devotional allegiance and—through its “emptie”ness—the sign of humanity’s 
devotional inadequacy. 
 Cowley’s “Dr. A” was William Alabaster, the poet and minister whose volatile devotional 
life—he was several times a convert—is mirrored in his varied literary output.38 The author of a 
spiritual autobiography, a more rigorous theological justification of his conversion (now lost), 
several works of occult exegesis, an unfinished Latin epic about Queen Elizabeth, and the Latin 
																																																						
38 For accounts of Alabaster’s life and career, see Molly Murray, The Poetics of 
Conversion in Early Modern English Literature: Verse and Change from Donne to Dryden 
(Cambridge University Press, 2009), ch. 1, “William Alabaster’s lyric turn,” and the introduction 
to The Sonnets of William Alabaster, ed. G. M. Story and Helen Gardner (Oxford University 
Press, 1959), esp. xi–xxiii. Citations of Alabaster’s sonnets will refer to this edition, by sonnet 
and line number. For the attribution of the “translation of verses” to Alabaster, see Alabaster, 
Unpublished Works, 86. 
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play Roxana (not to mention the sermons he preached as a minister, which are also lost), 
Alabaster is nevertheless best known today for his series of devotional sonnets, written in 
English during his first conversion to Catholicism in 1597. Discovered in manuscript around the 
turn of the twentieth century, these sonnets have typically been classed as “recusant” or 
“meditative” poetry, expressing Jesuit devotional practice in order to effect either the poet’s own 
inward improvement (as Louis Martz might argue) or that of the reader (according to Robert 
Caro’s reading).39 Molly Murray has more recently argued, however, that Alabaster’s sonnets 
“ultimately fail to sound forth the tenets of a theological system clearly”; their devotional 
negotiations do not elucidate a fully achieved Catholic position, but are instead the “records, 
rehearsals, and models of change.”40 
 The shift from “her” to “you” in the Ave Maria poem I have quoted suggests one of the 
ways in which this habit of “change” manifests itself in the linguistic and poetic minutiae of 
Alabaster’s sonnets. A shift in subject position, or mode of address, is one characteristic 
technique by which Alabaster instigates a poetic revelation. Very often these adjustments occur 
in relation to scriptural texts. Consider the third poem in the series Story and Gardner entitle 
“The Portrait of Christ’s Death.” The sonnet begins by situating the scene within the gospels: 
“Over the brook of Cedron Christ is gone, / To entertain the combat with his death” (3.1–2). We 
are located at the beginning of John 18: “[Jesus] went foorth with his disciples over the brooke 
Cedron, where was a gardine, into whiche he entred and his disciples.”41 Alabaster situates his 
speaker, and his reader, both as one of the disciples John mentions and as a modern reader 
engaging in an exegetical exercise, just like Donne’s recreation of the passion in Deaths Duell. 
																																																						
39 For their discovery, see Story and Gardner, eds., Sonnets, v–vi. For a useful overview 
of the criticism, see Murray, Poetics of Conversion, 51–54. 
40 Murray, Poetics of Conversion, 54. 
41 I quote again from the 1572 Bishops’ Bible; see below for my reasons for this choice. 
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“Go let us follow him in passion,” Alabaster writes, “Over this brook, this world that wolloweth” 
(4–5). When Alabaster writes “Go let us follow him,” is he speaking in the voice of John? Or in 
the voice of a Donnean preacher? Like Lock’s creation of an equivocal, quasi-Davidic speaker in 
her prefatory sonnets, this refracted vocalization is itself an exegetical gesture, a suggestion that 
for the belated Christian subject, the way to become a disciple of Christ is to “follow him” into 
an imaginative recreation of the events of scripture; “follow him”—the foundational injunction 
of imitatio Christi—becomes both a literal tracking of Christ’s movements during the passion 
and the performative tactic of a devotional method. In the sonnet’s final couplet, however, its 
evocation of an imaginative passion becomes much more urgent and intimate: “Now we are up, 
now down, but cannot stand, / We sink, we reel, Jesu stretch forth thy hand” (13–14). Here the 
earlier lines’ somewhat equivocal situation of the speaker within scripture becomes a direct 
address of almost Keatsian immediacy; the transition suggests that the measured imaginative 
exercise of the poem’s quatrains (and of Deaths Duell) will melt away in the face of a devotional 
crisis whose only cure is the direct, physical intervention of Christ’s body. 
 Perhaps the sonnet does, then, record a transition from a Protestant attitude of inhabiting 
and thinking through a text to a Catholic attempt to engage with Christ and his body directly, 
without textual mediation (if we wish to think about these denominational categories so flatly). If 
that is so, however, if the poem—like the poems by Donne and Herbert we encountered in the 
previous chapter on “Similitude”—presents us with a rejection of homiletic method and of 
Protestant scripturalism, then it does so necessarily by first conjuring and performing that 
method for us in its vocal ambiguity, in its suggestion of a prosopopoeia in which the poet speaks 
as John the Evangelist. In the readings that follow, I will suggest that such prosopopoeic 
transitions constitute Alabaster’s method of reading scriptural texts into his sonnets. Alabaster 
makes a habit of these drastic vocal and perspectival shifts, careening in and out of the Bible in 
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order to force his reader into radically rethinking sonnet and source text alike. In these poems, 
prosopopoeia becomes the medium of exegesis, perhaps because of—rather than despite—the 
ambivalence with which Alabaster ultimately seems to regard it. 
 It will be useful to begin with the poem that most dramatically shifts its vocal register, the 
tenth sonnet of the “Portrait of Christ’s Death” series.42 The poem begins with a confession of 
unshaken faith in the voice of a Christian subject who, unlike Martin Luther (whose incestuous 
marriage is the subject of the previous sonnet), remains devoted to Christ: 
Though all forsake thee, lord, yet I will die, 
For I have chained so my will to thine 
That I have no will left my will to untwine, 
But will abide with thee most willingly. 
Though all forsake thee, lord, yet cannot I, 
For love hath wrought in me thy form divine 
That thou art more my heart than heart is mine: 
How can I then from myself, thyself fly? (10.1–8) 
Given that the prior sonnet spews curses at “damned Luther, swollen with hellish pride” (9.5), 
the reader will be forgiven for thinking that these lines are enunciated by a modern Catholic who 
understands Luther’s Reformation as a “forsaking” of Christ’s person and message. The sonnet’s 
next line, however, radically re-orients the poem’s voice and its meaning: “Thus thought St. Peter 
and thus thinking fell” (9). As in Lodge’s Prosopopeia, there are no quotation marks here; there 
is no sign until the ninth line intrudes its spondees that our speaker is not the generalized 
																																																						
42 My reading of this poem builds throughout upon Murray, Poetics of Conversion, 54–
56. While Murray centers her reading on the ways in which prosopopoeia turns a “profession of 
faith” into a “confession of frailty,” however, I would like to reveal the ways in which this trope 
enables an engagement with—and decoupling from—scripture. 
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Christian subject who evades temptation. 
 Where has St. Peter “thought” these words? Each of the four gospels offers a slightly 
different accounting of Jesus’ prediction of Peter’s denial, and of Peter’s insistence that he will 
not deny Christ; Alabaster’s octave seems closest to Mark’s version of events. The sonnet’s 
phrasing, for instance, especially in its mirrored first and fifth lines, follows Mark’s version quite 
closely: “Peter saide unto him, Although al menne shalbe offended, yet [wil] (sic) not I” (Mark 
14:29).43 Alabaster’s repeated play on “will” derives from this verse’s emphatic statement of 
Peter’s “wil.”44 The poem’s insistence that Peter will die for Christ, meanwhile, derives from a 
later verse: “If I should die with thee, I wil not denye thee in any wise” (Mark 14:31). The octave 
of Alabaster’s sonnet, it turns out, is at once a rewriting of a scriptural text and a prosopopoeia, 
an impersonation of one of the text’s characters enunciated in his voice. The canny reader, 
moreover, who recognizes the cadences of Peter’s assurance in Alabaster’s lines, might initially 
class the poem as a modern revision of Peter’s speech, in which the saint’s false promise is 
reiterated as the speaker’s firmer declaration of devotion. (Or, even more cannily, this reader will 
see the volta coming.) The revelation of this vocal impersonation, furthermore, yields yet another 
layer of interpretation in its synthesis of modern confessional and biblical disciplinary change: 
by merging the voices of the contemporary devotional subject and the ancient denier, Alabaster 
suggests that Luther’s Reformation is a typological re-enactment of Peter’s denial of Christ. He 
does this by putting Peter’s words in Luther’s mouth. 
																																																						
43 I am quoting here from the revised Bishops’ Bible of 1572 (The holie Biblie [London, 
1572]), on the basis that a) its phrasing is closest to Alabaster’s poem (the Geneva Bible has 
“would” for “will,” for instance), and b) it is likely to have been a standard Bible for much of 
Alabaster’s youth and education. The parallelism in phrasing, especially given other versions’ 
difference from the Bishops’ wording, suggests that Story and Gardner are not precisely correct 
when they write that “in general Alabaster does not appear to be affected by the precise wording 
of one version or another” (Alabaster, Sonnets, 45). 
 44 By contrast, Murray suggests that “will” is a sign of the poem’s “Catholic theological 
emphasis on human volition” (Poetics of Conversion, 55). 
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 Despite the questionable content of this prosopopoeia, its citation of a moment of human 
failure, Alabaster’s poem goes on to intimate that imitatio Christi might occur in the performance 
of the kind of vocal impersonation that he has already deftly performed and then revealed. The 
sonnet’s sestet reads: 
Thus thought St. Peter and thus thinking fell, 
And by his fall did warn us not to swell, 
Yet still in love I say I would not fall, 
And say in hope I trust I never shall, 
But cannot say in faith, what might I do 
To learn to say it, by hearing Christ say so! (9–14)  
These lines, as Alabaster’s editors attest, are somewhat bewildering.45 Alabaster’s speaker 
establishes a triplet first by saying “in love” that he will not fall, then “in hope” (the triplet 
echoes Peter’s triple denial of Christ, and then his triple assertion of love for him in John 21:15–
17). This triplet structure confers a surplus of semantic weight upon the “faith” that comes last, 
yet Alabaster does not say what the lines’ parallelism primes you to expect: that although he can 
																																																						
45 Story and Gardner find these last lines obscure enough to warrant a gloss: “Through 
love I can say I do not want to fall, and through hope that I trust that I shall not; but I cannot say 
in faith how far I might learn to say ‘I will not deny thee’ by hearing Christ say the same words 
to me” (Alabaster, Sonnets, 48). I must say that I find this gloss somewhat more mystifying than 
the poem itself. I am not sure it is helpful, for instance, to replace the last line’s “it” with the 
quotation “I will not deny thee,” since “it”’s nearest antecedent is the phrase “I would not fall,” 
three lines up. These two assertions might mean roughly the same thing in the mouth of St. Peter, 
but they are about to be moved into the mouth of Christ himself, where the words “I would not 
fall” acquire the encouraging fortification of Jesus’ victory over Satan in the temptation in the 
wilderness. 
Story and Gardner have struggled, moreover, with the final couplet’s syntax, producing a 
reading that is hardly more lucid than the sonnet’s original phrasing. I almost suspect a 
typographical error, if not an unconscious solecism: the phrase “how far I might learn to say” is 
very nearly nonsense, but might perhaps be improved my some missing words: “how far I might 
go in order to learn to say…” would make better syntactic sense, although I’m not sure it 
clarifies the sense of the sonnet. 
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swear “in love” and “in hope” not to betray Christ, he—like St. Peter—cannot swear “in faith.” 
The poem feints toward but then seems to dodge that meaning, and turns instead to the question 
of “what I might do / To learn to say” that he “would not fall” (emphasis added). Alabaster’s 
speaker insists that he “cannot say what [he] might do,” but then, again bewilderingly, seems to 
offer a suggestion for precisely how he might “learn to say” his declaration of faith: “by hearing 
Christ say so,” that is, by hearing and then impersonating him.46 
 I would suggest that the difficulty of these lines—the sense one gets that there are some 
key words missing, some aspect of the performance its speaker “cannot say”—implies a kind of 
embarrassed attitude toward the practice of prosopopoeia. The whole sonnet hinges on the trope, 
and the turn at the ninth line warns unequivocally of the danger of ventriloquizing the wrong 
person—one who is making a false promise, a hypocrite. Yet as the poem turns to resolve its 
attitude toward prosopopoeia by insisting that one should impersonate Christ, it stutters, and in 
doing so it suggests that there is some unspoken barrier that makes the desire to impersonate 
Christ dangerous or difficult. It is as if the speaker’s anxiety about the content of prosopopoeia—
the fear that one will adopt the wrong voice, or the wrong idea, and so become a hypocrite 
oneself—has bled into an anxiety about its method. Imitatio Christi in the form of prosopopoeia 
Christi acquires a suspect valence, which is perhaps why, despite this sonnet’s obscure resolution 
to “learn to say […] by hearing Christ,” Alabaster’s sonnets do not return to the idea of imitating 
Christ’s voice. (Think, by contrast, of Herbert’s poems, of which “The Sacrifice” is spoken 
entirely in the voice of Christ, and many others feature Christ or Christ-like figures speaking to 
the poet.) The sonnets, instead, speak in the voices of other scriptural figures—those, like St. 
																																																						
46 These lines perhaps refer to the passage in Luke in which Christ assures Peter of his 
eventual “conversion,” after his denial: “And the Lord said, Simon, Simon, behold, Satan hath 
desired to have you, that he may sift you as wheat: But I have prayed for thee, that thy faith fail 
not: and when thou art converted, strengthen thy brethren” (Luke 22:31–32). 
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Paul and Mary Magdalene, who have been touched by sin or error—wielding prosopopoeia as a 
tool by which to double the various selves that the poems conjure, yet continuing to articulate 
vexed or ambivalent attitudes toward the exegetical trope that makes them possible. 
 One such poem is entitled “Upon Christ’s Saying to Mary ‘Why Weepest Thou?’.” This 
title—probably original to Alabaster—is crucial, for the poem gives no other indication that its 
text is not spoken by the contemporary penitential subject who speaks the sonnets that come 
before and after. The sonnet’s octave plays on a conventional Catholic interest in Mary 
Magdalene’s tears:47 
I weep two deaths with one tears to lament: 
Christ my soul’s life, out of my heart is fled, 
My soul, my heart’s life, from me vanished, 
With Christ my soul, and with my soul, life went. 
I weep, yet weeping brings mere discontent, 
For as Christ’s presence my tears seasoned, 
When through my tears his love I clearer read, 
So now his loss through them doth more augment. (21.1–8) 
Once again Alabaster provides his reader with a precise set of scriptural coordinates. In John 20, 
Magdalene finds herself weeping in Jesus’ tomb, having discovered his body to be missing. The 
resurrected Christ then appears to her, and asks her the question indicated in the poem’s title. As 
the gospel relates, Mary, “supposing [Christ] to be the gardener,” replies: “Sir, if thou have borne 
him hence, tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will take him away” (John 20:15). Alabaster’s 
																																																						
47 My reading again is indebted to Murray’s explication (Poetics of Conversion, 56–59), 
which acknowledges that “as in the St. Peter sonnet, Alabaster uses the first person to blend his 
own poetic voice with that of the Biblical speaker,” yet mine will focus more on the method and 
effects of this vocal “blending.” 
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sonnet is meant to be inserted into this moment, but unlike the St. Peter sonnet, it is decidedly 
not a paraphrase of the scriptural text it overwrites. Mary’s speech expressing concern for the 
location of Christ’s body, instead, has been replaced with a lament for the death of Christ’s spirit, 
and for the effect of that spirit’s departure from Mary’s own. 
 Alabaster’s alteration of this scriptural scene proceeds by way of “augment[ation].” The 
problem that Mary faces in Christ’s tomb is a matter of absence versus presence. She has gone in 
expecting Christ’s body; discovering it gone, she demands of the “gardener” where it has been 
taken; in the next verse, Christ will reveal himself to her, and his corporeal absence will be 
restored. The dynamics of presence and absence in Alabaster’s sonnet, however, become much 
more complex through the reorientation of the scene into Magdalene’s voice. Rather than 
attempting to locate the absent body of Christ, the sonnet begins by probing the difference, not 
between absence and presence, but between one and two: we catch Magdalene in the act of 
wondering what will happen to her self now that Christ’s presence is torn out of it. “My soul’s 
life, out of my heart is fled,” she complains; in the next line, this set of words gets shuffled: “My 
soul, my heart’s life, from me vanished.” Even as the speaker laments a reduction from two to 
one, her rhetoric—perhaps in defiant reaction to this new absence—proves fecund, providing us 
with a balanced equation in which the singular fact of Christ’s disappearance can be expressed in 
several ways, through multiplied arrangements of soul, heart, and life.48 
 In this dissertation’s first chapter, I argued that a similar anxiety about one-versus-two—
which is fundamentally an anxiety about interpretation—in Anne Lock’s Meditation of a Penitent 
																																																						
48 I will consign to a footnote the observation that, despite the rather confusing mutual 
embedding of lives, souls, and hearts here, Alabaster’s sonnet can be diagrammed or “solved” 
into a single structure, by means of a kind of poetic system of equations. I will spare you the 
back-of-the-envelope calculations and provide the final result: Magdalene’s “heart” contains her 
“soul” (which is also her heart’s “life”); that soul contains its own “life,” which is Christ. Solving 
for the deity, one determines that Christ is Magdalene’s heart’s life’s life. Little wonder that his 
extraction causes such traumatic despair. 
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Sinner manifested itself stylistically as a recourse to the rhetorical figure of hendiadys; here, the 
crisis of singularity erupts into Alabaster’s sonnet as a series of solecisms or ambiguities that 
rend English grammar’s usual distinctions between singulars and plurals. The first such moment 
comes in the poem’s opening line, when its speaker announces that she laments Christ’s death 
with “one tears.” It is a strange and striking phrase, in which some complex yet singular idea 
(like a “gentle stream” of tears, as Richard Crashaw expresses it in one poem) has been 
compressed into a single plural noun, “tears,” resulting in a numerically contradictory phrase that 
invites its reader to consider how something or someone can be at once singular and plural.49 
 This grammatical or stylistic blip is reiterated and revised in the first line of the poem’s 
sestet, which reads, “Yet let my tears once after him fast run” (9). The semantic purpose of 
“once” in this line is difficult to deduce, even with the support of the many glosses in the Oxford 
English Dictionary; it plainly cannot refer to “some point or period in the past,” nor does it make 
much sense in this context for Magdalene to be insisting that her tears “fast run” after Christ “at 
or for one time only.”50 Alabaster is probably employing a now-obsolete usage, suggesting that 
Mary’s tears will “seek Christ out” “at some future time,” or “in the first place”; yet these are 
unusual senses of the word, which even in Alabaster’s moment would have stuck out from the 
line, refusing initial semantic decidability, especially insofar as we might expect his speaker to 
insist that the next stage of her grieving process begin, as the poem says, “now.”51 The effect of 
this repetition with a difference, in which “one tears” becomes “tears once,” is both—or rather 
either—to emphasize the poem’s initial, solecistic statement of its engagement with singularity 
and plurality (“one tears”) and—or—to provoke another tricky question about whether the 
																																																						
49 The English Poems of Richard Crashaw, ed. Richard Rambuss (Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2013), 224. 
50 OED, s.v. “once, adv., conj., adj., and n.,” A. I. 2a, A. I. 1a. 
51 OED, A. 5, A. 6. 
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inverted phrase (“tears once”) merely refers back to its predecessor or boldly offers some new 
yet undecidable nuance. Here, again, is the problem of one-versus-two, now encoded into the 
pattern of the poem’s grammatical slip-ups. 
 One more example of the broken fabric of the poem’s voice, in the similitude that 
occupies the last three lines of its octave: “For as Christ’s presence my tears seasoned, / When 
through my tears his love I clearer read, / So now his loss through them doth more augment” (6–
8). In the previous chapter, we encountered similitudes whose difficulty impelled the reader into 
an engagement with the text behind it. Through complicated syntax or unusual analogical wit, I 
argued, these similitudes thwarted mindless reading, yet could be solved or worked out through 
the exercise of the reader’s own wit. Alabaster’s similitude, however, breaks the promise that 
those similitudes offer: it presents a tricky similitude whose syntax that cannot be resolved into a 
neat analogy. The problem resides in the verbs. In the similitude’s vehicle, Christ’s presence 
“season[s]” Mary’s tears, allowing her to better “read” his love. The tenor proceeds in seemingly 
parallel formation, insisting by contrast that “now his loss through [tears] doth more augment”: 
but “augment” has no object in this sentence. The similitude’s grammar proceeds by showing 
first a transitive process of “seasoning” and then contracting into an intransitive “augmentation” 
of loss, and this sense of contraction is emphasized by, again, Alabaster’s employment of an 
atypical usage of a familiar word (“augment” is usually transitive). The transition from transitive 
to intransitive, moreover, is, like the speaker’s devotional catastrophe, a transition from two to 
one: a transitive verb has both subject and object, but an intransitive verb has only a subject. The 
broken form of Alabaster’s similitude is thus twisted by the trauma that its speaker describes, 
moving from a scenario in which Christ actively mediates the speaker’s joy to one in which loss 
redounds merely upon itself; and the sentence’s unexpected end, an end without an object, forces 
the reader to experience the shock of Christ’s loss along with its speaker. The loss of the verbal 
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object refigures, at the grammatical level, the loss of the devotional object that the poem 
describes.  
 It is tempting to conflate this pattern of linguistic and analogical abuse with the 
prosopopoeic performance that is the sonnet’s main conceit. Like St. Peter, Mary Magdalene is a 
scriptural figure who has sinned and been redeemed; her broken syntax, then, might reflect her 
status as a maculate speaker, one whose past sinfulness and present trauma inflect her speech 
with a kind of stylistic fallenness, resulting in a ventriloquist performance in which grammatical 
faults signify the speaker’s distinctiveness through their deviations from standard poetic style.52 
It will be curious to note, then, that not all of this sonnet’s readers have agreed on the identity of 
its speaker. Molly Murray, while acknowledging that Alabaster “blend[s] his own poetic voice 
with that of the Biblical speaker,” proceeds in her readings—as I have—as if the speaker of the 
poem is Mary Magdalene (57). The editors of Alabaster’s Sonnets, however, consistently use 
masculine pronouns when referring this poem’s speaker in their glosses; Ira Clark, in his reading 
of the poem as a “neotypological lyric,” writes that “Alabaster is looking for the Son of God 
through contrite tears” and that “he concludes by seeing Christ’s covenant of salvation through 
his own tears,” as if Magdalene barely features in the poem.53 These readers, presumably, 
interpret the poem’s title—so crucial to understanding the sonnet’s vocal performance—as a 
marker of its belated occasionality, rather than its specific positioning in and as scripture; for 
																																																						
52 A recent precedent for this kind of judgment: Jeff Dolven writes that Marjorie Perloff’s 
description of the “distinctiveness of [Frank] O’Hara’s voice sounds like a catalog of vices. 
Descriptions of style often do, as though style could only be defined as a lapse, a deviation, from 
good usage.” Jeff Dolven, Senses of Style: poetry before interpretation (University of Chicago 
Press, 2017), 16. 
53 Sonnets, ed. Story and Gardner, 50; Ira Clark, Christ Revealed: The History of the 
Neotypological Lyric in the English Renaissance (Gainesville, FL: University of Florida Press, 
1982), 61. See also Alison Shell, Catholicism, Controversy, and the English Literary 
Imagination, 1558–1660 (Cambridge University Press, 1999), 89–90, where Shell reads the 
poem from a decidedly presentist perspective. 
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them, the poem is composed “Upon [Reading] Christ’s Saying to Mary ‘Why Weepest Thou?’,” 
rather than “Upon [Hearing]” him do so. 
 This inconsistency, within the small corpus of Alabaster criticism, does not result from 
careless argument or insufficient contextualization; rather it is precisely Alabaster’s point that the 
identity of the sonnet’s speaker should be indeterminate, and the criticism merely reflects that 
indeterminacy, sometimes consciously so. Alabaster’s critics have not naively abandoned the 
distinction between “lyric speaker” and historical subject; rather, that they have too often viewed 
the telescope from only one end (the “right” one) in arguing that Alabaster uses scriptural voices 
in order to present an analysis of his self.54 Self and scripture, rather, are mutually explicative. 
From one angle, the poem draws scripture forward into the present, creating a pretext for 
Alabaster to perform and promote a certain form of lachrymal devotional practice; from the 
other, the poem casts itself back into scripture, rewriting Mary’s misprision of Christ’s body 
(“supposing him to be the gardener”) as a lament over the removal of his spirit from hers. These 
perspectives meet in the word “once,” the grammatical slip that seems to catch the poem between 
its two temporalities. Janus-facedly meaning both “in the past” and “in the future,” this word—a 
sign, as I have argued, of the poem’s idiosyncratic, solecistic approach to vocal performance—
marks not just the final impossibility of pinpointing the identity of the poem’s speaker, but also 
the common exegetical ground on which its two voices meet. 
 Any number of Alabaster’s sonnets might be said to impersonate a scriptural speaker in 
the way that this Magdalene sonnet does—by refracting its voice, and speaking its content as if 
from a doubled perspective. In Sonnet 4, for instance, Alabaster briefly impersonates the 
Psalmist when he begs Christ to “Look back on me that stick in deepest mire” (4.5): here “back” 
																																																						
54 See Shell, and also Clark, Christ Revealed, where he writes that Alabaster’s 
“contribution lies in consistent, sustained, intensive, and intellectual self-analysis, based on close 
alliance with, comparison and contrast to types” (62). 
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functions much like Magdalene’s “once,” casting a poem that seems spoken by a contemporary 
penitent into its textual past, and serving as the lynchpin of its vocal performance’s ambiguity.55 
In Sonnet 31, entitled “Upon St. Paul to the Corinthians,” Alabaster dilates upon 1 Corinthians 
10:4, turning its entreaty to drink from the “spiritual Rock” that is Christ into a “double stream” 
of water and blood (31.2). Like St. Peter and Mary Magdalene, these are biblical speakers whose 
stories emphasize error, penitence, and conversion: by merging his voice with theirs, Alabaster 
casts himself in a similar mold. Rather than continuing to investigate these exemplars of 
prosopopoeic fallenness, however, I would like to turn now to a sonnet in which Alabaster 
articulates something like a theory of his prosopopoeic art. 
 The scriptural scene that provides the setting for what I am considering Alabaster’s ars 
prosopopoetica will be familiar, since it is the very scene that Donne inhabited in his “Spit in my 
face yee Jewes” sonnet. Alabaster, however, in his sonnet “The Spitting Upon Our Savior,” does 
not seek to enter Christ’s passion vocally; instead he considers Christ’s torment as if it were 
represented to him in the form of a painting: 
What art, what hand can draw the next disgrace, 
Whose ground and color must be contrary? 
The colour on the ground apparent lies, 
Yet ground through colour hath transparent grace; 
Beauty and love must have the under-place, 
And over them hate and deformity. (29.1–6) 
Here Alabaster draws upon the technical vocabulary of the visual arts in order to elaborate the 
“impropriety” (7) of the image of spit (the painting’s foreground or “colour”) upon Christ’s face 
																																																						
55 He also seems to connect the Psalms with the New Testament, as the line’s order to 
“look back” recalls Christ’s injunction in Luke that Donne explored in Deaths Duell: “the Lord 
turned back, and looked upon Peter: and Peter remembered the word of the Lord.” 
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(its “[back]ground”). The most curious feature of this initial sestet (the sonnet’s structure is 
reversed, with its notional volta coming after the sixth line) is the transferred epithet that makes 
Christ’s grace “transparent” when seen through the “transparent” medium of spit. As this line 
suggests, the poem, even though it imagines a scriptural scene as a two-dimensional painting, has 
an odd, evasive relationship to surface, which is discreetly encoded by the fact that the word you 
most expect to rhyme with “disgrace,” “grace,” and “place” does not appear: 
O do not draw this impropriety, 
But with device the meaning interlace, 
Or let the shame be guessed by blotting over, 
Or draw my heart or tongue the same to cover. (7–10) 
The last line here provides the crux of the poem’s prosopopoeic argument, as it suggests that the 
“tongue,” the medium of voice, can transmedially enter into the painting and, unlike Christ’s 
“transparent” grace, become opaque in order to “blot” out the “disgrace” of the spit on Christ’s 
face. Alabaster manages this transition out of the medium of painting quite carefully, repeating 
“draw” so it can refer first to pictorial representation and then to the covering process by which 
voice somehow overwrites the mocking of Christ.56 In this poem, that is, Alabaster considers 
prosopopoeia—the “device” by which a scriptural text is overwritten by the poet’s own voice—
to be a process of “cover[ing]” or “blotting” in which the original scene is obscured from view. 
 Alabaster’s prosopopoeic sonnets, I have argued, perform interpretation by writing over 
scriptural texts and then “drawing” the reader into a consideration of what perspective is being 
represented and how “transparent” this “cover” really is. This sonnet’s concluding lines 
dramatize for its readers the difficulty of holding that prosopopoeic “cover” in place, as—
																																																						
56 The OED has a discrete entry for the sense of “draw” as “to pull (a curtain, veil, cloth, 
etc.) over something so as to cover or conceal it, or aside or off from it so as to disclose it.” 
OED, s.v. “draw, v.,” 11a. 
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protesting all the while—they finally draw back the curtain on the poem’s subject: 
Thought, think not of it by position, 
But set denial betwixt him and it, 
Nor think what ’tis that I would not think on, 
That filthy man upon Christ’s face should spit. (11–14) 
The metacognitive shudder of “Thought, think not” reminds us of the poem’s consistently self-
conscious gaze: it is an artwork about art, adopting the ancient principle of ut pictura poesis into 
a conceit by which to examine the ways in which poetry can or should represent scenes of 
scriptural “disgrace”; it blots and then reveals “Christ’s face” in order to show how finally 
“transparent” the art of prosopopoeia will prove. A “thought” we wish not to think of is, by 
necessity, already “thought,” like the elephant one is instructed not to picture: likewise, a 
scriptural text we might wish to overwrite or correct remains, indelibly, scriptural, as the poem’s 
last line grudgingly admits. Alabaster’s prosopopoeias of scriptural mistakes or misprisions thus 
follow the principle that this sonnet lays out: through fallen or failed speeches that ultimately 
become “transparent” to the texts that lie behind them, Alabaster draws our attention to the 
movements of “thought” and “tongue”—the interpretive modes—by which he gives them voice. 
 
“Wonderful Authority”: Prophetic Lycidas 
 Alabaster’s prosopopoeias, I have argued, studiously avoid impersonating Christ, as if 
approaching the savior by means of such an imperfect method might blot out his perfection. 
Other writers, however, considered prosopopoeia’s influence to run in the opposite direction, and 
impersonated divinity in the pulpit with the specific goal of adopting some of its authority. One 
such commentator was the preacher Richard Benefield, in his lectures on the book of Amos. 
Benefield begins his lectures—as any commentator would—by citing the relevant verses (Amos 
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3:13–15), in which the titular prophet, speaking as God, promises the violent destruction of the 
house of Israel, for their unfaithfulness. In scripture, Amos speaks directly in God’s first person 
pronoun: “I shall visit the transgressions of Israel upon him,” “I will smite the winter house,” and 
so on. Benefield begins his commentary by reflecting upon the rhetorical power inherent in 
speaking the word of God aloud: “The words of the Lord are just, by whom soever they are 
uttered: and the authority of the holy Spirit is wonderfull, by whomsoever he speaketh. Non 
minùs de ore pastoris, quam de ore Imperatoris pertonat: he thundereth, or he speaketh with as 
much Majestie from the mouth of a shepherd, as from the mouth of an Emperour. Amos our 
Prophet, is this shepherd from whom the holy Spirit here thundereth.”57 
 Benefield’s Latin aphorism, and much of the rest of this passage as well, derives from the 
twelfth-century commentary of Rupertus Tuitensis (or Rupert of Deutz), who does not bother to 
name the rhetorical device by which Amos speaks in the voice of God.58 Benefield, however: 
“The words are a Prosopopaeia [sic]: the Almighty is brought in, calling upon his Priests and 
Prophets to give eare unto him, and to beare witnesse of the calamities which he was purposed to 
lay upon the house of Jacob.”59 Prosopopoeia, then, is the trope of prophecy, and in his analysis 
Benefield not only ascribes the trope to Amos, but also suggests that, in the case of a divine 
prosopopoeia, where it is God’s words that one speaks, the enunciator of the prosopopoeia 
assumes some of the “wonderful […] authority of the holy Spirit.” Whereas some preachers, as I 
have shown, feared that a prosopopoeia might be too easily believed, Benefield both presumes 
the trope’s methods to be transparent to its auditors and hopes that some element of the 
identification between preacher and divine word will persist into its audience’s response. His 
																																																						
57 Richard Benefield, A Commentary or Exposition upon the Third Chapter of the 
Prophecie of Amos (London, 1628), 256. 
58 Rupertus Tuitensis, Opera Omnia (Cologne, 1602), 558. 
59 Benefield, Commentary, 257. 
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exegesis, in other words, acquires a frisson of ventriloquism, as the interpreter takes on the 
authority of the author merely by reciting the scriptural text aloud. This argument makes no 
small claim for preaching theory more generally, for it was precisely the preacher’s job to speak 
in the voice of “authority” and then to interpret its texts for the laity. 
 Little wonder, then, that one of the most popular artes praedicandi in the seventeenth 
century was entitled The Arte of Prophecying.60 Indeed, William Perkins’s tract quotes on its title 
page a verse from the Book of Nehemiah that foregrounds this action of homiletic reading: “And 
they read in the booke of the law of God distinctly: and gave the sense, and caused them to 
understand the reading.” In this scriptural, bi- or tripartite division of the preacher’s duties, 
“reading […] distinctly”—and that might mean any number of things—is given equal weight to 
the processes of interpretation and teaching that are the typical matter of preaching. What I am 
driving at here is the by no means self-evident idea that early modern preachers understood their 
quotation of scripture to be not just a part of the homiletic performance, but also a rhetorical act, 
a trope. 
 Even the period’s most prominent exponent of “mere” scriptural reading in the homiletic 
context, Richard Hooker, could not conceive of the reading of scripture as a neutral act. In Of the 
Lawes of Ecclesiasticall Politie, Hooker, worried about the alienating effects of overly literal 
translations of the Bible, advocates a “a middle course betweene the rigor of literall translators 
and the libertie of paraphrasts,” by way of which preachers can “with greatest shortnes and 
plainenes deliver the meaning of the holy Ghost.” This “middle course” is itself, however, a 
virtuality, a task “of so great difficultie, the exact performance thereof we may rather wish then 
																																																						
60 William Perkins, The Arte of Prophecying, trans. Thomas Tuke (London, 1607). On the 
relationship of these terms (preaching and prophecying), see Bryan Crockett, “The Act of 
Preaching and the Art of Prophesying,” The Sewanee Review 105.1 (Winter 1997): 39–52. 
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looke for.”61 For Hooker, the ideal of scripture’s unmediated transmission is attenuated first by 
the impossibility of direct translation, and second by the treachery of the “course” between the 
Scylla of literalism and the Charybdis of paraphrase. In other words, some part of reading will 
always be tropological, and the texts of scripture will inevitably assume some aspect of their 
enunciator. Without prosopopoeia—the mediation of the divine text by a human enunciator—no 
reading.62 It is apparent from these two examples, then—and many more could be produced—
that the prosopopoeia of speaking as a scriptural character, even if by merely reading the Bible 
aloud, inevitably involved a kind of exchange of personalities. The preacher takes on the 
authority of the prophet; but the voices of scripture also become debased in the course of their 
rearticulation by a human mediator. 
 Recall Alabaster’s sonnet about St. Peter, which performs this sort of debasement by 
converting a hypocritical prosopopoeia into linguistic solecism. The poem, though brief, features 
a trio of distinctive vocal gestures: the speech by St. Peter, clothed in the style and conventions 
of a contemporary Christian devotional poem; the decisive line at the volta by which this vocal 
impersonation is revealed (“Thus thought St. Peter…”); and the grammatical aporia in the final 
lines that seems to register the difficulty or danger of prosopopoeia as a mode of interpretation, 
especially as it applied to speaking as, or after, Christ. I have argued that Alabaster theorized this 
kind of vocal performance through the metaphor of painting: that here we see the poet “covering 
over” a scriptural text with his “tongue”—the voice made metonymically and synesthetically into 
a blot—so that, at the crux, that voice can be made again “transparent.” Another metaphor from 
the visual arts would suffice as well: that of the frame, in this case the asymmetric frame, which 
																																																						
61 Richard Hooker, Of the Lawes of Ecclesiasticall Politie. The fift Booke (London, 
1597), 30. 
62 Here I am echoing J. Hillis Miller’s refrain of “without prosopopoeia no poetry.” 
Miller, “Catachresis,” 401 and Tropes, 245. 
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marks off the “quoted” content of the poem from one side only. This asymmetric framing gives 
us, in the words of one critic, “a poem that begins in digression—the first person voice is the 
digression—and regains the main path only when the lyric note is no longer sounded.”63 
 That is Stanley E. Fish, writing not of Alabaster’s sonnet, but of a much longer poem, 
Milton’s Lycidas. There is a structural case to be made for the resemblance of Milton’s poem to 
Alabaster’s, as my citational sleight makes clear. Both poems feature speeches by St. Peter; and 
both break off, near their conclusions, with a line that radically reorients the poem’s vocal 
performance, revealing the poem to have taken place, as it were, in the third person. The lines 
perform their vocal recasting with remarkable similarity: “Thus thought St. Peter, and thus 
thinking fell”; “Thus sang the uncouth Swain to th’Okes and rills.”64 In both cases, the volta 
modulates the poem out of recognition; each poem, as it is “thus” jolted into its conclusion, 
seems to become wholly new, or at least incomprehensible to the hermeneutic principles that, up 
until the moment of transition, it has induced in its reader.65 Lycidas, more than ten times longer 
than the sonnet, radically distends the sonnet’s pattern of vocal performance and recognition. 
More importantly, it decouples St. Peter’s speech from the process of vocal recognition, drawing 
the curtain not on St. Peter but on the “uncouth Swain” who had earlier impersonated him. Yet 
																																																						
63 Stanley E. Fish, “Lycidas: A Poem Finally Anonymous,” in Milton’s Lycidas: The 
Tradition and the Poem, 2nd ed., ed. C. A. Patrides (Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 
1983), 339. 
64 Citations of Lycidas will refer to John Milton, Complete Shorter Poems, ed. Stella 
Revard (Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), by line number (here 186). I have not used 
Merritt Y. Hughes’s long-standard edition because his insertion of quotation marks into the poem 
seems to answer all of the questions I hope to raise before they are asked. Recall, too, Lodge’s 
transition in Prosopopeia: “Thus sat [the] blessed mother, somtime personating her son, to 
persuade more movingly, sometime soliciting the assistance by great motives to bewaile him 
earnestly.” 
65 Edward W. Tayler calls the lines “astonishing,” and writes that in them “the poet has 
attained […] the artistic distance that may be conferred only on those who have become fully a 




the analogy I have drawn suggests that the two poems hold a set of concerns in common.66 Let 
this structural comparison therefore serve as the occasion for a more substantial reading of 
Lycidas through the homiletic lens of Alabaster’s sonnet and the poetics of prosopopoeia more 
broadly. Although a turn to Lycidas at this point means a turning away—an apostrophe—from 
the narrowly defined genre of devotional lyric, reading Milton’s elegy in the context of this 
discussion of exegetical prosopopoeia will give us a clearer view of just how much it draws from 
the techniques and controversies of homiletic practice. 
 For two of Lycidas’s most striking features—its complex play of voices and its ceaseless 
habit of allusion, especially to scriptural texts—have never been fully integrated within the 
poem’s formidable critical canon. “Who is singing and to whom?” asks Gordon Teskey, and this 
has often seemed the poem’s main provocation.67 The question is difficult to answer definitively, 
even if the poem supports what one might call a “normative” reading of its voices. In that 
reading, the first 185 lines are spoken by the “uncouth Swain” whose presence is revealed at the 
end; along the way the swain introduces a number of additional speakers, including—most 
importantly—Apollo and St. Peter; and the concluding ottava rima coda, which gives the game 
																																																						
66 I have not encountered any firm evidence that Milton ever read Alabaster, yet the two 
men overlapped in Cambridgeshire: in 1625, the year Milton began his studies at Christ’s 
College, Alabaster (who had been a fellow at Trinity in the 1580s) was granted the living at Little 
Shelford, just south of Cambridge. See Francis J. Bremer, “Alabaster, William (1568–1640), 
Church of England clergyman and writer,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Accessed 
21 Feb. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001 
/odnb-9780198614128-e-265. 
67 Gordon Teskey, “Dead Shepherd: Milton’s Lycidas,” in Milton’s Rival Hermeneutics: 
“Reason Is But Choosing”, ed. Richard J. DuRocher and Margaret Olofson Thickstun 
(Pittsburgh, PA: Duquesne University Press, 2012), 33. For further accounts of Lycidas’s voices, 
in addition to those I cite below, see John Crowe Ransom, “A Poem Nearly Anonymous,” in 
Patrides, ed., Lycidas, 68–85; Roberts W. French, “Voice and Structure in Lycidas,” Texas Studies 
in Literature and Language 12.1 (Spring 1970): 15–25; Emory Elliott, “Milton’s Uncouth Swain: 
The Speaker in Lycidas,” in Milton Reconsidered: Essays in Honor of Arthur E. Baker, ed. John 
Karl Franson (Salzburg, Austria: Institut für Englische Sprache und Literatur, 1976), 1–21; and 
Stephen M. Fallon, Milton’s Peculiar Grace: Self-Representation and Authority (Ithaca, NY: 
Cornell University Press, 2007), 67–69. 
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away, is in the voice of “Milton,” or “the poet.” Yet critics have put significant pressure on each 
of these normative assumptions. You will find, for instance, a number of them who insist that the 
“Pilot of the Galilean lake,” traditionally understood to be St. Peter, must in fact be Christ 
himself.68 This determination, it must be admitted, usually has more to do with the complex 
system of theological, scriptural, and ecclesiological references that crowd around the Pilot, 
rather than anything distinctive about his poetic voice, yet such a confusion would not be 
possible if the Pilot did not strike a prophetic tone mistakable for Christ’s. At least one reader, 
moreover, finds evidence of a vocal break before line 186: in William G. Madsen’s 
psychological account of the poem’s personae, the archangel Michael speaks the consolatory 
lines that precede the intercession of the Miltonic narrator.69 And finally, the identity of the 
concluding, framing narrator has become obscured by Stanley Fish’s argument that, although 
“many [critics] assign the [concluding] lines to Milton, […] these lines do not sound like anyone; 
they are perfectly—that is, unrelievedly—conventional, and as such they are the perfect 
conclusion to a poem from which the personal has been systematically eliminated.”70 In just the 
moment that we believe we are hearing the voice of the poem’s “true” speaker, that is, the 
speaker sounds like nobody at all.71 Each of Lycidas’s voices proves finally susceptible to 
reidentification, to vocal ambiguity. This effect of reading the criticism—the failure of certainty 
																																																						
68 R. P. Hone, “The Pilot of the Galilean Lake,” Studies in Philology 56 (1959): 55–61; 
M. J. Edwards, “The Pilot and the Keys: Milton’s Lycidas 167–171,” Studies in Philology 108.4 
(Fall 2011): 605–18. 
69 William G. Madsen, “The Voice of Michael in Lycidas,” Studies in English Literature, 
1500–1900 3.1 (Winter 1963): 1–7. I have found only one reading that agrees with Madsen (but 
emphatically so): Gale H. Carrithers, Jr. and James D. Hardy, Jr., Milton and the Hermeneutic 
Journey (Baton Rouge: Louisiana State University Press, 1994), 195. 
70 Fish, “Lycidas,” 339. 
71 This indeterminate reading of the swain conflicts with many (auto)biographical 
accounts of the poem; see for instance Neil Forsyth, “‘Lycidas’: A Saint in Wolf’s Clothing,” 
Critical Inquiry 35.3 (Spring 2009): 684–702, in which Forsyth contends that the swain’s 
appearance reveals that “the poem has really been about Milton all along, about the search not 
just for consolation but for a proper poetic voice with which to say it” (693). 
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that results from looking too closely at any of the poem’s many voices—finds its allegory in the 
narrative thrust of Fish’s reading, which argues that Lycidas becomes “finally anonymous,” 
which is to say that it performs the destabilization and dissolution of vocal identity as it proceeds 
through its chorus of voices, alighting finally on pure impersonality.72 
 These arguments about the poem’s voices have remained largely separate from accounts 
of its engagements with scripture. Most critics and editors have been aware that Lycidas, from its 
opening lines, is a showcase of biblical quotations and allusions, and that these allusions 
determine the poem’s structure at a deep level.73 Yet despite the poem’s saturation in biblical 
texts, its exegetical relationship to the Bible has received scant attention, especially in the larger 
stories about Milton’s treatments of scripture: monographs with titles like Milton’s Scriptural 
Reasoning, Milton and the Preaching Arts, and Milton’s Burden of Interpretation have paid 
little, if any, attention to Lycidas.74 In what follows, I aim to synthesize these two strands of 
																																																						
72 In addition to these large questions about the poem’s voices, there are innumerable 
smaller arguments about individual lines or passages and who speaks them: Fish at one point 
argues for a “redistribution” of some lines to a hitherto unacknowledged speaker; Ryan Netzley 
notices that a dangling modifier in the Pilot’s speech creates “an ambiguous speaker” in Lyric 
Apocalypse: Milton, Marvell, and the Nature of Events (New York: Fordham University Press, 
2015), 119. 
73 Michael Lieb has shown, for instance, how the “formulaic diction” that Milton draws 
from the Hebrew bible gives structure to the entire poem; this structural perspective, however, 
largely erases questions of voice. “Scriptural Formula and Prophetic Utterance in Lycidas,” in 
Milton and Scriptural Tradition: The Bible into Poetry, ed. James H. Sims and Leland Ryken 
(Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 1984), 31–42. 
74 Phillip J. Donnelly, Milton’s Scriptural Reasoning: Narrative and Protestant Toleration 
(Cambridge University Press, 2009); Jameela Lares, Milton and the Preaching Arts (Pittsburgh, 
PA: Duquesne University Press, 2001); Dayton Haskin, Milton’s Burden of Interpretation 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1994). Despite these works’ lack of interest in 
Lycidas, their interpretive frameworks provide a useful starting point for thinking about the 
poem’s interpretive practice; Donnelly, for instance, writes that Milton’s “major poems” “offer 
not merely eisegetic speculation but an active interweaving of widely varying biblical texts, the 
interpretive effects arising from the fact that the poems are not themselves Scripture. The very 
mode of poetic-imaginative discourse, as such, thus serves to foreground the interpretive action 
involved in any reading of biblical texts” (1). 
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Milton criticism by reading St. Peter’s speech in Lycidas as a prosopopoeic sermon, an encounter 
with scripture in which vocal ambiguity provokes the reader into an exegetical relationship with 
the biblical text, in this case the prophetic Old Testament book of Ezekiel. Milton’s pastoral 
voices therefore verge upon prophecy not just by knowing the future—as Joseph Anthony 
Wittreich, Jr. has argued—but also by performing that homiletic exercise in which the preacher 
ambiguously speaks in and through the voice of God.75 St. Peter’s speech may not be 
asymmetrically framed, nor present a jarring discovery of a hitherto unknown vocal perspective, 
yet in its prosopopoeic relationship to scripture—and in its vehement critique of what it 
perceives as bad homiletic forms—it participates in Lycidas’s complex performance and 
discovery of vocal ambiguity more than Milton’s critics have previously allowed. 
* 
 Critics have occasionally referred to the Pilot’s speech in Lycidas as a “sermon,” meaning 
thereby that it is a polemical oration.76 It is a sermon, I would argue, in another, more technical 
sense, in that it presents us with an interpretation of a scriptural text, and uses a widespread 
homiletic technique concerned with the performance of voice in order to do so. Here is the 
passage from Ezekiel 34 (in the authorized version) from which Milton’s poem most extensively 
draws:77 
																																																						
75 Joseph A. Wittreich, Jr., Visionary Poetics: Milton’s Tradition and His Legacy (San 
Marino, CA: Huntington Library, 1979), 79–214. 
76 See for instance Christopher Kendrick, “Anachronism in ‘Lycidas,’” English Literary 
History 64.1 (Spring 1997): 33. 
77 As far as I know, the first reader to make the connection between the Pilot’s speech and 
Ezekiel was Edward Chauncey Baldwin in “Milton and Ezekiel,” Modern Language Notes 33.4 
(April 1918): 211–15. Writing a century ago, and considering the attribution to be rather belated, 
Baldwin hypothesizes that “because the editors of Milton have been men less familiar with the 
literature of Israel than with the Greek and Latin classics, and because they knew less of the Old 
Testament than of the New, they have hitherto ignored in their annotation of Milton’s 
arraignment of the Anglican clergy a passage in Ezekiel which very possibly may have inspired 
it” (214). The fullest and most nuanced account of Milton’s relationship with Ezekiel is M. J. 
Doherty, “Ezekiel’s Voice: Milton’s Prophetic Exile and the ‘Merkavah’ in ‘Lycidas,’” Milton 
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And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying; Sonne of man, prophecie against the 
shepheards of Israel, prophecie and say unto them, Thus saith the Lord God unto the 
shepheards, Woe be to the shepheards of Israel that doe feede themselves: should not the 
shepheards feede the flockes? Yee eate the fat, and ye clothe you with the wooll, yee kill 
them that are fed: but ye feede not the flocke. The diseased have ye not strengthened, 
neither have yee healed that which was sicke, neither have ye bound up that which was 
broken, neither have yee brought againe that which was driven away, neither have yee 
sought that which was lost; but with force and with crueltie have yee ruled them. And 
they were scattered because there is no shepheard: and they became meate to all the 
beasts of the field, when they were scattered. […] Thus saith the Lord God, Behold, I am 
against the shepheards, and I will require my flocke at their hand, and cause them to 
cease from feeding the flocke, neither shall the shepheards feede themselves any more: 
for I will deliver my flock from their mouth, that they may not be meat for them. (Ezekiel 
34:1–5, 10) 
Many of the complex vocal dynamics we think of as peculiar to Milton’s achievement in Lycidas 
are here in this prophetic passage. Already we have the synthesis of apostrophe and 
impersonation that I have argued is essential to the art of prosopopoeia: the “LORD” speaks to 
Ezekiel (as he does to prophets), instructing him to “prophesy,” that is, to speak in his voice; the 
bulk of the speech about “the shepherds of Israel” then consists of God impersonating Ezekiel 
impersonating God. This chapter, like the poem (and Alabaster’s before it) has an asymmetric 
frame structure: the text does not, ultimately, return to the first-person narration of Ezekiel. It 
																																																						
Quarterly 23.3 (October 1989): 89–121. Doherty’s analysis, although extraordinarily learned, 
generally defers to an Augustinian hermeneutic in order to explain Milton’s exegetical 
perspective on Ezekiel; my reading will emphasize, instead, the more local and contemporary 
practice of prosopopoeic homiletics. 
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concludes, instead, with a verse that seeks to demystify the pastoral metaphor that has occupied 
the chapter’s polemic while at the same time multiplying the passage’s vocal complications as 
God speaks of himself in a kind of doubled third person: “And yee my flocke of my pasture, are 
men, and I am your God, saith the Lord God” (34:31).78 (This last “saith the Lord God,” it must 
be noted, is still in the voice of God ventriloquizing the prophet, telling him what to say.)79 I will 
argue that the Pilot’s sermon in Lycidas consists in adopting Ezekiel’s operative pastoral 
metaphor (of the priest as a shepherd) while also embedding itself into the chapter’s complicated 
vocal layering, relying upon its ambiguities in order to create a speaker who can both operate 
within the framework of the poem’s pastoral landscape and, by means of prophetic 
impersonation, convey the Bible’s apocalyptic vision. 
 In taking Ezekiel for his text, the Galilean Pilot was in the company of Milton’s 
contemporary preachers and commentators. In 1608, for instance, the Newcastle minister 
Thomas Oxley preached a sermon he called The Shepheard, which used Ezekiel 34:2 (“should 
not the shepheards feede the flockes?”) as its text.80 In his sermon Oxley refers to Ezekiel’s long 
harangue against the “Shepheards of Israel” as itself a “Sermon,” insisting—as Milton’s poem 
would—that the shepherds’ misconduct induces corruption in the populace: they “have bene the 
																																																						
78 Ezekiel’s voice does, however, begin the text of chapter 35, in a direct restatement of 
34:1: “And the word of the LORD came unto me, saying…” Of course it was probably this 
refrain that occasioned the division of the chapters in the first place, but a reader of the 
Authorized text might well have considered each chapter a coherent formal unit. 
79 For clarity’s sake, let me provide a version of these embedded speeches using the 
modern conventions of quotation marks; I will begin in Ezekiel’s narrative voice, but without an 
initial mark, and then will cut to the end of the chapter in order to show how the voices conclude 
without returning again to Ezekiel’s voice, nor to God’s direct address to Ezekiel: 
 And the word of the Lord came unto me, saying; “Sonne of man, prophecie against the 
shepheards of Israel, prophecie and say unto them, ‘Thus saith the Lord God unto the 
shepheards, “Woe be to the shepheards of Israel that doe feede themselves: should not the 
shepheards feede the flockes? […] And yee my flocke of my pasture, are men, and I am your 
God,” saith the Lord God.’” 
80 Thomas Oxley, The Shepheard, or a Sermon, Preached at a Synode In Durisme 
Minster (London, 1609). 
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chiefe cause why the people have led their lives so lasciviously, and therefore are now worthily 
brought to this miserie: for if [the shepherds] had not bene defective in their office, these [sheep] 
had not bene so corrupt; The case being so, That such as the prince is, such is the people; like 
shepheard, like flocke; like master, like man.”81 Paraphrasing Ezekiel’s complaint, Oxley 
employs a verb tense that today we might call the historical present, applying Ezekiel’s text to 
his present moment by adopting the temporal perspective on ministerial corruption that the 
prophet himself had taken. At once casting himself back into the prophet’s voice and rereading 
the biblical text as a commentary upon his present moment, Oxley provides a preacherly model 
for the Pilot’s vocal performance in Lycidas. Moreover: his turn, at the end of this passage, to a 
set of aphorisms that interweave the allegorical with the literal shows his desire to step out of 
time, to speak in a voice that is almost prophetic in its interpretive authority and sententiousness, 
and to mirror in his sermon the structure of Ezekiel 34, which concludes with such an 
autointerpretive gesture. 
 Ezekiel’s “Sermon” was viewed as directly relevant, too, to the exact moment of politico-
religious upheaval in which Milton wrote Lycidas.82 In 1637, the year of Edward King’s 
drowning and Lycidas’s composition, the controversialist William Prynne (best remembered for 
his Histriomastix) published A Breviate of the Prelates intolerable usurpations, a fiercely anti-
prelatical tract advocating a return to the devotional forms of the Elizabethan church.83 (Milton 
																																																						
81 Oxley, The Shepheard, B2v. 
82 For an account of Milton’s engagement with the religious politics of 1637, see James 
Kelly and Catherine Bray, “The Keys to Milton’s ‘Two-Handed Engine’ in ‘Lycidas’,” Milton 
Quarterly 44.2 (May 2010): 122–24. 
83 William Prynne, A Breviate of the Prelates intolerable usurpations, both upon the 
Kings Prerogative Royall, and the Subjects Liberties (London, 1637). This printing advertises 
itself as “Edition 3. much enlarged,” although no previous edition is extant (title page). On 
Prynne’s attitude toward Elizabethan ecclesiology, see William Lamont, “Prynne, William 
(1600–1669), pamphleteer and lawyer,” Oxford Dictionary of National Biography. Accessed 28 
Feb. 2018. http://www.oxforddnb.com/view/10.1093/ref:odnb/9780198614128.001.0001/odnb-
9780198614128-e-22854. Extra thanks to Julie Crawford for leading me to this polemic. 
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makes a number of sneering references to Prynne across his works, so we know he was aware of 
Prynne’s pamphlets.)84 The Breviate prints on its title page a set of verses from Ezekiel 34, and 
throughout the text Prynne repeatedly turns back to the allegory of the neglectful shepherds; 
Ezekiel’s complaints become a touchstone for Prynne’s anti-clerical polemic, an almost-constant 
point of reference, as in this playful passage: 
Let [the prelates] remember that they are (at leastwise ought to be) not Lords, but 
servants; not Bitesheeps, but Bishops; not Pilates, but Prelates; not imposters, but Pastors; 
not loyterers, but labourers; not Kings, but Subjects; not sleepers, but Watchmen; not 
blinde Bedels, but Seers; not fleecers, but feeders; not butchers, but shepheards; not 
Preyers, but Preachers; not destroyers, but instructors; not Tyrants, but Fathers; not 
dumbe-dogges, but cryers; not theeves, but keepers; not Wolves, but Guardians; not 
seducers, but leaders; guides and examples to the Flock and Sheepe of Christ, alwayes 
carying themselves like such in all places, companies and conditions whatsoever, walking 
even as Christ, the Great Sheepheard of the sheepe hath done before them.85 
In Prynne’s slant-rhyme litany, the distinction between “butcher” and “shepheard” becomes 
analogous to that between “Preyer” and “Preacher.” This wordplay suggests that the antidote to 
Ezekiel’s corrupt shepherds involves, among other remedies, a return to preaching (perhaps over 
and against the “prayer” whose intimation we hear beneath “Preyer”). Prynne sounds this pro-
homiletic note earlier in the tract as well, when he reminds his reader that “wee read that [Christ] 
said to Peter, If thou lovest me, feed my sheep. Thou art the Heire and Vicar of Peter; feed my 
sheep by preaching, doe the work of an Evangelist and shepheard: thou must not be ashamed of 
																																																						
84 See Barbara Kiefer Lewalski, The Life of John Milton: A Critical Biography, rev ed. 
(Malden, MA: Blackwell, 2003), 224. 
85 Prynne, Breviate, 262. 
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the Gospell, if thou beleivest, thou oughtest not to be ashamed of thy pastorall office.”86 As we 
will see, Milton draws exactly this metaphor—the analogy of preaching to feeding sheep—out of 
Ezekiel; Prynne’s method, too, is notably prosopopoeic. He begins by quoting Peter’s gospel 
cleanly, with the quotation of Christ’s voice set apart by italics. After the stop, however, the 
voice refracts. Prynne first addresses his contemporary audience, the “Prelates” of his title, 
reminding them that they are the “Heire[s]” of Peter; but then he seems to fall back into the voice 
of Christ when he urges them to “feed my sheep by preaching” (emphasis added). The brief 
quotation of Christ’s voice, it seems, has bled into the flow of Prynne’s prose, and we find him—
as we found Donne—subtly inching toward Christ’s vocal perspective. 
 At first, no such ambiguity touches the Pilot’s speech in Lycidas. Of all the poem’s 
speeches, indeed, it is the most carefully and transparently managed. Unlike the surprise entrance 
of Apollo, for instance, the Pilot’s interruption into the poem is noted in advance: 
Last came, and last did go,  
The Pilot of the Galilean lake, 
Two massy Keyes he bore of metals twain,  
(The Golden opes, the Iron shuts amain) 
He shook his Miter’d locks, and stern bespake. (108–12) 
As if taking a preparatory breath, the verse pauses at the Pilot’s entrance: the first line quoted 
here, with its three feet, is the only shortened line in the verse paragraph in which the speeches of 
Camus and the Pilot appear. The narrator makes careful note of the Pilot’s tone of voice, both 
here (“stern”) and after the speech’s dramatic conclusion: “Return Alpheus, the dread voice is 
past, / That shrunk thy streams” (132–33). These lines insist that it is the awful quality of the 
Pilot’s “dread voice,” rather than the haranguing content of his sermon, that has scared away the 
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poem’s other mourner-muses. The political matter of Milton’s anti-prelatical polemic may 
acquire a disproportionate importance for the poem’s readers—as the 1645 headnote famously 
suggests—yet in the poem’s narrative it is the vocal performance that affects the allegorical 
landscape and makes way, as some critics have argued, for the recuperative display of flowers 
that next occupies the speaker’s attention. What kind of a vocal performance is it?87 
 As the Pilot’s sermon begins, the biblical text he seems to have on his mind is not 
Ezekiel, but rather Christ’s parable of the good shepherd in John 10: “How well I could have 
spar’d for thee young swain. / Anow of such as for their bellies sake, / Creep and intrude, and 
climb into the fold?” (113–15). In John’s gospel, Christ uses this word—“climb”—to describe 
the actions of bad shepherds: “He that entereth not by the door into the sheepfold, but climbeth 
up some other way, the same is a thief and a robber” (John 10:1). Yet Milton’s speaker is already 
synthesizing the New Testament with the Old, since the emphasis he places here on the 
shepherds’ satisfying their own hunger rather than the flock’s is drawn from Ezekiel rather from 
John. The problem of “feeding” is Ezekiel’s constant refrain: “Woe be to the shepheards of Israel 
that doe feede themselves: should not the shepheards feede the flockes?” For the reader who 
recognizes these citations, a question about voice and interpretation is already emerging: who 
speaks the Pilot’s speech? Whose business is it to offer the warning that Christ (in the gospel) 
and the Pilot (in the poem) make? The description of the “Pilot,” as I have shown in my survey 
of the critical literature, is ambiguous enough to admit that the speaker might be Christ or Peter; 
the allusion to John 10, if recognized, suggests either that Christ is our speaker or that Peter is 
adopting Christ’s voice and attitude. In either case, the speaker is hearkening back to an Old 
																																																						
87 It is distinctive, at least, in its imagery. As Rosemond Tuve relates, “the imagery within 
the great speech of St. Peter is different from any other in the poem. It has a different purpose: 
denigration, an almost magniloquent diminishing […] of its subjects.” Rosemond Tuve, “Theme, 
Pattern, and Imagery in Lycidas,” in Patrides, ed., Lycidas, 176. 
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Testament text whose content and prophetic tone the speaker is aping. The result of all of this 
ambiguity and allusion, I would argue, is a speaker whose layered polyvocality recalls both the 
prosopopoeic interpretations of the early modern preacher and the vocal complexity of Old 
Testament prophecy. 
 The Pilot develops the Ezekielian theme of displacement—in which the shepherds, rather 
than the sheep, are “fed”—in the next three lines, where the shepherds who “feede themselves” 
are given a dramatic pastoral scene: “Of other care they little reck’ning make, / Then how to 
scramble at the shearers feast, / And shove away the worthy bidden guest” (116–18). The poem 
does not, however, continue merely elaborate upon Ezekiel’s complaints; instead, the problem of 
vocal performance that the Pilot’s initial typological synthesis of Ezekiel and Christ raised 
occupies almost all of his ensuing harangue. Indeed, I would suggest that the speaker’s self-
consciousness of this performance of vocal impersonation impels him into a meditation on 
precisely that homiletic mode. This shift first erupts into the speech by means of the Pilot’s 
furious interjection: “Blind mouthes!” (119). John Ruskin’s etymological interpretation has long 
been standard reading of this phrase; he writes: “A ‘Bishop’ means ‘a person who sees.’ A 
‘Pastor’ means ‘a person who feeds.’ The most unbishoply character a man can have is therefore 
to be Blind. The most unpastoral is, instead of feeding, to want to be fed,—to be a Mouth.”88 
This reading quite appropriately adheres the phrase to the poem’s foregoing interest in the 
problem of “feeding,” but it overlooks the fact that “Blind Mouthes” also serves as a pivot into 
the Pilot’s complaint about shepherds’ vocal performances. Mouths feed, but they also sing, or 
blow a pipe (that is, in the poem’s allegory, preach): a “Blind Mouth” is therefore, by means of a 
perverse synesthesia, also a “Deaf Mouth,” a vocal organ that ignores the needs and responses of 
																																																						
88 John Ruskin, Sesame and Lilies, ed. Deborah Epstein Nord (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 2002), 40. 
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its audience as it continuously exercises itself not just in feeding but also in emitting the poem’s 
forthcoming “rank mists.”89 
 The Pilot thus turns to the shepherds’ songs, which I read as an allegory for homiletic 
malpractice: 
What recks it them? What need they? They are sped; 
And when they list, their lean and flashy songs 
Grate on their scrannel Pipes of wretched straw, 
The hungry Sheep look up, and are not fed, 
But swoln with wind, and the rank mist they draw, 
Rot inwardly, and foul contagion spread: (122–27) 
“Feed my sheep by preaching,” wrote Prynne, aping Christ’s voice in its backward reach toward 
Ezekiel. In these lines, Milton augments the metaphor by means of the secular pastoral his poem 
inhabits: the pastors’ nutritive preaching, in Prynne’s metaphor, become the songs sung and 
played by the shepherd-poets of the pastoral tradition.90 Milton’s Pilot implies that their 
homiletic failure is the result both of poor reasoning (“lean and flashy songs”) and bad playing 
(“scrannel,” “wretched”). This disgusting vocal performance then becomes materialized—again, 
by means of a metaphorical synesthesia—as a “rank mist” that infects the “hungry Sheep.” The 
wretched shepherds become like those in Ezekiel’s prophecy, which accuses them of medical 
malpractice: “The diseased have ye not strengthened, neither have yee healed that which was 
sicke.” Milton’s critique of the contemporary preachers is vague—the allegory gives few clues 
about the particular homiletic practices it disdains—but its vehemence centers on the ill effect a 
																																																						
89 Another reader who has grasped this synesthetic confusion, although in the course of a 
very different project, is Lauren Shohet, “Subjects and Objects in Lycidas,” Texas Studies in 
Literature and Language 47.2 (Spring 2005): 108. 
90 In merging the secular and sacred pastoral traditions, Milton is following several 
precursors, most importantly Mantuan’s Adulescentia and Spenser’s Shepheardes Calender. 
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bad vocal performance will have on its congregated audience. The implicit antithesis to this 
preaching practice is the Pilot’s own sermon, which, though “dread,” can hardly be accused of 
being “lean,” “flashy,” or “wretched.” Indeed, the speech’s main claim against such unpleasant 
insubstantiality is the rich scriptural tradition it imbricates within its own polyvocal performance, 
its implicit assurance that it is not merely polemical but is founded in, and giving new voice to, 
scriptural prophecy. 
 Note, then, the efficaciousness of this vocal, homiletic performance in Lycidas. Within 
the Pilot’s speech, the shepherds’ wretched songs transmute into “rank mist” and then into a 
“contagion” that spreads among the flock, like malicious gossip (or bad theology) intoned in 
whispers. The Pilot’s “dread voice,” as a counterweight to such bad preaching, frightens off the 
poem’s other muses: after the sermon reaches the pitch of apocalyptic prophecy in its final lines, 
the poem’s speaker reveals that it has “shrunk [the] streams” of the river god Alpheus with 
Orphic poetic potency.91 Milton begins the Pilot’s speech merely by giving new voice to 
Ezekiel’s prophecy, but by the speech’s conclusion, the Pilot and the poem’s speaker have begun 
to self-consciously consider the power of that vocal performance to re-shape the flocks of hearers 
and readers that both populate and encounter Lycidas. 
 In sum, then: the Pilot’s “sermon” begins in the mode of prosopopoeic interpretation that 
was in widespread use in Milton’s moment, ambiguously merging the voices of Ezekiel, Christ, 
and St. Peter; this mode of vocal performance prompts the Pilot—and the poet himself—to 
consider the vocal effects of preaching more broadly, as he meditates upon the shepherds’ “Blind 
Mouthes”; that consideration manifests itself first as a screed against homiletic malpractice, and 
finally as the chilling, “dread voice” of the Pilot, which very nearly arrests the poem in its 
																																																						
91 For a nuanced but differently focused account of this transition, see Walter Schindler, 
Voice and Crisis: Invocation in Milton’s Poetry (Hamden, CT: Archon Books, 1984), 40–41. 
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course. Milton’s critics have always recognized the complexity of Lycidas’s vocal arrangement, 
but they have undervalued, I think, the extent to which that complexity derives from the 
polyvocality of scriptural prophecy as it was revived and performed by Milton’s homiletic 
contemporaries. Lycidas in this interpretation may no longer look much like the William 
Alabaster sonnet with which I began this discussion, with its single act of vocal reorientation 
(“Thus thought St. Peter…”); but we can see now how Milton’s poem disperses and complicates 
the basic homiletic function of works like Alabaster’s poem and the exegeses of Oxley and 
Prynne, arranging them into the longest and most sophisticated hermeneutic plot we have yet 
encountered. In the context of these works, Milton’s astonishing last turn—“Thus sang the 
uncouth swain”—appears to reiterate the power of impersonation as a discursive mode even 
outside of the exegetical method in which, for Milton’s “uncouth swain,” it begins. 
 The poem, moreover, offers one final complication of this vocal scheme. In its 
valedictory lines, it describes the swain—now somewhat “couth”—moving on from the scene of 
the poem: “At last he rose, and twitch’d his Mantle blew: / To morrow to fresh Woods, and 
Pastures new” (193–94). Many a shepherd, to be sure, has worn a Mantle.92 But, as James G. 
Taaffe has pointed out, the mantle is also a powerful Biblical symbol for “the passing on of the 
prophetic vocation.”93 In “picking up his mantle,” Taaffe argues, the swain “signals his symbolic 
																																																						
92 Peter M. Sacks, for instance, contrasts this line with Colin Clout’s “mantle black” in 
Spenser’s Shepheardes Calender, in The English Elegy: Studies in the Genre from Spenser to 
Yeats (Baltimore, MD: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1985), 116. 
93 It was also not uncommon to speak of “the mantle of S. Peter,” especially insofar as it 
signified the papacy. See Cipriano de Valera, Two Treatises: The first, of the Lives of the Popes, 
and their Doctrine. The second, of the Masse, trans. John Golburne (London, 1600), 114. The 
most thrilling “blewe mantle” that I have found, however, comes in a passage from The Bee hive 
of the Romishe Church, a bitter anti-Catholic satire by Philips van Marnix van St. Aldegonde 
(and translated into English in 1579). Marnix writes: “wherein soever the decrees may further 
her [i.e. the Catholic church’s] purpose, she may have them in reputation, and make them equall 
with Gods worde. But whensoever the Scripture doth make against her, she may finde a glose, or 
an Allegorie upon it, and so cover the matter with a blewe mantle.” In this usage, the “blewe 
mantle,” far from being the sign of the prophet, is, like Alabaster’s tongue, a kind of interpretive 
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assumption of the triple role of poet-prophet-priest.”94 Taaffe’s reading of the swain’s 
“assumption” aligns him with those critics who understand the swain’s departure to symbolize a 
forward-looking Milton embarking upon his future career. But the moment also looks backward 
to the Pilot’s prophetic sermon.95 The swain appears to have put on the Pilot’s mantle, in his final 
moments of poetic visibility performing an impersonation of him. The distinction, then, between 
the Pilot and the swain undergoes one final moment of blurring, and the obscure relationship 
between the Pilot’s sermon and the swain’s pastoral song comes briefly into focus. In singing his 
song, and impersonating the Pilot of the Galilean lake, the swain has become more like him, and 
more like the prophetic preacher who acquires the “wonderful […] authority” that such 
ambiguities confer. I am convinced that, more than any other of the poem’s features, it is this 
dispersion of exegetical prosopopoeia throughout Lycidas that readies the poet for the sustained 
biblical invocation that is Paradise Lost. 
 
Coda: Thomas Traherne and the Speaking Infant 
 The readings in this chapter have begun to tell a story. In Donne and Alabaster, vocal 
ambiguity and the sudden shifts associated with it are the medium of exegesis: an interpretation 
of a text takes place as the poet conducts a scriptural impersonation, or else veers suddenly into 
or out of one. When this happens, the poet almost immediately begins to think about or theorize 
such reading, through all the metaphors that the ideas of “voice” or “impersonation” provide: 
hence we get Donne’s reference to Christ’s incarnation, or Alabaster’s patterns of grammatical 
																																																						
blot. Philips van Marnix van St. Aldonge, The Bee hive of the Romishe Church, trans. George 
Gilpin (London, 1579), 52v. (Gilpin dedicated this translation to Philip Sidney.) 
94 James G. Taaffe, “Lycidas—Line 192,” Milton Quarterly 6.2 (May 1972): 36, 37. 
95 Joseph Wittreich also reads this moment retrospectively, although he ties it back to the 
beginning of the poem, turning the thing into a circle. Joseph A. Wittreich, Jr., “Milton’s 
Lycidas, 192,” Explicator 26.2 (October 1967): 28–30. 
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solecism. In Lycidas, scriptural impersonation and dramatic reorientation are uncoupled: 
Milton’s Pilot speaks in the voice of Ezekiel, but it is the “uncouth swain” whose voice is 
shockingly revealed at the poem’s volta. Milton may tie the swain back to the Pilot by means of 
his “Mantle blew,” but this is an obscure connection, an alignment that appears only to the reader 
who has learned to listen for the prosopopoeic nuances of this sort of poetry. 
 I want to provide a brief ending to this story by following the progress of this gradual 
dissolution into a poet who fully abandons the dramatic trick that reveals a speaker’s “true” 
identity, and who likewise leaves behind the scriptural specificity of Donne, Alabaster, and 
Milton, yet for whom ambiguities of voice and impersonation are still paramount. Thomas 
Traherne, writing toward the end of the seventeenth-century, imitates the effects of his 
predecessors’ vocal ambiguities and impersonations, but forsakes the exegetical purposes for 
which they were intended. Traherne’s version of prosopopoeia is startlingly original: he is 
fascinated by the paradox of the speaking infant—the newborn, by definition speechless (infans), 
who nevertheless speaks his poetry. This perspective in a way reverses the vocal techniques of 
the poems I have discussed in this chapter: rather than radically shifting voices in the middle of a 
poem, Traherne speaks, from the start, in a voice that should not yet be able to speak. Through 
this paradoxical vocal performance, Traherne creates ambiguities very much like those of the 
earlier poets even as he leaves behind his precursors’ engagements with scripture. 
 Although he does not typically refer to specific scriptural texts in his poems, Traherne 
nevertheless turns to homiletics for a framework for thinking about the speaking infant’s vocal 
performance.96 In “Dumnesse,” one of the poems in the Dobell manuscript of Traherne’s poetry, 
																																																						
96 Scripture does, however, feature prominently in the prose poems known as the 
Thanksgivings. For instance, see Stanley Stewart, The Expanded Voice: The Art of Thomas 




preaching serves as a metaphor for the power of the non-verbal senses, in a strange inversion of 
the synesthetic methods we have encountered in Alabaster and Milton. The poem describes the 
Edenic psychological state that the speaker inhabited (and here we encounter the characteristic 
paradox) before he could speak: 
Before which time [i.e. the fall into language] a Pulpit in my Mind, 
A Temple, and a Teacher I did find, 
With a large Text to comment on. No Ear, 
But Eys them selvs were all the Hearers there. 
And evry Stone, and Evry Star a Tongue, 
And evry Gale of Wind a Curious Song.97 
Traherne recasts the classic scene of homiletic performance—preacher, text, audience—as a 
metaphor for the visual life of the prelinguistic child; the world becomes a “Text” to which the 
preacher gives new voice in a vocal performance witnessed by the speaker’s “Eys.” One is struck 
by the perversity of the conceit, the force with which it makes “evry Stone” into a “Tongue.” It is 
a bizarre rewriting of the myth of Orpheus, in which the poet’s “Tongue” brings stones to life; it 
fuses the two functions of prosopopoeia—giving a voice and personifying—by turning inanimate 
stones into speaking objects (or, rather, subjects?). 
 The perversity and strangeness of this conceit underscore the impossibility of describing 
non-linguistic perception without words: not only is the poem written in language (strange 
though it is to acknowledge this), but the metaphor imposed upon the perceptive processes it 
describes is not merely verbal, but takes the complex linguistic structure of text, mediator, 
																																																						
97 Thomas Traherne, Poems, Centuries, and Three Thanksgivings, ed. Anne Ridler 
(Oxford University Press, 1966), 24, lines 57–62. Further citations of Traherne’s poetry will 
refer to this edition, with poem titles and line numbers in parentheses. 
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interpretation, and audience.98 The poem’s exultant tone is consistently at odds with its insistence 
on a preference for the pre-linguistic state. Earlier on, the speaker reports: “My Non-Intelligence 
of Human Words / Ten thousand Pleasures unto me affords” (21–22). The present tense of 
“affords,” especially as it jangles with that theoretically absent presence—“Words”—makes the 
paradox explicit. Who is speaking these “Words”? The ambiguity that haunts a poem like 
“Dumnesse” inheres not in the question of who the speaker is but rather when he is reporting his 
experience. You can read the lines, against the grain of their grammar, as the adult speaker 
reporting his past experience; or you can read them, against the grain of their content, as the 
infant speaker reporting an ongoing experience. Neither reading will fully resolve the paradox 
that Traherne is concerned with exploring. 
 The question of the speaker’s identity does emerge, however, in dozens of Traherne’s 
poems. I will examine just one of these, the first poem in the Dobell manuscript, entitled “The 
Salutation.”99 It is a poem that attempts to speak in the voice of an infant in its moment of 
coming-into-being. It begins: 
These little Limmes,  
These Eys and Hands which here I find,  
These rosie Cheeks wherwith my Life begins,  
Where have ye been,? Behind  
What Curtain were ye from me hid so long?  
Where was? in what Abyss, my Speaking Tongue? (“The Salutation,” 1–6) 
																																																						
98 For a similar account of this problem, see Cynthia Saenz, “Language and the Fall: The 
Quest for Prelapsarian Speech in the Writings Of Thomas Traherne and his Contemporaries,” in 
Re-Reading Thomas Traherne: A Collection of New Critical Essays, ed. Jacob Blevins (Tempe, 
AZ: Arizona Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, 2007), 82. 
99 Thanks to Timothy Harrison for an exchange that helped me to clarify my views on 
this poem (as well as on “Dumnesse”). 
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The speaker’s “Speaking Tongue,” remarkably, seems to pre-exist the physical body that it 
describes coming into existence.100 As in “Dumnesse,” prosopopoeia manifests itself in the 
paradox of the speaking infant: how can a voice narrate its own genesis? By whom is the voice 
imputed, and onto whom? Who himself beginning knew? 
 Traherne’s critics typically proceed as if Traherne himself were the speaker of such 
poems; they are expressions of his commitment to the “Affirmative Way,” a devotional attitude 
that “pursues perfection through delight in the creative world.”101 But look what happens later on 
in “The Salutation”: 
   Long time before 
 I in my Mothers Womb was born, 
A GOD preparing did this Glorious Store, 
  The World for me adorne. 
Into this Eden so Divine and fair, 
So Wide and Bright, I com his Son and Heir. (31–36) 
This might well be Traherne expressing with extravagant joy—and hyperbolic typological 
identification—his conviction of the world’s beauty and his own place in it. The poem, however, 
has already asked us to wonder who can speak like this, and the phrase “Son and Heir” offers one 
possibility: Christ, whose “Mothers Womb” and infant moments are the objects of so much 
devotional attention. Viewed from one direction, as a pre-Romantic lyric, the poem is perfectly 
legible as a performance of self-expression, even if such a reading might scant the strange 
suggestiveness of the opening lines.102 Viewed from the other direction, however, as an inheritor 
																																																						
100 See Stewart, The Expanded Voice, 171–73. 
101 Traherne, Poems, xvii. See also Lewalski, Protestant Poetics, 352ff. 
102 Wonderfully, strangeness becomes (quite literally) the subject of the poem’s final 
lines: “A Stranger here / Strange Things doth meet, Strange Glories See” (37–38). It is as if the 
speaker of the poem’s final lines have begun to read the poem’s opening lines.  
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of the prosopopoeic tradition of lyric interpretation—with its enfolding of vocal impersonation 
and exegesis with typology and imitatio Christi—the poem becomes even more complex, a 
nativity hymn spoken by the infant Christ himself. A hymn, moreover, that appears to 
materialize prosopopoeia’s ability to “make” by depicting the voice, along with the rest of the 
body, in the process of becoming. I am beginning to speak as Christ, the poem seems to say. The 
question this assertion poses to the reader also confronts the seventeenth-century Christian who 
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